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Abstract
Limited work exists for the comparison across distinct knowledge-based approaches in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) for non-monotonic reasoning, and in particular for the examination
of their inferential and explanatory capacity. Non-monotonicity, or defeasibility, allows the
retraction of a conclusion in the light of new information. It is a similar pattern to human
reasoning, which draws conclusions in the absence of information, but allows them to be
corrected once new pieces of evidence arise. Thus, this thesis focuses on a comparison of
three approaches in AI for implementation of non-monotonic reasoning models of inference,
namely: expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation. Three applications
from the fields of decision-making in healthcare and knowledge representation and reasoning
were selected from real-world contexts for evaluation: human mental workload modelling,
computational trust modelling, and mortality occurrence modelling with biomarkers. The
link between these applications comes from their presumptively non-monotonic nature. They
present incomplete, ambiguous and retractable pieces of evidence. Hence, reasoning applied
to them is likely suitable for being modelled by non-monotonic reasoning systems.
An experiment was performed by exploiting six deductive knowledge bases produced with
the aid of domain experts. These were coded into models built upon the selected reasoning
approaches and were subsequently elicited with real-world data. The numerical inferences
produced by these models were analysed according to common metrics of evaluation for
each field of application. For the examination of explanatory capacity, properties such as
understandability, extensibility, and post-hoc interpretability were meticulously described
and qualitatively compared. Findings suggest that the variance of the inferences produced
by expert systems and fuzzy reasoning models was higher, highlighting poor stability. In
contrast, the variance of argument-based models was lower, showing a superior stability
of its inferences across different system configurations. In addition, when compared in a
context with large amounts of conflicting information, defeasible argumentation exhibited a
stronger potential for conflict resolution, while presenting robust inferences. An in-depth
discussion of the explanatory capacity showed how defeasible argumentation can lead to the
viii
construction of non-monotonic models with appealing properties of explainability, compared
to those built with expert systems and fuzzy reasoning. The originality of this research lies in
the quantification of the impact of defeasible argumentation. It illustrates the construction
of an extensive number of non-monotonic reasoning models through a modular design. In
addition, it exemplifies how these models can be exploited for performing non-monotonic
reasoning and producing quantitative inferences in real-world applications. It contributes to
the field of non-monotonic reasoning by situating defeasible argumentation among similar
approaches through a novel empirical comparison.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Uncertainty associated with insufficient, inaccurate or unreliable knowledge is unavoidable
in everyday reasoning and in many real-world circumstances. Modelling such uncertainty
has been addressed by many different approaches within Artificial Intelligence (AI). These
include Probability Calculus and its variations: Possibility Theory (Dubois and Prade, 1998)
and Imprecise Probabilities (Walley, 1991); Dempster-Shafer Theory (Liu and Yager, 2008);
and Multi-values Logics, such as Fuzzy Logics (Klir and Yuan, 1995). Another approach is
given by non-monotonic reasoning models. Non-monotonicity, or defeasibility, represents
the capacity for retracting a conclusion in the light of new information (Reiter, 1988; Pollock,
1974; McCarthy, 1980; Kowalski and Sadri, 1991; Longo, 2015a; Brewka, 1991). In AI,
the standard non-monotonic reasoning example is given by ‘birds fly’. If only told about a
particular bird, Tweety, it is reasonable to assume that Tweety flies, unless it is one of the
exceptional birds: penguins, ducks, ostriches and so on (Reiter, 1988). Therefore, in order to
formalise the practice of defeasible reasoning, a prospect solution was proposed in the form
of non-monotonic reasoning approaches (Reiter, 1988). A number of such approaches exist.
For instance, fuzzy reasoning (Zadeh et al., 1965) and expert systems (Durkin and Durkin,
1998) with the addition of non-monotonic layers, and computational argumentation, also
referred to as defeasible argumentation (Bryant and Krause, 2008; Prakken and Vreeswijk,
2001). All these approaches have led to the development of non-monotonic reasoning models
for dealing with reasoning under uncertainty. Moreover, these models are usually based upon
knowledge bases often provided by human experts. Therefore, their performance depends on
the amount and quality of knowledge available. However, they also allow such knowledge,
possibly fragmented, vague, and non-algorithmic, to be represented in a natural and structured
way (Guida and Tasso, 1995). Intuitively, this provides a higher degree of interpretability and
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transparency to the reasoning process. The reason for that is because these models attempt to
use human language and to follow the way humans reason. This increases their explainability,
which is essential for their adoption and usage. Nonetheless, these advantages have not
been sufficient to increase the use of defeasible argumentation technology when performing
quantitative reasoning under uncertainty. In this case, quantitative reasoning is understood
as reasoning built upon domain knowledge and performed on quantitative data, thus being
able to provide numerical inferences. Bench-Capon and Dunne (2007) identified a set of
challenges that need to be overcome for achieving this goal, including the lack of a strong link
between argumentation and other formalisms and the lack of engineering solutions for the
application of argumentation. Another problem arises from the early stage of research – trying
to add quantitative approaches to argumentation (Longo, 2016; Gomez and Chesñevar, 2004).
Often, quantitative approaches in AI are deemed as limited for their inability to provide
justifiable conclusions (Chesñevar et al., 2009). Hence, this study attempts to empirically
evaluate the inferential capacity and to qualitatively analyse the explanatory capacity of
defeasible argumentation models against other similar reasoning approaches. In addition to
defeasible argumentation, non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning and expert systems are selected
and employed as baselines, due to their vast and accepted use within the AI community. On
one hand, the analysis of their inferential capacity can clarify their predictive power. On the
other hand, the analysis of their explanatory capacity can show the ability of the reasoning
models to be adopted and trusted by humans. It is expected that such comparisons will
improve the perception of defeasible argumentation among similar reasoning approaches. In
turn, this could possibly enable different applications and experiments, likely to be defeasibly
modelled, to be carried out.
1.1 Non-monotonic Reasoning Approaches
Most commonly in AI, logics are chosen for representation and specification. However,
classical approaches, such as propositional logic, have been deemed inadequate to perform
non-monotonic reasoning, due to their inner monotonic characteristic (Reiter, 1980). By
definition, in monotonic reasoning the set of reasons supporting particular conclusions
may only grow monotonically, impeding the retraction of previous conclusions. Aimed at
formalising non-monotonic reasoning activities, defeasible reasoning arose as a potential
solution to this problem (Dung, 1995; Rahwan and Simari, 2009; Chesñevar et al., 2000). In
defeasible reasoning, a claim can be defeasibly derived from incomplete premises. However,
if an exception emerges, the claim can be retracted (Pollock, 1987). In AI, different defeasible
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reasoning formalisms have been proposed. For instance, non-monotonic logics (Reiter, 1980;
Moore, 1985; McCarthy, 1980; Nute, 2003), which are formal frameworks conceived to
represent and capture defeasible inference. These are attempts to provide a formal account
on a broad range of examples of non-monotonic reasoning (Strasser and Antonelli, 2019).
Knowledge-based systems have also been used to formalise non-monotonic reasoning
by the construction of rules or arguments. Expert systems are one such approach, capable
of performing non-monotonic reasoning through the creation of rules. They were initially
developed by the AI community in the 1960s and are well-established computer programs
created to emulate a human in a given field (Durkin and Durkin, 1998). They exploit a vast
body of human knowledge that can be computationally represented. In most cases, this
representation comes through a set of rules in the form ‘IF (antecedent) THEN (consequent)’.
Given a set of inputs, these rules can be fired and evaluated, in order to achieve a conclusion
that is justifiable by the encoded expert knowledge.
Fuzzy reasoning is another example of a knowledge-based approach capable of perform-
ing non-monotonic reasoning. It makes use of fuzzy set theory, as proposed by Zadeh (Zadeh
et al., 1965). In fuzzy set theory, the notion of fuzzy membership function is exploited, in
order to represent fuzzy concepts. For example, the natural language terms tall and young
might be defined as fuzzy concepts for allowing different interpretations in distinct contexts.
These functions assign to each object or linguistic term a grade of membership in the range
[0,1] ∈ R. In turn, fuzzy set theory is employed for the construction of fuzzy control systems
or fuzzy expert systems. These are commonly formed by a set of inputs, a rule set and a
defuzzification module (Passino et al., 1998). The defuzzification module employs predefined
mathematical operations to return the fuzzy inferences, performed through fuzzy set theory,
to the original domain of the problem.
Another important approach, defeasible argumentation, deals with the study of assertion
and definition of arguments, usually emerged from divergent opinions. Within AI, argu-
mentation, also known as defeasible argumentation (Bryant and Krause, 2008), is aimed
at developing computational models of arguments (Prakken and Sartor, 2002; Modgil and
Prakken, 2014; Atkinson et al., 2017). Such models are usually built upon layers specialised
for the definition of internal structure of arguments, the resolution of conflicts between
arguments and the possible resolution strategies for reaching a justifiable conclusion.
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1.1.1 Strengths and Limitations
Many logics have been proposed across proof-theoretic non-monotonic formalisms (Brewka
et al., 1997). These encompass different aspects of non-monotonicity and help to illustrate the
complexity of dealing with uncertain, vague and contradictory information in AI. However,
their consistency and intuitions, which are supposed to be represented, are usually hard to
be evaluated. For example, a non-monotonic logics might conclude that Tweety flies, but it
does not make clear if Tweety is not a penguin or not an emu. In contrast, knowledge-based
systems, can be better suited for capturing the non-monotonicity of certain problems. In
these systems, knowledge, usually extracted from domain experts, is represented through the
use of rules or arguments. These rules and arguments might have different internal structures
or even be represented by certain logics (including non-monotonic logics). However, these
systems also need to specify a reasoning process that leads to a final conclusion. On the
one hand, this approach reduces the generalisability of possible solutions, considering
that rules and arguments are not exhaustive. On the other hand, only appropriate non-
monotonic circumstances have to be considered, reducing the complexity of the problem and
enhancing the explainability of the solution. Expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible
argumentation are three examples of such systems. Nonetheless, despite their similarities,
they are not expected to perform equally in different circumstances. For instance, defeasible
argumentation seems to offer more powerful conflict resolution strategies; fuzzy reasoning is
likely more suitable for robust representation of linguistic information through the application
of fuzzy membership functions; and expert systems usually focus on imitating the problem-
solving ability of an expert. All these characteristics seem to emerge from the definitions
of the reasoning approaches but have been scarcely compared in real-world contexts for
quantitative inferences under uncertainty and with conflicting pieces of information.
1.2 Problem Statement, Research Question and Hypothe-
sis
Expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation have all been extensively used
in practical domains, such as medicine, the pharmaceutical industry and engineering (Longo,
2016; Glasspool et al., 2006; Mardani et al., 2015; Liao, 2005). However, scholars have
predominantly focused on their individual application for non-monotonic reasoning, barely
attempting to investigate their differences in terms of inferential capacity. Thus, the aim of
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this doctoral research is to quantitatively investigate and evaluate the inferential capacity of
defeasible argumentation over other well-known approaches for non-monotonic reasoning.
In particular, the research question (RQ) is:
RQ: To what extent does the inferential capacity of defeasible argumentation differ from
non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning and expert systems?
The research hypothesis is that the inferences produced by models built with defeasible
argumentation can enhance decision-making and knowledge representation, as compared
to a selection of techniques for representing, reasoning over and handling uncertainty. In
particular, these techniques are fuzzy reasoning and expert systems. Furthermore, it is also
expected that different argument-based models will indicate not only if an enhancement is
possible, but also which step in the reasoning process is likely to be responsible for such
enhancements. Finally, the explanatory capacity of the reasoning approaches is evaluated via
a parallel discussion on qualitative properties performed with the author’s knowledge. This
discussion is aimed at increasing the understanding of the differences between the approaches
with qualitative properties.
1.3 Research Methodology, Methods and Objectives
In order to answer the research question, a set of research objectives and sub-objectives is
defined:
O1. To understand the state-of-the-art on non-monotonic reasoning.
(a) To investigate and review the main notions, theories, applications and ideas of
non-monotonic reasoning.
(b) To describe the predominant structures of inferential models built with knowledge-
based non-monotonic reasoning approaches.
O2. To design a comparative experiment.
(a) To select a set of applications (from O1a) that can be modelled by knowledge-
based non-monotonic reasoning approaches in quantitative terms.
(b) To design a substantial set of non-monotonic reasoning models with the se-
lected modelling approaches capable of providing inferences for the selected
applications in O2a.
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(c) To identify, review and select a set of quantitative evaluation metrics for each ap-
plication (from O2a), for evaluating the inferential capacity of the non-monotonic
reasoning approaches.
(d) To identify and select a set of qualitative evaluation metrics, not domain depen-
dent, for examining the explanatory capacity of the non-monotonic reasoning
approaches.
O3. To implement non-monotonic reasoning models (from O2b) for the selected domains
of applications (from O2a) via software.
O4. To evaluate the reasoning approaches and their inferential capacity via models imple-
mented in O3.
(a) To compare the inferences produced by models, according to the evaluation
metrics selected for each application in objective O2c.
(b) To compare the explanatory capacity of the knowledge-based non-monotonic
reasoning approaches, according to the set of evaluation properties selected in
objective O2d.
The proposed research is inductive. It starts from the observation of a recent increase in the
use of defeasible argumentation in fields such as decision-making, knowledge representation
and reasoning, as well as multiagent systems. This observation leads to the tentative and
informal hypothesis that defeasible argumentation presents a better inferential and explanatory
capacity when compared to other similar reasoning approaches, or in this case, non-monotonic
expert systems and fuzzy reasoning.
Objective O1 is achieved through an in-depth literature review. The theories of each
knowledge-based non-monotonic reasoning approach should be better understood, in order to
define their inferential models. Thus, the proposed research involves other existing researches
and consequently is also secondary in nature. In order to accomplish objectives O2 and
O3, reasoning models are built upon existing building blocks identified in objective O1 of
each reasoning approach. As for the applications, three were chosen for evaluation in the
fields of health care and knowledge representation. All of these are secondary, in terms of
data, and provide publicly accessible datasets. Knowledge bases are gathered from domain
experts mainly through the exchange of textual material and discussions. An extensive and
significant number of interactions between the author and domain experts were performed
for acquisition and validation of information. Next, these knowledge bases are exploited by
the selected non-monotonic reasoning approaches, to build the envisioned set of inferential
models for each application. In turn, these models are instantiated by the respective datasets
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and are used to produce a set of quantitative inferences. This allows the execution of an
evaluation of their inferences, according to the metrics defined for each problem. This
evaluation is performed so as to achieve objective O4a. Separately, the explanatory capacity
of the reasoning approaches is analysed, by means of several properties, for explainability
analysis, as proposed in the literature of Explainable Artificial Intelligence (Allahyari and
Lavesson, 2011; Abdul et al., 2018; Lipton, 2018; Giraud-Carrier, 1998). This analysis is
performed, with the author’s knowledge, through a meticulous description and comparison of
properties such as: understandability, extensibility and interpretability. In this case, the focus
of the examination is on the reasoning processes themselves, not being domain dependent.
The qualitative analysis of these properties is aimed at accomplishing objective O4b. Bias
is reduced by the evaluation of a large number of properties – six in total. In addition, the
existence of confirmation bias (Nickerson, 1998) is acknowledged, and an attempt was made
to analyse such properties as neutrally as possible. Nonetheless, since all the interpretation
is conducted by the author, with his knowledge, bias is not completely removed, adding a
delimitation to the study. Lastly, a concurrent triangulation design is proposed. Quantitative
and qualitative analysis are carried out separately, but also integrated during the interpretation
phase. Fig. 1.1 depicts a technical streamlined design of the research study.
1.3.1 Domains of Applications
Ideally, as many applications as possible should be considered, in order to provide the
best account of the impact of defeasible argumentation within non-monotonic reasoning
in AI. Nevertheless, given the limitations imposed by doctoral research, three domains of
application whose reasoning could be presumptively defeasibly modelled were chosen from
real-world contexts: human mental workload modelling, mortality occurrence modelling
with biomarkers (or biological markers) and computational trust modelling. The similarity
between these comes from their incomplete, ambiguous retractable pieces of evidence, hence
they are likely suitable to be modelled by the investigated non-monotonic reasoning systems.
This uncertainty also leads to a lack of a definitive ground truth, and consequently results
in a number of distinct evaluation metrics. On the one hand, the greater amount of metrics
increases the complexity of the research study. On the other hand, they are likely able
to provide a robust source of evidence for the future use and selection of non-monotonic
reasoning approaches in real-world applications. A brief introduction to the selected domains
of application is given below.
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Defeasible
argumentation
Fuzzy reasoning
Expert systems
Investigated approaches for
the implementation of non-
monotonic reasoning
Models of
inference
...
Models of
inference
...
Models of
inference
...
Models of inference used in
distinct domains of applications
Explanatory
capacity analysis
...
Inferences
...
Inferences
...
Inferences
Inferential capacity
analysis
Fig. 1.1 Streamlined design of the study aimed at comparing the inferential and explanatory capacity
of three knowledge-based approaches able to model non-monotonic reasoning. These approaches are
exploited for the production of models of inference applied to distinct domains of application. The
inferences produced by such models are quantitatively evaluated, in order to analyse their resulting
inferential capacity. At the same time, the process of designing these models, coupled with the
intrinsic characteristics of the reasoning approaches is examined, in order to qualitatively investigate
their explanatory capacity.
1.3.1.1 Human Mental Workload Modelling
Mental workload (MWL) is an ill-defined construct with no clear and widely accepted
definition. In a nutshell, it can be seen as the amount of mental activity devoted to a certain
task over time (Young et al., 2015). The main reason for modelling and measuring MWL
is to quantify the mental cost of performing a task, so as to predict operator and system
performance (Cain, 2007). Different measures for defining MWL, such as a numerical scalar,
have been proposed (Eggemeier, 1988), which can be categorised into task performance
measures, physiological measures and subjective measures. The first tries to infer MWL
from objective notions of performance, such as the number of errors and time involved
in responding to a secondary task. The second attempts to infer an MWL scalar from
physiological responses, like pupillary reflex or muscle activity. The third, subjective
measures, leans on the analysis of subjective feedback (such as questionnaires) provided by
humans engaging with an underlying task. These measures are a consequence of different
modellings of MWL, which can be seen as a knowledge-representation and reasoning
problem. Non-monotonic reasoning might be a way of tackling this problem. For instance,
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if the time spent on a certain task is low, it is reasonable to assume that the overall MWL
imposed by that task is also low. Concurrently, if the effort invested in the task is high, then
the contrary (high MWL) can be inferred, causing the previous conclusion to be retracted.
This is an example of non-monotonic reasoning applied in the MWL domain.
1.3.1.2 Mortality Occurrence Modelling with Biomarkers
Contrary to medical symptoms recognised by the patients themselves, biomarkers can be
defined as medical conditions, observed from outside the patients, that can be measured
accurately and reproducibly (Strimbu and Tavel, 2010). Simple examples include cholesterol,
pulse and waist circumference, while complex ones can range from several disease diagnostics
to sophisticated laboratory tests of blood and other tissues. Prognostic information is, then, of
essential value in clinical decision-making, for instance in the development of advance care
planning for patients at higher risk of mortality (Lee et al., 2006). It is associated with the
same issues as other medical fields. In these, different pieces of information considered might
contradict each other, thus a method for resolving them is often necessary. For example,
suppose an older person with increased mean cell volume of red blood cells (MCV). MCV
might lead to poorer cognitive functioning, which in turn, increases the person’s risk of
death. However, if new information is found, stating that no vitamin B12 deficiency has been
identified in this person, then MCV cannot be increased. This causes the retraction of the
previous statement and leads to an opposite inference of mortality risk (low). It exemplifies
how the assessment of mortality risk can be achieved through a defeasible reasoning process.
1.3.1.3 Computational Trust Modelling
Another application whose reasoning is likely suitable to be modelled by non-monotonic
approaches is computation trust. This application, in common with MWL modelling, is
also a problem from the domain of knowledge representation and reasoning. Moreover,
computational trust is likewise an ill-defined construct. Therefore, many definitions can be
found in the literature (Parsons et al., 2010). In short, given a specific task, trust can be
defined as a prediction of an expectation being fulfilled. Usually, this expectation comes from
one agent trusting another. Trust evidence might include several different factors that can
lead to a conflicting assessment, such as reputation, recommendation and former interactions.
In other terms, a model of trust is usually required when an entity, human or digital, with
contradicting pieces of evidence and arguments, needs to quantify and aggregate these, in
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order to proceed (or not) with an interaction with another entity. For example, consider a
human agent in a digital collaborative environment. An initial analysis might conclude that
this agent should be assigned a high trustworthiness value, due to a large amount of previous
interactions performed by him/her. However, if the reputation achieved by this agent after
performing these interactions is not positive, then a new low trustworthiness value might be
inferred instead. The fact that these pieces of evidence and arguments can be retracted or
reinforced in light of new information allows this process to be seen as a form of defeasible
reasoning activity.
1.4 Contribution to the Body of Knowledge
This thesis originally and meaningfully contributes to the body of knowledge by situating
defeasible argumentation among similar reasoning approaches through an extensive empirical
comparison of its inferential capacity and an in-depth discussion of its explanatory capacity.
In order to perform this comparison, a number of contributions to the field of non-monotonic
reasoning and a number of minor contributions to domains of application were also achieved.
Empirical contribution
• This study has situated defeasible argumentation in comparison to expert systems
and fuzzy reasoning in the context of non-monotonic reasoning and in terms of their
inferential capacity in three practical applications. Thus, it has showed originality
when using, testing and evaluating existing theoretical approaches for non-monotonic
reasoning under uncertainty. (major)
Practical contributions
This study has:
• Exemplified the use of three non-monotonic reasoning approaches coupled with a
modular design of reasoning models of inference that facilitates similar comparisons
and replication. (major)
• Exemplified the use of a non-monotonic layer, not often employed in practical domains,
in the models built with the expert systems and fuzzy reasoning approaches. (minor)
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• Exemplified how a process of knowledge acquisition could be performed in collab-
oration with domain experts, leading to the creation of credible knowledge bases
that can be modelled and elicited by expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible
argumentation models. (minor)
• Created a set of non-monotonic reasoning models useful in real-world applications and
that allows falsification and extension by domain experts. (minor)
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of non-monotonic reasoning in AI and is aimed at ac-
complishing objective O1. It starts by defining common non-monotonic logics and discusses
the limitations and advantages of employing knowledge-based approaches. Subsequent
sections cover expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation. The chapter
focuses on introducing the structures usually applied by each of these systems, when im-
plementing models capable of performing non-monotonic activities. It also highlights the
observed strengths and limitations of these three approaches and concludes by making the
connection between the state-of-the-art and the defined research question.
Chapter 3 covers the design of the study aimed at answering the research question. As the
goal is to achieve objectives O2 and O3, it thoroughly depicts each step of the construction of
non-monotonic reasoning models built with the theories detailed in Chapter 2. This chapter
also describes the domains of application in which the models are instantiated and provides a
brief introduction for each of these. It focuses on their evaluation metrics, knowledge bases
and how they can be exploited by non-monotonic reasoning approaches. In addition, the
chapter formally introduces and defines properties for evaluation of explanatory capacity.
Lastly, it concludes with the strengths and limitations of the proposed design.
Chapter 4 evaluates the inferential models outlined in Chapter 3, when instantiated by
data. It fulfills objective O4, the last of this study. It meticulously examines a set of metrics,
providing a detailed account of the inferential capacity of the designed models when evaluated
in three distinct domains of application. Next, it performs an in-depth discussion of the
explanatory capacity of the reasoning approaches and concludes with an overall comparison
across all evaluation metrics. This comparison allows a precise examination of advantages
and limitations of expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation. Finally, the
chapter closes by presenting the impact of defeasible argumentation.
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Chapter 5 concludes the study. First, it recapitulates the thesis and briefly summarises
the non-monotonic reasoning approaches. Next, it outlines the design of inferential models,
their implementation and evaluation, and presents a discussion. Following this, the chapter
expands and explicitly displays the contribution of the thesis to the body of knowledge.
Finally, it specifies future work, with a number of open issues and possible avenues of
research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
One of the central issues in AI comes from the need of formal languages for representing
knowledge that can be manipulated by computers. Ideally, natural language would suffice
to represent such knowledge. However, the need for artificial, formal languages is still
present. For instance, classical logic attempts to provide a precise foundation for math-
ematical reasoning. Still, everyday reasoning differ from the usual reasoning performed
by a mathematician. In order to formalise common sense reasoning, something else than
classical logic is needed (Brewka, 1991). Common sense reasoning is often non-monotonic.
In other words, it allows additional information to invalidate old conclusions. Many non-
monotonic reasoning formalisms exist in AI (Brewka, 1991), such as inheritance networks
with exception (Horty et al., 1990) or semantic networks using Dempster’s rule (Ginsberg,
1984). Other examples include non-monotonic logics like circumscription (McCarthy, 1980),
autoepistemic (Moore, 1985) and default logic (Reiter, 1980). Another approach is given by
knowledge-based systems which formalise non-monotonic reasoning by the construction of
rules or arguments that can support or contradict certain conclusions. The present research
focuses on the latter approach. Despite the variety of formalisms available, to the best of
the author’s knowledge, there is a lack of comparisons among them in the literature. This
chapter lays out three knowledge-based systems capable of performing non-monotonic rea-
soning: expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation. In order to propose
their comparison, the remainder of this chapter is focused on providing the reader with the
main notions and properties of non-monotonicity, a brief introduction to the most important
non-monotonic logics and a precise description of the studied knowledge-based systems. The
sections on expert systems and fuzzy reasoning present their common structures, applications
and approaches to incorporate non-monotonicity. The section on defeasible argumentation
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lays out in detail the steps of an argumentation process, followed by possible applications
and a final summary. Subsequently, the few studies attempting to compare these, or other
formalisms are reviewed individually. Fig. 2.1 depicts the overall structure of this literature
review, which aims to provide the reader with the intuitions and the required knowledge for
comparing defeasible argumentation with similar reasoning approaches. Finally, a summary
of all knowledge-based systems concludes the chapter, making the connection with the
investigated research question.
Non-monotonic reasoning
Non-monotonic logics
• Default logic
• Autoepistemic logic
• Circumscription
Expert systems
• Knowledge
representation
• Inference techniques
• Non-Monotonicity
• Applications
Fuzzy reasoning
• Fuzzy logic calculus
• Fuzzy control
systems
• Non-Monotonicity
• Applications
Defeasible argumentation
• Internal structure of
arguments
• Interactions among
arguments
• Evaluation of conflicts
• Acceptance status of
arguments
• Accrual of arguments
• Applications and
argument-based systems
Fig. 2.1 Structure of literature review on non-monotonic reasoning.
2.1 Non-monotonic Logics
On the spectrum of proof-theoretic non-monotonic formalisms, several logics have been
presented (Brewka et al., 1997). These are essential for the better comprehension of the
concept of non-monotonicity. Such logics use non-monotonic rules of inference that can be
applied for admissible deductions in certain contexts. Default logic, autoepistemic logic and
circumscription have commonly been referred to as the most important logics (Brewka et al.,
2008; Baroni et al., 1997) and are briefly described below.
2.1.1 Default logic
Default logic (Reiter, 1980) is applied for the modelling of default reasoning. In turn, default
reasoning exploits knowledge whose preconditions have been only partially demonstrated,
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or knowledge whose preconditions do not present any reason to be denied. This type of
knowledge might be referred to as default knowledge; it can be retracted if new information
that can falsify its preconditions becomes available. The standard example is given by
‘normally, birds fly’. If Tweety is a bird, and there is no information to assume that Tweety
does not fly, it is assumed that Tweety flies. Rules in this logic are called defaults and are
represented by expressions in the following form:
p(x) : j1(x) . . . jn(x)
c(x)
(2.1)
where p(x) is a prerequisite, ji(x) are justifications and c(x) is the consequent of the default.
In natural language, the Tweety example can be shown as follows: if Tweety is a bird, and
based on the available information, it is possible to assume that Tweety flies, then infer that
Tweety flies. Formally bird(Tweety) : f lies(Tweety)/ f lies(Tweety).
2.1.2 Autoepistemic Logic
Autoepistemic logic (Moore, 1985) is a formalism of modal reasoning (Chagrov, 1997)
focused on modelling reasoning about what is believed by known propositions. Instead of
assuming that Tweety flies, because there is no information to assume that Tweety does not
fly, it concludes that Tweety flies because it is a bird and if it could not fly we would know it.
Thus, it assumes that any specific information should be known and hence it is possible to
reason with what is known. This example can be represented by a modal formula as:
K birdtweety∧¬K¬ f liestweety ⊃ f liestweety (2.2)
where K is the modal operator ‘is believed’. Thus, expression (2.2) is translated in natural
language as: it is believed that Tweety is a bird and it is not believed that Tweety does not fly,
then Tweety flies.
2.1.3 Circumscription
Circumscription (McCarthy, 1980), tries to represent non-monotonicity through the concept
of abnormality. A circumscription technique presumes that Tweety flies because there is no
information to show that Tweety is abnormal. It assumes abnormalities only in the cases
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where they are exhibited. The general case of the Tweety example can be represented in first
order logic as:
∀x(bird(x)∧¬abnormal(x)⊃ f lies(x)) (2.3)
where the predicate abnormal, representing abnormality, must be circumscribed. When a
predicate is circumscribed, the set of values on which the predicate is true is minimised. A
formal definition of circumscription in second-order logic can be seen in (Brewka et al.,
2008).
Proof-theoretic formalisations are often hard to evaluate with respect to their consistency
and intuitions that are supposed to be captured. Moreover, they might present common
paradoxes. For instance, Poole (1989) describes the problem of not committing to implicit
assumptions when using default reasoning. Suppose that by default reasoning Tweety flies:
is it then reasonable to assume that Tweety is not an emu or a penguin? Poole describes three
possible solutions to tackle this question: non-committal, not concluding that Tweety is a
bird; non-commitment, making no commitment whether Tweet is an emu or a penguin; and
commitment to assumptions, concluding that Tweety is neither an emu nor a penguin. The
next section reviews an alternative approach for non-monotonic reasoning that does not deal
with such issues.
2.2 Expert Systems
Compared to non-monotonic logics, knowledge-based systems are better suited for capturing
the intuitions of a specific problem. Since rules or arguments must be predefined, only
relevant non-monotonic contexts are modelled, leaving little, if any, place for confusion.
Expert systems are one type of such a system. First developed in the 1960s, they are computer
programs created to emulate a human in a given field (Durkin and Durkin, 1998). Briefly,
they try to transfer a vast body of specific knowledge from a human to a computer. In
turn, the computer can make inferences and reach a justifiable conclusion. Such programs
are now part of the large category of knowledge-based systems. This category is not
necessarily aimed at reproducing the reasoning and behaviour of a human expert, but still
makes use of knowledge from a specific domain and exploits it through some reasoning
mechanism. Several computer-based applications make use of knowledge-based systems,
such as human-computer interfaces, tutoring systems and robot-control systems (Guida
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and Tasso, 1995). The group of knowledge-based systems, now known as expert systems,
is aimed at accomplishing tasks that require human expertise or at playing the role of an
assistant (Jackson and Jackson, 1990). Their structure is usually composed of two internal
components: a knowledge base and an inference engine (Durkin and Durkin, 1998) as
depicted in Fig. 2.2. The former is provided by a human expert and generally translated
into a set of logical rules. The latter is aimed at eliciting, firing and aggregating such rules
towards a conclusive inference.
Knowledge-base Inference engine
Fig. 2.2 Expert system block diagram (Durkin and Durkin, 1998).
2.2.1 Forms of Knowledge Representation
Due to their precondition of encoding human knowledge bases, expert systems have naturally
made use of different approaches for knowledge representation, as presented in (Hvam et al.,
2008). Well-known examples like rule-based systems, frame-based systems and expert
systems with semantic networks are worth presenting.
Rule-based systems employ rules as the chosen approach for knowledge representation.
Rules are used to define what to do and what to conclude in different scenarios. Usually they
follow the typical form depicted in Fig. 2.3.
IF (antecedent) THEN (consequent)
Fig. 2.3 Typical form of rules employed in rule-based expert systems.
These rules, in conjunction with a set of facts (for instance data) and an interpreter that
decides the application of the rules, are what constitute a rule-based system. They can model
a large range of problems, once the domain knowledge can be represented as IF-THEN rules.
Also, it is important for the number of rules not to be too large so as to make the interpreter
inefficient and difficult to maintain (Grosan and Abraham, 2011).
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In the second example, frame-based systems employ the use of frames for knowledge
representation (Minsky, 1975). A frame has a name, features with associated descriptive
labels, possible values for each feature and inbuilt methods. Fig. 2.4 shows an example.
This structure follows the same principles adopted in object-oriented programming, such as
Frame: TRUCK
Height: 4.11 meters
Length: 17.5 meters
Make: Mercedes-Benz
Wheels: 10
Starting: Method 1
Braking: Method 2
Fig. 2.4 Example of a frame representing the concept ‘truck’ with hypothetical data.
inheritance and multiple inheritance, with the terms ‘object’ and ‘frame’ nowadays being
used interchangeably. The rationale for employing frames was to better capture and represent
the way experts typically think about most of their knowledge. They provide a concise
structured representation of relations and a concise definition-by-specialisation technique
(Fikes and Kehler, 1985). In contrast with rule-based systems, reasoning is done via inbuilt
methods or via the exchange of messages between frames (Durkin and Durkin, 1998). For
instance, a starting method in the Truck frame can follow a procedure such as ‘place key in
the ignition’, while a braking method can follow a procedure such as ‘press the brake pedal
to slow down’. In addition, hybrid representations of knowledge have also been proposed,
for example using rules that employ the information of a frame’s instance (or an object of a
class).
Another structured form of knowledge representation in expert systems is given by
semantic networks. These are focused on the graphic presentation of objects and certain
relationships between them. The network is composed of a collection of objects known as
nodes and a collection of relations represented by arcs. Nodes and arcs are named, making
complex system structures that can hold a clear presentation. Usually, the most important
arcs in a semantic network are labelled ‘inst’ and ‘is a’ (Davis, 2001). The first asserts that
an individual is an instance of a category, while the second asserts that a category is a subset
of another category. Fig 2.5 depicts a small example. Note that these relations are associative.
A chain of ‘is a’ from A to B still implies that A is a subset of B. In the same way, an ‘inst’
relation from I to A and an ‘is a’ from A to B still implies I is in the category of B. In Fig. 2.5,
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an oil painting is also an artwork and a Van Gogh portrait is an instance of artwork. Moreover,
oil painting is also a subtype of painting, while artwork is a supertype of painting. Thus, the
central reasoning mechanism in a semantic network is given by inheritance, meaning that a
node (object) inherits the properties from another connected object. This leads to a greater
flexibility when adding/deleting nodes or correcting properties. On the one hand, each piece
of information only needs to be represented and updated once in one place of the network.
On the other hand, the main disadvantage comes from the lower expressiveness and precision
from the simplicity of the representation.
Van Gogh portrait
Oil painting
Painting
Artwork
is an
is a
inst
Fig. 2.5 Example of semantic network (based on (Davis, 2001)).
In brief, other lesser employed techniques of knowledge representation in expert systems
are illustrated by graphical notations, logic and scientific formulas (Hvam et al., 2008). In
more specific cases, Mitra and Basu (1997) implement an expert system which contains
distinct knowledge representation schemes, such as rule-based and procedure-based schemes,
for designing microprocessor-based systems, while Hatzilygeroudis and Prentzas (2004)
propose the integration of symbolic rules, neural networks and cases for the enhancement of
knowledge representation and reasoning in expert systems.
2.2.2 Inference Techniques
Once a suitable knowledge representation approach has been selected, the system can exploit
users’ inputs and pieces of information stored in the knowledge base to reason with. To
define a reasoning mechanism, it is interesting to observe how humans reason. For example,
humans might reason through deductive reasoning. This type of reasoning is applied by way
of the modus ponens rule of inference. This rule states that if A implies B and A is true, then B
must be true. In expert systems, reasoning is performed through similar inference techniques
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that are part of the inference engine. Most often, two techniques are employed: forward-
chaining and backward-chaining (Durkin and Durkin, 1998). In both cases, reasoning is
exploited in a multi-step process, in order to prove some goal or hypothesis. For instance,
in a backward-chaining inference process, rules that contain a goal in their consequent part
are collected and fired if their premises (same as antecedent) evaluate true. In turn, such
premises might be supported by other rules, causing the system to define sub-goals and to
work in a recursive fashion. Reflecting that behaviour, a forward-chaining inference process
starts by firing rules whose premises match the information initially available. In turn, fired
rules might trigger the firing of new rules, leading to a continuation of the process until the
goal is reached or no other rule is fired. If multiple rules are fired, both forward-chaining and
backward-chaining engines might employ some conflict resolution strategy. Several of such
strategies have been proposed (McDermott and Forgy, 1978; Durkin and Durkin, 1998), with
common examples including: choosing the first rule located, deciding a priority for each rule,
and firing all possible lines of reasoning.
2.2.3 Non-monotonicity
The use of non-monotonic logics in expert systems has been studied for several decades
(Gabbay, 1985). Nonetheless, the general use of non-monotonic reasoning in industry has
not been extensive (Morgenstern and Singh, 1997; Morgenstern, 1998; Puppe, 1993, chap.
9). A few examples of expert systems that deal with non-monotonicity are proposed by
Morgenstern and Singh (1997) through inheritance with exceptions in semantic networks, by
Nute et al. (1990) through the use of defeasible logic, and by El-Azhary et al. (2002) through
the use of default reasoning.
Morgenstern and Singh (1997), in particular, present an expert system using non-
monotonic techniques for insurance companies to determine their benefits. This is an
example targeted at medical companies with thousands of different insurance products that
are in constant change. The domain knowledge is represented by a formula-augmented
semantic network. This structure allows rules defined as well-formed formulae in some
classical logic to be attached to nodes in a semantic network. Non-monotonicity is present
because the rule of a certain node might not be applicable to all its subtypes. Thus, given a
node of interest, it is necessary to find the rules of its supertypes that are relevant for its own
evaluation. To do so, an algorithm to traverse the semantic network and find an appropriate
path is employed. In the case of multiple paths, one is chosen, based on specificity and path
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preference. This system was well received by experts who could use it without any training.
It also proved useful for finding out information and updating products.
Nute et al. (1990) designed a prototype expert system with defeasible logic for recom-
mending business forecasting methods (for example market-survey or correlation methods).
Defeasible logic is a non-monotonic formalism that applies logic to determine when some
rule is defeated. In this work, it is implemented as an extension of the Prolog logic pro-
gramming language called d-Prolog. Prolog is built around a theorem prover and is a
collection of clauses. When a query is presented, it is treated as a theorem to be proved.
Multiple solutions can be found by backtrack search and, because of this, Prolog is called
non-deterministic. d-Prolog adds the operators (:=), (:ˆ) and (neg), meaning respectively
(normally...if), (might...if) and (negation), as a form of implementing non-monotonicity.
The system was considered successful in terms of providing recommendations according
to well-known guidelines. Nonetheless, it is recommended that defeasible logic should be
extended to more mature systems, in order to be able to explain why a recommendation has
not been made.
El-Azhary et al. (2002) attempted to incorporate non-monotonic reasoning into an expert
system for cucumber disorder diagnosis. This attempt is made using default reasoning and
a new proposed approach named ‘reasoning in the presence of inconsistent information’.
Default reasoning (Reiter, 1980) allows plausible inferences to be made from incomplete
information. In turn, this type of reasoning allows the system to reach more conclusions
and update them when new evidence becomes available. It is also applied when the system
cannot reach a solution, due to incomplete domain knowledge. In this case, it returns the
minimum solution that covers all the users’ input data. However, it is not clearly stated by the
authors what the minimum solution is and how it can be reached. The second approach for
non-monotonic reasoning, ‘reasoning in the presence of inconsistent information’, is applied
when a piece of information needs to be retracted, due to inconsistencies with other pieces of
information, often caused by a new update. Once a retraction occurs, information is updated,
which can lead to other retractions before the systems continues the reasoning. Finally, the
paper presents a structured approach for knowledge representation with different categories of
knowledge, such as knowledge for controlling the reasoning process and factual knowledge
about the application domain. To conclude, two practical examples of the diagnosis of
cucumber disorder are studied, but no proper evaluation of the methodology is provided.
In the present thesis, knowledge in expert systems is represented by rules and the respec-
tive reasoning is performed in a single step. In other words, data is imported, and all rules
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are fired at once. Thus, to retract a rule, the notion of ‘contradictions’ or ‘exceptions’are
employed. These are defined by domain experts and describe special cases in which a rule is
no longer valid. Once a special case is triggered, a backtrack search is employed to remove
affected rules. Note that even though this is a simplistic procedure, it can still be effectively
implemented in a problem of single reasoning step, with a reasonable number of rules. In
contrast, it might require excessive efforts, depending on the amount of data to be managed
and the number of reasoning steps firing the backtrack search (Puppe, 1993, chap. 9).
2.2.4 Fields of Application
Expert systems can be used to solve a wide range of problem types. Durkin (1990) lists a
few, such as diagnosis, planning and predictions. Each of these requires a different style
of reasoning. For instance, problems of diagnosis refer to the capacity to infer system
malfunctions from observables, problems of planning require the design of actions, and
problems of predictions target the inference of probable consequences of given situations.
Thus, areas of application are vast. Early noteworthy rule-based systems include: DEN-
DRAL (Buchanan and Feigenbaum, 1981), designed for performing chemical analysis of
Martian soil; MYCIN (Shortliffe, 1976), aimed at diagnosing infectious blood diseases; and
PROSPECTOR (Duda et al., 1977), whose objective was to aid geologists in the exploration
of ore deposits. More generally, Durkin and Durkin (1998) list more than 200 applications,
from agriculture, chemistry, law and image processing, to military and science. Another
interesting review can be seen in (Kiritsis, 1995), where expert systems are employed in
the problem of process planning. Kiritsis categorises systems by knowledge representation
method, number of pieces of knowledge, inference mechanism and application. Hence, it
is not only relevant in the field of process planning, but also to illustrate the types of expert
systems being employed in the industry.
More prominently, expert systems have been used in the fields of medicine and robotics
(Nohria, 2015; Singholi and Agarwal, 2018). Medicine presents strong motivators for the
development of medical expert systems, such as the lack of specialists, practitioners and
health facilities. In this case, diagnosis and treatment of diseases are the main goals, with
expert systems built for the treatment of influenza, risk of hypertension, memory loss, liver
disorders and other illnesses (Nohria, 2015). In turn, robotics presents systems developed for
fault detection and fault tolerance, path and trajectory planning, vision control, mobile robot
control, obstacle detection in industrial robot and many other areas. The integration of expert
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systems and robotics is a step forward to factory automation still active and researched by
the AI community (Singholi and Agarwal, 2018).
Many other applications can be found in the field of expert systems. For brevity, this
subsection finally refers the reader to the work in (Liao, 2005). Liao provides a decade
review, with a considerable amount of specific applications by system methodologies, such
as: teaching, agriculture, financial analysis, knowledge management, climate forecasting,
decision-making, urban design, psychiatric treatment, sensor control and waste-water treat-
ment.
2.3 Fuzzy Reasoning
Fuzzy reasoning models are the product of knowledge-based systems that incorporate fuzzy
logic and/or fuzzy sets (Zadeh et al., 1965) into their reasoning and knowledge representation
techniques (Kandel, 1991). Fuzzy set theory, as proposed in (Zadeh et al., 1965), uses the
notion of membership function – a special function that assigns to each object or linguistic
term a grade of membership in the range [0,1] ∈ R. Fuzzy sets are formed by fuzzy objects
and include similar notions to classical set theory, such as inclusion, union and intersection.
A fuzzy control system or fuzzy expert system is a control system, based on fuzzy reasoning.
It is usually formed by a set of inputs fuzzified by a fuzzification module, a rule set and a
defuzzification module responsible for returning a final crisp value (Passino et al., 1998).
The literature of fuzzy reasoning and fuzzy logic is vast and it is not the goal of this
section to produce an exhaustive review of all their aspects. Instead, the next subsections
explain the basic concepts of fuzzy logic calculus, together with possible types of fuzzy
control systems. These concepts follow mainly from the texts of (Ross, 1995), (Siler and
Buckley, 2005) and other seminal works. Non-monotonicity in fuzzy systems and fields of
applications are addressed subsequently, concluding the review on fuzzy reasoning. The
aim of this section is to address the construction and applicability of non-monotonic fuzzy
rule-based systems employed for comparison against other knowledge-based non-monotonic
reasoning techniques.
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2.3.1 Basic Notions of Fuzzy Logic Calculus
Fuzzy logic uses degrees of membership (values between [0, 1] ∈ R) in sets, instead of the
rigid true/false membership values. They are employed for dealing with uncertainty and
linguistic terms, such as ‘low’, ‘some’, ‘little’, ‘young’ and ‘maybe’. For each linguist term,
a fuzzy membership function is defined to map the possible input values to a membership
degree. Fig. 2.6a illustrates a fuzzy membership function for the linguistic term ‘young’
which belongs to the fuzzy variable ‘age’. A crisp set is also depicted in Fig. 2.6b. In this
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Fig. 2.6 Fuzzy set or fuzzy membership function for the linguistic term ‘young’ associated with the
linguistic variable ‘age’ (a) and crisp set associated with range range [5, 10] ∈ R (b).
case, the exact range [5, 10] ∈R is represented. Note that a crisp set has a unique membership
function to represent it, while a fuzzy set can have an infinite number of membership functions
for the same purpose. A discrete fuzzy set A is usually represented by the following notation
convention:
A =
{
µA(x1)
x1
+
µA(x2)
x2
+ . . .
}
=
{
∑
i
µA(xi)
xi
}
(2.4)
where the symbol µA(x) is the degree of membership of element x in fuzzy set A. In this case,
the horizontal bar is used as a delimiter rather than a quotient. The numerator represents the
membership value associated with the element in the denominator. The ‘+’ sign indicates
aggregation instead of sum and the summation symbol denotes the aggregation of each
element. Likewise, a continuous and infinite set A is denoted as:
A =
{∫ µA(xi)
xi
}
(2.5)
where the integral sign represents a continuous function-theoretic aggregation for continuous
variables. The notions of union, intersection, and complement for fuzzy sets A and B in the
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same universe are defined as:
Union: µA∪B(x) = µA(x)∨µb(x) (2.6)
Intersection: µA∩B(x) = µA(x)∧µb(x) (2.7)
Complement: µA¯(x) = 1−µA(x) (2.8)
In common with the representation of classical sets, these operations might be illustrated
by Venn diagrams, as depicted in Fig. 2.7. Equations (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) represent standard
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A B
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A B
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Fig. 2.7 Venn diagram representation of union (a), intersection (b) and complement (c) of two fuzzy
sets A and B of triangular shape.
fuzzy operations. However, for each of these operations a wide class of functions can be
considered for generalisation. In the literature of fuzzy logic, these functions are usually
referred to as t-norms (fuzzy intersection) and t-conorms (fuzzy union) (Klement et al., 2002).
Formally, t-norms and t-conorms are a function F : [0,1]2 → [0,1] such that the axioms of
commutativity, associativity, monotonicity and boundary condition are satisfied, as listed in
Table 2.1. The t-norms and t-conorms commonly used in fuzzy systems are listed in Table
2.2 (p. 26), while others can be seen in (Klement et al., 2002).
Table 2.1 Necessary axioms for a t-norm T and a t-conorm C. x,y,z ∈ [0,1].
Axiom T-Norm T-Conorm
Commutativity T (x,y) = T (y,x) C(x,y) = C(y,x)
Associativity T (x,T (y,z)) = T (T (x,y),z) C(x,C(y,z)) = C(C(x,y),z)
Monotonicity T (x,y)≤ T (x,z) whenever y≤ z C(x,y)≤C(x,z)
Boundary condition: T (x,1) = x C(x,0) = x
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Table 2.2 T-norms and t-conorms usually employed by fuzzy systems.
Fuzzy operator T-Norm T-Conorm
Zadeh Tm(a,b) = min(a,b) Cm(a,b) = max(a,b)
Łukasiewicz TL(a,b) = max(a + b - 1, 0) CL(a,b) = min(a + b, 1)
Product Tp(a,b) = a ·b Cp(a,b) = a + b - a ·b
Drastic T ∗(a,b) =
{ b if a = 1
a if b = 1
0 otherwise
C∗(a,b) =
{ b if a = 0
a if b = 0
1 otherwise
Since more than two variables are expected to be employed, it is interesting to illustrate
the associativity axiom (Equation (2.11)) expanded for three or more variables:
Tm(x1, . . . ,xn) = min(x1, . . . ,xn), (2.9)
Cm(x1, . . . ,xn) = max(x1, . . . ,xn) (2.10)
TL(x1, . . . ,xn) = max(1−n+
n
∑
i=i
xi,0), (2.11)
CL(x1, . . . ,xn) = min(
n
∑
i=i
xi,1) (2.12)
Tp(x1, . . . ,xn) =
n
∏
i=1
xi , (2.13)
Cp(x1,x2,x3) = x1 · x2+ x1 · x3+ x2 · x3+ x1 · x2 · x3 (2.14)
T ∗(x1,x2,x3) =
min(x1,x2,x3), if at least two of x1,x2 and x3 are equal to 10, otherwise (2.15)
C∗(x1,x2,x3) =
max(x1,x2,x3), if at least two of x1,x2 and x3 are equal to 01, otherwise (2.16)
Another important property is given by the relationship between the common operators
listed in Table 2.2. More specifically, it is known that (Siler and Buckley, 2005):
T ∗ ≤ TL ≤ Tp ≤ Tm (2.17)
T ∗ ≤ T ≤ Tm (2.18)
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Cm ≤Cp ≤CL ≤C∗ (2.19)
Cm ≤C ≤C∗ (2.20)
where C and T can be any t-conorm and t-norm respectively.
2.3.2 Fuzzy Control Systems
Fuzzy logic calculus coupled with the notion of fuzzy membership functions allows for an
effective knowledge representation of imprecise and uncertain information. Such notions can
be exploited by IF-THEN rules of the similar structure, as depicted in Fig. 2.3. In turn, rules
can be employed for the construction of a fuzzy control system. Usually, such a system is
composed of a set of crisp inputs, a knowledge base, a fuzzification module, an inference
engine and a defuzzification module (Passino et al., 1998), as depicted by the diagram in Fig.
2.8.
Knowledge-base
Fuzzification
module
Inference engine Defuzzification
module
Crisp
input x
Crisp
output x
Fig. 2.8 General structure of a fuzzy control system.
This structure begins by the fuzzification module assessing the membership grades of
crisp inputs associated with fuzzy sets. For instance, suppose the following rule, which will
later be used in one of the applications of the present thesis:
IF age is young THEN mortality risk is low
The linguistic variable young can be modelled by the fuzzy membership function depicted
in Fig. 2.6. In this case, the fuzzification module will return a membership grade of 0.5
for the crisp input 10. Subsequently, a fuzzy inference method must be applied, in order
to infer the membership grade of the linguistic variable ‘low mortality risk’. This step is
performed by the inference engine, according to one of the possible fuzzy inference methods
available in the literature of fuzzy reasoning. The next subsections present such methods,
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usually employed by fuzzy control systems. Finally, the output of the inference engine needs
to be defuzzified, to provide a crisp result in the original domain of the problem. Different
defuzzification methods are also available and are covered at the end of this subsection.
2.3.2.1 Fuzzy Inference Methods
The first reviewed inference method, ‘Mamdani’ fuzzy inference (Mamdani, 1974), is the
most common in practice (Ross, 1995) and also the one employed across the present thesis.
Suppose, without loss of generalisability, a two-rule system composed of two antecedents
and one consequent each:
IF x1 is A11 and x2 is A12 THEN y1 is B1 (2.21)
IF x1 is A21 and x2 is A22 THEN y2 is B2 (2.22)
Fig. 2.9 depicts the inference process with crisp inputs for Equations (2.21) and (2.22),
outputting a new aggregated fuzzy set. In this case, antecedents are connected by the AND
operator and hence need to be aggregated by some predefined t-norm. In this example,
the Zadeh operator (Table 2.2) is used. Thus, the minimum membership grade of the
antecedents of each rule is first propagated to their consequent and then it truncates the output
membership functions B1 and B2. The graphical interpretation depicts the truncated fuzzy
sets in grey. In order to obtain the overall consequent (conclusion) these sets then need to be
aggregated. Here, consequents are assumed to model the same phenomenon. Therefore, their
aggregation can lead to a single conclusion. In this case, two simple approaches are possible:
a conjunctive one or a disjunctive one. The former employs the operator ‘min’, while the
latter employs the operator ‘max’. When the conjunctive approach is selected, the set of
rules is jointly satisfied, representing a stricter proposal. When a disjunctive approach is
selected, at least one rule is satisfied, leading to a more flexible proposal. Fig. 2.9 depicts the
disjunctive result, composed by the outer envelope of the truncated membership functions.
In the defuzzification process, this result is the input fuzzy set being used to infer a single
scalar.
The second inference method, the ‘Takagi-Sugeno’ fuzzy inference (Takagi and Sugeno,
1993), presents crisp functions in consequents that are always linear or constant. In either
case, the output is a single number. Thus, a similar two rule system can be represented by the
following rules:
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Fig. 2.9 Mamdani inference using Zadeh operator for aggregation of antecedents and max operator
for aggregating consequents.
IF x1 is A11 and x2 is A12 THEN y1 is f1(x1,x2) (2.23)
IF x1 is A21 and x2 is A22 THEN y2 is f2(x1,x2) (2.24)
On the one hand, there is no need of defuzzification processes that can be time- and
computational-demanding. On the other hand, it is necessary to apply weighting mech-
anisms and to define parameters for the linear output functions, in order to compute a final
crisp value. Fig. 2.10 depicts an example for Equations (2.23) and (2.24).
The last covered inference method, the ‘Tsukamoto’ fuzzy inference (Tsukamoto, 1979),
is, intuitively a combination of the Mamdani and Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference methods.
In this case, the consequents of each rule are monotonic membership functions that return
a crisp value, based on the inputs of the antecedents. The final scalar is calculated by a
weighted average of these values. In common with the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference
method, Tsukamoto avoids time- and computational-demanding defuzzification methods.
However, given the restriction of the consequents by monotonic membership functions, it is
not considered as useful as the other inference methods (Ross, 1995). Fig. 2.11 depicts an
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Fig. 2.10 Sugeno inference method using some t-conorm for aggregating antecedents and weighted
average for aggregating crisp functions of the consequents.
example for the following two-rule rule system:
IF x1 is A11 and x2 is A12 THEN y1 is C1 (2.25)
IF x1 is A21 and x2 is A22 THEN y2 is C2 (2.26)
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Fig. 2.11 Tsukamoto inference method using some t-conorm for aggregating antecedents. Weighted
average is employed for aggregating crisp outputs of the monotonic membership functions of the
consequents.
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2.3.2.2 Defuzzification
Defuzzification methods convert a fuzzy set into a crisp output, as opposed to fuzzification
methods that convert crisp inputs to fuzzy sets. Most often, instead of a fuzzy set, the output
of a fuzzy control system needs to be a single scalar representative of the studied domain.
Among the many methods available in the literature of fuzzy reasoning, four are more closely
related to the present thesis and are described next. Other methods of higher complexity and
higher computational demand can be found in (Hellendoorn and Thomas, 1993).
The simplest method is given by the max membership. Basically, it returns the x coordi-
nate of the highest peak of the output fuzzy set. Fig. 2.12 (left) depicts an example. Note
µ
x
Max membership
x
µ
a b
Mean max ( a+b2 )Centroid
x
µ
a b
Weighted average ( ax·ay+bx·byay+by )
Fig. 2.12 Example of different defuzzification methods.
that this approach is limited by peaked functions. To circumvent this restriction, a similar
method, the mean max membership, is proposed. In this approach, output functions can also
have a plateau. The result is then the centre coordinate of the highest plateau, as depicted in
Fig. 2.12 (middle).
More commonly employed, the next method, centroid or centre of gravity, returns the
coordinates (x,y) of the centre of gravity of the geometric shape inferred by the inference
engine. The defuzzified scalar is represented then by the x coordinate of the centroid. Fig.
2.12 (middle) depicts an example. Formally, given a resulting fuzzy set A, the x coordinate
of the centre of gravity is defined by the algebraic expression:
Centroidx =
∫
µA(x) · x dx∫
µA(x) dx
(2.27)
Lastly, the weighted average method, presents a similar rationale to the centroid. It weights
the x coordinates of each centroid of the output membership functions, as depicted in Fig.
2.12 (right). Note that, unlike the other defuzzification methods, the truncated membership
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functions do not need to be merged. Formally, it is defined by the algebraic expression:
Weighted averagex =
∑
i
µi(x¯i) · x¯i
∑
i
µi(x¯i)
(2.28)
where x¯i is the centroid of the membership function i.
2.3.3 Non-monotonicity
Some supplementary extensions of fuzzy inference systems have been suggested, in order to
tackle the use of non-monotonic rules. Unfortunately, these extensions are few and not well
established. For example, in (Castro et al., 1998), conflicting rules have their conclusions
aggregated by a possible averaging function. The work investigates the type of contradictions
arising from the following two-rules example:
IF obstacle is near THEN brake is strong
IF in-curve is sharp THEN brake is nothing or brake is very little
In this case it is not clear which action should be taken if an obstacle in a sharp curve is
found. The authors argue that the reasonable action will be to average the actions suggested
by both rules but giving more importance to the first. The result is the action ‘brake is slightly
strong’. Thus, two possibilities are available: finding the intersection of the consequents of
contradicting rules (if it exists) or prioritising a certain consequent of the contradicting rules.
Either way, an inference from a non-monotonic fuzzy rule cannot be propagated since the
theory does not allow circularity.
Another type of non-monotonicity in fuzzy systems is investigated in (Gegov et al., 2014).
In this instance, non-monotonicity arises when identical consequents are inferred by distinct
permutations of variables in the antecedents. Hence, the study proposes a compression
approach. It draws from other works that attempt to reduce the complexity of fuzzy systems,
for example by merging similar linguistic values or removing similar inputs. The goal of
this approach is to remove redundant rules, while preserving the crisp values returned by
the defuzzification module of a Mamdani fuzzy system. Therefore, defining redundant rules
requires not only identifying identical consequents, but also considering the crisp values
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of inputs, their effects on the fuzzification module and how they are propagated in the
inference engine. The approach is evaluated in a simulated environment, presenting lower
computational complexity than conventional fuzzy systems, while keeping the same accuracy.
Nonetheless, the proposal is assessed only with triangular membership functions, disjunctive
aggregation of rules and centroid defuzzification methods, thus, requiring adjustments for
other configurations.
A third approach can be seen in (Siler and Buckley, 2005, chap. 8), whereby possibility
theory (Dubois and Prade, 1998) is included into the fuzzy reasoning system to tackle
conflicting instructions. Siler and Buckley (2005) make the assumption that ‘truth values
represent necessity, the extent to which the data support a proposition’. At the same time, they
also treat ‘truth values that represent possibility, the extent to which a truth value represents
the extent to which the data fails to refute a proposition’. The possibility of proposition A
is denoted Pos(A), while its necessity is denoted Nec(A). Both are values between [0, 1]
∈ R. Necessity is also assumed to represent the traditional truth values reviewed on the
previous subsections, while truth values that represent possibility need to be added to the
system. More over, it is assumed that adding supporting evidence can affect the necessity but
not the possibility of a proposition, and adding contradicting evidence can never increase
possibilities. In other words, Nec(A) ≤ Pos(A), for any proposition A. In this case it is
guaranteed that prepositions are defeasible. For example, if Nec(a) = 1 and Pos(a) = 0, it
would not be possible to refute a. Under these circumstances, the effect on the necessity
of a proposition a by a set of propositions {Q1, . . . ,Qk}, which contradicts a, and a set of
propositions {P1, . . . ,Pj}, which supports a, is derivable as:
Nec(a) = (Nec(a)
⋃
j
Nec(Pj))
⋂
k
(¬Nec(Qk)) (2.29)
where ¬Nec(Qi) = 1−Nec(Qi), the union is implemented by the ‘max’ operator and the
intersection by the ‘min’ operator. A few axioms used to develop conventional possibility
theory are not considered in this approach, due to their incompatibility with other fuzzy
logics. However, according to (Siler and Buckley, 2005, chap. 8) the advantage provided is
a functional theory, when incorporated into fuzzy reasoning with rule-based systems. For
instance, suppose a proposition a whose necessity is 0.3 and possibility is 1.0; if P (necessity
0.4) supports a and Q (necessity 0.2) refutes a, then Nec(a) = min(max(0.3,0.4),1−0.2).
Thus, the new extent to which a support its truth is 0.4, because of the support of P and
the failed attempt of refutation from Q, due to its low necessity. Unlike other reviewed
implementations of non- monotonicity, note that this approach does not restrict the type of
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membership functions, methods of fuzzy inference, methods of defuzzification or propagation
of inferences generated by non-monotonic rules. However, it does require that possibility
values are defined. Simple approaches might be to assume possibility 1 for propositions
that can be refuted by any other piece of information, and possibility 0 for propositions that
cannot be refuted by any other piece of information.
2.3.4 Fields of Application
Since the original development of fuzzy set theory by Zadeh (Zadeh et al., 1965), the range
of its applications has been vast. In particular, fuzzy systems have been largely employed in
medicine (Torres and Nieto, 2006), due to their capacity to describing linguistic terms often
present in the field. For instance, Saritas et al. (2003) describe a fuzzy system for diagnosis
of prostate cancer. It employs 80 rules, four input fields and eight linguistic terms described
by linear membership functions. A percentage of the possibility of cancer is returned, which
in turn is used to assist in the physician’s decision of whether or not to perform an autopsy.
A similar work aimed at diagnosing heart disease is presented by Adeli and Neshat (2010).
In this case, a set of 44 rules, 13 input fields and seven linguistic terms, described by linear
membership functions, is employed. The output is the presence of heart disease according to
five possible categories, ranging from healthy to sick. Results are reported to be 94% of times
in accordance with experts. Most recently, Katigari et al. (2017) have proposed a Mamdani
fuzzy system for improving the detection and diagnosis of the severity of diabetic neuropathy.
The system was composed of seven input variables and rules written in consultation with a
specialist, achieving 93% accuracy in a real-world dataset of 213 patients.
Other examples of application domains include pattern recognition, decision-making,
signal processing, control engineering and finance. In particular, Yunusoglu and Selim (2013)
propose a Mamdani fuzzy system for the finance sector, with an additional optimisation
stage implemented by a mixed integer linear programming model. The goal is to support
portfolio managers in their investment decisions. For this purpose, 81 fuzzy IF-THEN rules
are designed from domain expert knowledge. Overall, better performance was achieved when
results were compared to publicly traded stocks in the middle-term investment periods. More
generally, Precup and Hellendoorn (2011) present an extensive survey paper on industrial
applications of fuzzy control. Numerous applications of Mamdani fuzzy control systems
have been reported in the fields of robotics, automotive industry and process industry. Some
are deserving of mention, such as the first control application of Mamdani (1974) for the
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control of a laboratory-built steam engine, the reference applications for dealing with a warm
water plan (Kickert and Lemke, 1976) and a small scale heat exchanger (Ostergaard, 1977).
Due to the concern about the accuracy of such applications, learning techniques have
also been incorporated into fuzzy control systems, in order to deal with the interpretability-
accuracy trade-off (Cordón, 2011), leading to the fields of neuro-fuzzy systems (Nauck et al.,
1997) and genetic fuzzy systems (Cordón et al., 2004). Learning techniques might cover
structural changes ranging from the parameters optimisation to the learning of the rule set.
As for applications of non-monotonic fuzzy systems, to the best of our knowledge,
no paper has adopted the reviewed approaches of Section 2.3.3. Instead, they have been
evaluated under simulated environments or by hypothetical examples. In particular, Siler and
Buckley (2005) exemplify their proposal of adding possibility theory into a fuzzy reasoning
system with a simplified application in the medical field for demonstration purposes. The goal
was to determine the anatomical significance of regions in an echocardiogram composed by
ultrasound images of a beating heart. Rules were automatically created from a classification
database. Contradictions arose from noisy images inferring mutually exclusive conclusions
and were resolved with the aid of Equation (2.29).
2.4 Defeasible Argumentation
Argumentation, with origins grounded in philosophy, deals with the study of assertion and
definition of arguments usually emerged from divergent opinions. Its use is rooted in the
common tradition, from Aristotle to the present, of employing reasons to decide how to
act. Research from distinct fields have contributed to the development of models of argu-
mentation. For instance, in the field of law, Toulmin (1958) introduced a conceptual model
of argumentation, based on legal arguments. In the field of epistemology, Pollock (1987)
developed its defeasible reasoning theory, a type of reasoning considered inherently related to
the idea of argumentational reasoning. In the field of logic, belief revision and dialogue logic
have contributed formal ideas to the analysis of argumentation (Chesñevar et al., 2000). In
AI, the computational treatment of argumentation is closely related to such contributions and
to other important formalisms, such as default logic (Reiter, 1988). Unlike expert systems
and fuzzy reasoning, computational argumentation theory was introduced as a formalism
for modelling non-monotonic reasoning. Thus, it does not require an implementation of
non-monotonicity as described in the previous reasoning approaches. Non-monotonicity
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is naturally present through distinct techniques for the evaluation of the dialectical status
of arguments. This evaluation usually determines which arguments should be ultimately
accepted or rejected in an interconnected network of arguments. Nowadays, AI is regarded
as one of the main areas of application of argumentation theory. In this field, argumenta-
tion aimed at developing computational models of arguments might also be referred to as
defeasible argumentation (Prakken and Vreeswijk, 2001) — a paradigm that has become
increasingly significant (Bench-Capon and Dunne, 2007) and widely employed for modelling
non-monotonic reasoning (Chesñevar et al., 2000). Many studies have described its potential
for practical applications, such as dialogue and negotiation (Bench-Capon and Dunne, 2007;
Black and Hunter, 2009; Kraus et al., 1998; Amgoud et al., 2000), knowledge representation
(Longo, 2015a; Dondio and Longo, 2014) and decision making in health-care (Glasspool
et al., 2006; Longo and Dondio, 2014; Patkar et al., 2006).
Computational argumentation systems are usually structured around layers specializing in
the definition of internal structure of arguments, the definition of arguments interactions, the
resolution of conflicts between arguments and the possible resolution strategies for reaching
a justifiable conclusion (Prakken and Vreeswijk, 2001) . However, as the boundaries of
such layers might not be precisely defined, a few layered structures have been proposed for
the development of computational models of argument. Prakken and Sartor (2002) suggest
a four-layered view applied to legal argumentation that contains: a logical layer, which
defines the arguments themselves; a dialectical layer, focused on the definition of notions
such as attack and defeat; a procedural layer, which regulates how parties can challenge and
introduce new arguments; and a strategic or heuristic layer, which defines how a dispute
should be conducted within the bounds of the procedural layers. In contrast, Atkinson et al.
(2017) consider five main layers as the basic building blocks of an argumentation model:
structural layer, relational layer, dialogical layer, assessment layer and rhetorical layer. Fig.
2.13 depicts this schema.
Another example of multi-layered structure can be found in (Longo, 2016) and is depicted
in Fig. 2.14. The present thesis adopts this structured, due to the nature of the applications
selected for evaluation, which are approached from the point of view of a single agent and do
not require a rhetorical layer. In other words, the goal is usually to reason with the knowledge
of a single expert, in order to achieve a numerical inference in a specific problem. This
section is ordered around each of these layers, with the necessary theory for proceeding to the
next chapters covered in conjunction with other relevant related works, where appropriate.
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Structural layer: How are arguments constructed?
Relational layer: What are the relationship between arguments?
Dialogical layer: How can argumentation be undertaken in dialogues?
Assessment layer: How can a constellation of interact-
ing arguments be evaluated and conclusions drawn?
Rhetorical layer : How can argumentation be tailored for an audience so that it is persuasive?
Fig. 2.13 Basic building blocks of an argumentation model, according to Atkinson et al. (2017).
1) structure
of arguments
2) interactions
among arguments
3) evaluation
of conflicts
4) acceptance
status of arguments
5) accrual of
acceptable arguments
Creation of
interactive
defeasible
arguments
Elicitation of
arguments and
resolution of
inconsistencies
Final
inference
Fig. 2.14 Five layers structure (Longo, 2016) for the development of argument-based models of
inference.
2.4.1 Definition of the Internal Structure of Arguments
Production and construction of arguments are addressed by monological models. These are
focused on the internal structure of arguments, meaning its components (premises, rules,
conclusions, etc.) and their relations, but not on the interaction with other arguments. In
standard logic, an argument is a set of premises linked to a conclusion: from the premises,
an inference can be made. In addition, other models addressing the internal structure of
arguments have been developed, for example in (Toulmin, 1958) and (Walton, 1996), while
(Bentahar et al., 2010) present a valuable overview on general models.
Toulmin (1958) was one of the first to introduce a conceptual model of argument. This
model is composed of six parts: claim (C), data (D), warrant (W), backing (B), qualifier
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(Q) and rebuttal (R). Each part is responsible for a different role, in order to define a more
articulated structure of arguments. This structure may be represented using typical natural
language markers: Given D (and since W), therefore (certainty given by Q) C, unless R. W
because of B. Basically, the data supports a claim whose degree of certainty is given by the
qualifier. A warrant, supported by the backing, is given to justify the derivation of the claim
from the data. Finally, situations in which the claim can be defeated are provided by the
rebuttal. Figure 2.15 depicts an illustrative argument. It can be rewritten in natural language
Harry was born in Bermuda
(Data)
Presumably (Qualifier), Harry is a British
citizen (Claim)
Harry’s parents have another nation-
ality or Harry becomes a naturalised
American citizen (Rebuttal)
People born in Bermuda are
generally British citizens
(Warrant)
there are statutes and other legislation sub-
stantiating that people born in Bermuda are
generally British citizens (Backing)
Fig. 2.15 An illustration of Toulmin’s argument structure (Bentahar et al., 2010).
markers as: ‘Given that Harry was born in Bermuda (and since people born in Bermuda
are generally British citizens), Harry is presumably a British citizen, unless Harry’s parents
have another nationality or Harry has become a naturalised American citizen. People born
in Bermuda are generally British citizens, because there are statutes and other legislation
substantiating that people born in Bermuda are generally British citizens’. This model
presents, in more detail, the elements that might form a natural argument and provides a
useful basis for knowledge representation. However, it is possible for arguments to lack some
of these elements, which might lead to weaker arguments, for example if the data supporting
the claim or the backing supporting the warrant was missing. In conclusion, extensions of
this model can be seen in (Bench-Capon, 1989; Atkinson et al., 2006).
Another well-known monological paradigm is proposed in (Walton, 1996) with the aim
of identifying and evaluating a variety of argumentation structures in everyday discourse.
The author identified 25 different argumentation schemes in which a subject can build his
point of view, such as argument from consequence, appeal to expert opinion, argument from
analogy and argument by example. Fig. 2.16 and 2.17 depict the argumentation schemes for
arguments from expert opinion and arguments from consequence, respectively.
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Major premise: Source E is an expert in subject domain S containing proposition A.
Minor premise: E asserts that proposition A (in domain S) is true (false).
Conclusion: A may plausibly be taken to be true (false).
Fig. 2.16 Argument scheme for argument from expert opinion.
Major premise: If an argument leads to good (bad) consequences, it should (should not) be brought
about.
Minor premise: If action A is brought about, good (bad) consequences will occur.
Conclusion: Therefore A should (should not) be brought about.
Fig. 2.17 Argument scheme for argument from consequence.
Several schemes might be implicitly contained in one argument, such as in the example
given in (Reed and Walton, 2003, p. 1):
Suppose that Bob and Helen are having a critical discussion on tipping,
and that Helen is against tipping. She thinks that tipping is a bad practice that
ought to be discontinued. Suppose that in this context, Helen puts forward the
following argument: ‘Dr. Phil says that tipping lowers self-esteem’. Dr. Phil is
an expert psychologist, so the argument is, at least implicitly, an appeal to expert
opinion. It is also, evidently, an instance of argument from consequences. Helen
is telling her opponent, Bob, that lowering self-esteem is a bad consequence of
an action. Her argument is based on the assumption that since this bad outcome
is a consequence of tipping, tipping itself is a bad thing.
In conjunction with these schemes, a set of critical questions is included, in order to
provide the necessary conditions for the application of a specific argument scheme to be
valid. These questions also represent an aid for constructing counterarguments and thus
generating conflicting scenarios with other arguments. Consequently, different premises are
associated with their own types of attacks. For example, in an argument from expert opinion,
one might question ‘is expert E an expert in the right domain?’ or ‘is E sincere?’. In the
case of an argument from consequence, one might argue ‘Is there any other way to achieve
these good consequences?’ On the one hand, argumentation schemes present advantages,
such as their capacity to illustrate arguments with real case examples, or their capacity to
model defeasible rules using critical questions and different acceptability criteria. On the
other hand, some limitations can be observed in the use of informal logic and lack of formal
specification of interactions between argumentation schemes.
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Lastly, it is important to mention the work of Bentahar et al. (2010), which compares
these and four other monological models, according to argument structure, argument type,
argumentation process, and inference rules. Toulmin’s model seems to be the most complete,
providing a richer structure and being one of the few to support an argumentation process by
considering the basis on which an argument can be interactively constructed.
All these notions clarify possible ways in which arguments can be represented. Nonethe-
less, argumentation systems might still be constructed with simpler arguments, for instance
when these are represented by a pair of premises and a conclusion. In the present thesis, this
simplified representation is preferred, since it allows for an easier comparison to be made
between different non-monotonic reasoning approaches.
2.4.2 Definition of the Interactions among Arguments
Monological models are complemented by dialogical models. The focus is on the relationship
between arguments and the management of their interactions, which means the actual
arguing process. Several kinds of conflicting interactions, or attacks, can be found in the
argumentation theory literature. The classification proposed by Prakken (2010) exemplifies
three different classes: undercutting and rebutting attack, first formalised in (Pollock, 1987),
and undermining attack, introduced in (Vreeswijk, 1993). An undermining attack refers
to an argument being attacked on one of its premises, thus it is the only possible class of
attack for deductive inferences. In contrast, the classes of undercutting and rebutting attack
target respectively the inference link and the conclusion of an argument – structures which
can be denied only in a defeasible argument. Fig. 2.18 depicts the possible attacks on the
argument ‘Tweety flies because it is a bird’, which is represented as a pair of premises and
a conclusion connected by an inference link. In this example, one might undermine the
original argument saying ‘Tweety is not a bird’, thus it cannot fly. It attacks the premise of
the argument, making it invalid. Following this, it is possible to undercut the argument by
saying ‘Tweety is not a typical bird’, thus implying that the inference link between ‘Tweet is
a bird’ and ‘Tweety flies’ is no longer valid. It is a special case: an attack that does not allow
the use of the argument itself. Lastly, a rebuttal is given by ‘Tweety does not fly because it is
a penguin’. In this case, the goal is to negate the conclusion of the argument by inferring the
opposite one.
Another type of interaction is given by supporting relations between arguments. An
argument system that employs relations of attack and support is said to be making use of the
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Tweety is a bird Tweety flies
Tweety is not a bird Tweety is nota typical bird
Tweety does not fly
because it is a penguin
Premise Conclusion
Undermining attack Undercutting attack Rebutting attack
Inference link
Fig. 2.18 Example of classes of attacks as proposed by Prakken (2010).
concept of bipolarity (Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex, 2009). Fig. 2.19 depicts an example
in which new information is used to reinforce or confirm an undermining argument, hence
forming a supporting interaction. In bipolar systems, no two arguments should support and
attack each other at the same time. Still, the notion of support is not totally independent of
the notion of attacks. For instance, if we take the attacker of an attacker, then it might be seen
as a defender or a supporter of the first attacked argument. However, this is not a dependency
that always stands in a long chain of arguments, hence the broad amount of research on the
topic of bipolar argumentation (Villata et al., 2012; Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex, 2010;
Amgoud et al., 2008; Nouioua and Risch, 2010). It is important to highlight that bipolar
notions might also be included at different stages of the argumentation process, for instance
at the construction of arguments, as shown in (Amgoud et al., 2008). Amgoud et al. point
out that arguments can be constructed in favour of, or against, some conclusion, and so are
presented in a bipolar way. Despite this, the present thesis does not make use of bipolar
notions for its applications. Therefore, these notions are not reviewed in depth, but only
mentioned.
Tweety is a bird
Tweety flies
Tweety is not a bird
Tweety lives
under the water
Premise
Conclusion
Undermining attack
Supporting relation
Inference link
Fig. 2.19 Example of supporting relation.
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2.4.3 Evaluation of the Conflicts of Arguments
Conflicts do not embody any approach to evaluate the attacks themselves. Being able to
characterise the success of an attack (or often referred to as defeat) is another important aspect
of argument-based systems, since defeat relations can often be influenced by reliability of
tests and expertise. Commonly, attacks have a form of binary relation. However, in order to
determine a defeat, two other trends have been observed in the literature of argumentation and
are covered next: the preferentiality/strength of arguments and the preferentiality/strength
of attacks. This section presents an intuitive overview of these two possibilities for the
evaluation of the conflicts of arguments and refers the reader interested in their formal
definitions to the original sources.
2.4.3.1 Strength of Arguments
Strength of arguments is recognised as a valid source of information for those deciding
on a collection of acceptable arguments (Dunne et al., 2011). These can be defined in a
variety of ways. Prakken and Sartor (1997) use a set of priorities among rules, in order to
resolve their rebuttals. These priorities can be interpreted as the strength of the rules from
which arguments are constructed. Similarly, (Amgoud and Cayrol, 2002) and (Amgoud and
Vesic, 2014) directly associate each argument with a notion of strength, but abstract from
the logical structure of rules or arguments. In this case, an argument B can only attack an
argument A if A is not preferred to B. Pollock (1995) presents another intuitive approach,
whereby a numerical strength is associated with each argument, allowing only arguments of
greater strength to attack arguments of lesser strength. Fig. 2.20 depicts an example with
abstract arguments, a preference list and a numerical set of strengths of arguments. As can be
observed, the two approaches result in a different set of attacks. Kaci and Labreuche (2010)
extend the notion of strength of arguments by defining fuzzy strengths and in this way, a
weaker argument can still attack a stronger one, but the effect is diminished. Most recently,
Amgoud and Vesic (2014) proposed a new approach in which preferences do not lead to the
removal of attacks, but instead invert their directions. The paper shows how this is a more
intuitive and safe approach when dealing with larger sets of arguments and evaluating their
overall acceptability. Lastly, in (Modgil, 2007, 2009) the concept of meta-level argument
is considered when tackling preferentiality between arguments. This type of argument
implements a defence attack, in such a way that the preferentiality between arguments is
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explicitly described. A defense attack targets another attack, subject to the preference claim.
Fig. 2.21 depicts an example.
1
a
3
b
2
c
Preference list: a > c > b
a b c
Resulting attacks using
strength of arguments
(Pollock, 1995)
a b c
Resulting attacks
using preference list
(Amgoud and Cayrol, 2002)
a b c
Resulting attacks using
preference list and
inverting their directions
(Amgoud and Vesic, 2014)
Fig. 2.20 Example of attacks between three abstract arguments (a, b and c) being evaluated, based on
their strength or in their list of preferences.
a b
Preference list: b > a
a b
c
Meta-level argument c
implementing the pref-
erence of b over a as a
defence attack
(Modgil, 2007, 2009).
Fig. 2.21 Example of meta-level argument for representing a preference list.
2.4.3.2 Strength of Attacks
Dunne et al. (2011) proposed, instead, the use of strength of attack relations. Their approach
is justified by the fact that it is not only the strength of arguments that is important, but
also the strength of the attack that one argument makes on another. The key concept in
this work is the notion of inconsistency budget. Given an inconsistency budget β , the
system can disregard attacks whose sum of weights is less than or equal to β . A weight is a
numerical value employed to represent the attack strength. By increasing the inconsistency
budget, progressively more solutions are obtained, thus providing a preference ordering over
solutions. Solutions with a smaller inconsistency budget are considered better. Fig. 2.22
depicts a simple graph with weighted attacks between abstract arguments. Intuitively, in
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this example, a ‘defeats’ b and ‘reinstates’ c in a non-weighted scenario, making both a and
c acceptable. However, taking weights into consideration and setting β = 2, attack a to b
needs to be disregarded, making a and b, but not c, intuitively acceptable. The advantage
of this approach is a stronger level of analysis when compared to non-weighted argument
systems. Lastly, the authors propose some sources of values for weights, such as the number
of votes supporting an attack in a multi-agent setting, a numerical measure of inconsistency
between arguments, and weights as a form of ranking of attacks. Coste-Marquis et al. (2012b)
extend this approach by providing a generic aggregating function, instead of the sum, when
comparing a group of weights with the inconsistency budget. In addition, a notion of defence
when applying weights is also proposed. This notion can be observed in the same example of
Fig. 2.22. In a non-weighted scenario, a would ‘defend’ c, because it is attacking the attacker
of c. However, in the weighted scenario, a cannot attack b and ‘defend’ c, since the weight
value of attack a to b is less than the weight value from the attack b to c.
a b c
2 3
Fig. 2.22 Example of weighted attacks between three abstract arguments a, b and c.
Lastly, Li et al. (2012) propose a mixed approach by assigning probabilities to arguments
and attacks. The probability of an argument represents the likelihood of such an argument
existing, thus the probability of attacks is a conditional one. A Monte-Carlo simulation
is employed for determining the likelihood of a subset of arguments existing and being
acceptable (according to some acceptance criteria). The applicability of the theory is validated
by an application of coalition formation – a type of problem aimed at grouping agents and
maintaining their individual and collective goals.
2.4.4 Definition of the Acceptance Status of Arguments
Having defined the set of conflicting arguments, it is now necessary to determine a method
for deciding the final status of each argument, or their acceptance status. Conflicts by
themselves do not demonstrate which arguments should be ultimately accepted. To do so, it
is necessary to evaluate the overall interaction of arguments across the conflicting set. Most
frequently, this evaluation relies on the abstract argumentation theory proposed by Dung
(1995). In his seminal work, Dung introduces the concept of abstract argument systems or
argumentation frameworks (AF). Formally, an AF is a pair ⟨Arg,att⟩, where Arg is a finite
set of elements named arguments and att ⊆ Arg×Arg is a binary relation over Arg. Given
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sets X ,Y ⊆ Arg, X attacks Y if and only if there exists x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that (x,y) ∈ att.
A straightforward representation of an AF is a directed graph as depicted in Fig. 2.23. Note
a b c
Fig. 2.23 Example of an abstract argument graph. Arguments and their conflicts are represented by
nodes and edges respectively. It is the argumentation framework ⟨Arg,att⟩ where Arg = {a,b,c} and
att = {(a,b),(b,a),(c,b)}.
that despite making use of the notion of arguments, argumentation frameworks are not bound
to any intuitive meaning of argument. In other words, arguments do not possess any structure,
representing only an element that might attack or be attacked by other arguments. Similarly,
attacks do not possess any specific meaning. Broadly speaking, if an argument a attacks an
argument b, it means that if a holds, then b cannot hold. The evaluation status of a impacts
the evaluation status of b (Baroni and Giacomin, 2009). Such abstraction has been criticised
for making argumentation frameworks less suitable for representing particular argumentation
problems, as reported in (Prakken, 2010). Nonetheless, it was a watershed in the field,
allowing the study of properties that are not related to the design of arguments and attacks,
but which are relevant to the described context. In particular, it allows the investigation of the
justification status of arguments, as required in the present research. Informally, an argument
is justified if it can somehow hold, despite the attacks received. Several methods for defining
the justification status of arguments can be found in the literature (Baroni et al., 2011) and
these are also referred to as argumentation semantics.
The definition of argumentation semantics usually follows two styles: extension-based or
labelling-based. In the first case, the semantics definition provides a rationale for deriving
extensions. These are subsets of arguments that can be mutually acceptable, according to
a specific rationale of the semantics. In the labelling-based case, the semantics provides
instead a rationale for deriving a set of labellings from an AF. Informally, a labelling is a
mapping from each argument in an AF to a predefined set of labels. Any extension-based
formulation can be equally represented by a labelling-base formulation, while the opposite is
not true (Baroni and Giacomin, 2009). For instance, it is possible to take the set of labels
{in,out}, which can correspond to extension membership, but it is not possible to represent
any arbitrary set of labels in terms of extensions. Yet, labellings in the literature most often
include a label in, which correspond to extension membership. Thus, the most common se-
mantics can be defined by both approaches. However, the extension approach only identifies
sets of arguments that are accepted, while the labelling approach can also identify arguments
that are rejected or left undecided. For example, suppose the set of labels {in,out,undec}.
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For this set to be considered reasonable, it is necessary to define a set of reasons for each of
its elements. A complete labelling (Caminada and Gabbay, 2009) is a possible approach. In
this case, an accepted argument (labelled in) has all its attackers rejected, a rejected argument
(labelled out) has at least one attacker accepted, and an undecided argument (labelled undec)
has no grounds to be either accepted or rejected. Compared to the extension-based approach,
the labelling-based counterpart is more explanatory and is consequently better suited to the
objectives of the present thesis. Hence, this approach is selected for the issue of formally
introducing semantics. The goal is to define the most common Dung semantics, such as
grounded, preferred and stable, as well as other important notions such as reinstatement and
conflict-freeness. Therefore, the following concepts are introduced as presented in (Wu et al.,
2010; Caminada and Gabbay, 2009; Caminada, 2006).
Definition 2.1 (Shorthand notations). Let ⟨Ar,att⟩ be an AF, A,B ∈ Ar and Args⊆ Ar.
• A+ as {B |(A,B) ∈ att}.
• Args+ as {B |(A,B) ∈ att for some A ∈ Args}.
• A− as {B |(B,A) ∈ att}.
• Args− as {B |(B,A) ∈ att for some A ∈ Args}.
A+ indicates the arguments attacked by A, while A− indicated the arguments attacking
A. Args+ indicates the set of arguments attacked by Args+, while Args− indicates the set of
arguments attacking Args−.
Definition 2.2 (Conflict-free). Let ⟨Ar,att⟩ be an AF and Args⊆ Ar. Args is conflict-free iff
Args∩Args+ = /0.
Definition 2.3 (Defence). Let ⟨Ar,att⟩ be an AF, A ∈ Ar and Args ⊆ Ar. Args defends an
argument A iff A− ⊆ Args+.
Definition 2.4 (Complete labelling). Let ⟨Arg,att⟩ be an AF and Lab : Arg→{in,out,undec}
a total function. Lab is a complete labelling iff for each A ∈ Arg it holds that:
• If Lab(A) = in then ∀B ∈ Arg : ((B,A) ∈ att ⊃ Lab(B) = out).
• If Lab(A) = out then ∃B ∈ Arg : ((B,A) ∈ att ∧Lab(B) = in).
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• If Lab(A) = undec then ¬∀B ∈ Arg : ((B,A) ∈ att ⊃ Lab(B) = out) and
¬∃B ∈ Arg : ((B,A) ∈ att ∧Lab(B) = in).
Following the example of Fig. 2.23, the sets {a,c}, {b}, {a} and {c} are conflict-free,
argument c defends a and an example of complete labelling is given by Lab(a) = in, Lab(b)
= out and Lab(c) = in. This is also a reinstatement labelling, as per the following definition:
Definition 2.5 (Reinstatement labelling). Let ⟨Arg,att⟩ be an AF and Lab : Arg→{in,out,
undec} be a labelling function. Lab is a reinstatement labelling iff it satisfies the following:
• ∀A ∈ Ar : (Lab(A) = out ≡ ∃B ∈ Ar : (B defends A∧Lab(B) = in)) and
• ∀A ∈ Ar : (Lab(A) = in≡ ∀B ∈ Ar : (B defends A⊃ Lab(B) = out))
The idea of reinstatement applied to the AF in Fig. 2.23 is that argument c holds, since
it is not attacked by any other argument. Hence, Lab(c) = in. Since b is attacked by an
argument labelled in, it must be labelled out, or Lab(b) = out. Consequently, all attackers of
a are labelled out and a is ‘reinstated’ by c ending with the label in. In the case of a cycle, for
instance, if argument c is omitted, three reinstatement labellings are possible: Lab(a) = in,
Lab(b) = out; Lab(a) = out, Lab(b) = in; and Lab(a) = undec, Lab(b) = undec.
These are the main notions employed for the definition of Dung’s acceptability semantics
(Dung, 1995), as defined below:
Definition 2.6 (Dung’s acceptability semantics). Let Args be a conflict-free set of arguments,
F : 2Args → 2Args a function such that F(Args) = {A |A is defended by Args} and Lab :
Args→{in,out,undec} a reinstatement labelling function. Also consider in(Lab) short for
{A ∈ Args |Lab(A) = in}, out(Lab) short for {A ∈ Args |Lab(A) = out} and undec(Lab)
short for {A ∈ Args |Lab(A) = undec}.
• Args is admissible if Args⊆ F(Args).
• Args is a complete extension if Args = F(Args).
• in(Lab) is a grounded extension if undec(Lab) is maximal or in(Lab) is minimal.
• in(Lab) is a preferred extension if in(Lab) is maximal or out(Lab) is maximal.
• in(Lab) is a stable extension if undec(Lab) = /0.
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stable extension
preferred extension grounded extension
complete extension
admissible set
conflict free set
is a
is an
is ais a
is a
Fig. 2.24 Relation between Dung’s acceptability semantics (Wu et al., 2010).
The extensions (labellings) of Definition 2.6 provide a set of semantics which can be seen
as a restrict case of the complete semantics, as depicted in Fig. 2.24. For every argumentation
framework there is always at least one admissible set (the empty one), one unique grounded
extension, one or more complete extensions, one or more preferred extensions, and zero or
more stable extensions (Caminada and Gabbay, 2009). Moreover, it is known that in case of
no attack cycles, the grounded, stable and preferred semantics are equivalent, while in case
of no odd-length attack cycles, the stable and preferred semantics are equivalent (Baroni and
Giacomin, 2009). Intuitively, a complete extension can be seen as a reasonable point of view
that one can take, when deciding on the set of accepted, rejected, and undecided arguments.
If questioned, the extension can defend itself. In addition, it is internally coherent, even if
someone disagrees with its point (Wu et al., 2010).
A notion of scepticism is usually employed on the informal discussion behind the be-
haviour of semantics (Baroni and Giacomin, 2009). Thus, the grounded semantics is con-
sidered more sceptical for taking fewer committed choices and always providing a single
extension. By contrast, the preferred extension is seen as a more credulous approach for
being more audacious when accepting arguments and has consequently been able to provide
more than one extension. Note that in terms of labellings, sceptical approaches tend to end
up with more undecided arguments than the opposite credulous approaches.
While Dung’s acceptability semantics covers the more traditional and necessary notions
of extension-based semantics of the present thesis, other works have extended these in order
to overcome undesired conditions or limitations, as in the case of semi-stable (Caminada
et al., 2012), ideal (Dung et al., 2006), CF2 (Baroni and Giacomin, 2003) and prudent
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semantics (Coste-Marquis et al., 2005). Other authors have also suggested modifications, in
order to solve relations of support in bipolar systems (Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex, 2005b).
Usually, the notions of conflict-freeness and defence are extended, so that the same Dung
semantics can be defined, but this time including interactions of support. Following this idea,
probabilistic semantics has also been proposed. For instance, Thimm (2012) proposes the
assignment of probabilities to possible extensions in an argumentation graph, generalising the
complete semantics and allowing for a more fine-grained evaluation of the acceptance status
of arguments. Another approach is given in (Dondio, 2014). In this case, each argument is
assigned a probability. A recursive algorithm is then proposed, to define the probability of
acceptance of each argument under the grounded and preferred semantics.
Still, it is important to highlight that Dung’s semantics and its variations are not the only
class of semantics employed in abstract argumentation theory. Another well known class
of semantic is the ranking-based one (Amgoud and Ben-Naim, 2013; Amgoud et al., 2016;
Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex, 2005a; Matt and Toni, 2008; Pu et al., 2014; Dondio, 2018).
In ranking-based semantics, the goal is not to provide an extension, but to rank arguments to
define the most important one(s). It is a more flexible class of semantics, in the sense that
arguments are not strictly rejected or accepted, but instead a graded assessment of arguments
is provided, based on the topology of the argumentation framework. This approach attempts
to deal with problems of extension-based semantics such as: 1) any number of successful
attacks targeted at a single argument having the same effect as one successful attack targeted
at the same argument; 2) the level of accepted arguments being always the same; and 3)
arguments having the same status even when they are not compared to each other. Several
domains require these problems to be addressed in some form, for instance in the healthcare
domain, where successfully attacked arguments might still be the best option in hand. Bonzon
et al. (2016) present an interesting comparison of the main ranking-based semantics. The
subsequent definitions necessary for the research developed in the present thesis also follow
from this work.
Definition 2.7 (Ranking-based semantics). A ranking-based semantics σ associates with
any argumentation framework AF = ⟨Args,att⟩ a ranking ⪰σAF on Args, where ⪰σAF is a
binary relation which is total (∀a,b ∈ Args,a ⪰σAF b or b ⪰σAF a) and transitive (∀a,b,c ∈
Args,a⪰σAF b and b⪰σAF c, then a⪰σAF c). a⪰σAF b means that a is at least as acceptable as
b and a≻σAF b means a is strictly more acceptable than b.
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Besnard and Hunter (2001) propose a ranking-based semantics which assigns a value to
each argument based on its number of attackers. To do so, a categoriser function is defined
as follows:
Definition 2.8 (Categoriser function). Let ⟨Args,att⟩ be an argumentation framework. Then,
Cat : Args→ (0,1] is the categoriser function defined as:
Cat(a) =

1 if a− = /0
1
1+ ∑
c∈a−
Cat(c) otherwise
Definition 2.9 (Categoriser semantics). Given an argumentation framework ⟨Args,att⟩ and
a categoriser function Cat : Args→ (0,1], a ranking-based categoriser semantics associates a
ranking ⪰CatAF on Args such that ∀a,b ∈ Args,a⪰CatAF b iff Cat(a)≥Cat(b).
Amgoud and Ben-Naim (2013) also propose a similar semantics, based on the burden
number of each argument. Formally, it is defined as:
Definition 2.10 (Burden number). Let ⟨Args,att⟩ be an argumentation framework, a ∈ Args
and i ∈ N. Then, the burden number of a in the ith step is:
Buri(a) =
1 if i = 01+ ∑
c∈a−
1
Buri−1(c) otherwise
The burden number of a is denoted Bur(a) = ⟨Bur0(a),Bur1(a), . . .⟩.
Definition 2.11 (Burden-based semantics). A burden-based semantics associates with an
argumentation framework ⟨Args,att⟩ a ranking⪰BbsAF on Args such that ∀a,b∈ Args,a⪰BbsAF b
iff Bur(b)⪰lex Bur(a), where ⪰lex is a lexicographical order 1.
The categoriser value of arguments in Fig. 2.23 are Cat(c) = 1, Cat(b) = 0.36 and
Cat(a) = 0.73; and the final categoriser ranking is c ≻Cat a ≻Cat b. The burden numbers
of the same arguments are c = ⟨1,1,1, . . .⟩, b = ⟨1,3,2.5, . . .⟩ and a = ⟨1,2,1.333 . . .⟩; and
the final burden-based ranking is c ≻Bbs a ≻Bbs b. In summary, the categoriser semantics
tends to consider lesser-attacked arguments as more important, while the burden-based
semantics tends to consider arguments that generate attacks to be more important. Other
1Two vectors of real numbers A= ⟨A1,A2, . . .⟩ and B= ⟨B1,B2, . . .⟩ are lexicographically ordered (A⪰lex B)
iff ∃i≤ n such that Ai ≥ Bi and ∀ j < i, A j = B j.
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ranking-based semantics might also focus on the origin of attacks, such as the Discussion-
based semantics (Amgoud and Ben-Naim, 2013), or on the impact of attackers, such as the
proposed game-theoretic approach in (Matt and Toni, 2008).
2.4.5 Accrual of Acceptable Arguments
At this stage, extensions or argument rankings are expected to be known, according to some
previous method selected for definition of acceptance status of arguments. Still, the final
goal of the argumentation process is commonly the assessment of the statements supported
by acceptable arguments, which in the end amounts to deciding what to believe or what
to do. Similarly, when performing defeasible inferences, for practical purposes, usually a
single decision needs to be made or a single action performed. However, multiple acceptable
arguments may be computed in the previous steps. Usually, these coincide with possible
consistent points of view that can be simultaneously considered for describing the knowledge
being modelled. In the case of extension-based semantics, extensions might contain multiple
arguments, multiple extensions might be computed, or both. In the case of ranking-based
semantics, multiple arguments might be ranked at the top – a situation that can easily occur
when multiple arguments are not attacked. For this reason, a fifth layer is added to the
multi-layered pattern of argumentation, aimed at extracting the most credible or consistent
point of view.
If multiple extensions are computed, for instance by the preferred semantics, a quantifica-
tion of the credibility of each extension is needed. Intuitively, one possibility is to consider
the cardinality of each extension. An extension with a higher cardinality can be seen as more
credible than an extension with lower cardinality, as it contains more pieces of evidence that
are consistent with each other. However, considering just the cardinality might be reductive:
for example, if an extension with several arguments has a combined degree of truth lower
than an extension containing fewer arguments. Hence, other strategies are also possible.
For instance, Bonzon et al. (2018) propose a mix of extension-based and ranking-based
semantics for the refining of extensions. Arguments belonging to extensions can be ranked
and have their ranks aggregated. This aggregation provides a score for each extension, which
in turn can be compared and used for selecting the best one. Similarly, Coste-Marquis et al.
(2012a) propose the refining of extensions, but by aggregating the weights of arguments
instead of their rankings. However, observe that weights are not usually available in an
argumentation framework, contrary to the mixed approach of Bonzon, which can always be
computed. Lastly, another recent work (Konieczny et al., 2015) makes a pairwise comparison
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of extensions, for instance, comparing the number of arguments in one extension not attacked
by other extensions. This pairwise comparison leads to a ranking of extensions that can be
used for selecting the best one.
The opposite problem – having no extensions – has also been investigated. Baumann
and Ulbricht (2018) propose a repair approach, which attempts to perform as few operations
as possible, usually the dropping of arguments. Baumann (2012) suggests the opposite
operation for repair, adding as little information as possible, in order to make a desirable
set of arguments part of an extension. Despite all the available approaches contained in the
related works, note that some degree of explainability is likely compromised by them, for
instance, when adding more acceptability semantics or more parameters to the system. Thus,
in the present thesis, the selection of extensions is based mainly on the more intuitive option,
selecting the extension with higher cardinality.
Finally, a strategy for computing a credibility degree or a value for each accepted argument
is necessary. In the case of extension-based semantics, multiple arguments will usually be
contained in the final extension. In the case of ranking-based semantics, due to the topology
of the argument graph, multiple arguments might be ranked at the top. Despite the suggestion
in (Konieczny et al., 2015) of ranking the arguments by the number of extensions that
they belong to, this is not a problem usually addressed in the literature of argumentation.
Thus, in the present research, premises and conclusions of employed arguments are linked
to categorical or numerical datasets. This allows for a simplified quantification of their
values and aggregation in different fashions, namely average, sum or median. In turn, this
aggregation produces a final inference (number). Note, however, that this is only possible,
due to the use of arguments built upon associated numerical datasets.
2.4.6 Fields of Application
Computational models of argument have recently been considered as an important feature
of AI research. It is essential that if robust intelligent systems are to be constructed, they
should be able to handle incomplete, contradictory, and ambiguous information in a way
that emulates the human approach when dealing with complex tasks (Atkinson et al., 2017).
Application areas of argumentation technology are multiple, for instance, negotiation, proof
elaboration, logic programming and practical reasoning (Bench-Capon and Dunne, 2007;
Rahwan and Simari, 2009). This section introduces prominent areas such as law and multi-
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agent systems, followed by areas more closely related to the applications of the present thesis,
such as healthcare and knowledge representation and reasoning.
2.4.6.1 Law
The area of law is of great importance for testing combined qualitative and quantitative
models of argument, due to the nature of legal evidence, which is usually non-statistical.
Moreover, given the social objectives and social effects of law, it must be understood and
have its application explained. Hence, initial works of AI and law are centred around the
notion of factors, or abstractions of fact patterns for and against a conclusion. Factors capture
the interpretation between facts and legal rules. HYPO (Ashley, 1991) and CATO (Aleven
and Ashley, 1997) are examples of influential models of factor-based reasoning. Their goal
is to help law students to make arguments with legal cases. Horty and Bench-Capon (2012)
present a formalised version of factor-based reasoning, in which they make the connection
with a legal argument form of appeal to precedent.
Other common reasoning forms used in evidential legal reasoning are analysed in
(Prakken et al., 2003), through the use of argumentation schemes (Section 2.4.1). Sim-
ilarly, Verheij (2003) employs argumentation schemes when attempting to provide a unifying
approach to the formal modelling of legal reasoning. Further information on systems for
legal argumentation can be seen in (Bench-Capon et al., 2009; Prakken and Sartor, 2015).
Nonetheless, it is important to highlight the lack of argument-based systems in the everyday
practice of law. Reasons for this include the conservative attitude towards technology in the
field and the high amount of common-sense knowledge required (Atkinson et al., 2017).
2.4.6.2 Health Care
Health care is likely the area that has made the most use of argument-based systems. This
field deals with complex, inconsistent and incomplete data and thus requires that conflicts
are displayed and analysed. A noticeable example is given in (Glasspool et al., 2006). This
work presents a computer-based planning support tool named REACT. The goal is to address
the cognitive effort of clinicians in developing care planning. It is built in a way that all
information in the application is represented in the form of logical arguments. The arguments
are based on Toulmin’s model, and thus do not interact with each other, but can respond to
users’ inputs. Despite its failure to address the possible interactivity between arguments,
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REACT provides a good interface with real-time response for and against planned treatment
options. In an experiment with eight cancer genetic counsellors, seven expressed that the use
of REACT was worthwhile, presenting up-to-date data and organising information.
Another relevant work by Hunter and Williams (2010) presents an efficient modelling of
clinical trials within an argumentation framework. Multiple outcome indicators are associated
with trials that are, in turn, classified as superior, equivalent or inferior to each other, according
to the proposed framework. The model extends Dung’s calculation, providing preference
rules shaped according to a benefit function and a veracity function. The first introduces
the idea of how desirable the outcome is, and the second introduces the degree to which
the value of evidence can be considered true. Finally, the sets of evidence are evaluated
according to Dung’s grounded and preferred extensions, leading to an argumentation graph
of possible treatments. Longo and Hederman (2013a) also translates clinical evidence into
an argumentation framework. This time, arguments are represented by inference rules
and are applied to the problem of predicting the occurrence of breast cancer. Interactions
between arguments are defined in terms of rebutting and undercutting attacks. In addition,
the work employs notions of fuzzy logic and fuzzy membership functions, in order to activate
arguments and refine extensions. The system achieved 74% accuracy and similar or better
performance when compared to other machine-learning classifiers.
These are only some of the many applications of argumentation developed in the health-
care domain. Other applications might focus on supporting medical image interpretation,
solving conflicting information from multiple medical guidelines and supporting interdisci-
plinary healthcare professionals. For a more in-depth review of medical argument systems,
the reader is referred to (Longo and Dondio, 2014).
2.4.6.3 Multi-agent Systems
In the field of multi-agent systems, argument-based techniques can be used to determine
reasoning of autonomous agents, or to facilitate multi-agent interaction. They naturally pro-
vide methods for designing, implementing and examining interactions among rational agents
(Rahwan, 2005). Thus, they are usually employed for structuring dialogues between partici-
pants and for taking decisions based on conflicting, incomplete and uncertain information.
For instance, an autonomous agent might weight arguments for and against certain stances,
to reach a justifiable stance. Another example is given by the use argumentation schemes
in agent communication. In this case, schemes can be used to define a stance, while the
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set of critical questions aids the communications structure about that stance. This approach
reduces the computational cost of generation of arguments and the cost of evaluation of
arguments (Rahwan, 2005). Karunatillake et al. (2006) make use of argumentation schemes
when using argument-based negotiation for allowing interactions among agents. The goal is
to allow the resolution of conflicts caused by incomplete information, through the exchange
of new information about their counterparts. Similarly, Atkinson et al. (2005) propose the
use argumentation schemes when selecting actions aimed at structuring a dialogue-game
protocol.
Caminada and Pigozzi (2011) address the problem of judgement aggregation in an
argumentation framework. Judgement aggregation investigates the problem of how various
opinions of distinct agents can be put together to form an overall consistent outcome. For
example, in an argumentation framework, agents might defend distinct admissible extensions.
One possible strategy of judgement aggregation might be labelling each argument by the label
supported by most of the agents. However, this result may not be admissible (Definition 2.6).
Thus, the authors propose a set of semantics whose goal is to guarantee that any collective
outcome does not go against the beliefs of the individuals supporting it. Most recently,
Awad et al. (2017) propose different strategies for the same problem, based on the field of
computational social choice. Awad et al. also focus on demonstrating the impossibility of the
existence of any aggregation judgement in specific circumstances. Lastly, other multi-agent
problems linked to argumentation, such as debating systems or tools to support e-democracy,
are described in (Awad et al., 2017).
2.4.6.4 Knowledge-representation and Reasoning
On a minor scale, knowledge-representation problems have also been addressed by argument
systems. These problems deal with the formal representations of available information in a
computer program, in order to enable inferences. One possible example is given by the ill-
defined psychological construct of Mental Workload (MWL). The issue arises from the fact
that there is no clear and widely accepted definition for MWL. In theory, a basic definition
can be set as the amount of necessary cognitive effort devoted to a certain task within a
period of time. In practice, due to its multifaceted nature, the knowledge necessary for
modelling mental workload is vast, complex, uncertain and contradictory. Thus, representing
this construct is not a trivial problem. Longo (2014) proposes its formalisation through the
use of defeasible argumentation and certain notions of fuzzy logic.
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Another example of knowledge representation and reasoning addressed by argumentation
comes from the concept of trust, that is also an ill-defined psychological construct. A model
of trust is required when a trustor entity, human or digital, has usually a knowledge base
of reasons, evidence and arguments, often contradicting, that needs to be aggregated and
evaluated for enabling the interaction with a trustee entity. This evaluation can be seen
as a form of defeasible reasoning activity made up of assertions, seen as presumptions,
which are not deductively valid, but whose validity can be attacked or supported by new
evidence (Parsons et al., 2010). In this reasoning process, arguments must be constructed,
contradictions explicated, and the resolution of conflicting information evaluated. The aim is
to produce conflict-free sets of arguments that will be accrued, resulting in a final inference
capable of informing a decision. Dondio and Barrett (2007) use argumentation in trust
modelling and perform a preliminary evaluation on the Wikipedia project. It makes use of
argumentation schemes to construct trust schemes. According to these schemes, it is possible
to determine whether a piece of evidence is relevant or not for the trust computation. A
value for each piece of relevant evidence is given and an overall trust value is built by their
aggregation. However, in this solution, conflicts between pieces of evidence are not specified,
which might lead to contradictions and loss of information. In (Parsons et al., 2014), a
set of 18 trust schemes is also proposed, followed by a group of critical questions used to
determine the validity of each scheme. Schemes are described for establishing arguments
to trust another agent directly, or to trust another agent who is only known indirectly by a
trusted third party.
2.4.6.5 Argument-based Systems
Note that despite being applied in different fields, some of these works make use of all the
reviewed multi-layer structures (Fig. 2.14) in their systems (Chang et al., 2010; Hunter and
Williams, 2010; Craven et al., 2012), whereas others do not (Patkar et al., 2006; Glasspool
et al., 2006; Grando et al., 2013). Table 2.3 lists several argument-based systems and their
approaches for each layer in the most prominent areas of argumentation. Some of these
approaches may not have been previously reviewed, since they are beyond the scope of the
present thesis, which implements each step considering only the notions formerly introduced
(Sections 2.4.1 to 2.4.5).
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Table 2.3 Argument-based systems and their internal configurations across layers.
Reference Application Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5
(Hunter and
Williams, 2010)
Treatment
outcomes
Inference
rule Rebuttals
Preference
list
Extension
based
Utility
theory
(Craven et al.,
2012) Health-care
Natural
language
Binary
relation
Preference
list
Preferred
with pref.
User
preference
(Karacapilidis
and Papadias,
2001)
Collaborative
decision-
making
Natural
language Bipolarity
Preference
relation
First-order
logic n/a
(Ashley, 1991) Law Factors +issues n/a n/a
Analogy to
past cases n/a
(Glasspool et al.,
2006) Care planning Toulmin n/a n/a n/a n/a
(Longo and
Hederman,
2013a)
Cancer
recurrence
Inference
rule + fuzzy
logic
Undercutting
+ rebutting n/a
Extension
based
Extension
cardinality
+ fuzzy
(Longo, 2014) Mentalworkload
Inference
rule + fuzzy
logic
Undercutting
+ rebutting
Strength
of att. and
arg.
Grounded +
Preferred
Extension
cardinality +
fuzzy logic
(Atkinson et al.,
2005)
Dialogue-game
protocol
Argument
schemes Ad hoc list n/a Persuasion n/a
(Karunatillake
et al., 2006)
Argument-
based
negotiation
Argument
schemes
Undercutting
+ rebutting n/a Negotiation n/a
(Dondio and
Barrett, 2007)
Computational
trust
Argument
schemes n/a n/a n/a
Sum
aggregation
function
2.4.7 Discussion and Categorization of Related Works Across Layers
As exemplified, computational argumentation systems can be structured around a five-layer
schema focused on: (1) the definition of monological models of arguments; (2) the definition
of interactions among arguments; (3) the evaluation of conflicts between arguments; (4)
the definition of possible resolution strategies for reaching a justifiable conclusion; (5) the
definition of strategies for accrual of arguments. Yet, it should be pointed out that other
building blocks of an argumentation process can also be identified, such as a rhetorical layer
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aimed at defining how arguments can be tailored to a specific audience (Atkinson et al.,
2017). In this case, it is necessary to evaluate the impact and believability of arguments from
the perspective of an audience. This idea might be spread throughout all the other layers,
leading to different decisions about how arguments are built, what kind of interactions among
arguments need to be considered, whether or not an argument should be applied, and what
kind of assessment – more credulous or more skeptical ones – should be adopted. However,
this layer is beyond the scope of the present thesis. Here, arguments are neutrally built from
knowledge bases gathered from domain experts. Further information on the use of arguments
from the perspective of persuasion can be seen in (Hunter, 2016; Bench-Capon, 2003).
It is also important to observe that in some cases, not all the five reviewed layers need to be
considered. For instance, strength of arguments or preferentiality might be considered during
the accrual of arguments instead of during the evaluation of attacks. In addition, strength
of arguments or attack relations might be disregarded, making the third layer unnecessary.
Furthermore, note that the boundaries between these layers might also be unclear in some
contexts. For instance, the type of conflicts or interactions among arguments may impact on
the strategy for defining their acceptance status, or the definition of strength of arguments may
impact on how arguments are accrued before a conclusion is reached. Hence, it is essential
that if we are to consider this five-layer schema for the construction of argument-based
models, it should be well classified. For that reason, Table 2.4 summarises the theoretical
works and some useful key notions that can be applied in this structure.
2.5 Comparison of Non-monotonic Formalisms
The previous sections have provided a review of some of the possible formalisms for non-
monotonic reasoning in the area of AI, more specifically, the most common non-monotonic
logics and three knowledge-based systems. However, other approaches can also be found in
the literature. For instance, Brewka et al. (1997) provide a good overview of non-monotonic
logics categorised by modal-preference logics, fixed-point logics and abductive methods. The
recent work of Hlobil (2018) presents guidelines for selection of non-monotonic logics based
on the principles they reject, such as the Deduction-Detachment Theorem and Cumulative
Transitivity (Czelakowski, 1985; Gabbay and Guenthner, 1984), resulting in 17 different
types of logics. Nonetheless, only a few works have proposed a comparison between these
formalisms. This is the case of the works reviewed next.
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Table 2.4 Summary of key notions, approaches and techniques across the multi-layer structure selected
for construction of argument-based models.
Layer 1
Definition of the
internal structure of
arguments
• Toulmin’s conceptual model of argumentation (Toulmin, 1958)
• Argumentation schemes (Walton, 1996)
• Standard logic (premises → conclusion)
Layer 2
Definition of the
interactions among
arguments
• Undercutting and rebutting (Pollock, 1987)
• Undermining attack (Vreeswijk, 1993)
• Bipolar (Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex, 2009)
Layer 3
Evaluation of the
conflicts of
arguments
• Priorities among arguments (Prakken and Sartor, 1997)
• Preference list of arguments (Amgoud and Vesic, 2014)
• Strength of the arguments involved in the dispute (Pollock, 1995)
• Fuzzy strengths for attacks (Kaci and Labreuche, 2010)
• Direction of attacks reversed (Amgoud and Vesic, 2014)
• Metal-level argument (Modgil, 2007, 2009)
• Inconsistency budget (Dunne et al., 2011)
• Extended inconsistency budget (Coste-Marquis et al., 2012b)
• Probabilistic values to arguments and attacks (Li et al., 2012)
Layer 4
Definition of the
acceptance status of
arguments
• Extension-based semantics
- Preferred, grounded, complete and stable (Dung, 1995)
- Semi-stable (Caminada et al., 2012)
- Ideal (Dung et al., 2006)
- CF2 (Baroni and Giacomin, 2003)
- Prudent (Coste-Marquis et al., 2005)
- Bipolar semantics (Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex, 2005b)
- Probabilistic semantics (Thimm, 2012; Dondio, 2014)
• Ranking-based semantics
- Categoriser (Besnard and Hunter, 2001)
- Burden-based (Amgoud and Ben-Naim, 2013)
- Discussion-based (Amgoud and Ben-Naim, 2013)
- Game-theoretic approach (Matt and Toni, 2008)
Layer 5
Accrual of
acceptable
arguments
• Multiple extensions computed
- Intuitive notion of higher cardinality implying more credibility
- Ranking-based semantics for filtering (Bonzon et al., 2018)
- Filtering of extensions based on their argument weights
(Coste-Marquis et al., 2012a)
- Pairwise comparison of extensions (Konieczny et al., 2015)
- Judgement aggregation (Caminada and Pigozzi, 2011)
• No extension computed
- Removal of arguments (Baumann and Ulbricht, 2018)
- Addition of pieces of information (Baumann, 2012)
• Quantification and aggregation of accepted arguments
- Number of ext. each argument belongs (Konieczny et al., 2015)
- Quantification based on the value of premises and conclusions
- Aggregation by measures of central tendency: mean, median
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Delladio et al. (2006) investigate the relations between a normal default logic and a variant
of defeasible logic programming. The former is a special case in which justifications and
consequents of default rules are the same, or in terms of the Equation (2.1): p(x) : c(x)/c(x).
Moreover, it is also required that consequents are single literals, in other words, they need to
be represented without logical connectives. The latter is a formalism that combines logic
programming and defeasible argumentation, to allow the representation of defeasible and
non-defeasible rules. In the proposed variant, no argument is considered better than the
others, and consequently, every attack between arguments is considered a defeat. In this
programming language, it is also possible to perform a dialectical analysis (a procedure akin
to performing a complete labelling) and to attribute each literal conclusion to one of the
three sets: Yes, No and Undecided. Yes means that the literal conclusion is supported by
some set of non-defeated defeasible rules. No means that the negation of the conclusion is
supported, instead. Undecided means that it belongs neither to the Yes set nor the No set. The
authors then show an equivalence between the consequents from the normal default logic and
different answers given by the defeasible logic programming. In particular, it is shown that
sceptical consequents (consequents that belong to all extensions) of this particular normal
default theory are conclusions that belong to the Yes set in the defeasible logic programming.
Similarly, credulous consequents (consequents that belong to at least one extension) are
conclusions that are part of the Undecided set. This work is one of the few studies that
demonstrates some relationship between defeasible argumentation and other non-monotonic
reasoning approaches. Still, it investigates a theoretical relationship, limited by certain cases
of the selected formalisms.
Dutilh Novaes and Veluwenkamp (2017) make an empirical test on the accuracy of two
formal non-monotonic reasoning models: preferential logic and screened belief revision. The
former is a non-monotonic logic extended from a monotonic logic and a set of preferred
interpretations (group of sentences considered true by some justification). In this case, non-
monotonicity arises when a consequence holds, despite being untrue in all interpretations
of the logic, but only in the preferred set. Screened belief revision is a particular version of
belief revision theories (Gärdenfors, 1992), supposedly closer to non-monotonic logics. In
brief, theories of belief revision take a collection of sentences as the beliefs of an agent. New
beliefs might be added or removed, causing conflicts and leading to the revision of previous
beliefs. Using these two formalisms (preferential logic and screened belief revision), the
experiment attempts to demonstrate which of them can better predict belief bias. Belief bias
is an observed psychological phenomenon in which humans seek to maintain the beliefs they
already hold and reject new contradictory information. Participants of the study are asked to
draw conclusions from a predefined set of premises. These premises and conclusions can be
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both adequate or inadequate, in terms to the participants’ background knowledge. In turn,
provided answers are compared to the answers given by the two formalisms. Screened belief
revision is shown to be more appropriate for modelling the investigated phenomenon. One
of the reasons is that, based on the analysis of results, participants were not reasoning but
in fact performing some form of belief management during the experiment. This result is
not expected in the present thesis. Here, there is no attempt to examine which formalism
can better represent human reasoning. Instead, the inferential and explanatory capacity of
different non-monotonic formalisms were investigated, based on experts’ reasoning which
can presumably be defeasibly modelled.
Yang et al. (2004) compare first-order predicate logic, fuzzy logic and non-monotonic
logic implemented through negation as failure. The methods were contrasted using a simula-
tion approach in which experiment facts were considered as random numbers. In turn, a set
of algorithms is provided for the necessary transformations and evaluation of their conceptu-
alisation, transfer, modification, integration and decomposition. In short, conceptualisation
can be considered as a grouping problem, for instance how to classify facts X1,X2, . . . ,Xn
into groups Y1 = {X1, . . . ,Xn2} and Y2 = {Xn2+1, . . . ,Xn}. Transfer is the capacity to transmit
conceptualised knowledge, which again is conceptualised when the transmission is received.
It is evaluated according to the difference between the original knowledge and the knowledge
last conceptualised after one or more transfers. Modification maps knowledge from one
domain to another, for example ‘very cold’ in Brazil (10◦C) and very cold in Ireland (-10◦C).
Integration is defined as the capacity to merge two pieces of knowledge from different sources.
Lastly, decomposition investigates how to segregate knowledge into sub-domains, for in-
stance how to classify fact Yk into facts Y1,Y2, . . . ,Yj. The evaluation metrics of each property
consists of complexity, accuracy and completeness. Complexity is theoretically demonstrated
to be NP-complete for all methods and properties. Accuracy is measured in terms of correct
predictions in the simulated experiment. Finally, completeness is measured according to the
accuracy of the methods in different scenarios of the proposed simulation. On the one hand,
the results show a higher accuracy for fuzzy logic, followed by first-order predicate logic and
non-monotonic logic. On the other hand, fuzzy logic presents better overall completeness.
This work possesses a very similar motivation to the present thesis when comparing different
reasoning formalisms, even if some are monotonic. At the same time, the work attempts
to evaluate the capacity of inference and the complexity of these distinct approaches. Yet,
despite proposing an interesting mechanism for experimentation, the study does not evaluate
the subject in real-world domains. Instead, the simulation approach seems to elucidate the
performance of such methods only in a computationally-controlled environment, for instance
when different types of transformation must be applied to numerical datasets.
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2.6 Summary of Literature Review, Gaps and Research
question
This chapter reviewed several reasoning mechanisms for inference in AI. In particular,
the focus was on non-monotonic reasoning and its implementation by knowledge-based
approaches. This type of approach formalises non-monotonic reasoning by the definition of
arguments or rules that can promote or oppose certain conclusions. Three approaches have
been considered for evaluation: expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation.
The rationale is to investigate and compare the inferential and explanatory capacity of the
more recently proposed defeasible argumentation. Several works have attempted to compare
other non-monotonic formalisms, such as different types of logics, but as far as we know, the
comparison between knowledge-based systems as proposed here has yet to be made.
The first two investigated approaches, expert systems and fuzzy reasoning, have long
been studied in AI. They are well established in the field, theoretically and in practice, but
do not present a well-established implementation of non-monotonicity. Still, expert systems
can offer straightforward alternatives to incorporation of non-monotonicity, whereas it is
not so clear in fuzzy reasoning. Possibility theory, as presented in (Siler and Buckley, 2005,
chap. 8), seems to be the most appropriate option in this case. It is the closest approach for
capturing the notion of non-monotonicity investigated in the present thesis. It allows rules to
be partially refuted according to the values of their necessities and possibilities. Thus, not
only does it permit the retraction of rules in the light of new evidence, but it also proposes it
in a fuzzy sense, keeping the notion of fuzziness, even when solving contradictions. The third
knowledge-based approach, defeasible argumentation, has been shown to be theoretically
strong, but with limitations for its practical use. Its main advantage is that it has been
particularly proposed as a paradigm for implementing defeasible reasoning in practice.
Hence, it is expected that its use will lead to more precise inferences across domains that can
presumably be defeasibly modelled. Table 2.5 lists these and other strengths and limitations
of the three knowledge-based approaches. Note that all these approaches present a common
limitation for knowledge acquisition, when creating knowledge bases from domain experts.
This is a familiar problem and a frequent bottleneck of knowledge-driven approaches in
general. It is not the goal of the present thesis to propose a solution for this. Rather, this
research gathers credible knowledge bases according to trustworthy domain experts. In turn,
it employs these knowledge bases, in order to perform the envisioned comparison among
non-monotonic reasoning approaches.
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Table 2.5 Summary of strengths, limitations and options for implementation of non-monotonicity
across reviewed knowledge-based reasoning approaches.
Approach Non-monotonicity Strengths Limitations
Expert
systems
(1) Inheritance with excep-
tions (Morgenstern and
Singh, 1997).
(2) Defeasible logic (Nute
et al., 1990).
(3) Default reasoning (El-
Azhary et al., 2002).
(4) Retraction of contradict-
ing rules.
(1) More options of knowl-
edge representation and
inference techniques.
(2) Multitude of domains
of applications.
(3) Clear reasoning pro-
cess.
(4) Capacity to add and re-
tract rules.
(1) Knowledge acquisi-
tion for creation of
knowledge bases.
(2) Non-monotonicity
not built-in.
Fuzzy
reasoning
(1) Aggregation of conse-
quents (Castro et al.,
1998).
(2) Filtering of certain rules
(Gegov et al., 2014).
(3) Possibility theory
(Siler and Buckley,
2005).
(1) Representation of natu-
ral language terms.
(2) Multitude of domains
of applications.
(3) Capacity to handle inac-
curate data.
(1) Knowledge acquisi-
tion for creation of
knowledge bases.
(2) Complex inference
process.
(3) Difficulty in deter-
mining membership
functions.
(4) Many configuration
parameters.
(5) Non-monotonicity
not built-in.
Defeasible ar-
gumentation Built-in
(1) Different monological
models of arguments.
(2) Arguments can be struc-
tured around linguistic
terms.
(3) Strong literature on the
relationship between ar-
guments.
(4) Strong literature on the
evaluation of arguments
acceptance status.
(5) Capacity to add and re-
tract arguments.
(1) Knowledge acquisi-
tion for creation of
knowledge bases.
(2) Lack of literature
for quantitative
inference with
argument-based
models.
(3) Lack of engineering
solutions for the cre-
ation of argument-
based models.
To sum up, Table 2.5 seems to suggest that defeasible argumentation offers more powerful
conflict resolution strategies, due to its built-in non-monotonic layer; that fuzzy reasoning
is suitable for robust representation of linguistic information through the application of
fuzzy membership functions; and that expert systems focus on imitating the problem-solving
ability of an expert. Moreover, a few disadvantages emerge in fuzzy reasoning from the
additional knowledge required for model configuration, due to its many parameters, such
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as the defuzzification approach, fuzzy logic operators, the type of fuzzy inference, and
fuzzy membership functions. Additionally, its inference process might not be always clear,
due to the aggregation of rules and membership functions. A common advantage across
the three approaches comes from their capacity to capture expertise through the notion of
rules/arguments structured around familiar natural language terms, being close to the way
humans reason. Thus, they might lead to a higher explanatory capacity. This capacity is
useful for domain experts who intend to make use of quantitative reasoning under uncertainty
within AI. It might enhance their trustworthiness and understanding towards automated
inferences, thus strengthening the motivation of the present research.
Finally, another appealing property of models built with defeasible argumentation seems
to derive from their modular way of reasoning and several approaches for computing the
justification status of arguments. However, such advantages have been insufficient for
the widespread deployment of defeasible argumentation technology. Bench-Capon and
Dunne (2007) identify a set of challenges that need to be overcome for achieving this goal,
including the lack of a strong link between argumentation and other formalisms and a lack
of engineering solutions for application of argumentation. Another problem arises from
the lack of applications for abstract argumentation, mainly because it is a tool for symbolic
(rather than quantitative) reasoning, and research trying to add quantitative approaches to
argumentation systems is still at an early stage (Longo, 2016; Gomez and Chesñevar, 2004).
These challenges represent the main motivation behind the proposed research question (RQ):
RQ: to what extent does the inferential capacity of defeasible argumentation differ from
non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning and expert systems?
The next chapter presents the design of the experiment proposed to answer this question.
Chapter 3
Design
This chapter initially presents a detailed account of the research problem, assumptions and
hypotheses of the thesis. An illustrative example of an expert non-monotonic reasoning
problem is then described. This is used to facilitate the understanding of the design of the
proposed models of inference. Hence, this example is followed by an exhaustive description
of the employed design. More specifically, it reviews the structures and theories that are em-
ployed as the backbone of models built with three distinct knowledge-based systems: expert
systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation. In order to evaluate and compare
these models, data from real-world applications is used for their instantiation. The aim is
to perform a comparison capable of exposing a significant distinction between them. This
comparison is achievable only if a substantial amount of data related to various applications
domains is employed. Thus, three of these are selected: human mental workload modelling,
mortality occurrence modelling with biomarkers and computational trust modelling. All
these present incomplete, ambiguous and retractable pieces of evidence and hence reasoning
applied to them is likely suitable to be modelled by non-monotonic reasoning systems. One
section is devoted to each of these applications, explaining their objectives, their evaluation
metrics and presenting their associated knowledge bases. In the case of computational trust
modelling, knowledge bases are intuitively constructed with knowledge acquired by the
author. In the case of mortality occurrence and mental workload modelling, domain experts
were consulted for the development of knowledge bases. Eventually, the set of inferences
produced by models built upon these knowledge bases are systematically compared, allowing
for the examination of their inferential capacity. A set of properties, usually employed in
the literature of explainable artificial intelligence, is presented for a qualitative evaluation
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of explanatory capacity. Fig. 3.1 depicts the structure of the research design. Lastly, a
discussion of the strengths and limitations of the proposed design concludes the chapter.
Research design
Research
• Problem
• Hypothesis
• Methodology
Example
• Illustrative
expert non-
monotonic
reasoning
example.
Non-monotonic
reasoning models
• Expert systems
– Rules and contradictions
– Inference engine
• Fuzzy reasoning
– Fuzzification
– Inference engine
– Defuzzification
• Defeasible argumentation
– Internal structure of
arguments
– Conflicts of arguments
– Evaluation of conflicts
– Acceptance status
– Accrual
Domains of application
• Human mental workload
modelling
– Evaluation metrics
– Knowledge-bases
– Reasoning models
• Mortality occurrence
modelling with biomarkers
– Evaluation metrics
– Knowledge-bases
– Reasoning models
• Computational
trust modelling
– Evaluation metrics
– Knowledge-bases
– Reasoning models
Explanatory capacity
• Understandability
• Post-hoc Interpretability
• Simulatability
• Extendibility
• Computational complexity
• Algorithmic transparency
Fig. 3.1 Structure of research design.
3.1 Research Problem, Hypotheses and Methodologies
Monotonicity is often inefficient in common sense reasoning. The reason for this is that
humans are likely to draw or to jump to conclusions even in the absence of complete
information. For instance, it seems reasonable for a person to assume that a car has four
wheels, even when only three are visible, or that a house has a kitchen, even when he/she has
not been there before. Most commonly, people assume these conclusions to be true, unless
some new evidence has emerged. In order to capture this type of reasoning in AI, several
non-monotonic formalisms have been proposed, such as the non-monotonic logics and the
knowledge based systems reviewed in Chapter 2. Thus, the research problem being addressed
here is how these formalisms compare to each other when used for the formalisation of
non-monotonic reasoning models of inference in real-world domains. Most recently, the
focus seems to be shifting to the use of defeasible argumentation as the basis of current
models employed in practice. Therefore, the assumption is that this approach should be more
suitable for modelling non-monotonic reasoning and producing non-monotonic reasoning
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models of inference. To investigate this, an inductive type of research is proposed – that
is, one which attempts to propose broader generalisations from specific observations. An
observation comes from the recent increased use of argument-based models in fields such
as health care, knowledge-representation and reasoning, and multi-agent systems. This
leads to the tentative and informal hypothesis of defeasible argumentation, presenting an
improved inferential and explanatory capacity when compared to other similar reasoning
approaches, or in this case, expert systems and fuzzy reasoning. Table 3.1 lists the formal
objective O4a already introduced in Section 1.3 (p. 5), the method for achieving it and its
respective hypothesis. The formal objective O4b, aimed at increasing the understanding of
the differences between the reasoning approaches with qualitative properties, is also listed
followed by the method for achieving it.
Table 3.1 Objectives aimed at evaluating the reasoning approaches and their inferential and explana-
tory capacities.
Objective O4a
To evaluate the inferential capacity of defeasible argumentation models
when compared to expert systems and fuzzy reasoning models.
Method
Design of non-monotonic reasoning models of inference built with the
pre-existing theoretical knowledge of the investigated reasoning ap-
proaches. Subsequent instantiation of such models by real-world data
from three domains of application and statistical comparison of produced
inferences.
Hypothesis
Inferential models built with defeasible argumentation will demonstrate
an overall superior inferential capacity according to a predefined set of
evaluation metrics chosen for each selected domain of application.
Objective O4b
To evaluate the explanatory capacity of defeasible argumentation when
compared to expert systems and fuzzy reasoning.
Method
In-depth discussion with the author’s knowledge of a predefined set of
properties from explainable AI, in terms of: the techniques employed for
construction of non-monotonic reasoning models; and concrete examples
of inferences produced by such models.
This research is also secondary in nature. It adopts existing research when building
reasoning models, as well as presenting a quantitative analysis of their inferential capacity
and a qualitative analysis of their explanatory capacity. A concurrent triangulation design is
proposed, in which quantitative and qualitative analysis will be applied separately but will
also be integrated during the interpretation phase. Fig. 3.2 depicts the designed experiment
with the evaluation phases incorporated into the flow. First, knowledge bases structured
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Fig. 3.2 Evaluation strategy schema.
around natural language terms are employed by the non-monotonic reasoning approaches
for the design of inferential models. The process of designing such models and the theory
in which they are grounded provide the main pieces of information for the analysis of the
explanatory capacity of the reasoning approaches. These same models are later instantiated
by real-world data from three different domains of application, producing a total of nine
sets of inferences. These sets are subsequently analysed for the evaluation of the inferential
capacity of the investigated reasoning approaches. The remainder of this chapter fully
explores each part of this design. However, in order to assist with the understanding of the
modelling performed by the reasoning approaches, a simplified, illustrative example of a
non-monotonic reasoning problem is constructed in the next section.
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3.2 Illustrative Expert Non-monotonic Reasoning Problem
The problem chosen for exemplification is based on the application of human mental workload
(MWL). This application is covered in detail in Section 3.6.1, but presented in a streamlined
case first to be used as a running example in the next sections. Fig. 3.3 depicts the context of
a small problem in which the goal is to measure the mental workload of a user performing a
web-based task.
Scope: Mental workload, or informally, the cognitive cost required to complete a specific task
over time.
Task: Access the website www.wikipedia.com and find out how many people live in Sidney.
Goal: To numerically measure the mental workload imposed on a single user by the task above.
Output: Scalar in the range [0, 100] ∈ R.
Data: Answers to questionnaire given to the user after performing the task.
Fig. 3.3 Context of a illustrative example of mental workload problem.
Features: Five features aimed at measuring MWL are defined by a domain expert: mental demand,
temporal demand, effort, performance and frustration.
Questions and Inputs:
1. Mental demand: how much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g. thinking, deciding,
calculating, remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? 70/100.
2. Temporal demand: how much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which the
tasks or task elements occurred? 45/100.
3. Effort: how hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of
performance? 50/100.
4. Performance: how successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals of the task set
by the experimenter (or yourself)? 50/100.
5. Frustration: how insecure, discouraged, irritated versus secure, gratified, content did you feel
during the task? 25/100.
Fig. 3.4 Features, their assessment questions and illustrative answers for a mental workload problem.
In this case, MWL is being subjectively measured using post-task questionnaires. Features
and respective questions for their assessment are defined by a domain expert. Fig. 3.4 depicts
the continuation of the example with answers provided by one user. In order to infer an
MWL scalar, the domain expert (single agent) needs to reason according to his/her domain
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knowledge, intuitions and common sense. It is a reasoning task with non-monotonicity. Fig.
3.5 depicts a illustrative reasoning process of an expert. Feature levels, such as low and high,
and MWL levels, such as fitting minus load and overload, are taken from a real knowledge
base reported in Appendix A.
Expert Reasoning
‘In terms of each feature I think that: frustration seems to be low, indicating underload MWL;
mental demand seems to be high, indicating overload MWL; performance seems to be medium upper,
indicating fitting minus load MWL; temporal demand seems to be medium lower, indicating fitting
minus load MWL; and effort seems to be medium upper, indicating fitting plus load MWL.
Not many inconsistencies can be observed in these values, but if a user reports a high level of mental
demand, it seems to me that, intuitively, frustration shouldn’t be low or vice-versa. Hence, their inferred
level of mental workload cannot be considered together. If mental demand had been a bit lower, it would
have indicated fitting plus load MWL, and this inconsistency wouldn’t have been observed. Similarly, if
frustration had been high, it would have indicated overload MWL and the inconsistency wouldn’t have
been observed. The final mental workload scalar is probably given by some sort of aggregation of the
values of MWL being inferred that are not inconsistent with each other.’
Fig. 3.5 Illustrative expert reasoning with uncertainty and non-monotonicity for an example of mental
workload problem.
Numerical Ranges for Natural Language Terms
• Low → [0, 32.9]
• Medium lower → [33, 49.9]
• Medium Upper → [50, 66.9]
• High → [67, 100]
• Underload → [0, 32.9]
• Fitting minus load → [33, 49.9]
• Fitting plus load → [50, 66.9]
• Overload → [67, 100]
Rules
• R1: IF low frustration THEN underload MWL
• R2: IF high mental demand THEN overload MWL
• R3: IF medium upper performance THEN fitting minus load MWL
• R4: IF medium lower temporal demand THEN fitting minus load MWL
• R5: IF medium upper effort THEN fitting plus load MWL
• R6: IF high frustration THEN overload MWL
• R7: IF medium upper mental demand THEN fitting plus load MWL
• R8: R1 AND R2 can not coexist
Fig. 3.6 Knowledge base extracted from expert knowledge and example of expert reasoning process.
This is like the reasoning processes observed by the author of real experts in the studied
applications. This reasoning example provides many pieces of information that can be
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formalised into a knowledge base. This is a type of knowledge that can be shared with a
computer system (Milton, 2007). The illustrative knowledge base extracted manually from
the previous reasoning example is depicted in Fig. 3.6. Note that a set of numerical ranges
is mapped to natural language terms. This information is also assumed to be supplied by
the expert. The goal of this knowledge base is to be used for the instantiation of rule-based,
non-monotonic reasoning models in AI, or in this study, models built with expert systems,
fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation. Also note that a knowledge base usually does
not provide all the information necessary to infer a numerical scalar, as defined in the context
of the problem (Fig. 3.3). From Fig. 3.6, the following questions might be raised:
• How should the inconsistency reported in rule R8 be solved? Are frustration or mental
demand more important or less important than each other?
• How should the inference from feature values be performed, in order to infer a scalar
used to represent the overall MWL?
• How should the aggregation of MWL values being inferred by non-contradicting rules
be performed?
Some of these questions can, to some degree, be answered by experts, for instance
asking them to define (if possible) a preference between frustration or mental demand.
Other questions might have no answer. For example, there is no clear way of inferring
and aggregating consequents of rules, or MWL values in this case. They are assumed to
be derived from the values assigned to the features of the problem, but without a clear
method of inference. In this case, simplistic approaches might be adopted. For instance, it
is possible to first infer the same MWL value as the value of the feature inferring it. Then,
an aggregation of MWL values could be conducted by averaging them. This calculation
would return a final MWL scalar of 48.33 (average of the values assigned to performance,
temporal demand and effort). Another approach might attempt to somehow define the relative
importance of features by asking the user what he/she thinks has a bigger impact on his/her
imposed mental workload. A possible set of weights is depicted in Fig. 3.7. In this situation,
if frustration is reported to have a greater importance, a new average including the value
assigned to this feature would return a MWL scalar of 42.5. Notions of fuzziness could
also be considered, requiring more mathematical precision for defining and aggregating
linguistic terms. Nonetheless, MWL is an ill-defined construct, with no correct and definitive
formalisation model. Therefore, it is not clear which of the inferred scalars better represents
the imposed MWL by the underling task. Hence, it is necessary to compare the inferences of
models of mental workload according to some evaluation metric. The literature of mental
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Feature Weights Defined by User
• W1: frustration = 1
• W2: mental demand = 2
• W3: performance = 4
• W4: temporal demand = 3
• W5: effort = 4
Fig. 3.7 Example of weights assigned by users to each feature.
workload fortunately is rich of metrics, as later introduced (Section 3.6.1.1, p. 89). These
metrics will provide different interpretations of the MWL, supposedly imposed by the
executed task. Expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation all possess
distinct characteristics that might be suitable for implementing models able to assess these
possible interpretations of the imposed mental workload. Thus, it is reasonable to assume
that these reasoning approaches may also be suitable to other non-monotonic reasoning
activities applied to other domains of application. This assumption leads to the question of
what are the differences among them in terms of the inferential and explanatory capacities of
their models. To answer that, such models are employed for modelling reasoning of similar
characteristics to the one exemplified in this section, but also applied to other two domains.
Briefly, the focus is on problems of non-monotonic nature, or problems that allow us to
withdraw previous information considering new information. Moreover, the emphasis is also
on problems whose domain knowledge can be modelled by quantitative inputs and whose
objective is to infer a numerical scalar or category. Other types of inputs and outputs would
require different structures for the modelling of non-monotonic reasoning models. While
this may also be appealing, it is considered beyond the scope of this thesis. Section 3.8
discusses other characteristics of the designed experiment in depth, as well as the strengths
and limitations of the designed experiment.
3.3 Design of Non-Monotonic Reasoning Models Employ-
ing Expert Systems
Focused on imitating the problem-solving ability of a human expert, expert systems are
among of the best-known reasoning approaches in the literature of AI. This section provides
a step-by-step description of the inferential process of a possible expert system model when
applied for modelling a non-monotonic reasoning process. A running example is depicted
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in Fig. 3.8. This example is referred to throughout this section and is aimed at providing a
complete overview of the designed expert system inferential process.
Knowledge-
base
Input values
Inference engine
Rules quantification
and aggregation
Fig. 3.6 and 3.7
Performance: 50
Temporal demand: 45
Mental demand: 70
Frustration: 25
Effort: 50
(A) Input values pro-
vided by user
IF-THEN Rules
E1: IF low frustration THEN underload
E2: IF high mental demand THEN overload
E3: IF medium upper performance
THEN fitting minus load
E4: IF medium lower temporal demand
THEN fitting minus load
E5: IF medium upper effort
THEN fitting plus load
Contradictions
E8a: E1 THEN not E2
E8b: E2 THEN not E1
(B) IF-THEN rules and contradictions
from activated rules
E3: IF medium upper performance
THEN fitting minus load
E4: IF medium lower temporal demand
THEN fitting minus load
E5: IF medium upper effort
THEN fitting plus load
(C) Non discarded rules
Rule Value Conclusion
E3 49 fitting minus load
E4 45 fitting minus load
E5 50 fitting plus load
(D) Rules quantification
Heuristic MWL scalar
h1 47.00
h2 47.85
h3 48.00
h4 48.27
(E) Rules aggregation
Fig. 3.8 An illustration of a reasoning process of an expert system. The order of operations is from
step (A) to step (E). The connection from the inference engine to the quantification of rules and their
aggregation is made through a dashed line to indicate that this is still a part of the inference engine.
3.3.1 IF-THEN Rules and Contradictions
The first step of a rule-based expert system is to model a knowledge base usually gathered
from an expert with rules in the form “IF (antecedent) THEN (consequent)”. In this research
study, the antecedent is a set of premises associated with several quantitative features that
are believed by the expert to influence the consequent being inferred. The consequent might
have different levels and is assumed to be deductively derived from the premises. Examples
of rules manually extracted from knowledge base in Fig. 3.6 are described below:
- E1: IF low frustration THEN underload MWL
- E2: IF high mental demand THEN overload MWL
- E3: IF medium upper performance THEN fitting minus load MWL
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- E6: IF high frustration THEN overload MWL
- E7: IF medium upper mental demand THEN fitting plus load MWL
Each level of a premise in the antecedent, as well as each level of the consequent, is
mapped to a numerical range by the domain expert. A rule can also be contradicted by
other rules that intend to bring forward and support contradictory information. Examples of
contradictions are:
- E8a: IF E2 THEN not E1
- E8b: IF E1 THEN not E2
Note that these two contradictions are extracted from rule R8 in Fig. 3.6. Despite having
a structured format, rules provided in a knowledge base might require minor adaptations
when being modelled by different reasoning approaches. In this case, the natural language
term ‘cannot coexist’ was broken down into two contradictions with a similar structure to
IF-THEN rules. Formally, these can also be seen as meta-rules (Durkin and Durkin, 1998,
chap. 3), or rules that describe how other rules should be used. The main difference comes
from the fact that the consequent of contradictions might impact other contradictions or other
IF-THEN rules, while the consequent of IF-THEN rules is being employed only for the
inference of the target feature of the application in hand. In the knowledge base in Fig. 3.6
the target feature is mental workload, but other target features are also investigated in this
research study, such as mortality occurrence (Section 3.6.2) and computational trust (Section
3.6.3). The set of IF-THEN rules and the set of contradictions are now ready to be elicited.
The second step of the expert system is to define in detail the inference engine aimed at firing
rules and solving the contradictions between them.
3.3.2 Inference Engine and Non-monotonic Extension
The inference engine starts with the activation of IF-THEN rules and contradictions by input
data. This data is used to evaluate antecedents of rules and contradictions, firing a subset
whose evaluation returns true. This evaluation is based on the numerical ranges provided
by the knowledge base designer. For instance, in rule E2, high mental demand means that
a mental demand input value between [67, 100] ∈ R provided by a user will activate the
rule. If both an IF-THEN rule and at least one contradiction challenging the rule have been
activated, then the inference engine discards the rule. This mechanism will eventually form a
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set of surviving rules. Fig. 3.8A, 3.8B and 3.8C respectively depict the input values in the
running example, the set of activated rules and the set of surviving rules. Note that E1 and E2
are discarded because they contradict each other, while E6 and E7 (IF-THEN rules extracted
from R6 and R7 respectively) are not depicted because they were not activated by the input
values.
3.3.2.1 Rule Quantification and Aggregation
In this thesis, the rules in the set of surviving rules will always be inferring the same
consequent, but most likely at different levels. For example, in the knowledge base of Fig.
3.6, there are rules inferring different MWL levels. Since the goal is to aggregate them and
to extract a unique scalar, with the most representative of the consequents being inferred, an
aggregation strategy is needed. In this situation, a usual expert system would have a typical
set of choices for selection of rules, for example, deciding a priority for each rule, returning
multiple outcomes or choosing the first rule activated. However, none of these strategies is
applicable in this research study. The constructed knowledge bases (Appendix A) do not give
explicit preferences among rules, order of activation or possibility to compute more than one
output. Because of this, rules must be quantified and aggregated to infer a single scalar.
In the quantification step, a value must be attributed for each individual surviving IF-
THEN rule. In the present study, this value is defined according to the numerical range of
the consequent of the rule, the numerical range of its premises and the input values provided
for the rule activation. In the basic scenario of an IF-THEN rule with only one premise,
it is quantified as the minimum (respective maximum) value of the numerical range of its
consequent if its premise is activated with its minimum (respective maximum) value. For
instance, consider rule E1 rewritten with illustrative numerical ranges:
- E1 rewritten: IF frustration ∈ [0, 32.9] THEN MWL ∈ [0, 32.9]
In this case, if the input value for frustration is 0, then E1 value will be 0. Analogously,
if the input value for performance is 32.9, then E1 value will be 32.9. Activation values
greater than 0 and less than 32.9 are evaluated according to a linear relationship. To formalise
the generic case, IF-THEN rules are precisely defined. This definition follows the logic
structure in which antecedents can have multiple premises joined with AND/OR boolean
operators, while the consequent is a single statement (Durkin and Durkin, 1998, chap. 3).
In the present thesis, numerical ranges are also mapped to each premise and consequent,
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extending the possible inputs to continuous values. In turn, this definition is followed by a
proposed function f that receives an IF-THEN rule and returns its value.
Definition 3.1 (Generic IF-THEN rule). A generic IF-THEN rule is defined, without loss of
generalisability, as:
IF (i1 ∈ [l1,u1] AND i2 ∈ [l2,u2] ) OR (i3 ∈ [l3,u3] AND i4 ∈ [l4,u4])
THEN consequent ∈ [lc,uc]
Where in ∈ R is the input value of the feature n with numerical range [ln ∈ R, un ∈ R];
the range [lc ∈R, uc ∈R] is the numerical range for the consequent level being inferred with;
and AND and OR are boolean logical operators.
Definition 3.2 (Generic rule value). The value of a generic IF-THEN rule r is given by the
function:
f (r) = |uc−lc|Rmax−Rmin × (v−Rmax)+uc, where
v = min[max(i1, i2),max(i3, i4)],
Rmax = min[max(u1,u2),max(u3,u4)],
Rmin = min[max(l1, l2),max(l3, l4)]
Note that the value of a rule will always lie between the numerical range [lc, uc] of its
consequent, but three options are possible depending on their values:
• If lc < uc, then Definition 3.2 will model a linear relationship.
• If lc > uc, then Definition 3.2 will model a contrary linear relationship.
• If lc = uc, then Definition 3.2 will model a constant function whose every input results
in the same output (uc). This might be useful to model consequents with categorical
levels.
Briefly, Definition 3.2 provides an evaluation formula for rules that employ logical
operators AND/OR, replacing them for max and min operators. Different operators could
have been employed if required by the domain of application or human reasoner. Moreover,
if there’s no reason to select one operator over another, they could also be a parameter
when designing expert system models. However, having in mind the rules contained in the
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knowledge bases employed in this study (Appendix A), the adoption of other operators would
likely not have a significant impact on the results. The antecedents of these rules are often
formed by a single premise, thus, their evaluation would follow a simple linear relationship
regardless of the aggregation strategy adopted for multiple premisses. Fig. 3.8D provides a
numerical example. It is also important to highlight that the connective OR is not always
required when defining rules, for instance in knowledge bases where disjunctions are split
into different rules. Nonetheless, Definition 3.2 could still be applied.
Finally, four heuristics are defined to accomplish the aggregation of values assigned to
surviving IF-THEN rules. The strategies are developed, in order to extract different points of
view from remaining rules and to accommodate the use of rule weights when weights are
provided.
- h1: definition of the sets of surviving rules grouped by their consequent level. Extrac-
tion of the largest set. Average of the values of the rules in the largest set. In case
two or more of the largest sets exist, the above process is repeated for each and their
average is returned. The idea is to give importance to the largest set of surviving rules
supporting the same consequent level.
- h2: same as h1 but applying the weighted average instead of the average. The goal
here is to allow the possibility of defining weights to specific rules.
- h3: average value of all surviving IF-THEN rules. This is to give equal importance to
all surviving IF-THEN rules, regardless of which level of the consequent they were
supporting.
- h4: same as h3 but applying the weighted average instead of the average. Again, the
goal is to allow the use of weights attributed to specific rules
Fig. 3.8E depicts the output for the four heuristics. In this example, the weight of each
feature provided by the user (Fig. 3.7) will also represent the weight of the IF-THEN rules
whose antecedents contain such feature. Observe that instead of general rule weights, rules
will have different weights on a case-by-case basis.
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3.4 Design of Non-monotonic Reasoning Models Employ-
ing Fuzzy Reasoning
For purposes of comparison, fuzzy reasoning is the second reasoning approach selected
in this thesis. It provides a robust representation of linguistic information by using fuzzy
membership functions (FMF). In this thesis, the structure of a Mamdani fuzzy control system
(Section 2.3.2.1, p. 28) and the use of possibility theory as defined in (Siler and Buckley,
2005, chap. 8) is employed for the definition of fuzzy reasoning models of inference. As
with expert systems, a running example of a single inference is depicted in Fig. 3.9 (page 79)
and referred throughout this subsection.
3.4.1 Fuzzification Module
The first step, the fuzzification module, starts with the definition of fuzzy IF-THEN rules and
fuzzy contradictions. Their structure is the same as that presented for expert systems, but they
are computed in a different fashion. Examples include (they match rules and contradictions
of Section 3.3.1):
- F1: IF low frustration THEN underload MWL
- F2: IF high mental demand THEN overload MWL
- F3: IF medium upper performance THEN fitting minus load MWL
- F8a: F2 THEN not F1
- F8b: F1 THEN not F2
Fig. 3.9A and Fig. 3.9B depict the representation of the knowledge base of an expert
with fuzzy IF-THEN rules and fuzzy contradictions. Each linguistic term associated with a
feature level or consequent level, such as low or underload, is then described by an FMF,
which is also provided by the knowledge base designers. In the running example, employed
membership functions can be seen in Fig. 3.9C and Fig. 3.9D respectively.
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Knowledge-
base
Input values
Fuzzification
module
Inference
engine
Defuzzification
module
Fig. 3.6 and 3.7
Performance: 50
Temporal demand: 45
Mental demand: 70
Frustration: 25
Effort: 50
(A) Input values
provided by user
Fuzzy IF-THEN Rules
FR1: IF low frustration THEN underload
FR2: IF high mental demand THEN overload
FR3: IF medium upper performance
THEN fitting minus load
FR4: IF medium lower temporal demand
THEN fitting minus load
FR5: IF medium upper effort
THEN fitting plus load
Fuzzy contradictions
FR8a: F1 THEN not FR2
FR8b: F2 THEN not FR1
(B) Fuzzy IF-THEN rules and fuzzy contradic-
tions from activated rules
(C) Example of membership functions for
MWL levels
(D) Example of membership functions for
input features
Rules Zadeh Łukas. Prod.
FR1 0.28 0.28 0.28
FR2 0.21 0.21 0.21
FR3 1 1 1
FR4 0.75 0.75 0.75
FR5 1 1 1
(E) Truth values for fuzzy IF-THEN rules for different
fuzzy logics
FR1 temp: 0.28
FR2 temp: 0.21
FR1 final: min(0.28, 1 - 0.21) = 0.28
FR2 final: min(0.21, 1 - 0.28) = 0.21
(F) Equation (2.29) applied for contradictions
FR1 and FR2
Rule Truth value Conclusion
FR1 0.28 underload
FR2 0.21 overload
FR3 1 fitting minus
FR4 0.75 fitting minus
FR5 1 fitting plus
(G) Updated truth values of IF-THEN
rules after solving contradictions
Rule Normalized weight Truth value Conclusion
FR1 0 0 underload
FR2 0.33 0.07 overload
FR3 1 1 fitting minus
FR4 0.66 0.5 fitting minus
FR5 1 1 fitting plus
(H) Final truth values of IF-THEN rules
after applying weights
MWL Zadeh Łukas. Product
Underload 0 0 0
Fitting minus 1 1 1
Fitting plus 1 1 1
Overload 0.21 0.21 0.21
(I) Final aggregated MWL levels truth values
for different fuzzy logics
(J) Graphical representation of the aggregated
FMFs of MWL levels
Defuzzif. Zadeh Łukas. Product
Centroid (51.46, 0.32) (51.46, 0.32) (51.46, 0.32)
Mean of max 50 50 50
(K) Defuzzification of (J) and final inference
Fig. 3.9 An illustration of a reasoning process of a fuzzy reasoning system with the property of
non-monotonicity. The order of operations is from step (A) to step (K).
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3.4.2 Inference Engine and a Non-monotonic Extension
Once the fuzzification step has been completed and the knowledge base of the expert
translated into fuzzy IF-THEN rules and fuzzy contradictions, the next step is to evaluate
the initial truth values of the fuzzy IF-THEN rules. To do so, each membership grade on
the antecedent of these rules needs to be evaluated according to the input data. For instance,
consider rule F1. If mental demand = 70, then the membership grade of the linguist term
high is 0.21, according to the FMF of Fig. 3.9C. In this case, the initial truth value of F1,
before solving contradictions, is also 0.21. F1 is a simplified example, but more than one
feature can be contained in each rule’s antecedents, as exemplified by Equations (2.21) and
(2.22) on p. 28. Hence, a t-conorm and a t-norm are necessary to implement the notions
of union and intersection respectively. Most commonly, the Zadeh, the Product and the
Łukasiewicz operators are employed (Table 2.2, p. 26), and are those selected for investigation
in this research study.
Following the calculation of the fuzzy IF-THEN rules’ initial truth values, possibility
theory is adopted for the resolution of contradictions. According to the approach proposed by
(Siler and Buckley, 2005), truth values are used to represent possibility (Pos) and necessity
(Nec) as defined in Section 2.3.3 (p. 32). In this study, necessity is represented by the
membership grade of a proposition and possibility is always 1 for all propositions. This
means that all propositions (or rules) are open to be retracted. Since there is no addition of
supporting information, but only attempts to contradict or refute information, it is possible to
employ Equation (2.29) (p. 33) to deal with the contradictions in the knowledge bases of this
study (Appendix A). For instance, the new necessity of fuzzy rule F1, if it is contradicted
only by the fuzzy contradiction F8a, is given by:
- Nec(F1) = min (Nec(low frustration), 1 - Nec(high mental demand))
Nec(low frustration) is the membership grade of the linguistic variable low frustration.
Three situations might arise in this case:
• If Nec(high mental demand) = 0, then F8a has no impact on the necessity of F1.
• If Nec(high mental demand) = 1, then F1 is refuted and assumes new necessity 0.
• If 0 < Nec(high mental demand) < 1, then F1 can only maintain the same necessity
or have it decreased to a value greater than 0, indicating a partial refutation.
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The new necessity of the fuzzy rule F1 represents the truth value of underload in this
rule. However, it is important to highlight that the approach developed in (Siler and Buckley,
2005) has been inspired by a multi-step forward-chaining reasoning system. In this research
study, reasoning is done in a single step, in the sense that data is imported, and all rules are
fired at once. Nonetheless, it is possible to define a precedence order of fuzzy contradictions.
More precisely, it is possible to define a tree structure in which the consequent of a fuzzy
contradiction is the antecedent of the next fuzzy contradiction. In this way, Equation (2.29)
can be applied from the root or roots to the leaves. This approach is sufficient for knowledge
bases that do not contain cyclic exceptions. However, according to the knowledge bases
employed in the present study, this is not the case. For instance, consider the fuzzy rules
F1 and F2 and the fuzzy contractions F8a and F8b. In this case, it is not clear if F8a or
F8b should be solved first. Given that there is no information on the knowledge bases to
decide whether a fuzzy rule or a fuzzy contradiction is more important than the other, here
they are solved simultaneously. Firstly, the truth value of all fuzzy rules is stored before
solving any cyclic fuzzy contradictions. Secondly, the final truth value of fuzzy rules is
calculated according to Equation (2.29) and temporary values previously stored. For instance,
the calculation of truth values of F1 and F2 is:
- Tmp F1 = Nec(F1) = Nec(low frustration )
- Tmp F2 = Nec(F2) = Nec(high mental demand)
- Truth value F1 = min (Nec(low frustration), 1 - Tmp F2))
- Truth value F2 = min (Nec(high mental demand), 1 - Tmp F1))
Fig. 3.9E, 3.9F and 3.9G respectively depict the truth values of fuzzy rules, the reso-
lution of the contradictions and the updated truth values of fuzzy rules. Having the fuzzy
contradictions solved by the proposed mechanism, rule weights (if defined) can be applied
to the current truth values of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. In this study, the approach proposed
in (Ishibuchi and Nakashima, 2001) is selected. In this case, rule weights are normalised
in the range [0,1] ∈ R and multiplied by the current truth value of each rule. Fig. 3.9H
depicts the results after applying the normalised weights of Fig. 3.7. In this example, it is
also assumed that the weight of a feature represents the weight of the rule that contains this
feature. Eventually, a disjunctive approach is employed for computing the truth values of the
consequent levels. Hence, each consequent level is given by the maximum value of the truth
values of the fuzzy IF-THEN rules that infer the same consequent level. Fig. 3.9I depicts an
example.
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3.4.3 Defuzzification Module
The membership grade of updated fuzzy IF-THEN rules will propagate to their consequents,
producing a set of truncated membership functions associated with their consequents. In
turn, the output of the inference engine is a graphic representation of the aggregation of these
truncated membership functions (Fig. 3.9J). Several methods can be used for calculating
a single defuzzified scalar from this graphic representation (Section 2.3.2.2, p. 31). Two
are selected here: mean of max and centroid. The first returns the average of all elements
(consequent levels) with maximal membership grade. The second returns the coordinates (x,
y) of the centre of gravity of the graphic representation. The defuzzified scalar is represented
then by the x coordinate of the centroid (as per Fig. 3.9K).
3.5 Design of Non-Monotonic Reasoning Models Employ-
ing Defeasible Argumentation
The definition of argument based-models follows the five-layer modelling approach proposed
in (Longo, 2016) and depicted in Fig. 2.14 (p. 37). It starts with the definition of the internal
structure of arguments, continues with the definition of their conflicts and the computation
of their acceptance status, and ends with the aggregation of accepted arguments. A running
example is depicted in Fig. 3.10 (p. 83) and referred throughout this subsection.
3.5.1 Layer 1: Definition of the Internal Structure of Arguments
Most commonly, an argument is composed of one or more premises and a conclusion
derivable by applying an inference rule. Hence, the first step of an argumentation process
focuses on the construction of forecast arguments defined as:
Forecast argument : premises→ conclusion
This structure includes a set of premises (believed to influence the conclusion being
inferred) and a conclusion derivable by applying an inference rule →. It is an uncertain
implication, which is used to represent a defeasible argument. As with the rules of expert
systems, premises and conclusions are strictly bounded in numerical ranges associated with
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Knowledge-
base
Input values
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
(*) AF of knowledge base of Fig. 3.6 and 3.7
Performance: 50
Temporal demand: 45
Mental demand: 70
Frustration: 25
Effort: 50
(A) Input values provided
by user
Forecast arguments
A1: low frustration → underload
A2: high mental demand → overload
A3: medium upper performance →
fitting minus load
A4: medium lower temporal demand →
fitting minus load
A5: medium upper effort →
fitting plus load
(B) Forecast arguments from acti-
vated rules in the knowledge-base
Undermining attacks
A8a: A2 ⇒¬ A1
A8b: A1 ⇒¬ A2
(C) Undermining attacks from activated
contradictions in the knowledge-base
(D) Sub-argumentation framework
with no strength of arguments
(E) Sub-argumentation framework
with strength of arguments
(F) Grounded and preferred
extensions from Sub-AF (D)
(G) Grounded and preferred exten-
sions from Sub-AF (E)
Sub-AF (D) Sub-AF (E)
A3 = 1 A2 = 1
A4 = 1 A3 = 1
A5 = 1 A4 = 1
A1 = 0.618 A5 = 1
A2 = 0.618 A1 = 0.5
(H) Computed categorizer values of
arguments.
Argument Conclusion Value
A1 underload 25
A2 overload 70
A3 fitting minus load 49
A4 fitting minus load 45
A5 fitting plus load 50
(I) Conclusion and value of activated
arguments
Sub-AF Semantics Accrual MWL
(D) Preferred 1 and 2 card. + aver. 47.75
(D) Grounded aver. 48
(D) Categoriser aver. 48
(E) Preferred w. aver. 52.05
(E) Grounded w. aver. 52.05
(E) Categoriser w. aver. 52.05
(J) Accrual (average) of accepted fore-
cast arguments by each semantic
Fig. 3.10 An illustration of a reasoning process of a defeasible argumentation system. The order of
operations is from step (A) to step (I). The argumentation framework related to the knowledge base
employed is depicted in step (*).
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natural language terms (for instance low and underload). Examples of forecast arguments
manually extracted from the illustrative knowledge base in Fig. 3.6 are given below:
- A1: low frustration→ underload MWL
- A2: high mental demand→ overload MWL
- A3: medium upper performance→ fitting minus load MWL
In the running example, the selected knowledge base and input values (Fig. 3.10A) are
the same as the previous running examples, illustrating expert systems and fuzzy reasoning
models. The forecast arguments that are activated in this case can be seen in Fig. 3.10B.
Arguments are activated if their premises evaluate as true, according to the input data provided.
Boolean logical operators AND and OR can be applied for the use of multiple premises.
3.5.2 Layer 2: Definition of the Interactions between Arguments
In order to evaluate inconsistencies, the notion of mitigating argument (Matt et al., 2010)
is introduced. These are arguments that attack other forecast arguments or other mitigating
arguments. Both forecast and mitigating arguments are special defeasible rules, as defined
in (Prakken, 2010). Informally, if their premises hold then presumably (defeasibly) their
conclusions also hold. Different types of attacks, and consequently mitigating arguments,
exist in the literature, as reviewed in Section 2.4.2 (p. 40). For instance, in the present
thesis, an undermining attack is represented by a forecast argument and an inference ⇒ to an
argument B (forecast or mitigating):
Undermining attack : f orecast argument ⇒¬B
Examples of mitigating arguments performing an undermining attack are extracted from
rule R8 of the knowledge base in Fig. 3.6:
− A8a: A2 ⇒¬ A1
− A8b: A1 ⇒¬ A2
Note that these are undermining attacks because the conflict arises from the premises
in each forecast argument. A8a is attacking A1 by stating that frustration shouldn’t be
low, since mental demand is high. The same reasoning is applied for the definition of A8b.
An undercutting attack would be defined if for some reason the inference being performed
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by an argument was being contested, for instance, by saying that low frustration cannot
infer underload MWL due to some other piece of evidence. Here, an undercutting attack is
represented by a set of premisses attacking an argument B (forecast or mitigating):
Undercutting attack : premises⇒¬B
Lastly, a rebuttal attack would be created if, for some reason, it was believed that the
conclusion of an argument was false. For instance, some domain expert could define an
attack targeted at A1 by saying that there is evidence to infer another level of MWL instead of
underload. Note that in the context of the illustrative MWL problem, different consequents
(MWL levels) might coexist according to the expert’s reasoning, hence not all arguments
with different conclusions lead to rebuttal attacks. Moreover, since all arguments in this
example are defeasible (or not strict) rebuttals would be mutual (both arguments would attack
each other). Rebuttal attacks occur in the present thesis when two forecast arguments support
mutually exclusive conclusions according to a domain expert, hence are represented as:
Rebuttal attack : f orecast argument ⇔ f orecast argument
Let us point out that different types of attacks can enhance the explainability of argument-
based models and aid on the process of creating knowledge bases. However, they do not
impact on the computation of the acceptability status of arguments and final numerical scalar
being produced by such models in the next layers. This computation is performed via abstract
argumentation theory as proposed by Dung (1995). In this case, all attacks are seeing as a
binary relation as described in Section 2.4.4 (p. 44). Fig. 3.10C lists the activated attacks for
the input values in Fig. 3.10A. Forecast and mitigating arguments form an argumentation
framework (AF), as in Fig. 3.10*.
3.5.3 Layer 3: Evaluation of the Conflicts of Arguments
At this stage, the created AF can be elicited with data. Forecast and mitigating arguments
can be activated or discarded, based on whether their premises evaluate as true or false.
Consequently, attacks between activated arguments will be evaluated before being activated
as well. As mentioned in 2.4.3, attacks usually have a form of a binary relation. In a
binary relation, a successful (activated) attack occurs whenever both of its source (argument
attacking) and its target (argument being attacked) are activated. Fig. 3.10D depicts the
sub-argumentation framework (sub-AF) derived from activated arguments and activated
attacks in a binary relation.
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This study also makes use of the notion of strength of arguments as presented in (Pollock,
1995) and reviewed in Section 2.4.2 (p. 40). In this case, an attack is considered successful
only if the strength of its source is equal to, or greater than, the strength of its target. In the
running example, feature weights defined in Fig. 3.7 (p. 72) are employed for defining the
strength of arguments. As with the definition of rule weights in expert system and fuzzy
reasoning, the weight of a feature will also represent the strength of the argument employing
this feature. Fig. 3.10E depicts the sub-AF, using the notion of strengths of arguments to
evaluate whether an argument is successful or not. As it can be observed, A1 cannot attack
A2, since it has a lower strength. Both sub-AFs from Fig. 3.10D and 3.10E are equivalent to
the abstract argumentation proposed by Dung (1995).
3.5.4 Layer 4: Definition of the Acceptance Status of Arguments
Given a sub-AF, acceptability semantics (Section 2.4.4) are applied to compute the acceptance
status of each argument, that is, its acceptability. As previously defined, acceptability
semantics evaluate the overall interaction of arguments across the AF (or sub-AF in this
argumentation process), in order to select the arguments that should ultimately be accepted.
In the running example, two extension-based semantics and one ranking-based semantics are
employed. Fig. 3.10F and 3.10G show the extension-based semantics computed for the two
defined sub-AFs, while Fig. 3.10H depicts the results for the ranking-based semantics.
3.5.5 Layer 5: Accrual of Acceptable Arguments
Eventually, in the last step of the reasoning process, a final inference must be produced. In
the case of extension-base semantics, if multiple extensions are computed, one might be
preferred over the others. In this study, the cardinality of an extension (number of accepted
arguments) is used as a mechanism for the quantification of its credibility. Intuitively, a
larger extension of arguments, that by definition are also conflict-free, might be seen as more
credible than smaller extensions. If the computed extensions have all the same cardinality,
these are all brought forward in the reasoning process. After the selection of the larger
extension/s or best-ranked argument/s, a single scalar is produced through the accrual of the
values assigned to its/their forecast arguments (arguments that infer the target of the domain
of application). Mitigating arguments have already completed their role by contributing to
the resolution of conflicting information (previous layer) and thus are not considered in this
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layer. The values of forecast arguments follow from the same formula described in Definition
3.2 (p. 76). An assumption is made here that forecast arguments have a similar structure to
the IF-THEN rules defined for expert systems. Premises are associated with numerical ranges
and concatenated by boolean operators AND and OR, and the conclusion has a numerical
range as the consequents of the IF-THEN rules. Fig. 3.10I lists the values computed for the
forecast arguments in the running example. In turn, their accrual can be made in different
ways, for instance considering measures of central tendency. The average is accounted for
models that use a binary relation of attacks, while the weighted average is accounted for
models that use the notion of strengths of arguments. Fig. 3.10J concludes the running
example by depicting the outcome of each semantics using the average and weighted average
operator. Note that in the case of two preferred extensions with the same number of accepted
forecast arguments, the outcome of the preferred semantics is the mean of its two extensions.
3.6 Domains of Application and Evaluation of Inferential
Capacity
Previous sections presented the building blocks for the design of non-monotonic reasoning
models built upon common structures of expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible
argumentation models. In turn, the evaluation of the inferential capacity of desired models
must be done in several domains of application. Three are introduced in this section:
human mental workload modelling, mortality occurrence modelling with biomarkers, and
computational trust modelling. Moreover, the process of constructing knowledge bases
from their domain knowledge is also exemplified for each. Several models set up by
different parameters are then instantiated by these knowledge bases and by real-world
datasets, producing a substantial amount of inferences. Lastly, an examination of these
inferences by using different evaluation metrics from these domains of application is followed
for quantifying the models’ inferential capacity. These evaluation metrics are also introduced
along with their respective applications.
3.6.1 Human Mental Workload Modelling
One of the applications selected is from the field of knowledge representation and reasoning,
or more specifically, mental workload (MWL) modelling. This problem is not the focus of
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this research study, but only one of the three applications selected to allow the proposed
comparison among the non-monotonic reasoning approaches to be performed. Thus, only a
brief introduction of its concept, methods of measurement and evaluation metrics is provided
here. The interested reader can refer to the citations within this subsection for further
information.
Although no single definition has been developed so far (Young et al., 2015; Hart, 2006),
MWL can be intuitively described as the total cognitive cost needed to accomplish a specific
task over time (Cain, 2007). According to Cain (2007), the main reason for measuring MWL
is to quantify the mental cost of performing a certain task, in order to predict user and system
performance. It has been recently employed in the fields of education (Orru and Longo,
2019b,a; Orru et al., 2018; Moustafa and Longo, 2019) and health-care (Longo, 2015b;
Byrne, 2017). Mainly, it is used in the areas of psychology and ergonomics, with applications
in aviation and automobile industries (Paxion et al., 2014) and in interface and web design
(Tracy et al., 2006; Longo, 2011; Junior et al., 2019).
Different methods have been proposed for measuring MWL (Eggemeier, 1988). These
can be categorised into subjective measures, task performance measures and physiological
measures. Task performance measures try to infer MWL from objective notions of perfor-
mance, such as the number of errors, completion time and time to respond to a secondary
task being performed simultaneously. Physiological measures try to infer an MWL scalar
from physiological responses, such as pupillary reflex or muscle activity. The present the-
sis adopts the class of subjective measures, which leans on the analysis of the subjective
feedback (such as questionnaires) provided by humans engaging with an underlying task.
Among well-known methods, the NASA-Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart and Staveland,
1988) has been largely employed in the last decades (Hart, 2006). It is a combination of six
factors believed to influence mental workload: temporal demand, physical demand, mental
demand, frustration, effort and performance. Each factor d is quantified with a subjective
judgement coupled with a weight w computed via a pairwise comparison procedure. The
set of questionnaires employed for measuring each factor can be seen in Table A.1 (p. 186).
The final MWL scalar is the weighted average of these six factors di and weights wi provided
by the user (Equation (3.1)). The pairwise comparison procedure is made through a set of
questions, for example ‘which contributed more for the MWL: mental demand or effort?’,
‘performance or frustration?’, giving a total of 15 preferences. The number of times each
feature is chosen defines its weight. Table A.3 (p. 187) illustrates the questionnaire adopted.
A few modified versions of the NASA-TLX have also been proposed. Among these, the
most common is referred to as Raw Task Load Index (RTLX) (Hart, 2006), which removes
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the pairwise comparison procedure of the NASA-TLX and instead averages the features
(Equation(3.2)). According to (Hart, 2006), comparisons between the NASA-TLX and the
RTLX seem inconclusive, being both more or less sensitive than the other to changes in task
difficulty.
TLXMWL =
( 6
∑
i=1
di×wi
) 1
15
(3.1) RTLXMWL =
( 6
∑
i=1
di
)1
6
(3.2)
Another MWL assessment technique is the Workload Profile (WP), which is based on
the Multiple Resource Theory (MRT) of Wickens (1991). In contrast with the NASA-TLX,
it is built upon eight dimensions: solving and deciding, selection of response, task and space,
verbal material, visual resources, auditory resources, manual response and speech response
(Table A.7, questions 6-13, p. 190). The user is required to rate each feature in the range 0 to
1. The final scalar is given by their sum (Equation (3.3)).
WPMWL =
8
∑
i=1
di (3.3)
In summary, ‘MWL is a complex construct built over a network of pieces of evidence;
accounting and understanding the relationships of these pieces of evidence as well as resolv-
ing the inconsistencies arising from their interaction is essential in modelling MWL’ (Longo,
2014, p. 46). These activities are the key components of a defeasible reasoning process,
where a set of interactive pieces of knowledge can be defeated by additional ones (Longo,
2014). Note that no correct measure of MWL exists. For this reason, a few properties usually
employed in the literature of MWL are selected for evaluation and are described next.
3.6.1.1 Evaluation Metrics
Several criteria have been proposed for the selection and development of inferential models
of MWL, such as diagnosticity, reliability, sensitivity and validity (O’Donnell and Eggemeier,
1986). Since the goal of selecting this application is to evaluate the ability of non-monotonic
reasoning techniques to represent and assess MWL, the focus is on sensitivity and three
different forms of validity:
• Convergent validity: this demonstrates the extent to which different MWL techniques
correlate with each other (Tsang and Velazquez, 1996).
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• Concurrent validity: this determines the extent to which a technique can explain
measures of objective performance, such as task execution time (Rubio et al., 2004).
• Face validity: this determines the extent to which a technique is relevant to the people
answering the questions, or if the workload reported seems to be valid for participants
of the experiment (Spielberger et al., 2010).
• Sensitivity: this determines the capability of a technique to discriminate between
significant variations in MWL and changes in resource demand or task difficulty
(O’Donnell and Eggemeier, 1986).
Validity and its particular sub-forms have normally been assessed through the analysis of
correlation coefficients between produced MWL scalars (Rubio et al., 2004), while sensitivity
has formally been evaluated by analysis of variance, coupled with post-hoc analysis (Rubio
et al., 2004; Longo, 2015a).
3.6.1.2 Knowledge Bases and Summary of Non-monotonic Reasoning Models
Three knowledge bases containing information for the inference of MWL were employed for
the design of non-monotonic reasoning models (Appendix A.1). In this case, these knowledge
bases had already been provided in a semi-structured format and required little adaptation for
use in the construction of rules/arguments and contradictions/attacks. Appendix A.1 (p. 185)
lists the information contained in them. IF-THEN rules were directly employed by expert
systems and fuzzy reasoning. As for the construction of argument-based models, they were
manually translated to forecast arguments. Contradictions in the form ‘Rule A and Rule B
cannot coexist’ were manually translated as two contractions in the form ‘If Rule A THEN
not Rule B’ and ‘If Rule B THEN not Rule A’. In the case of argument-based models, they
were translated as two undermining attacks.
Each reasoning approach provides different configuration parameters that can impact
results either positively or negatively. Thus, it is important to cover the highest possible
number of configurations. Some examples of parameters are heuristics for expert systems,
acceptability semantics for defeasible argumentation and fuzzy logics for fuzzy reasoning.
Moreover, some types of data might require special configuration parameters, as is the case
in this study for the pairwise comparison procedure of the NASA-TLX. To adapt their use,
fuzzy reasoning and expert systems implemented the notion of rule weights at different
stages of their reasoning processes. In comparison, defeasible argumentation implemented
the notion of strength of arguments during the evaluation of conflicts between arguments and
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used the weighted average of arguments in the final step. Note that the lack of information
can also impact the design of inferential models. For instance, in the case of no weights for
features or rules, it is not possible to make use of certain heuristics in expert systems or the
notion of strength of arguments in defeasible argumentation. It is also interesting to observe
the use of acceptability semantics in argument-based models. In this case, the topology of
the AF impacts directly on the results provided by the selected semantics. Fig. A.1, A.2
and A.3 (Appendix A.1) depict the argumentation graphs resulting from the three mental
workload knowledge bases employed. For these topologies, only the grounded and preferred
semantics were selected for evaluation, due to the low amount of attacks among arguments.
Ranking-based semantics are known for not presenting a strong reasoning capacity in these
scenarios, since arguments that are not attacked are always ranked at the top. Therefore,
these were not employed by models designed for the inference of MWL. The list of designed
models can be seen in Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 (p. 221).
3.6.1.3 Datasets and Models Instantiation
Secondary data was employed for instantiation of reasoning models designed to infer an
MWL scalar. Studies proposed in (Longo, 2018b; Longo and Orru, 2019; Longo, 2018a,
2017; Longo and Dondio, 2015) evaluated the MWL imposed on participants who performed
two types of tasks: information seeking web-based tasks and attendance to third-level classes.
The answers provided by these participants were employed in this study to elicit the expert
systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation models. The dataset can be accessed
from (Rizzo and Longo, 2020b).
Three distinct experiments were performed with human subjects. In the first and second,
several third-level classes were delivered to students at the School of Computer Science
in the Technological University Dublin. In the third, nine information-seeking web-based
tasks of varying difficulty and demand were performed by volunteer participants over three
popular websites: Google, Wikipedia and Youtube. Subjects were briefed about the study
and requested to sign a consent form that included data protection and treatment. Privacy
and anonymity of participants were in all respects protected by the authors. After the
completion of each task, a self-reporting questionnaire aimed at assessing mental workload
was given to the subjects. These can be seen in Tables A.1, A.3 and A.7 in the Appendixes.
Besides completing the questionnaires, in some scenarios participants were required to fill
in another scale providing an indication of their experienced mental workload (Fig. 3.11).
This question was designed for triangulation purposes, with the assumption that only the
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person executing a task can precisely self-assess his/her own experienced mental workload
(Moustafa et al., 2017). Table 3.2 summarises the three experiments, the questionnaires
employed and the number of participants. It also mentions the mental workload assessment
instrument employed as baseline for comparison purposes.
How much mental workload the teaching session imposed on you?
underload
optimal load
overloadextreme
underload
extreme
overload
Fig. 3.11 Baseline self-reporting measure of mental workload (Longo, 2018b).
Table 3.2 Set up of MWL experiments under evaluation.
Label
Experimental
setting
Questionnaire
(Appendixes)
Features
Self
Assess.
Baseline
instruments
Records
Ea
Third-level
classes
Tables A.1+A.3 NASA-TLX 1 Fig. 3.11 NASA-TLX2 230
Eb
Third-level
classes
Table A.7 Longo 2 Fig. 3.11
Raw TLX 3
& WP 4
237
Ec
Seeking web-based
information
Tables A.7+A.3 Longo3 None
NASA-TLX2
& WP5
405
In the first two experiments (Ea and Eb, Table 3.2) students attended third-level classes
and either completed questionnaires listed in Tables A.1 and A.3 or the single questionnaire in
Table A.7 (Appendix A.1). In experiment Ea only features of the NASA-TLX measurement
technique were being investigated, while in experiment Eb a larger set of features was
being considered for MWL modelling and assessment. Therefore, two distinct sets of data
were generated. In total, students were from 24 distinct countries (aged 19-74, mean 30.9,
std = 7.63) and attended four topics of the module ‘Research Methods’ in the Master of
Science: science, scientific method, research planning and literature review. These topics
were delivered in three different forms during the semesters of the academic terms 2015-2018:
1. Traditional direct instruction, using slides projected onto a white board.
1(Hart and Staveland, 1988).
2(Longo, 2014).
3(Hart, 2006).
4(Tsang and Velazquez, 1996).
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2. Multimedia video of content. Transformation of the content of the slides of 1 into a
multimedia video projected onto a white board;
3. Constructivist collaborative activity added to 2.
Table 3.3 summarises the number of participants for each topic delivered in experiments
Ea and Eb, grouped by delivery method. It provides additional figures related to the experi-
ments carried out. Further details of these activities are not necessary for this research study,
but the reader can find specific information in (Longo, 2018b; Longo and Orru, 2019).
Table 3.3 Number of students across topics and delivery methods
Topic Duration (Mins)
Delivery method
1 2 3
Science [18, 62] 31 70 19
Scientific method [20, 46] 39 36 41
Research planning [10, 68] 43 45 41
Literature review [18, 57] 41 43 18
In the third experiment, nine information-seeking web-based tasks of varying levels of
difficulty and demand (Table 3.4) were performed by participants in relation to three websites:
Google, Wikipedia and Youtube. These websites were selected due to their popularity and
the assumption that participants were familiar with their interfaces. In this way, situations of
underload MWL were expected to happen. If non-popular websites had been chosen, the
chances of spotting underload MWL would have been reduced. In addition, the original
interface of each website was slightly manipulated, in order to impose different MWL
demands on participants interacting with them, leading to nine tasks on the original websites
and nine tasks on the modified websites (18 in total). Forty-six volunteers performed all the
tasks in random order on different days, over two or three sessions of approximately 45-70
minutes each. Following this, the questions presented in Table A.7 were answered using a
paper-based scale in the range [0..100] ∈ℵ, partitioned in three regions delimited at 33 and
66. A total of 405 valid instances were generated. Though it is unnecessary for this study, the
reader can obtain further information on the construction of this dataset in (Longo, 2018a,
2017; Longo and Dondio, 2015).
The inferential capacity of non-monotonic reasoning models instantiated by data collected
in these experiments was evaluated by analysing the sensitivity and three forms of validity of
their inferences (scalar values). As suggested in Section 3.6.1.1, the three forms of validity
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Table 3.4 List of experimental web-based tasks employed for measurement of imposed mental
workload. Each website had two interfaces: the original one and one slightly modified, generating
two tasks for each description. These tasks were first designed and employed in (Longo, 2014).
Task Description Task condition Web-site
T1.1,T1.2 Find out how many people live in Sidney Simple search Wikipedia
T2.1,T2.2
Read simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Grammar
No goals, no time pressure Wikipedia
T3.1,T3.2
Find out the difference (in years) between the
year of the foundation of the Apple Computer
Inc. and the year of the 14th FIFA world cup
Dual-task and mental arithmetical
calculations Google
T4.1,T4.2
Find out the difference (in years) between the
foundation of the Microsoft Corp. & the year of
the 23rd Olympic games
Dual-task and mental arithmetical
calculations Google
T5.1,T5.2
Find out the year of birth of the 1st wife of the
founder of playboy
Single task + time pressure (2-min
limit). Each 30 secs user is warned
of time left
Google
T6.1,T6.2
Find out the name of the man (interpreted by
Johnny Deep) in the video www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FfTPS-TFQ_c
Constant demand on visual and au-
ditory modalities. Participant can
replay the video if required
Youtube
T7.1.T7.2
a) Play the song www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Rb5G1eRIj6c. While listening to it, b) find out
the result of the polynomial equation p(x), with
x = 7 contained in the wikipedia article http:
//it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polinomi
Demand on visual modality and in-
ference on auditory modality. The
song is extremely irritating
Wikipedia
T8.1,T8.2
Find out how many times Stewie jumps
in the video www.youtube.com/watch?v=
TSe9gbdkQ8s
Demand on visual resource + exter-
nal interference: user is distracted
twice & can replay video
Youtube
T9.1,T9.2
Find out the age of the blue fish in the video
www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4BNbHBcnDI
Demand on visual and auditory
modality, plus time-pressure: 150-
sec limit. User can replay the
video. There is no answer.
Youtube
employed are convergent, face and concurrent validity. The first has been assessed through an
analysis of the correlation coefficients of the inferences produced by the designed models and
the scores produced by selected baseline instruments. The second has been assessed through
an investigation of the mean squared error (MSE)5 of the inference of each designed model
against the mental workload scores reported by participants using the scale of Fig. 3.11. The
third has been assessed through an analysis of the correlation coefficients of the inferences
produced by the designed models and an objective performance measure, in this case task
5MSE = 1n ∑
n
i=1
(
Yi−Xi
)2
, where Y is the vector of inferences made by the designed models and X the
vector of self-reported values.
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completion time. Finally, sensitivity has been formally assessed by analysing the variance of
the distributions generated by inferences of the designed non-monotonic reasoning models,
followed by a post-hoc analysis. Table 3.5 summarises comparative metrics, the statistical
tests associated with them, and the experiments in which they were employed. Table 3.6
summarises experiments by reasoning models and statistical tests applied.
Table 3.5 Comparative metrics, associated statistical tests and experiments that contain information
for their application.
Property Definition Statistical test
Experiment
(Table 3.2)
Convergent validity
It refers to the extent to which different
MWL measures that should be theoret-
ically related, are in fact related.
Correlation coefficient Ea, Eb, Ec
Face validity
It determines the extent to which a
measure of MWL appears effective
in terms of its stated aims (measuring
mental workload).
Mean Squared Error
(MSE)
Ea, Eb
Concurrent validity
It determines the extent to which a
model correlates with an objective per-
formance measure, in this case task
completion time.
Correlation coefficient Ec
Sensitivity
It determines the capability of a tech-
nique to discriminate significant varia-
tions in MWL and changes in resource
demand or task difficulty.
Analysis of variance plus
post hoc analysis.
Ea, Eb, Ec
3.6.2 Mortality Occurrence Modelling with Biomarkers
Another domain in which inferences must be made in the condition of uncertain, incomplete
and ambiguous knowledge is health care, as, for example, in the prediction of the mortality
occurrence for elderly individuals. Mortality is mainly caused by non-communicable diseases,
such as cardiovascular disease (Lloyd-Jones et al., 2009). For this reason, prognostic
information is of fundamental importance for clinical decision-making. In turn, it is also
useful for the development of care planning for greater-risk patients (Lee et al., 2006). Some
works have attempted to use information on biomarkers to tackle the problem of prediction
of mortality. In the medical domain, biomarkers can be objectively defined as medical
conditions that can be measured multiple times in an accurate manner. They have to be
observed from outside the patient, in contrast with other medical symptoms, which are an
indication of health identified by the patients themselves (Strimbu and Tavel, 2010). Common
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Table 3.6 Streamlined design of mental workload experiments under evaluation. Additional details of
experimental settings can be found in Table 3.2. A full list and details of all the designed models can
be seen in Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 (p. 221). Additional details of statistical tests can be seen in Table
3.5.
Experiment E a
Experimental settings Models Analysis
Features: 6, Table A.1 Expert systems: E{1-4} Convergent validity
Task: Third level classes Fuzzy reasoning: FL{1-12} and FC{1-12} Face validity
Records: 230 Defeasible argumentation: A{1-4} Sensitivity
Experiment E b
Experimental settings Models Analysis
Features: 21, Table A.7 Expert systems: E{5-6} Convergent validity
Task: Third level classes Fuzzy reasoning: FL{13-18} and FC{13-18} Face validity
Records: 237 Defeasible argumentation: A{5-6} Sensitivity
Experiment E c
Experimental settings Models Analysis
Features: 21, Table A.7 Expert systems: E{7-8} Convergent validity
Task: Seeking web-based Fuzzy reasoning: FL{19-24} and FC{19-24} Concurrent validity
Records: 405 Defeasible argumentation: A{7-8} Sensitivity
examples include waist circumference, blood pressure and pulse. Biomarkers can also be
applied to several disease diagnostics or more sophisticated laboratory tests of blood and
other tissues. More than 30,000 candidate biomarkers have been generated by advances
in biological sciences over the past 50 years. Among them, less than 1,000 might have
clinical value (Pritzker and Pritzker, 2012). It is crucial to establish the relationship between
biomarkers and relevant clinical endpoints, such as myocardial infarction, survival and stroke
(Strimbu and Tavel, 2010). For instance, De Ruijter et al. (2009) compare certain biomarkers,
such as homocysteine, against other classic risk scores for predicting cardiovascular mortality
in older people. Similarly, Barron et al. (2015) examine the use of blood-borne biomarkers
as potential predictors of mortality risk. Another approach is given by the use of machine-
learning algorithms. For example, Dipnall et al. (2016) employ logistic regression to identify
biomarkers associated with depression, while Swan et al. (2013) describe different supervised
machine learning algorithms that could be used for biomarker identification. Nonetheless,
the validation of biomarkers as prognostic factors is still an open issue, given the uncertainty
of the knowledge applied (Strimbu and Tavel, 2010). In addition, when predicting mortality,
available evidence might be partial and conflicting, adding weight to the decision-making
process. It is subject to the same issues as in other medical fields, whereby different pieces
of information simultaneously considered might contradict each other, hence a method for
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resolving them is usually necessary. Knowledge-based systems are potentially valid for
overcoming such issues and are a possible approach for dealing with uncertainty. They
have already been used in several related domains, such as the pharmaceutical industry,
clinical trials and care planning (Slater et al., 2008; Hunter and Williams, 2010; Longo, 2012;
Glasspool et al., 2006; Longo and Hederman, 2013b).
It is argued here that the knowledge required for modelling and assessing mortality risk
using biomarkers can be seen as defeasible. This knowledge contains conflicting pieces of
evidence supporting distinct levels of mortality risk that are also retractable in the light of
new evidence. Suppose the following example with natural language arguments:
- Argument 1: Increased mean cell volume of red blood cells (MCV) might lead to
macrocytosis. Older people with macrocytosis are more likely to have poorer cognitive
functioning and increased mortality.
- Argument 2: Deficiency of vitamin B12 is an indicator of increased MCV. If there is no
vitamin B12 deficiency then MCV cannot be increased.
On the one hand, in the first argument, an expert might argue that there is evidence to
infer an increased mortality risk, due to the increased measure of MCV, which might lead to
macrocytosis. In the case that there is no other evidence, increased mortality risk may then
be a justifiable conclusion. On the other hand, the second argument contends that if there is
no deficiency of vitamin B12, then increased measure of MCV cannot be considered. In this
case, the inference of an increased mortality risk no longer holds. This example illustrates
how the set of conclusions does not increases monotonically and can be withdrawn in the
light of new information.
3.6.2.1 Knowledge Acquisition, Construction of Knowledge Bases and Summary of
Non-monotonic Reasoning Models
Fifty-one biomarkers, and their association with mortality risk levels, were described by an
expert clinician in the domain of biomarkers, who collaborated with this research. These
descriptions were used to perform a five-year prediction of the survival status (death of
survival) of elderly patients. In other words, given a certain individual and his/her information
on these 51 biomarkers, what would be his/her survival status in a five-year time period?
The exchange of information with the domain expert led to the creation of one knowledge
base. Afterwards, it was employed for the design of non-monotonic reasoning models for the
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inference of mortality risk in elderly patients. Appendix A.2 lists the information contained
in the knowledge base.
The definition of rules and contradictions was far more complex in this application. Table
D.1 (Appendix D) lists the initial textual knowledge, along with the references provided by
the expert for modelling of mortality occurrence with biomarkers. Each description was
manually encapsulated by the author in one or more sentences, to facilitate their adaptation
into formal rules and formal arguments. This design choice benefited from the fact that the
domain expert would not have to understand, or have knowledge about, standard logic, but
it also led to some limitations. For instance, the author is not familiar with the domain of
biomarkers, hence the interpretation of the provided descriptions was noticeably limited.
Therefore, several iterations were made through the exchange of emails, in order to achieve
an encapsulation agreed by the expert. For instance, suppose the description given for serum
iron (iron in the blood when red blood cells and clotting factors have been removed) and its
respective encapsulation:
- Description 1: ‘Testing serum iron is a part of a complete blood count test. According
to available knowledge, both, lower and upper extremes of the interval values, recorded
in the sample, might be unbeneficial for survival.’
- Encapsulation 1: low OR high serum iron imply unbeneficial survival
Given appropriate encapsulations, mortality risks were subsequently classified into five
different categories: no risk (crisp value 0), low risk (crisp value 25), medium risk (crisp value
50), high risk (crisp value 75) and extremely high risk (crisp value 100). These categories
were initially deducted from natural language descriptions given in Table D.1, such as: ‘may
be non beneficial for survival’, ‘major cause of mortality’ and ‘unbeneficial for survival’. It is
important to highlight that no correct number of categories or values attributed to them exist.
It was observed by the author that intuitively, a number of categories between three and six
were more appropriate for human reasoning in this domain. A higher number of categories
seemed to confuse experts, who could no longer make a clear separation between them.
Hence, the number of five was defined. Their values were given, in order to allow designed
models to infer a final scalar between [0, 100] ∈ R used for concluding the survival status
of cases under analysis. Several thresholds could then be automatically used to separate the
possible outcomes (death or survival). A range, instead of crisp values, could also have been
associated to each category, since rules are in the form defined in Definition 3.1. However,
given the lack of information when defining such crisp values or ranges, the option that
makes less assumptions (crisp values) was selected. Table D.2 lists the natural language
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terms adopted and the categories agreed with the expert. In this way, Encapsulation 1 could
be extended to the following IF-THEN rule:
- IF serum iron is low OR serum iron is high THEN low risk
Contradictions and preferences among biomarkers were also initially provided by the
interviewed domain expert, through the exchange of textual information, such as emails and
text documents. The goal was to identify possible biomarkers considered more important
for the prediction of mortality risk and conflicts between biomarkers that could possibly
invalidate their use. This led to a set of contradictions and a preliminary knowledge base.
Nonetheless, not all collected information was consistent. In some cases, descriptions
contained contradictory information and could not be used without further clarification. In
other cases, the author did not have the necessary knowledge to interpret the information
available. At this point, it seemed that only a face-to-face meeting would succeed in
improving the quality of the knowledge base. The assumption here was that the knowledge
acquisition through the exchange of textual information is not always efficient. For instance,
it is not possible to guarantee that experts have put their full attention into the reasoning
process or the reviewing process of agreed information. Nor is it possible to capture their
intuition or tacit knowledge in this way. A set of interviews was then scheduled, in order to
fine-tune contradictions and IF-THEN rules. Ten hours of conversation were recorded. While
the bulk of the knowledge base was constructed through the exchange of textual information,
a significant part of it was modified after these face-to-face interviews. These changes
compromised all its aspects, including the consequents of IF-THEN rules, numerical ranges
associated with natural language terms and contradictions. Most importantly, it demonstrated
the extent of the problem, whereby even a domain expert would not always be consistent
throughout the whole process of knowledge acquisition. Some pieces of information that had
been previously agreed were updated by the expert. Finally, contradictions were added by
the author between arguments supporting no risk and extremely high risk. Other arguments
did not support a strong conclusion, hence were not assumed to be in conflict with any other,
unless stated by the expert. Lastly, the aggregation of rules/arguments was left open to be
designed by each non-monotonic reasoning, according to their capabilities. Appendix E
summarises this process of knowledge acquisition performed in collaboration with the expert,
while Appendix A.2 lists the resulting knowledge base. Note that knowledge acquisition is
not the focus of the present thesis, or part of any of its objectives (as listed in Section 1.3).
Nonetheless, it was necessary for the definition of a real-world knowledge base able to be
used by non-monotonic reasoning models. Only with such models was it then possible to
perform the proposed comparison among non-monotonic reasoning approaches. Hence, the
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quality of the knowledge base, in terms of the precision of the domain knowledge employed,
is not discussed here, despite the fact that the author attempted to construct it to the best of
his ability and available resources. Other strengths and limitations of this design choice are
further detailed in Section 3.8. Lastly, Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 (p. 221) list the set of models
built upon the constructed knowledge base.
3.6.2.2 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
Secondary data from 93 elderly patients and 51 different biomarkers was employed by models
designed for this application. The description of biomarkers and associated data is listed in
Table A.9 (p. 196), while the raw data can be accessed from https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.7028516.v1. This data was originally obtained from a primary healthcare
European hospital during the time span of two years and provided by the interviewed domain
expert of this study. The percentage of death and survival records was 39% and 61%
respectively, so not perfectly balanced. The evaluation metrics selected were true positive
rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR), which can be visualised by a Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curve and compared according to the Area Under the Curve (AUC).
Different thresholds to separate the two types of inferences required (death or survival), were
automatically generated, providing one TPR and one FPR for each model and each threshold.
The AUC of the Precision-Recall (PR) curve was also investigated. This has been chosen
because of the imbalanced distribution of the ground truth (death or survival). In this case,
the positive predictive value (fraction of patients who had an inference of death and who
actually died) is plotted against the TPR. This was aimed at investigating only the predicted
cases of death. As with the ROC curve, the PR curve plots one point for each cutoff, and
each point represents the positive predictive value (or precision) and recall (or sensitivity)
for that cutoff. Briefly, it tells us the ratio between true positive instances and the number of
death instances in the dataset, against the ratio between true positive instances and all the
instances predicted as death. Table 3.7 illustrates the confusion matrix and the formulas for
the metrics employed.
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Table 3.7 Confusion matrix applied to the problem of mortality occurrence prediction.
Prediction
outcome
Actual value
Death Survival
Death
True
Positive
(TP)
False
Positive
(FP)
Precision = T PT P+FP
Survival
False
Negative
(FN)
True
Negative
(TN)
TPR or Recall = T PT P+FN FPR = 1 -
T N
T N+FP
3.6.3 Computational Trust Modelling
The last application whose reasoning was modelled through non-monotonic reasoning comes
from the domain of computational trust. Trust is undoubtedly a crucial construct in human
societies. It has been investigated by several disciplines from different perspectives, such
as psychology, sociology and philosophy (Sabater and Sierra, 2005). In computer science,
computational models of trust have emerged, aimed at making use of the notion of human
trust in open digital worlds (Dondio and Longo, 2014). As with mental workload, trust is also
an ill-defined construct, whose application lies in the domain of knowledge representation
and reasoning. Many definitions of trust can be found in the literature (Parsons et al., 2010).
Briefly, it can be described as a prediction that a trusted entity will bring to completion the
expectations of a trustier in some specific context. The modelling of computational trust has
several applications in digital systems, for instance: reputation management (Yashkina et al.,
2019; Melnikov et al., 2018); social search and collective intelligence (Longo et al., 2009a,
2010); user behaviour modelling (Longo et al., 2009b); and self-adaptive recommendations
(Longo et al., 2009c; Dondio et al., 2008).
The first computational model of trust was proposed in (Marsh, 1994). Its goal was to
enable artificial agents to make trust-based decisions in the domain of Distributed Artificial
Intelligence. In general, trust evidence include recommendation, reputation, past interactions,
credentials and many other factors that might lead to a contradicting assessments of trust. In
this thesis, the modelling of trust assumes a cognitive approach (Sabater and Sierra, 2005).
In other words, trust is inferred through the assumption that it is made up of underlying
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beliefs and at the same time it is a function of the degree of these beliefs. The context under
evaluation comes from the Wikipedia6 project. Collaborative, user-generated content is of
essential importance in the web. Hence, sites such as Wikipedia, TripAdvisor and Flickr
leverage the interest and contribution of people all over the world. The drawback comes from
the discrepant origin and quality of such contributions, leading to the complication of visitors
and content moderators assessing their reliability.
Wikipedia itself is under constant change from different types of contributors, ranging
from domain experts and to casual contributors, to vandals and committed editors. Several
works have attempted to compute the trust of Wikipedia editors and Wikipedia articles.
For instance, Adler and de Alfaro (2007) present a content-driven reputation system for
Wikipedia editors, assuming that the reputation of editors can be used as a rough guide to
the trust assigned to articles edited by them. In turn, reputation is assigned according to
the longevity of the text inserted, and the longevity of the text edited by each editor. In a
subsequent work, Adler et al. (2008) compute the trust of a word in a Wikipedia article
according to the reputation of the original editor of the word, as well as the reputation of
editors who edited content in the vicinity of the word. The study demonstrates that text
labelled as high-trust has a significantly lower chance of being edited in the future. Similarly,
Zeng et al. (2006) explore the revision history of an article to assess the trustworthiness of the
article through a dynamic Bayesian network. A trust value is defined in the range [0, 1] ∈ R,
where 0 means complete untrustworthiness and 1 means complete trustworthiness. A set of
200 articles was evaluated and correctly classified in approximately 83% of cases according
to a trust value threshold. The classes considered were featured articles (assumed to be highly
trustworthy for being thoroughly reviewed) and clean-up articles (marked for major revision
by editors). In short, other works evaluate the trust of Wikipedia’s contributors through a
multi-agent trust model (Krupa et al., 2009); the Wikipedia editor reputation through the
stability of content inserted (Javanmardi et al., 2010); and the trust of Wikipedia articles
through the mapping of content quality elements from similar domains of collaborative
environment (Dondio et al., 2006).
Here, the modelling of computational trust is proposed in the context of Wikipedia editors.
The goal is to design non-monotonic reasoning models capable of assigning a trust value in
the range [0, 1] ∈R to editors. As with Dondio and Longo (2014), assigning trust is assumed
to be a reasoning process or a rational decision grounded on evidence made by rational agents.
Moreover, it is assumed to be a defeasible reasoning process, whose underlying beliefs are
not deductively valid, but can be negated by new information. Different types of factors
6www.wikipedia.com
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are considered to form these underlying beliefs deemed to assign trust to Wikipedia editors.
Temporal factors, as proposed in (Longo et al., 2007), are among them. These include degree
of activity, presence, regularity and frequency of editors’ interactions. Two other kinds of
factors are also assumed here to be influential towards the inference of computational trust:
quality factors, such as size and location of editors’ interactions; and self-evaluation factors,
such as anonymity and self-documentation of editions. The quantification of such factors and
the construction of knowledge bases whose reasoning is based on them are described next.
3.6.3.1 Dataset, Knowledge Bases and Summary of Models
Wikipedia makes all its data available for download through HTML or XML dumps7,
including articles, articles’ history and complete text data. Hundreds of different language
editions are available for download. Since no natural language information is analysed, but
only quantitative data related to editors, the Portuguese-language edition of the Wikipedia
was selected for examination. According to the Wikimedia Foundation’s Analytics,8, it
contained 1,013,751 articles and 1,544 active editors up to December 2018. An editor is
considered active by this foundation if he/she performs more than five edits in a month. Table
3.8 lists other related statistics to this dataset. Other language-editions of the Wikipedia could
have also been analysed. However, the size of the Portuguese version was better suited for
the time and computational resources available. The English-language edition is the biggest,
with 5,779,516 articles up to December 2018, while the Portuguese-language edition is in
the fifteenth position.
Table 3.8 Summary of the Portuguese-language edition of the Wikipedia9. December 2018.
Data Yearly change Monthly change
Page Views per Month 268,376,127 – –
Article Count 1,013,751 +4% +0%
New Articles per Day 94 – –
Edits per Month 161,961 -18% -12%
Active Editors 1,544 -1% +5%
Very Active Editors 208 -8% +7%
New Editors 264 -12% -1%
Speakers 236,500,000 – –
Editors per Million Speakers 7 – –
7https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
8https://stats.wikimedia.org
9https://stats.wikimedia.org/EN/SummaryPT.htm
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The file ptwiki-20190201-stub-meta-history.xml was download on 2 January 2019 and
employed for extraction of features selected for performing the inference of trust to Wikipedia
editors. The structure of the file is depicted in Fig. A.7 (p. 211). Among other pieces of
information, each page identified by its title in this file has a set of revisions. Each revision
has: its own ID; a time stamp; a contributor (editor) identified by a user name or IP address
if anonymous; an optional commentary left by the editor; the current number of bytes of
the page on this revision; and an optional tag minor indicating whether the edition is minor
or whether it is major and should be reviewed by other editors. This data was extracted for
the definition of features listed in Table 3.9 for each editor. A time window of 30 days was
selected for evaluation of the frequency and regularity factors, due the statistical analyses
performed by the Wikimedia Foundation which also select this time window.
The set of extracted features was employed for the construction of two knowledge bases
with the author’s knowledge and intuition in this domain. Appendix A.3 (p. 209) lists the
information contained in them. The set of IF-THEN rules constructed was the same for both
Table 3.9 Summary of quantitative features extracted for each user from a Wikipedia XML dump.
Temporal factors such as presence, regularity and frequency factor were first proposed in (Longo
et al., 2007).
Feature Description
Pages Number of unique pages edited by the user.
Activity Factor Number of editions performed by the user.
Anonymous Whether the user is anonymous or not. Anonymous users are identified
by their IP address.
Not Minor Whether the user has flagged his/her edition for revision or not.
Comments How many comments the user has made, with one comment allowed per
edition.
Presence factor Difference between the registration date of the user and the date of the
beginning of the system (January 2001).
Frequency Factor Frequency percentage of editions per time window of 30 days in the
editor’s life cycle.
Regularity Factor Regularity percentage per time window of 30 days. 100% regularity
means at least one interaction every 30 days in the editor’s life cycle.
Bytes Overall number of bytes edited by the user. Insertions increase the
number of bytes and deletions decrease the number of bytes.
knowledge bases. They were defined intuitively and with the aid of external sources. For
instance, the numerical ranges associated with natural language terms employed to describe
activity factor and bytes were defined with the aid of the Wikimedia Foundation’s
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Analytics.10. According to the reports of this foundation, an editor is considered a contributor
if he/she has made more than 10 editions in his/her life cycle. Hence an activity factor
≥ 10 was used to infer medium high trust, while activity factor ≥ 20 was used to
infer high trust. Similarly, the last report on the mean size of articles in the Portuguese
Wikipedia showed a mean of 2,388 bytes per article, while 90% of articles had more than
512 bytes. This information was used to intuitively infer high (medium high), if an editor had
contributed at least 2,388 bytes (512 bytes) throughout all his/her editions. Other features
were normalised in the range [0, 1] ∈ R, in order to provide a more standard reasoning
process. For instance, the feature not minor was divided by the activity factor, hence
providing the percentage of editions flagged as major for all editions of the editor. Features
normalised in the range [0, 1] ∈ R were then described by four natural language terms: low,
medium low, medium high and high. Table A.14 (p. 210) lists the feature transformations
employed, the associated natural language terms and their respective numerical ranges. It
is important to highlight that the constructed IF-THEN rules are limited by the type of data
employed. While Wikipedia provides the text history of all its articles’ editions, no natural
language data is exploited in this study. A knowledge base also formed by features that
take advantage of natural language data would likely contain stronger information for the
inference of the editors’ trust.
Following this, a set of contradictions among IF-THEN rules was defined. This process
was made in two different ways, resulting in two different knowledge bases The first was
made by means of an intuitive manner, trying to establish evident relationships, such as
a low frequency factor contradicting the inference of high trust by a high presence
factor. A set of premises was also considered for the definition of agents whose trust should
be low, such as a vandal or a bot. For example, an editor who is anonymous, has a low
number of comments, has a very low number of not minor editions, has a high number of
unique pages edited, and has a high number of bytes inserted was considered a bot. In other
words, these set of characteristics were considered sufficient to assume that an editor was a
bot. In turn, these set of premises were used to contradict several IF-THEN rules inferring
high trust. This full knowledge base is reported in Appendix A.3, with the resulting graphical
representation depicted in Fig. A.8 (p. 215).
The design of the second knowledge base adopted some of the steps described in the
knowledge acquisition process in Appendix E. Therefore, the contradictions among IF-
THEN rules were constructed with the visual aid of a relationship matrix (Fig. E.1, p. 264),
which depicted the name of the features in two equal rows. Many more contradictions were
10https://stats.wikimedia.org
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identified in this case, since it was easier to visualise all the possible pairs of features that
could have some conflicting set of beliefs. In addition, IF-THEN rules that did not contradict
each other, but which inferred different trust levels, were considered this time to contradict
each other, resulting in a much larger number of contradictions. The rationale for this was
to assume that only one trust level should be accepted, demanding more from the conflict
resolution strategy of each non-monotonic reasoning approach and ideally performing fewer
calculations for the aggregation of rules/arguments before a final inference. Fig. A.9 (p. 218)
depicts the resulting graphical representation of this knowledge base.
Lastly, Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 (p. 221) list the set of non-monotonic reasoning models
built with the aid of the two designed knowledge bases. For the definition of rules weights
and strength of arguments, a pairwise comparison among selected features was performed by
the author. The number of times a feature was deemed more important than the others was
defined as its weight (Table A.14). In turn, feature weights were employed as rule weights
and arguments strength, in case the premise of the rule/argument contained the respective
feature. The same set of weights were applied to all editors in the Wikipedia dataset, in
contrast with the modelling of mental workload that had one set of weights per user.
3.6.3.2 Evaluation Metrics
Wikipedia makes use of awards to recognise valuable editors. One of these awards is the
Barnstar award,11 which is given to editors by other Wikipedia editors. According to the
description of the award, it is a way of recognising hard work and due diligence of Wikipedia
contributors. Several Barnstars can be bestowed on editors. For example, the ‘Original
Barnstar Award’ is ‘given to recognise particularly fine contributions to Wikipedia’, while
the ‘Editor’s Barnstar’ is ‘awarded to individuals who display particularly fine decisions
in general editing’. A list of 28 Barnstar awards (Fig. 3.12) was selected by the author
to identify the set of editors who have contributed with meaningful content and should be
recognised as highly trustworthy. Meaningful content means adding significant information
and not, for example, resolving internal conflicts in the Wikipedia community or fixing
broken links. For this reason, Barnstar awards such as ‘The Redirect Barnstar’ or the ‘Anti-
Flame Barnstar’ were not included for selecting the editors who should have higher trust
values. Sixty-seven of the 1,798,363 editors of the Portuguese Wikipedia were identified as
the receipients of a relevant Barnstar and tagged as highly trustworthy. Hence, it is assumed
that an ideal non-monotonic reasoning model would assign its highest values to this set of
11https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Barnstars
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⋆ The Original Barnstar
⋆ The Editor’s Barnstar
⋆ The Working Wikipedian’s
Barnstar
⋆ The Minor Barnstar
⋆ The Tireless Contributor
Barnstar
⋆ The Rosetta Barnstar
⋆ The Half Barnstar
⋆ The Copyeditor’s Barnstar
⋆ The "Articles for Creation"
Barnstar
⋆ The Invisible Barnstar
⋆ The Socratic Barnstar
⋆ The Rescue Barnstar
⋆ The Barnstar of Recovery
⋆ The Citation Barnstar
⋆ The Content Creativity
Barnstar
⋆ The Anti-Spam Barnstar
⋆ The Writer’s Barnstar
⋆ The Modest Barnstar
⋆ The Red Link Removal
Barnstar
⋆ The Cleanup Barnstar
⋆ The Teamwork Barnstar
⋆ The Typo Team Barnstar
⋆ The Press Barnstar
⋆ The BLP Barnstar
⋆ The Reviewer Barnstar
⋆ The Premium Reviewer
Barnstar
⋆ The Feather Barnstar
⋆ The Excellent New Editor’s
Barnstar
Fig. 3.12 List of Barnstar awards selected for identifying highly trustworthy editors who have
contributed with meaningful content to articles in Wikipedia.
editors. With this assumption in mind, a set of metrics was selected for evaluation of the trust
values assigned by the reasoning models. Each of these relies on other specific assumptions,
as listed below:
• Rank of Barnstars: non-Barnstar editors may also be highly trustworthy. In fact, most
trustworthy editors are likely to fall in this category, given the small number of awarded
editors and the fact that the award is given in a non-automatic way. Nonetheless,
Barnstar editors still should be ranked at the highest positions, if they are sorted by
their assigned trust values in descending order.
• Spread: due to the heterogeneity of editors in Wikipedia, it is not possible to assume
what kind of distribution the trust values assigned to non-Barnstar editors should have.
However, it is reasonable to expect that the distribution of the trust values assigned
to Barnstar editors should have a high spread. Trust is not a binary concept; hence,
trustworthy editors should be classified with different levels of trustworthiness.
• Percentage of NAs: some non-monotonic reasoning models might not assign a trust
value if there are too many pieces of conflicting information. For instance, an argument-
based model that employs the grounded semantics might not produce a final inference
if it returns an empty extension. The same might happen to expert systems and fuzzy
reasoning models. Specifically, for fuzzy reasoning, the defuzzification cannot be
performed if the aggregated truth values of the trust levels are all 0. Hence, it is argued
that models that are capable of producing a final inference in more cases are better.
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Table 3.10 lists the calculation method of each metric. Note that no metric was defined
for computing an overall difference between trust values assigned to Barnstar editors and
trust values assigned to non-Barnstar editors. The reason for this derives from the lack of
knowledge about the non-Barnstar editors. While the expectation is to have a significant
overall difference between the trust values assigned to the members of these two groups, it
is not possible to define what a correct difference would be. Hence, the rank of Barnstar
editors is the metric considered for a model to be deemed capable of differentiating between
Barnstar and non-Barnstars editors.
Table 3.10 Calculation of evaluation metrics employed to assess the trust inferences performed by
non-monotonic reasoning models in the Wikipedia Project.
Metric Calculation
Rank of barnstars
Remove editors with no trust value assigned from the dataset. Sort all other editors by
their trust values in descending order. Non-barnstars tied with barnstars are ranked
above. Sum the ranks of the barnstar editors and normalise the result in the range
range [0, 100] ∈ R. 0 means all barnstars with an assigned trust value are ranked
above any non-barnstar, while 100 means they are ranked below any non-barnstar.
Spread Standard deviation of the trust values assigned to barnstars.
Percentage of NAs Percentage of editors that had no assigned trust value.
3.7 Qualitative Analysis of Explanatory Capacity of Rea-
soning Models
The inferences that can be produced by the designed knowledge-based, non-monotonic
reasoning models are likely to be, to some extent, understood by humans, since they deal
with and manipulate knowledge provided by domain experts, preserving most of their natural
language. This leads to better model explainability, which is essential for the models’
adoption and usage. The higher the model explanatory capacity, the higher the degree of
trust placed by humans towards their inferences. Several properties have been proposed for
evaluating the degree of explainability of inferential models in AI. These include the capacity
of a model of being replicated by a human in a reasonable time, the capacity of adding
new parameters and the capacity of providing explanations (Lipton, 2018; Giraud-Carrier,
1998). Such properties might be as important as predictive accuracy in certain contexts. For
instance, in (Caruana et al., 2015), a model was trained to predict the probability of death
from pneumonia and inferred less risk to patients who also had asthma. However, asthma
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is, in fact, a predictor of higher risk of death. The inference reflected a pattern of lower risk
in the training data because of the more intrusive treatment received by asthmatic patients.
Therefore, it has been demonstrated that the examination of predictive accuracy alone may
not be enough for a model to be used and trusted by human experts. If the expectation is for
defeasible argumentation models to be trusted and comprehended by domain experts, it is
also imperative to situate its explanatory capacity in relation to the models built with other
investigated reasoning approaches. The literature of Explainable Artificial Intelligence is
vast and includes a multitude of properties for explainability analysis (Preece, 2018; Lipton,
2018; Miller, 2019). Six of these were selected and considered relevant to the evaluation of
the knowledge-driven approaches under inspection. Some of them were first defined in a
machine-learning context, but it is believed that they can be considered for the analysis of
rule-based, non-monotonic reasoning approaches.
• Understandability: capacity for understanding the decision process of the model,
or the quality of comprehensible language. Domain experts need to understand the
decision process of the model before trusting it as a decision support tool (Allahyari
and Lavesson, 2011; Abdul et al., 2018).
• Simulatability: capacity of a human to take the input data together with the parameters
of the model and in reasonable time step through every calculation required to produce
a prediction (Lipton, 2018).
• Extendibility: ability of the system to add new input parameters and new output classes
and how easy it is to make these additions (Giraud-Carrier, 1998).
• Computational Complexity: complexity of the algorithms used. In practical terms, this
refers to the time needed by the system to reason (Giraud-Carrier, 1998).
• Algorithmic transparency: capacity for working in new problems. For instance,
different domains or new knowledge bases (Lipton, 2018).
• Post-hoc Interpretability: capacity for providing an explanation about the predic-
tion. Some common approaches to post-hoc interpretations include natural language
explanations and visualisations (Lipton, 2018).
The next chapter provides a comparative qualitative analysis of these six properties in
relation to expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation models. The goal is
to identify which reasoning approach might lead to explanations in real-world applications
that are more suitable for humans to understand, in the case of domain experts and lay people.
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3.8 Strengths and Limitations of Designed Solution
This research study attempts to compare the inferential and explanatory capacity of defeasible
argumentation and other knowledge-based non-monotonic reasoning approaches. Hence,
non-monotonic reasoning is the domain of this research, while its scope is bounded to
knowledge-based approaches applied to quantitative inferences in real-world problems.
These approaches are also delimited by the type of knowledge exploited by them. Inferential
models are designed around IF-THEN rules (Definition 3.1) or standard logic arguments
(premisses → conclusion). The premises of such structures are expected to be connected
by boolean operators AND and OR, and in the case of fuzzy reasoning models, they should
follow the structure of a Mandani fuzzy system (Fig. 2.9). Other representations of fuzzy
reasoning systems may give better outcomes, in the same way that other representations of
defeasible argumentation and expert systems may also give better outcomes. For instance, few
works in the literature provide a non-monotonic layer during the implementation of expert
systems and fuzzy reasoning models. Hence, there is still room for further investigation and
improvement in this aspect. In particular, the quantification and aggregation of arguments
in defeasible argumentation models were also not extensively investigated. The goal in
the present thesis was to provide models of inference suited for the investigated domains
of application. Additional comparisons could enhance the generalisability of the study
and yield different results. Nonetheless, the representations investigated here offer a high
degree of flexibility that allowed three problems of distinct contexts to be modelled and
assessed. Another delimitation arises from the qualitative analysis of the explanatory capacity
of the investigated reasoning approaches. This analysis is performed through an in-depth
discussion by the author with his own knowledge. Hence, it is important that confirmation
bias (Nickerson, 1998) be acknowledged. In other words, the author is aware that his
interpretation might be partial to existing belies or expectations. Thus, an attempt was made
to perform this discussion as impartially as possible. Nonetheless, bias is not completely
removed, even if a considerable number of properties for explainability are considered for
evaluation.
As with the major portion of studies, the design of this proposed study is also subject
to several limitations. Some of these come from the domains of the selected applications,
while others come from the lack of previous research or other common constraints, such as
available data and time. Domains of application are uncertain by choice. This uncertainty
brings various issues in relation to the evaluation of inferences produced by designed non-
monotonic reasoning models. For example, mental workload and computational trust do
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not have a correct and ultimately accepted definition, and so do not have a ground truth.
Therefore, they are difficult to be modelled and assessed. A set of assumptions is then
required, such as the mental workload baseline instruments (NASA-TLX and WP) being
satisfactory measurement techniques, or Barnstar editors of the Wikipedia website being the
most trustworthy editors of this collaborative encyclopedia. As for the modelling of mortality
occurrence with biomarkers, it is a problem that belongs to the healthcare area and presents a
ground truth: death or survival of elderly individuals in a five-year time period. Still, this is a
subjective ground truth, since the same modelling could be performed for a different time
period, yielding different results. Thus, an assumption is made in terms of superior mortality
risks implying death and inferior mortality risks implying survival. Lastly, all the selected
metrics of evaluation are subject to the availability of data, hence limiting the generalisability
of the study. For this reason, three applications and five datasets were employed, in order to
strengthen results.
Table 3.11 Summary of strengths, limitations and delimitations of the designed solution.
Delimitations Limitations Strengths
Quantitative inferences in
real-world problems
Lack of previous research
comparing non-monotonic
reasoning approaches
Representations of models of
inference capable of modelling
non-monotonic reasoning in 3
distinct domains of application
Pre-defined representation of
rules and arguments
Lack of time and data to add
other application domains and
representations of the
investigated reasoning
approaches
Relevant number of domains of
application (3) and datasets (5)
considered
No expected contribution in the
domains of application
Complex evaluation process due
to the lack of ground truths in the
domains of application
Relevant number of knowledge
bases (6) employed
Subjective analysis of
explanatory capacity performed
only with the author’s knowledge
Dependence on data by selected
evaluation metrics
Credible knowledge bases
employed
Few approaches for
quantification and aggregation of
rules/arguments
Dependence on domain experts
and time consuming process of
knowledge acquisition and
construction of knowledge bases
Relevant number (143) of
inferential models developed in a
modular way
Common knowledge acquisition issues (Milton, 2007) also arise from the uncertainty
of the domains. These include the expert’s difficulty in understanding the knowledge used
by computational models, the expert’s capacity for verbalising knowledge, or the expert’s
capacity for understanding the amount of detail required. From the point of view of the
author, some issues may include difficulties in understanding and noting down everything the
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expert says, or keeping the expert engaged in relevant matters. Despite such limitations, six
knowledge bases composed of rule sets were constructed. In the context of mental workload,
knowledge bases were grounded on other studies (Longo, 2014) and were constructed by an
expert also familiar with defeasible argumentation. In contrast, the knowledge base aimed at
modelling mortality occurrence with biomarkers was built in collaboration with a domain
expert of an unrelated field (as described in Appendix E). Lastly, knowledge bases built for
the assessment of computational trust were defined by the author himself, who had limited
experience in the field of trust. This demonstrates the capacity of non-monotonic reasoning
approaches to be used in different contexts. However, this study is, by design, not expected
to assist in the domains of the applications. Instead, it has all the investigated reasoning
approaches instantiated by the same set of knowledge bases. Therefore, the validation of
these knowledge bases does not impact on the relative comparison being proposed among the
reasoning approaches. Still, it is important to highlight that, despite such knowledge bases
not being subject to a formal process of validation, for instance by being inspected by other
experts, it is reasonable to assume that they are credible. This assumption comes from the
belief that the experts involved in this study are reliable and have provided their expertise
to the best of their capacity. The expert on mental workload is recognised in the field and
has a strong track record of publications, with almost 30 peer-reviewed studies in the last
10 years. The expert in biomarkers has published studies in the area of health care for the
last 20 years. Lastly, the author has more than 10 years of heavy internet usage, competent
qualifications in computer science, and is experienced in a multitude of digital collaborative
environments. Ideally, a larger group of experts would have collaborated with this research,
producing larger and more sophisticated knowledge bases. Nonetheless, the broad analysis
performed here is expected to be ample for strengthening the deployment of defeasible
argumentation technology and for clarifying the link between it and other non-monotonic
reasoning formalisms. Here, 143 inferential models were developed (Appendix B). These
models were built in a modular way, allowing for the analysis and quantification of the
impact of their different configuration parameters. Moreover, they were all built with human
knowledge bases, and for this reason are also expected to offer a high degree of explainability.
Table 3.11 summarises the main points of this section. The next chapter presents the results
and implementation of this design.
Chapter 4
Results
This chapter presents the results of the instantiation of non-monotonic reasoning models de-
signed in Chapter 3. Defeasible argumentation and expert system models were implemented
through an online framework using entirely custom code in PHP and JavaScript. Similarly,
fuzzy reasoning models were implemented using the C++ programming language. The
presentation of results is structured around the evaluation of inferential capacity separated
by domains of application and the in-depth discussion of the explanatory capacity of the
reasoning approaches. This discussion covers the understandability, post-hoc interpretabil-
ity, simulatability, extendibility, computational complexity, algorithmic transparency and
decomposability of each non-monotonic reasoning approach. Finally, a summary and final
discussion conclude the chapter. These sections highlight the advantages and limitations of
each reasoning approach and the impact of defeasible argumentation. Fig. 4.1 depicts the
structure of this evaluation. Some of the results reported here have also been published in
other previous works (Rizzo et al., 2016; Rizzo and Longo, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020a).
Results evaluation
Human mental
workload modelling
• Comparison and
interpretation
– Convergent, concur-
rent and face validity
– Sensitivity
• Overall evaluation
Mortality occurrence mod-
elling with biomarkers
• Comparison and
interpretation
– ROC curve
– PR curve
• Overall evaluation
Computational
trust modelling
• Comparison and
interpretation
– Barnstar ranking
– Percentage of NAs
– Spread
• Overall evaluation
Discussion of
explanatory capacity
• Properties for
explainability evaluation
Summary and
final discussion
• Advantages and limita-
tions. Impact of defeasible
argumentation
Fig. 4.1 Structure of results evaluation.
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4.1 Human Mental Workload Modelling
Collected data was used to elicit mental workload models listed in Appendix B. The eval-
uation metrics from Table 3.5 (p. 95) are analysed in the following sections. The impact
made on these metrics by different configuration parameters of the reasoning models is
examined later. The use of three knowledge bases and three datasets from the domain of
mental workload enabled a more precise examination. In other words, it allowed the analysis
of whether these parameters are likely or not to affect the inferential capacity of the reasoning
approaches, regardless of the knowledge bases selected.
4.1.1 Convergent Validity
The goal of this metric is to determine the extent to which two MWL inference models are
correlated. A moderate to high correlation coefficient is expected with state-of-the-art MWL
measurement techniques. This would demonstrate that the non-monotonic reasoning models
are in fact capable of assessing the construct of mental workload. To measure convergent
validity, the Spearman correlation coefficient was selected. The reason for this was the
non-normality of most of the distributions of the inferences produced by the designed models.
This was confirmed by the Shapiro-Wilk test, which did not achieve the alpha level set
(alpha=0.05). Table C.1 (p. 227) lists the descriptive statistics of the inferences produced
by designed reasoning models aimed at inferring a MWL scalar. Fig. C.1 (p. 230) depicts
the density plots of the inferences produced by these same models, while Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.3
and Fig. 4.4 depict the Spearman correlation coefficients of their inferences and those of the
baseline instruments.
Fig. 4.2 depicts medium to high correlation coefficients (0.44 - 0.68) between all the
models designed for experiment Ea and the NASA-TLX baseline instrument. It exhibits the
capacity of the investigated non-monotonic reasoning approaches to allow the development
of models capable of assessing the construct of MWL in experiment Ea. In other words,
it demonstrates that the inferences produced by designed models are in fact related to
the baseline instruments. The use of the pairwise comparison information of the NASA-
TLX (labelled with ▷) resulted in slightly higher correlation coefficients than those of the
analogous models not employing it (labelled with ⋆). Still, some exceptions can also be
observed, such as: Mwl-FL6× Mwl-FL12, Mwl-FC6× Mwl-FC12 and Mwl-E1× Mwl-
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Fig. 4.2 Spearman correlation coefficients between NASA-TLX scores and inferences of designed
models for experiment Ea (p < 0.05). Models employing the pairwise comparison information of the
NASA-TLX are labelled with an inferior ▷. Those not employing it are labelled with an inferior ⋆.
E2. These exceptions suggest that satisfactory inference models can be designed with less
information provided by participants than in the original NASA-TLX instrument.
Fig. 4.3 depicts the correlation coefficients of the designed models and selected baseline
instruments in experiment Eb: the Raw TLX (Fig. 4.3a), and the Workload Profile (Fig. 4.3b).
In this case, not all models could achieve a moderate or high convergent validity. In detail,
fuzzy models employing the mean of max defuzzification approach (labelled with •) had the
lowest correlation coefficients against the baseline instruments. Furthermore, a significant
difference can be observed when these models are contrasted with their counterparts employ-
ing the centroid defuzzification approach (labelled with ◦). This suggests that the mean of
max might lead to the construction of fuzzy reasoning models incapable of assessing MWL
in experiment Eb, regardless of any other parameter. As for the shape of the FMFs, it is also
possible to notice certain distinctions when employing different fuzzy operators. Models
built with the Zadeh and Product operator (labelled with (Z) and (P) respectively) have a
higher correlation coefficient when employing Gaussian FMFs (Mwl-FL13× Mwl-FC13,
Mwl-FL14× Mwl-FC14, Mwl-FL15× Mwl-FC15 and Mwl-FL16× Mwl-FC16). On the
other hand, models built with the Łukasiewicz operator (labelled with (L)) present similar
or lower correlation coefficients when also using Gaussian FMFs (Mwl-FL17× Mwl-FC17
and Mwl-FL18× Mwl-FC18). With regard to expert system models, a lower correlation
coefficient was observed when heuristic h1 was employed (Mwl-E5) instead of h3 (Mwl-E6).
The first heuristic averages the rules inferring the MWL level supported by the greatest
number of surviving rules, while the second heuristic averages all surviving rules. This is an
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(a) Correlations against RAW TLX
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(b) Correlations against Workload Profile
Fig. 4.3 Spearman correlation coefficients between Raw TLX scores (a), Workload Profile scores
(b) and inferences of designed models for experiment Eb (p < 0.05). Inferior symbols are used to
represent: centroid defuzzification approach (◦); mean of max defuzzification approach (•); and fuzzy
logic operators Zadeh (Z), Product (P) and Łukasiewicz (L).
indication that the process of filtering surviving rules proposed by h1 instead of averaging all
of them might not be a suitable strategy in this experiment. In other words, it seems that all
surviving rules may be of equal importance to the expert system reasoning process. Finally,
defeasible argumentation models show broadly similar correlation coefficients between them,
implying no difference between preferred and grounded semantics in experiment Eb.
Fig. 4.4 depicts the convergent validity for experiment Ec. Some similar characteristics
to the convergent validity in Eb can be observed:
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NASA-TLX (0.55)
Fig. 4.4 Spearman correlation coefficients between NASA-TLX scores (a), Workload Profile scores
(b) and inferences of designed models for experiment Ec (p < 0.05). Fuzzy models employing the
centroid defuzzification approach are labelled with an inferior ◦, while those employing the mean of
max are labelled with an inferior •.
• The correlation coefficients between the inferences produced by the designed models
follow a similar pattern when correlated with the inferences produced by the baseline
instruments: NASA-TLX and WP instrument.
• Expert system models built with heuristic h1 (Mwl-E7) achieved higher correlation
coefficients with baseline instruments than models built with heuristic h3 (Mwl-E8).
• No significant difference between defeasible argumentation models.
• Lower correlation coefficient in general for inferences produced by fuzzy models built
with the mean of max defuzzification approach (labelled with •).
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The impact of the shape of the FMFs is not analogous to the one of experiment Eb. In
fact, it is not possible to observe a significant difference in their correlation coefficients,
except in models Mwl-FL24 and Mwl-FC24.
In summary, it is worth highlighting some common observations and differences related
to the convergent validity across reasoning approaches extracted from the models built with
them. The expert system and defeasible argumentation reasoning approaches appear to be
more robust for modelling the construct of MWL. This is demonstrated by the overall higher
Spearman correlation coefficient between models built with them and baseline instruments
across experiments (in the range 0.62 - 0.89 for defeasible argumentation and 0.45 - 0.89
for expert systems). In contrast, fuzzy reasoning models seem to be more sensitive to
the knowledge bases employed. Even when selecting the same fuzzy operator, the same
defuzzification method and the same FMFs, fuzzy models can behave in stark contrast
when compared to baseline instruments. For instance, while model Mwl-FC6 presents a
high correlation coefficient (0.6) with NASA-TLX in experiment Ea, the analogous model
Mwl-FC24 with same parameters, except for knowledge base input, presents a low (0.15)
correlation coefficient with NASA-TLX in experiment Ec. This suggests that there is no fuzzy
logic, defuzzification method or FMF that can lead to the creation of fuzzy reasoning models
whose inferences better correlate with the inferences produced by baseline instruments.
Instead, these should be selected in a case-by-case analysis with the knowledge base. This
can also be observed in the similar correlation coefficients of fuzzy models in experiment Ea
(overall coefficients: 0.44 - 0.64) and contrasting correlation coefficients in experiments Eb
and Ec (respectively in ranges -0.21 - 0.45 and 0.02 - 0.57).
4.1.2 Face Validity
This property is aimed at determining the extent to which a measure appears effective in terms
of measuring mental workload. It was analysed according to the mean square error (MSE) of
inferences produced by designed reasoning models and self-reported MWL values (Fig. 3.11,
p. 92). Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 depict the results for experiments Ea and Eb respectively. Experiment
Ec does not present information about self-reported MWL values. Overall, most models
across reasoning approaches could achieve similar or better MSE than baseline instruments.
The exception is given by fuzzy models built with the mean of max defuzzification approach
(labelled with •). Defeasible argumentation models demonstrated robustness across the three
experiments and expert system models performed better when employing heuristic h2/h4
(the average/weighted average of all surviving rules, labelled with +).
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NASA-TLX
Fig. 4.5 Mean squared error of each designed model for experiment Ea and baseline instrument
NASA-TLX. Inferior symbols are used to represent: centroid defuzzification approach (◦); mean of
max defuzzification approach (•); heuristics h1 (−) and h3 (+); and use (respectively no use) of the
pairwise comparison information of the NASA-TLX (▷, respectively ⋆).
As for experiment Ea, a significant difference has been found between models built
with the pairwise comparison information of the NASA-TLX and those not built with
it. Among fuzzy reasoning models employing linear FMF, there is an average decrease
of 24% MSE when employing the pairwise comparison information (Mwl-FL{1− 6}×
Mwl-FL{7− 12}), while fuzzy models employing Gaussian FMFs present a decrease of
27.6% (Mwl-FC{1−6}× Mwl-FC{7−12}). A similar trend is observed in expert system
models, with a decrease of 19.5% (Mwl-E2, Mwl-E4× Mwl-E1, Mwl-E3), and defeasible
argumentation models, with a decrease of 18.4% (Mwl-A2, Mwl-A4× Mwl-A1, Mwl-A3).
Therefore, the use of the information from the pairwise comparison procedure proved to
have a higher impact in face validity than convergent validity in this experiment, even
when used in distinct ways by the designed reasoning models. In other words, despite
the fact that it is not essential to achieve high convergent validity, the information from
the pairwise comparison procedure seems to have a positive impact on the quality of the
produced inferences, according to the analysis of their face validity.
4.1.3 Concurrent Validity
Concurrent validity was assessed through an analysis of correlation coefficients between the
designed models and baseline instruments. It is aimed at determining the extent to which a
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RAW TLX Workload Profile
Fig. 4.6 Mean squared error of each designed model for experiment Eb and baseline instruments RAW
TLX (lower dotted line at 212.57) and Workload Profile (upper dotted line at 274.91). Inferior symbols
are used to represent: centroid (◦) and mean of max defuzzification approach (•); and heuristics h1
(−) and h3 (+).
model correlates with an objective performance measure, in this case task completion time.
A reminder that in the experiments Ea and Eb an objective performance measure was not
gathered, thus only experiment Ec was analysed with respect to concurrent validity. From Fig.
4.7, it is possible to note that even the baseline instruments did not have a high Spearman
correlation coefficient with task completion time (NASA-TLX: 0.28 and WP: 0.18). At the
same time, most of the designed models present a coefficient between 0.2 and 0.26, lying
between the two baseline instruments. This suggests that the designed models, when set up
with certain parameters, are in line with the baseline instruments. The exceptions are the
fuzzy models built with Gaussian FMFs and the mean of max defuzzification approach (Mwl-
FC20, Mwl-FC22 and Mwl-FC24), and the expert system Mwl-E7 built with heuristic h1.
In this case, their correlation coefficient was next to 0. This trend is similar to that depicted
for convergent validity in Fig. 4.4, implying that these combinations of parameters (Gaussian
FMFs + mean of max for fuzzy models or heuristic h1 for expert system models) do not
help in the creation of robust models of MWL inference. It is also worth noting that fuzzy
models Mwl-FL20 and Mwl-FL22 could achieve a favourable correlation coefficient with
task completion time, despite having low convergent validity. It suggests that models with
low convergent validity might also produce acceptable inferences.
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Fig. 4.7 Spearman correlation coefficients between task completion time and the inferences of
designed models for experiment Ec (p < 0.05). Only 288 instances (out of 405 of experiment Ec)
have an associated time, due to measurement errors. Inferior symbols are used to represent: centroid
(◦) and mean of max defuzzification approach (•); and heuristics h1 (−) and h3 (+).
4.1.4 Sensitivity
Sensitivity is aimed at investigating the capability of a model to discriminate significant
variations in MWL and changes in resource demand or task difficulty. In line with other
studies (Rubio et al., 2004; Longo, 2015a), this was assessed by performing an analysis of
variance over the distributions of the inferences generated by the designed models and the
baseline instruments. In detail, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis H test was performed
across these distributions. As already mentioned, normality of most of the distributions was
not found according to the Shapiro-Wilk test. Hence, the equivalent of one-way ANOVA
was employed. Baseline instruments and designed models for experiments Ea and Eb were
not capable of rejecting the null hypothesis of the same distribution of MWL scalars across
tasks (p < 0.01). In these experiments, it can be argued that the performed tasks are of
a pedagogical nature and are of similar complexity, since all classes are related to the
same general topic: ‘Research Methods’. Thus, it is difficult to create procedures that can
statistically and significantly affect overall MWL (Longo, 2018b).
As for experiment Ec, the null hypothesis of the same distribution of MWL scalars across
tasks was rejected. This means there are models that lead to significantly different inferences
when used to evaluate the MWL imposed by the web-based tasks. Still, the Kruskal-Wallis
H test does not tell exactly which pairs of tasks led to inferences different from each other.
Consequently, a post-hoc analysis was performed, and the Games-Howell test was chosen
because of unequal variances of the distributions under analysis. Fig. 4.8 shows how many
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Fig. 4.8 Sensitivity of MWL models designed for experiment Ec with Games-Howell post-hoc analysis.
The maximum pairwise comparisons of 18 tasks is
(18
2
)
= 153. Baseline instruments are depicted in
bold.
pairs of tasks each model could differentiate at two significance levels (p < 0.05 and p
< 0.01). As can be observed, defeasible argumentation models and expert system model
Mwl-E8 outperformed the others. When compared to the baseline instruments, results for
these models are between the NASA-TLX and the WP for both significance levels. It is
also possible to observe a slight difference between defeasible argumentation models, with
a better sensitivity achieved by model Mwl-A8 built with the preferred semantics. Among
fuzzy models, it is worth noting that the best results are given by Mwl-FL20 and Mwl-
FL22. This strengthens the results found for concurrent validity, suggesting that models
which presented low convergent validity might still produce satisfactory inferences. Another
interesting observation comes from model Mwl-FC19. Despite presenting similar convergent
and concurrent validity with its linear counterpart (Mwl-FL19), its sensitivity was superior,
being close to or better than WP, while Mwl-FL19 was always distant from the baseline
instruments. This shows that Gaussian FMFs can provide more sensitive models when
employed with certain fuzzy operators and defuzzification approaches (in this case Zadeh and
centroid respectively). Other fuzzy models proved to have poor sensitivity, underperforming
the baseline models. In detail, as with the results reported for convergent and face validity of
experiment Ec, fuzzy models built with Gaussian FMFs and the mean of max defuzzification
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approach led to the worst sensitivity, being incapable of statistically differentiating any pair
of tasks.
4.1.5 Internal Configurations of Models and Overall Evaluation
Quantifications of the validity and sensitivity of the developed models suggest that, in general,
the investigated reasoning approaches can be successfully employed for modelling non-
monotonic reasoning applied to mental workload assessment in the evaluated experiments.
This also suggests a contrasting performance when particular parameters of distinct reasoning
techniques are employed. Table 4.1 summarises average results across experiments for the
designed models grouped by configuration parameters. Some results are in fact a single
value, and thus have no standard deviation reported. For the other cases, Figures 4.9 - 4.15
depict the respective boxplots.
Table 4.1 Average and standard deviation of evaluation metrics in all experiments by specific param-
eters of each reasoning approach. Bold numbers are used to represent the best results among the
pairwise comparisons inside the table. A (-) means not applicable.
Reasoning
Technique
Parameter
Average Validity (σ ) Avg. Sensitivity (σ )
p < 0.05 / p < 0.01Convergent Face Concurrent
Fuzzy
Reasoning
Mean of Max 0.27 (0.25) 622.28 (277.81) 0.11 (0.12) 5.3 (6.0) / 2.16 (2.4)
Centroid 0.46 (0.15) 282.07 (44.71) 0.23 (0.01) 8.3 (4.8) / 3.8 (1.6)
Linear 0.37 (0.25) 521.8 (316.44) 0.23 (0.02) 7.6 (3.8) / 3.8 (0.7)
Gaussian 0.38 (0.21) 382.89 (172.95) 0.11 (0.12) 6 (6.9) / 2.16 (2.7)
Rule weight 0.57 (0.06) 324.58 (121.82) - -
No rule weight 0.57 (0.05) 434.21 (170.65) - -
Expert
Systems
h1/h2 0.62 (0.09) 490.53 (231.03) 0.1 (-) 9 (-) / 4 (-)
h3/h4 0.75 (0.09) 262.85 (27.62) 0.23 (-) 21 (-) / 14 (-)
h1/h3 0.69 (0.02) 333.27 (92.44) - -
h2/h4 0.67 (0.02) 273.09 (58.92) - -
Defeasible
Argument.
Preferred 0.77 (0.07) 255.29 (33.90) 0.25 (-) 23 (-) / 16 (-)
Grounded 0.76 (0.09) 259.27 (33.86) 0.24 (-) 21 (-) / 15 (-)
Strength of arg. 0.7 (0.0) 219.31 (2.02) - -
Binary relation 0.68 (0.02) 268.4 (6.2) - -
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Inferior results seemed to be caused by the use of the mean of max defuzzification
approach in fuzzy models and the use of heuristics for the refinement of surviving rules in
expert system models (h1/h2). These led to the development of models which, on average,
underperformed in all evaluation metrics (validity, sensitivity). In addition, in the case of
fuzzy models, these also tend to have a much higher standard deviation when compared to
their counterparts: the centroid approach and the heuristics h3/h4. The explanation for such a
discrepancy might lie in the role of the mean of max defuzzification approach and the role
of the heuristics h1/h2 in their respective models. While the mean of max defuzzification
approach selects only the rules with the highest degrees of truth, the refinement of surviving
rules by heuristics h1/h2 discards rules not inferring the MWL level supported by the greatest
number of surviving rules. Thus, these can be seen as apparently unsuccessful attempts to
resolve conflicts among rules, by selecting some of them believed to be more suitable for
inferring a final MWL scalar.
Fig. 4.9 Boxplots of evaluation metrics by defuzzification approach of fuzzy reasoning models.
Fig. 4.10 Boxplots of evaluation metrics by application of rule weight or not on fuzzy reasoning
models.
In contrast, it is worth noting the robustness of defeasible argumentation, with only
a slight performance variance among models built with it. This suggests that defeasible
argumentation has a greater capacity for dealing with conflicting rules/arguments and can thus
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Fig. 4.11 Boxplots of evaluation metrics by heuristics applying weighted average of arguments (h2/h4)
and heuristics applying regular average of arguments (h1/h3) on expert system models.
Fig. 4.12 Boxplots of evaluation metrics by heuristics averaging all arguments (h1/h2) and heuristics
averaging a subset of arguments (h3/h4) on expert system models.
Fig. 4.13 Boxplots of evaluation metrics by acceptability semantics on defeasible argumentation
models.
better handle non-monotonicity when modelling reasoning applied to the MWL domain. It is
also interesting to observe the small differences between results generated by models built
with the preferred semantics and the grounded semantics. Given a sub-AF, these semantics
diverge when multiple extensions are generated by the preferred semantics, and a single
extension is generated by the grounded semantics. In the case of multiple extensions, the
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Fig. 4.14 Boxplots of evaluation metrics by attack relation on defeasible argumentation models.
Fig. 4.15 Boxplots of evaluation metrics by fuzzy membership function shape of fuzzy reasoning
models.
one(s) with the highest cardinality is (are) selected. In common with the heuristics h1/h2
and mean of max defuzzification approach, this selection of one extension is also an attempt
of conflict resolution. However, the procedure adopted by the preferred semantics led to
better inferences in terms of validity and sensitivity. This suggests that the conflict resolution
strategy of defeasible argumentation is likely to be stronger than the conflict resolution
strategy of fuzzy reasoning and expert systems.
From Table 4.1, it is possible to inspect and further spot other differences between
particular parameters. For instance, the impact of using the extra information from the
pairwise comparison of the NASA-TLX instrument is similar and positive across all reasoning
approaches. Fuzzy models make use of it by employing rule weights, while expert system
models make use of it by employing heuristics h2/h4 and defeasible argumentation by
employing strength of arguments. In these cases, the convergent validity is preserved and
the mean squared error between produced inferences and self-reported MWL values (face
validity) is reduced. This can be observed in Fig. 4.10, Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.14, which
compare models using and not using the information from the pairwise comparison. Finally,
the difference between linear and Gaussian FMFs for construction of fuzzy models is not
absolute. While models built with Gaussian FMFs present analogous average results for
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convergent validity and better average results for face validity, models built with linear FMFs
seem to have better average results for concurrent validity and sensitivity. This observation
can also be supported by the boxplot comparison depicted in Fig. 4.15. Such mixed results
do not allow the drawing of conclusions in regard to the impact of the shape of the FMFs on
MWL modelling and assessment.
To conclude, this section seems to indicate a better inferential capacity of the models
built with defeasible argumentation, or in this case, a better capacity for producing inferences
with improved face validity, improved concurrent validity and improved sensitivity. This
conclusion was further supported by the examination of average results of the designed
models when grouped by their configuration parameters. Defeasible argumentation models
presented the lowest standard deviations of such averages, demonstrating robustness when
implemented with distinct internal configurations. This advantage was observed over the non-
monotonic reasoning modelling performed by fuzzy reasoning and expert systems models. It
also held, despite the underlying knowledge bases employed.
Comparable results to defeasible argumentation were only achieved by expert systems
built with one type of designed heuristics for conflict resolution (h3/h4). This similarity is
likely, due to the lower number of conflictual rules employed within knowledge bases when
elicited with real-world data. For instance, the knowledge base built upon the NASA-TLX
attributes (Appendix A.1) can only have up to six arguments that can be activated when given
input data. Thus, the requirement of further comparisons for knowledge bases of higher
topological complexity might be reasonable in this domain.
4.2 Mortality Occurrence Modelling with Biomarkers
Data containing biomarker information relative to 93 individuals was preliminarily examined
by the domain expert before instantiation of the reasoning models. Thirteen cases were
identified as relative to individuals who were younger than 60 years old. It was agreed by
the expert that no biomarker investigated could imply risk of death in five years’ time for
individuals that young. Hence, these were removed from the analysis, with the assumption
that they could not be defeasibly modelled. In other words, according to the expert, no
information in the dataset could be used to challenge an inference of low mortality risk due to
young age. The percentage of death and survival records was now 41% and 59% respectively.
This data was exploited by the reasoning models designed for inference of mortality risk
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using biomarkers (as listed in Appendix B). Initially, two metrics of evaluation were analysed:
TPR and FPR. No cutoff could be defined by the domain expert to translate the inferred
numerical scalars to death or survival. Hence, the ROC curve of each model was compared
according to its AUC. In this way, different thresholds to separate the inferences produced
were automatically generated, providing one TPR and one FPR for each model and each
cutoff. Fig. 4.16 depicts the results.
Fig. 4.16 True Positive Rate by False Positive Rate, for reasoning models for different cutoffs in
the range [0,100] ∈ ℜ. The AUC is presented next to each model’s name. Cases of individuals
younger than 60 years old removed. Total instances analysed 80. Left aligned symbols are used to
represent: centroid defuzzification approach (◦); mean of max defuzzification approach (•); fuzzy
logic operator Zadeh (Z), Product (P) and Łukasiewicz (L); heuristics h1 and h3; grounded semantics
(⊙); preferred semantics (⊗); and categoriser semantics (‡).
Overall, the AUC of all investigated models demonstrated a poor ability to predict the
selected ground truth. For instance, note that the AUC of model Bio-E1 is 0.5, which means
this model has no class separation capacity. In fact, all inferences produced by Bio-E1 were
equal to 50. The reason for this derives from the large number of rules inferring medium
risk (value 50) in the knowledge base, and the strategy of heuristic h1, which always selects
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the conclusion being supported by the highest number of surviving rules. Comparatively,
the AUC of other models is below 0.5, which means they are making opposite predictions
(death as survival and survival as death). These results indicate that no designed model was
capable of predicting the selected ground truth with robust accuracy regardless of the cutoff
employed and of the models’ internal configurations. Some problems could likely be the
cause of this outcome:
1. The knowledge employed for construction of the knowledge base could not be correct,
hence no reasoning approach could achieve satisfactory results.
2. Most of the expert knowledge was aimed at assessing mortality risk and not survivabil-
ity status in five years’ time, thus the selected ground truth could be not significant.
3. The dataset did not contain enough information for inferring a correct mortality risk.
Problem 1 seemed unlikely, due to the extensive experience of the expert in the field, in
addition to the 92 peer-reviewed papers used for substantiating the association between each
biomarker and a possible mortality risk category. Problems 2 and 3 seemed more reasonable.
It is possible to observe that the expert knowledge (Appendix D) is not exactly targeted
towards inferring the survival status of individuals. Instead, it focuses on assessing subjective
levels of mortality risk that can, in turn, be used for the development of care planning
for greater risk patients. Therefore, these two problems were tackled by requiring extra
information and presenting some preliminary results to the expert. When questioned about
the data collection process, the expert explained that the cause of death was not precisely
defined. The most common diagnosis for death was cardiac arrest, but this was not always
identified as the primary cause. It was also reported that there were no medical professionals
working as coroners. As a result, the death cause of the majority of cases was inferred by
educated non-medical staff. For this reason, it is not possible to guarantee a relationship
between the biomarkers under investigation and the cause of death. For instance, the use of
recreational drugs might lead to sudden cardiac arrest and this is not information contained
in the data. As for problem 3, a set of prediction exercises was requested to be performed in
a face-to-face interview. Examples of wrong inferences produced by the designed models
were given to the expert for their enhancement. The expert did not have any knowledge of
non-monotonic reasoning approaches in AI. Thus, the accepted rules/arguments were shown
and explained to be the most influential towards the final inference. A few rules/arguments
were explained to be rejected because of their accepted attackers. Ten cases that presented
clear evidence for death or survival, but at the same time had an opposite outcome, could
not be explained. Fig. 4.17 depicts one of these cases with its sub-argumentation graph and
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the list of activated arguments and attacks. Note that the reason for rejecting some of the
Accepted
- R6a: IF HDL is high THEN no risk
- R44: IF IGE is high THEN no risk
- R2b: IF hypert is low THEN low risk
- R4: IF HbA1c is high OR HbA1c is low THEN medium
risk
- R11b: IF Sex is female AND w\h is female increased
THEN medium risk
- R17: IF derm is yes THEN medium risk
- R18: IF OSP is yes THEN medium risk
- R24: IF CRP is elevated THEN medium risk
- R25: IF MO is high THEN medium risk
- R26a: IF Ly is increased THEN medium risk
- R34: IF VITB12 is deficiency THEN medium risk
Rejected
- R13: IF allerd is yes THEN no risk
- R1b: IF age ∈ [60,65] THEN medium risk
- R36: IF INS is high THEN medium risk
Fig. 4.17 Example of sub-argumentation framework with accepted (green) and rejected (red) argu-
ments instantiated by one individual whose survival status is death. Arguments are listed below their
graph representation. Inferred scalar for models Bio-{A1,A2,A3} = 39.58. The list of biomarkers can
be seen in Table A.9.
arguments is clear, since it is a consequence of their direct attackers. Moreover, accepted
arguments only infer the categories no risk, low risk and medium risk, but the outcome
of this instance is death. The inferred scalar by designed models for this instance was in the
range [25, 39.58]. This range was among the lowest values inferred by these models across
the evaluated dataset. Hence, it would likely be classified as survival by most of the cutoffs
employed in the ROC curves in Fig. 4.16. This translation from scalar to survivability status
through the use of cutoffs was not explained to the expert: only that this instance was being
classified as survival by most of the designed models. It was argued by the expert that while
the inference seemed to be accurate, extra information would be necessary for performing
a correct prediction. For instance, the longevity of certain diseases is not provided in the
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dataset. Hence, certain cases do not allow a precise inference of the mortality risk category
from the available data. Other pieces of information, such as lifestyle and health treatment,
were indicated as missing. Lastly, when presented with a number of non-contradicting rules
inferring different categories of mortality risk, the expert could not design strict rules for the
inference of death or survival. Thus, both problems 2 and 3 seemed to be interfering with the
results, due to detected missing information in the dataset and in the expert knowledge. Given
the limitations and delimitations of this study (as discussed in Section 3.8) no further data
or domain knowledge was collected. For this reason, these 10 cases identified as requiring
more information were removed from the analysis to mitigate the problem, resulting in 70
individuals. The percentage of death and survival records turned out to be 39% and 61%
respectively. Fig. 4.18 depicts the results of the AUC for the ROC curves. All models, except
Bio-E1 that remained constant, presented a gain between 19.09% and 20.9% in the AUC of
the ROC curves with the filtered data. In addition, the models kept the same ranking, with
the best AUC being reported by Bio-A2 and the worst being reported by Bio-{F2,F4,F6}.
At this stage, it was important to make a deeper analysis of the inferences produced by
designed models, since no more alterations would be made in the data or the knowledge
base. Appendix C.2 (p. 230) shows the descriptive statistics for these inferences. In addition,
due to the data imbalance, the PR curve of the models was added to the evaluation (Fig.
4.19). Only one model, Bio-E1, did not have an associated PR curve. Since all its inferences
had the same value, only one cutoff was generated, and only one precision value could be
calculated. Thus, only one point could be added to the graph, resulting in an AUC equal to 0.
Among argument-based models, Bio-A2 presented better results for the AUC of the ROC
curves, and tied results with Bio-{F1,F3,F5} for the AUC of the PR curves. In addition,
Bio-A2 was the only model with AUC greater than 0.5 for its ROC curve. This indicates
that the preferred semantics was likely more effective for this domain and knowledge base,
being more capable of handling attacks between the arguments in the knowledge base. As
for fuzzy reasoning models, they also had low AUC for the ROC curves (between 0.389
and 0.449), and the PR curve (between 0.363 and 0.419), which suggests a low inferential
capacity for death, regardless of the cutoff employed. Some difference can be observed by
models employing the centroid defuzzification approach (Bio-{F1,F3,F5}) against their
counterparts employing the mean of max (Bio-{F2,F4,F6}). In other words, the filtering
of rules performed by the mean of max defuzzification approach, when selecting only the
rules with maximum membership grade, did not improve the AUC under the PR curves. As
for the models’ fuzzy logics, no difference could be observed (Bio-F1 × Bio-F2, Bio-F3
× Bio-F4, Bio-F5 × Bio-F6). The reason for this derives from the many crisp variables
contained in the problem. All the T-conorms and T-norms of the selected fuzzy logics return
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Fig. 4.18 True Positive Rate by False Positive Rate, for reasoning models for different cutoffs in
the range [0,100] ∈ℜ. The AUC is presented next to each model’s name. Total instances analysed
70. Left aligned symbols are used to represent: centroid defuzzification approach (◦); mean of max
defuzzification approach (•); fuzzy logic operator Zadeh (Z), Product (P) and Łukasiewicz (L);
heuristics h1 and h3; grounded semantics (⊙); preferred semantics (⊗); and categoriser semantics (‡).
the same value if one of the propositions’ values evaluated is 1 or 0. Hence, their use did not
result in any difference for the employed knowledge base.
4.2.1 Overall Evaluation
Analysis of AUC under the ROC and PR curves demonstrated a poor inferential capacity of the
models built with the three reasoning approaches. This means that non-monotonic reasoning
could not be successfully employed in this domain and knowledge base, when modelled with
expert systems, fuzzy reasoning or defeasible argumentation. The most significant problem
identified for this poor performance came from the lack of data and domain knowledge.
Lack of domain knowledge was demonstrated by the interviewed expert when analysing the
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Fig. 4.19 Positive Predictive Value by True Positive Rate, for reasoning models for different cutoffs in
the range [0,100] ∈ℜ. The PRAUC is presented next to each model’s name. Total instances analysed
70. Left aligned symbols are used to represent: centroid defuzzification approach (◦); mean of max
defuzzification approach (•); fuzzy logic operator Zadeh (Z), Product (P) and Łukasiewicz (L);
heuristics h1 and h3; grounded semantics (⊙); preferred semantics (⊗); and categoriser semantics (‡).
dataset and trying to infer a survivability status with her own knowledge. Nonetheless, some
differences could still be observed between the designed inferential models. For instance,
an interesting comparison is given between Bio-E2 and Bio-A3. Note that they both present
the same AUC for the ROC curves and PR curves (Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19). Here, it is
important to highlight the similarity between the conflict resolution strategy of the expert
systems models and the models built with the categoriser ranking-based semantics. In the
expert system models, rules that are not attacked always survive. Similarly, the categoriser
always ranks at the top arguments that are not attacked. Since the heuristic adopted by
Bio-E2 (h3) does not filter surviving rules, if there are arguments/rules not attacked, then the
final inference will be the same as the one generated by the model Bio-A3. Note that this is
a consequence of the topology of the knowledge base (Fig. A.5). For instance, in a cycle
between two rules/arguments attacking each other, the categoriser would rank both arguments
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equally, while the conflict resolution strategy employed by expert systems would discard
them both. In addition, the categoriser provides a full rank of arguments capable of being
exploited for the enhancement of the knowledge base. Therefore, it is a richer technique
in terms of explainability. Another important result comes from the difference between
the AUC of the ROC and PR curves reported by argument-based models (Bio-A1, Bio-A2,
and Bio-A3). The results for the model built with the categoriser semantics are in between
the models built with the grounded and preferred semantics. Thus, it appears inconclusive
whether ranking-based or extension-based semantics are more appropriated to this domain.
However, among extension-based semantics, the credulous approach given by the preferred
semantics seems to work better than the sceptical approach of the grounded semantics. The
highest AUC for both ROC and PR curves was given by the model Bio-A2. This indicates
that models built with the preferred semantics could better handle non-monotonic reasoning
in this particular domain. As for fuzzy reasoning models, one factor that might explain their
lower accuracy is the higher number of crisp variables contained in the knowledge base.
Crisp variables can hide the vagueness associated with information, undermining one of
the advantages of fuzzy reasoning models of representing linguistic terms. In relation to
the PR curve, defeasible argumentation presented a more robust fraction of correct death
inferences when the TRP was higher (greater than 0.4), which is a clear advantage in the
prediction of mortality. Nonetheless, it is also important to highlight that the AUC of the ROC
curve for all models is very similar to the area associated with a random binary classifier
(0.5), and in case of Bio-E1 it is exactly 0.5. Although it could be argued that this is a
poor result, the random classifier (or a constant classifier) does not give any insight into the
inferences produced. Therefore, it is not a useful comparison. However, findings here are in
line to a previous work (Rizzo et al., 2018). In this, it has been shown that not even some
data-driven approaches for classifying survivability status, using the same dataset employed
in this research, could significantly outperform a random classifier. This indeed suggests that
the knowledge acquired is uncertain and incomplete. Further work can be done to extend
this, with additional information and knowledge-based non-monotonic reasoning approaches
potentially supporting such a task. Since the concept of argument/rule is always used across
the reasoning processes of these approaches, this makes the retracement and explanation
of their inferences easier. Thus, it would likely be easier for a non-expert to grasp whether
something has gone wrong, or to know if some additional information is actually needed,
as exemplified in Fig. 4.17. If this additional information becomes available, it can then be
added to the previous knowledge base and the inferential process can be repeated. This task
might be more intuitive for a non-expert when employing defeasible argumentation, instead
of fuzzy reasoning, which makes use of the fuzzification and defuzzification mechanisms
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that are not really intuitive. In addition, defeasible argumentation is likely more powerful
than expert systems that do not present sophisticated conflict resolution strategies. Section
4.4 presents a detailed discussion of the explanatory capacity of these reasoning approaches,
reinforcing such ideas and elaborating on their advantages and disadvantages.
4.3 Computational Trust Modelling
Data extracted from the Portuguese Wikipedia website was used to elicit the models designed
for inference of computational trust and listed in Appendix B. In turn, Table C.3 (Appendix
C) lists the descriptive statistics of the inferred values by each model. In addition, Fig.
C.3-C.5 (p. 237) depicts the side-by-side comparison of density plots related to the inference
values assigned to Barnstar editors and inference values assigned to non-Barnstar editors. In
this way, it is possible to visually gauge the difference between the two distributions. Since
the evaluation metrics (Table 3.10, p. 108) cannot provide strong evidence of the models’
inferential capacity by themselves, a joint investigation is carried out in the overall evaluation
in the end of the section.
4.3.1 Rank of Barnstars
This metric is targeted at evaluating whether the investigate non-monotonic reasoning models
are capable of ranking the Barnstar editors at the highest positions. The higher the trust
scalar assigned, the higher the position in the rank. Non-Barnstar editors tied with Barnstars
are ranked above. Fig. 4.20 depicts the normalised sum of Barnstar ranks in the range
[0,100] ∈ℜ. A normalised sum with value 0 means all Barnstar editors were ranked above
any non-Barnstar editors, while a normalised sum with value 100 means they were ranked
below any non-Barnstar editor. Instances without an assigned trust scalar were removed from
this analysis and are examined in Section 4.3.2.
From Fig. 4.20, it is possible to observe that the computed ranks were effective, ranging
from 0 (perfect rank) to 13.69 across the knowledge bases 5 (KB5) and 6 (KB6). This
suggests that the non-monotonic reasoning approaches were all capable of capturing, to
some degree, the notions of the ill-defined construct of trust. However, some differences
can still be noted among the models built with different reasoning techniques, configuration
parameters, and knowledge bases. For instance, argument-based models demonstrated great
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(b) Models of knowledge base 6
Fig. 4.20 Normalised sum of the rank of Barnstars users for models built with knowledge base
5 (a) and 6 (b) illustrated in the Appendix A.3. Inferior symbols are used to represent: centroid
defuzzification approach (◦), mean of max defuzzification approach (•), heuristics h1 to h4, grounded
semantics (⊙), preferred semantics (⊗), categoriser semantics (‡), use (respectively no use) of the
rule weights/arguments strength (▷, respectively ⋆).
stability when instantiated with KB5 (ranks between 0.87 and 0.94), but higher variance
when instantiated with KB6 (ranks between 0 and 12.96). Fuzzy reasoning models presented
higher variance when instantiated with KB5 (ranks between 0.36 - 13.36), compared to KB6
(ranks between 0.91 - 1.82). Similarly, expert system models provided ranks between 0.87 -
7.87 when built with KB5 and perfect ranks when built with KB6. Various other trends could
also be observed:
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1. The filtering of surviving rules proposed by heuristics h1 and h2 seems to diminish the
quality of the ranks produced by expert system models built with KB5 (CT-E1, CT-E2
× CT-E3, CT-E4). Noticeably, it does not seem to affect the same models built with
KB6.
2. Among fuzzy reasoning models built with KB5, those configured with centroid defuzzi-
fication approaches and rule weights seem to behave better than the others (labelled
with ◦ and ▷). In contrast, those built with the mean of max defuzzification approach
(labelled with •) behave worse than all the others. When built with KB6, no particular
parameter seems to provide significantly better ranks for fuzzy reasoning models.
3. The use of linear or Gaussian FMFs does not seem to substantially affect the quality of
the ranks produced by fuzzy reasoning models built with KB5 or KB6.
4. The slight difference between ranks produced by argument-based models built with
KB5 suggests that acceptability semantics and the use (or not) of strength or arguments
did not impact results for this knowledge base. As for the argument-based models built
with KB6, the use of grounded and preferred semantics without strength of arguments
(models CT-A9 and CT-A7 respectively) resulted in better ranks, compared to the other
configurations.
Items 1 to 4 suggest that the modelling of computational trust using KB5 and KB6 is
not the same. In other words, while one set of parameters appears to be effective for one
knowledge base, the same set is less effective for the other. This difference between the two
knowledge bases can also be observed by their topologies. Fig. A.8 and A.9 (p. 215 and p.
218) depict the graphical representations of KB5 and KB6 respectively. The first presents
a simple topology and seems to work more effectively with argument-based models and
a subset of expert system and fuzzy reasoning models that achieved a normalised sum of
Barnstar ranks closer to 0. The second is built with many more attacks, resulting in a more
complex topology. However, it apparently allows models to achieve perfect ranks, but, due to
this topology, certain models are not capable of producing inferences when built with it. The
next subsection evaluates the percentage of NAs, or the percentage of instances without a
trust value assigned by each model. It further investigates a probable trade-off between these
two knowledge bases: while one is more simplified and allows inferences to be produced for
all instances, the other is more complex and precise, but prevents models from reaching a
conclusion in certain cases.
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4.3.2 Percentage of NAs
The capacity for assigning trust values under conflicting information is assumed to be a
favourable property. Thus, it is evaluated through the percentage of NAs. It is known that
certain acceptability semantics employed by argument-based models, such as the categoriser,
will always return a non-empty extension. In addition, the preferred semantics is less likely to
return an empty extension compared to the grounded extension. In fact, due to the topology
of the knowledge bases employed in this thesis, the preferred semantics always returns a
non-empty extension. However, the other semantics and the other reasoning approaches do
not follow this characteristic. Hence, it is important to evaluate the extent to which this can
impact the quality of the designed reasoning models. Fig. 4.21 depicts the percentage of NAs
for models instantiated with KB6. Due to the simplified topology of the KB5, NAs were not
reported for any reasoning model instantiated with it.
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Fig. 4.21 Percentage of instances without a computational trust scalar assigned by models built upon
knowledge base 6 (Appendix A.3). Inferior symbols are used to represent: centroid defuzzification
approach (◦); mean of max defuzzification approach (•); heuristics h1 to h4; grounded semantics
(⊙); preferred semantics (⊗); categoriser semantics (‡); and use (respectively no use) of the rule
weights/arguments strength (▷, respectively ⋆).
As expected, no NAs were reported by models built with the preferred and categoriser
semantics. In addition, it is possible to observe that the models CT-A12 and CT-A9, both built
with the grounded semantics, presented very different results. While the former makes use of
strength of arguments and had 0% of NAs, the latter makes no use of strength of arguments
and presented 52.33% of NAs. Therefore, the use of strength of arguments can assist in
the issue of empty extensions that can be returned by the grounded semantics. However,
the quality of the inferences is not maintained when using such strengths as depicted in Fig.
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4.20b. On the one hand, CT-A9 had a perfect rank, even though only one Barnstar editor had
a trust scalar assigned (Table C.3). On the other hand, CT-A12 had a rank value of 12.13.
This is an indication that the defined strengths of the author helped to solve the excessive
amount of conflicts in this knowledge base, but did not seem to enhance the rank of Barnstar
editors in general. A reason for that is likely, due to the unique set of rule weights/strength of
arguments defined for all the Wikipedia editors, in contrast with the mental workload domain
in which weights and strengths are defined on a user basis. The only argument-based model
that could achieve a strong rank of Barnstars while not reporting NAs was CT-A7, which
was built with the preferred semantics and no strength of arguments. This reinforces the
suitability of the preferred semantics for this application domain and the advantage of not
employing the defined strength of arguments.
Additionally, due to the analogous percentages of NAs, all fuzzy reasoning models
seemed to present a similar capability for resolving the conflicts provided by the KB6. Thus,
it is worth noting that the use of possibility theory for the resolution of large amounts of
conflicts does not appear to be impacted by other configuration parameters of fuzzy reasoning
models in this knowledge base.
As for expert systems, it seems clear that simplistic conflict resolution strategy employed
by them might work well, when applied to knowledge bases of simplified topology (as per
Fig. 4.20a). However, once a higher number of conflicts is presented, several instances
might not have an assigned inference. When instantiated with KB6, a percentage of 52.33%
NAs was reported for all expert system models, limiting the applicability of the reasoning
approach with this knowledge base.
4.3.3 Spread
Another metric selected for evaluating the quality of the inferences produced by the non-
monotonic reasoning models is the spread of the trust scalars assigned to Barnstar editors.
This was measured through the standard deviation (σ ) of these scalars. As previously
mentioned, trust is not a binary concept. Thus, if we assume that Barnstar editors are
trustworthy, we should also expect that they will have different trust levels. Fig. 4.22 depicts
the results for the models instantiated with KB5 and KB6.
The main difference that could be observed comes from the results reported by the expert
system models. While they achieved the highest σ when instantiated with KB5 (CT-E1 and
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(b) Models of knowledge base 6
Fig. 4.22 Spread (calculated with the standard deviation) of computational trust scalars inferred to
Barnstar users with models built with knowledge bases 5 and 6 (Appendix A.3). Inferior symbols are
used to represent: centroid defuzzification approach (◦); mean of max defuzzification approach (•);
heuristics h1 to h4; grounded semantics (⊙); preferred semantics (⊗); categoriser semantics (‡); and
use (respectively no use) of the rule weights/arguments strength (▷, respectively ⋆).
CT-E2), they also achieved the worst σ (0) when instantiated with KB6 (CT-E{5−8}). In
particular, when coupled with KB5, heuristics h1 and h2 employed by CT-E1 and CT-E2
indicate that the filtering of surviving rules performed by them may help in differentiating the
trust scalar assigned to Barnstar editors. However, a disadvantage is noted by their reported
worse ranks, when compared to models CT-E3 and CT-E4 (Fig. 4.20a). Certainly, the higher
the σ the higher the chance of overlapping trust values assigned to Barnstar and non-Barnstar
editors. For instance, suppose a mean of 1 and σ of 0.3 for the trust scalars assigned by a
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certain model to Barnstar editors. By the calculation of standard deviation1, 2.1% of the
inferences would be in the range [0.1, 0.4], hence, likely overlapping with trust scalars
assigned to non-Barnstar editors. In contrast, a σ of 0 indicates that the model is not capable
of inferring trust scalars that follow the assumption of trust not being a binary concept.
Therefore, there must be a balance between a positive σ and an effective separation between
trust scalars assigned to Barnstar and non-Barnstar editors. On the one hand, models CT-E1
and CT-E2 did not seem capable of achieving such balance. On the other hand, CT-E3 and
CT-E4 reported better results, achieving a satisfactory spread and rank of Barnstar editors.
This is an indication that expert system models are capable of inferring favourable trust
scalars when instantiated with KB5 and heuristics h3 or h4. However, the same cannot be
observed in models built with KB6. In this case, all expert system models achieved perfect
rank, but 0 of standard deviation and 52.33% of NAs. This demonstrates that models built
with expert systems might not work effectively for modelling non-monotonic reasoning in
the computational trust domain with a large amount of conflicting information.
Fuzzy reasoning models achieved varying spread when instantiated with KB5 (σ in the
range 0 - 0.198) and similar spread when instantiated with KB6 (σ in the range 0.013 - 0.05).
This indicates that fuzzy reasoning might be capable of achieving improved spread in less
conflicting scenarios (KB5), but not necessarily in larger conflicting scenarios (KB6) of
the same domain. In particular, the amount of conflicts contained in KB6 seems to have
reduced the inferential capacity of all fuzzy reasoning models built with it. This might be
explained by the use of possibility theory according to equation (2.29) (p. 33). Note that
no supporting information is accounted in this equation. In other words, contradictions
can only reduce or maintain the truth value of other rules. Thus, it is expected that a large
number of contradictions will significantly reduce the variability of inferred scalars. The
higher spread reported by fuzzy reasoning models are associated with CT-FC6 (σ = 0.198)
and CT-FL6 (σ = 0.176). This suggests, in respect of the spread, that the Łukasiewicz
fuzzy operator and the mean of max defuzzification approach are appropriate options of
parameters for fuzzy reasoning models instantiated with KB5. It is also worth noting that their
counterparts, CT-FC12 and CT-FL12, with the same configurations except for the use of rule
weights, achieved significantly worse results for both spread and rank of Barnstar editor. This
reinforces the observed trend in other reasoning approaches that the defined rule weights and
strength of arguments did not work properly in this domain. Some differences among fuzzy
operators can also be noted. For instance, the calculated σ for inferences produced by the
1 2
√
∑ni=1
(xi−µ)
n , where n is the number of inferences produced by a certain model, xi is an individual
inference, and µ is the mean of the set of inferences.
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model CT-FL6 (0.176), built with Łukasiewicz operator, is well above that of the counterpart
model CT-FL2 (0), built with the Zadeh operator. As shown in equation (2.17) in page 26,
the t-norm (fuzzy-AND) of the Łukasiewicz operator returns higher values than the t-norm
of the Zadeh operator, while the opposite is true of the t-conorms (fuzzy-OR) described in
equation (2.19). Because KB5 and KB6 only make use of the fuzzy-AND operator in a few
rules, the fuzzy-OR is prevalent, since it is always employed for the aggregation of rules
before the defuzzification step. Hence, models employing the Łukasiewicz operator reported
higher values to the Barnstar editors when compared to the other fuzzy operators.
Lastly, when instantiated with KB5, models built with defeasible argumentation presented
robust results, despite their internal configurations. As for argument-based models built with
KB6, CT-A8 achieved the highest spread (σ = 0.25) but at the same time presented an inferior
rank of Barnstar editors (9.22). The advantage, when compared to expert system models
of similar behaviour (CT-E1 and CT-E2 for example), is that its acceptability semantics
(categoriser) is always capable of inferring a trust scalar, reporting 0% of NAs. Finally,
the only argument-based model built with KB6 and able to achieve favourable spread (σ
= 0.109), while maintaining a robust rank of Barnstar editors (1.11) and 0% of NAs was
CT-A7. This balance illustrates the strong capacity for modelling non-monotonic reasoning
by argument-based models defined with the preferred semantics and KB6. This capacity was
not observed in any other investigated reasoning model.
4.3.4 Overall Evaluation
As observed in Fig. 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22, the metrics selected for evaluation in the compu-
tational trust domain are capable of providing important insights into the behaviour of the
designed non-monotonic reasoning models. However, an overall examination is difficult
to be performed if these metrics are not analysed conjointly. Therefore, Fig. 4.23 reports
the sum of the ranks achieved by each model for each metric of evaluation. While relative
differences are lost when models are ranked, this sum still provides a general account on
their performance.
Expert systems models presented appealing results when built with KB5 (Fig. 4.23a),
achieving the worst-case sum of ranks of value 33, which is lower than the average of all
models (34.38). By contrast, when built with KB6 (Fig. 4.23b), the sum of ranks of the
expert system models was much higher, being always above the average of all models (52.05).
These higher values reinforce the limitation of this reasoning approach, when dealing with
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Fig. 4.23 Sum of the ranks achieved by models built upon knowledge bases 5 (a) and 6 (b) (Appendix
A.3). Three ranks were summed: models’ spread in descending order; models’ normalised sum of
the rank of the Barnstar editors in ascending order; and models’ percentage of NAs in ascending
order. Inferior symbols are used to represent: centroid defuzzification approach (◦); mean of max
defuzzification approach (•); heuristics h1 to h4; grounded semantics (⊙); preferred semantics (⊗);
categoriser semantics (‡); and use (respectively no use) of the rule weights/arguments strength (▷,
respectively ⋆).
great amounts of conflicts. Fuzzy reasoning had higher variability, being ranked across a
larger range of positions. This demonstrates the flexibility of the reasoning approach, due
to its many available configuration parameters. However, at the same time, this variability
limits its applicability by domain experts who are not familiar with fuzzy parameters and
their interpretations. Defeasible argumentation provided the best ranking models and overall
the most robust results. The exception was the model CT-A9 that was built with the grounded
semantics and KB6. The number of non-assigned inferences was the main reason for the poor
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performance of this model. Grounded semantics is a sceptical approach and was not expected
to behave well when employed with knowledge bases of higher topological complexity.
Nonetheless, according to the sum of ranks, other models seem to confirm the likely better
inferential capacity of defeasible argumentation in this domain. In particular, when built with
KB5, argument-based models presented the best general solutions with models CT-A4 and
CT-A6 (Fig. 4.23a). Similarly, when built with KB6, argument-based models CT-A7 and
CT-A11 achieved the best sum of ranks (Fig. 4.23b). Presumably, the automated assignment
of computational trust in digital collaborative environments should attempt to maintain an
effective balance between the selected evaluation metrics. Therefore, according to results
obtained for the knowledge bases and datasets analysed, the use of defeasible argumentation
in this domain could be seen as more appealing.
4.4 Discussion of the Explanatory Capacity of Investigated
Reasoning Approaches
In order to better understand the explanatory capacity of expert systems, non-monotonic
fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation, six properties for explainability analysis were
considered (Section 3.7). This analysis was performed taking into account the inferential
process of the reasoning approaches, as detailed in Chapter 3 and the models designed with
the theories described in Chapter 2. In addition, it was performed only with the author’s
knowledge, thus it is a subjective comparison. For an overview of the inferential process of
each reasoning approach, the reader is referred back to Fig. 3.8 (p. 73), Fig. 3.9 (p. 79) and
Fig. 3.10 (p. 83).
Understandability
- Expert systems: the inferential process is likely the most simplified of the three
evaluated reasoning approaches. The two internal components, knowledge base and
inference engine, follow the language of the domain experts and adopt clear heuristics
for aggregation of surviving rules. The conflict resolution strategy is limited but likely
of easy comprehension given some basic knowledge of deductive reasoning. If such
knowledge is assumed to be present, the approach should be understandable.
- Non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning: the inferential process is in line with the expert’s
knowledge and language for the most part, which makes it in general intuitively
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comprehensible to domain experts. However, some steps and parameters are not
intuitive, for instance normalisation of input values, definition of fuzzy logics and
defuzzification of graphical representations. More specifically, fuzzy operators and
defuzzification techniques might not necessarily be any less or more adequate to a
problem being solved. In this study, multiple internal configurations are presented, but
some mathematical reasoning is required to select the best choice.
- Defeasible argumentation: initial steps (layers 1 and 2) of the reasoning process are
aligned to the language defined in the knowledge bases. Layer 3 might incorporate (or
not) the notion of strength of arguments. In any case, strength values are relatively easy
to understand and are usually provided by the domain expert. In layer 4, extension-
based and ranking-based semantics were explored. The rationale around these types
of semantics is not the same. The notion of scepticism usually employed in informal
discussions around the behaviour of extension-based semantics could allow an expert
to make an informed decision. As for rank-based semantics, their ranking procedure
requires some mathematical reasoning for better comprehension. However, if it is only
acknowledged that the ranking is a consequence of the topology of the knowledge
base, then some partial interpretation should still be possible. Finally, the performed
accrual of arguments (layer 5) is usually done through a simple calculation, in this case
average or weighted average. The full inferential process is likely comprehensible to
experts who have some basic knowledge of deductive reasoning. An exception might
be when these experts are using more complex semantics, such as ranking-based ones.
In this case the understandability of the inferential process might be diminished.
Simulatability
- Expert systems: relative to the size of the problem. An expert could perform the
calculations behind all the steps of the inferential process, but this would be impacted
by the number of arguments.
- Non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning: problems with few and simple FMFs could achieve
some simulatability, but in general this is not a method that can be reproduced by
humans. For instance, in this study the defuzzification, definition of membership grades
from FMFs, construction of final graphical representation, and centroid calculation
could not be humanly computed with a high degree of precision.
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- Defeasible argumentation: reasonably, an expert could reproduce all the steps of
the inferential process. However, this would be highly impacted by the number of
arguments, acceptability semantics and topology of AF.
Extendibility
- Expert systems: new rules and features can surely be added or updated to the reason-
ing models. However, the limited capacity of conflict resolution might restrict the
performance when a significant number of contradictions are added.
- Non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning: new rules can be added or updated in the case of new
information. However, FMFs must be defined, which might require further efforts not
common in human reasoning.
- Defeasible argumentation: new arguments can be easily added or updated into the
reasoning models, if they follow a similar structure already adopted. Moreover, as with
expert systems, features do not require the definition of membership functions, making
arguments closely aligned to the way in which humans reason.
Computational complexity
- Expert systems: the inferential process is in the worst-case linear in the number of
rules.
- Non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning: relative to the FMFs and defuzzification approach.
For instance, the centroid calculation of Gaussian FMFs can be computationally
demanding for an elevated number of points representing the curve. In other cases,
despite presenting low simulatability, the inferential process should take linear time in
the number of rules.
- Defeasible argumentation: layers 3 and 5 take linear time in the number of arguments
and relations of attacks. In layer 4, the acceptability semantics might present distinct
complexities. They can range from linear time, such as grounded semantics until
exponential time, such as preferred semantics.
Algorithmic transparency
- Expert systems: the inferential process illustrated is expected to be suitable for different
domains of application. In fact, three domains have been covered in this research.
Effective inferential models were produced for all of them, despite the limitations
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of this reasoning approach. Nonetheless, it is important to note that expert systems
are usually not designed for solving non-monotonic activities. Hence, limited use is
expected in this case.
- Non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning: it is expected that the methodology can be replicated
by different problems given similar knowledge bases, as demonstrated by its use across
three different domains. However, as with expert systems, fuzzy reasoning is generally
not designed for non-monotonic problems. To the best of the author’s knowledge, few
options for incorporating a non-monotonic layer into fuzzy reasoning models exist in
the literature and are not well established. Therefore, the modelling of non-monotonic
reasoning applied to other domains is not certain.
- Defeasible argumentation: given a suitable knowledge base, it is expected that the
process illustrated in this study can be followed for other problems. Usually, defea-
sible argumentation is suitable for applications in domains requiring non-monotonic
reasoning activities. However, in the absence of conflicts, the inferential process can
still be applied as it is.
Post-hoc interpretability
- Expert systems: relative to some sort of visual/textual aid. Fig. 3.8 depicts the
reasoning process in a single image. An illustration like this could enhance the
post-hoc interpretability of other inferences produced by the reasoning technique.
Nonetheless, this is not a requirement for the implementation of expert system models
employed in this thesis. Therefore, a single inference in the form of a numerical scalar
cannot be interpreted a posteriori.
- Non-monotonic fuzzy reasoning: relative to some sort of visual/textual aid and expert’s
knowledge. As with expert systems, the reasoning process is exemplified in a single
image (Fig. 3.9). Each step of an inference is portrayed and could be used to enhance
post-hoc interpretability. Still, a final scalar given directly from input values cannot
be interpreted a posteriori. In addition, even with all the steps illustrated, some
mathematical reasoning is necessary for their interpretation, for example to understand
the defuzzification step.
- Defeasible argumentation: relative to some sort of visual/textual aid. In this study
each step of an inference is exemplified in Fig. 3.10. This depiction could be used as
an explanation for produced inferences. Moreover, acceptability semantics presents a
justifiable rationale for selecting the set of acceptable arguments. This advantage can
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be further explored, in order to provide higher post-hoc interpretability. Nonetheless,
if a system goes straight from input values to the final scalar, it cannot be interpreted a
posteriori.
4.5 Summary and Final Discussion
The described results help in understanding the inferential and explanatory capacity of the
investigated approaches when performing non-monotonic reasoning in three domains of
application. These domains deal with uncertain and contradicting pieces of information,
which, in turn, require a more sophisticated assessment. Among the studied domains of
application, human mental workload modelling is the best-developed in the literature, with
several metrics of evaluation and recognised measurement techniques. Nonetheless, it is
still being continually updated and is an area of research in itself. The second domain,
mortality occurrence modelling with biomarkers, had not been defeasibly modelled before,
thus required extra effort, especially in knowledge acquisition and construction of knowledge
bases. Lastly, the modelling of computational trust as a form of defeasible reasoning activity
is not new. However, it has not been performed before in the same dataset and digital
collaborative environment. The advantages and limitations of each reasoning approach, when
performing non-monotonic reasoning in these domains of applications, are described below.
The impact of defeasible argumentation is then examined from a perspective that considers
all evaluated metrics in this thesis.
4.5.1 Advantages and Limitations of Expert Systems
Expert systems proved to be effective in a number of scenarios. The fact that it is a well-
established and studied reasoning technique in the literature of knowledge-based systems
made it likely that useful inferences would be produced by their models. In particular, their
performance was improved when applied to less-complex knowledge bases and better-defined
domains of application. These include the knowledge bases gathered from the domain of
mental workload and the less-complex knowledge bases of the domain of computational
trust. Thus, it is important to highlight strengths such as clear reasoning process, capacity
to keep the language of the domain, and capacity to add and retract rules. Nonetheless, as
anticipated, limitations were observed in line with the performed literature review. Mainly,
the required knowledge acquisition and the not built-in non-monotonicity layer were likely
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to be the dominant factors limiting the achievement of better inferences. The lack of options
for implementing non-monotonicity, as summarised in Table 2.5 (p. 63), also reinforces the
observed disadvantage of expert systems in dealing with large amounts of uncertain, vague
and contradictory information.
4.5.2 Advantages and Limitations of Fuzzy Reasoning
Fuzzy reasoning models presented the most divergent reasoning process, when compared to
expert system and defeasible argumentation models. While expert systems and defeasible ar-
gumentation share similarities such as quantification of rules/arguments and their aggregation
through measures of central tendency, fuzzy reasoning adopts the notions of fuzzy sets and
FMFs, thus providing a disparate inferential process. This difference offers advantages such
as higher precision for the modelling of natural language terms and capacity to handle ‘fuzzy’
concepts. Certainly, such advantages are of great importance when non-monotonic reasoning
is being performed. However, this higher precision comes with a number of disadvantages,
including the definition of membership functions that differ from the way in which humans
reason. Moreover, in order to manipulate these functions and define an inferential process
with them, the definition of a number of configuration parameters is necessary. For example, a
fuzzy logic operator, a fuzzy inference method, and a defuzzification approach are all needed.
All these impact on the explanatory capacity of the reasoning approach. Some mathematical
reasoning is required to select the most appropriated parameters. In addition, the available
options for implementation of non-monotonicity are not well developed. In this thesis, the
use of possibility theory was selected for being intuitively the only approach that allowed
the retraction of rules in a fuzzy sense. In other words, partial retractions were allowed,
according to the truth value of the propositions being evaluated. However, this approach
was limited by its order of application, not being commutative. All these configurations
seem to place fuzzy reasoning in between expert systems and defeasible argumentation, in
terms of inferential capacity, when performing non-monotonic reasoning. Some of the fuzzy
reasoning models did achieve satisfactory performance, while maintaining better conflict
resolution capacity, when compared to expert systems. The best example for this was given
by the evaluation of the models applied in the highly conflicting scenario of computational
trust modelling. A lower percentage of instances did not have an assigned scalar, but a
positive spread and a strong ranking of Barnstar editors was also maintained for the instances
that did have a scalar assigned. Nevertheless, this variability of results, coupled with the
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lower suggested explanatory capacity, presumably impacts the applicability of the approach
for performing non-monotonic reasoning.
4.5.3 Advantages and Limitations of Defeasible Argumentation
As observed in the literature review, there is a lack of works in the field of defeasible argumen-
tation for dealing with quantitative inferences. Thus, despite being a formalism designed for
handling non-monotonic reasoning, its performance, when applied to quantitative inferences,
was not obvious. Other limitations could also be noted. For instance, as with the other reason-
ing approaches, knowledge acquisition was a boundary when developing inferential models.
This limitation could be observed, for example, in the accrual of arguments performed in
the last stage of the reasoning process. The accrual based on measures of central tendency,
such as average and weighted average of accepted arguments, is a simplistic approach. It
could be seen as a surrogate for conflicts not known or not established between arguments
in the knowledge base. Ideally, if the goal is to reach a single conclusion, another iteration
of knowledge acquisition should be performed, instead of averaging accepted arguments
of distinct consequents. Still, defeasible argumentation was seemingly the most suitable
to deal with non-monotonic reasoning. Argument-based models were constantly among
the top-performing models, regardless of the employed knowledge bases. In addition, the
explanatory capacity of defeasible argumentation seemed to be as appropriate or more ap-
propriate for performing non-monotonic reasoning. To reinforce the impact of defeasible
argumentation when performing non-monotonic reasoning, the next subsection summarises
the overall comparison against expert systems and fuzzy reasoning.
4.5.4 Impact of Defeasible Argumentation
Uncertainties characteristic of a non-monotonic reasoning process led to difficulties in as-
sessing designed models of inference, particularly regarding their inferential and explanatory
capacity, as proposed in objective 4 (Table 3.1). Therefore, the impact of defeasible argu-
mentation is examined in two parts: 1) whether it and the other non-monotonic reasoning
approaches are capable of producing valid inferences in the selected domains of application;
and 2) whether inferences produced by defeasible argumentation can be considered more
suitable in these domains of application. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 (p. 152) summarise results
with respect to questions 1) and 2) respectively.
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From Table 4.2, note that the domains of mental workload and computational trust were
better modelled by the non-monotonic reasoning approaches, than the domain of mortality
occurrence. This was confirmed by the achievement of medium- to high-convergent validity
and satisfactory normalised sum of Barnstar ranking for all expert systems and defeasible
Table 4.2 Status of the reasoning approaches with respect to the successfully modelling of the
studied phenomena: mental workload, mortality occurrence and computational trust. A ✓ (✗) means
successfully modelling (failure to successfully modelling) by all models built with the reasoning
approach and evaluated by the considered metric. Note that despite not being able to successfully
model mortality occurrence, inferences of the expert system models were constant or below a random
classifier, while inferences of the fuzzy reasoning models were below a random classifier, and
inferences of defeasible argumentation models were below or slightly above a random classifier.
Experimental setting Metric considered
Expert
Systems
Fuzzy
Reasoning
Defeasible
Argumentation
Mental workload (KB1) Convergent validity ✓ ✓ ✓
Mental workload (KB2) Convergent validity ✓ Partially ✓
Mental workload (KB3) Convergent validity ✓ Partially ✓
Mortality occurrence (KB4) AUC under ROC curve ✗ ✗ ✗
Computational trust (KB5)
Normalised sum of Barn-
star ranking
✓ ✓ ✓
Computational trust (KB6)
Normalised sum of Barn-
star ranking
✓ ✓ ✓
argumentation models. Fuzzy reasoning models accomplished similar results, except for
the convergent validity of inferences produced by models built with knowledge bases 2
and 3. In this case, a group of models achieved a very low correlation coefficient with the
baseline instruments (NASA-TLX and WP), and was not considered satisfactory. As for
mortality occurrence modelling with biomarkers, no reasoning approach could be deemed
successful in modelling the phenomenon, which was concluded because of a low reported
accuracy. Nonetheless, some differences could still be observed in the results produced by the
inferential models applied in this domain: for instance, the fact that defeasible argumentation
was the only reasoning approach capable of producing results marginally more accurate
than those of a random classifier, and the fact that expert systems were the only reasoning
approach that led to the creation of a constant classifier. As discussed in 4.2.1, mortality
occurrence modelling with non-monotonic reasoning approaches was greatly limited. This
limitation derived mainly from the uncertainty of the domain, and availability of time and
experts to produce more sophisticated knowledge bases.
The status of the reasoning approaches with respect to the success or not in modelling
the studied phenomena reinforces results listed in Table 4.3. These results seem to indicate
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Table 4.3 Status of defeasible argumentation (DA) compared to fuzzy reasoning (FR) and expert
systems (ES) by evaluation metrics and experimental settings. Comparison symbols are used to
represent worse (> and light grey); worse or equal (≥ and light grey); approximately (≈); equal
(=); better or equal (≤); better (<), and considerably better (≪) for models built with defeasible
argumentation. Results are evaluated on average for quantitative metrics and in the author’s opinion
for the qualitative metrics. A (−) means not applicable. The reasoning approach employed by the
best-performing model is listed in the last column.
Experimental setting Evaluation metric Expert systems Fuzzy reasoning Best model
Mental workload (KB1) Sensitivity = = −
Mental workload (KB1) Face validity < < DA
Mental workload (KB1) Concurrent validity − − −
Mental workload (KB2) Sensitivity = = −
Mental workload (KB2) Face validity < < ES/DA
Mental workload (KB2) Concurrent validity − − −
Mental workload (KB3) Sensitivity < ≪ DA
Mental workload (KB3) Face validity − − −
Mental workload (KB3) Concurrent validity < < FR/DA
Mortality occurrence (KB4) AUC under ROC curve < < DA
Mortality occurrence (KB4) AUC under PR curve < = FR/DA
Computational trust (KB5)
Normalised sum of
Barnstar ranking < < FR
Computational trust (KB5) Spread > < ES
Computational trust (KB6)
Normalised sum of
Barnstar ranking > > DA/ES
Computational trust (KB6) Spread ≪ ≪ DA
Computational trust (KB6) Percentage of NAs ≪ >2 DA
All Understandability ≥ < −
All Simulatability ≈ < −
All Extendibility < < −
All Comp. complexity ≥ −3 −
All Algorithmic transp. < < −
All Post-hoc interp. ≤ < −
2The average is a poor comparison metric in this case. Fuzzy reasoning models achieved a better average
of percentage of NAs (5.15%), but are not able to produce models with 0% of NAs. In contrast, 5 out of
6 argument-based models applied to this knowledge base reported 0% of NAs. Thus, the average is higher
(8.72%) only due to a single model implemented with the grounded semantics.
3Not applicable due to the many configuration parameters allowed by both defeasible argumentation and
fuzzy reasoning models which lead to different computational complexities.
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an improved inferential capacity of the defeasible argumentation models. In other words,
defeasible argumentation seemed more appropriate for performing non-monotonic reasoning
applied in the selected domains, producing inferences with improved results for the examined
quantitative and qualitative metrics. Most clearly, this can be observed in the domain of
mental workload, in which defeasible argumentation was considered, on average, superior or
equal in all experimental settings and evaluation metrics. In turn, the inferences produced for
mortality occurrence modelling, despite not been correctly validated as per Table 4.2, can
likely indicate which approach is more suited for further development of models of inference
in this domain. The slightly superior results for the AUC under the ROC curve (Fig. 4.18,
p. 132) and the PR curve (Fig. 4.19, p. 133), in addition to the stronger results suggested
for explanatory capacity, imply that defeasible argumentation is possibly a more suitable
choice. Lastly, better results in average were achieved by expert system and fuzzy reasoning
models only for certain metrics applied in the evaluation of computational trust. Still, as
previously discussed (Section 4.3.4), the analysis of individual metrics in this domain does
not reflect a precise notion of the inferential capacity of the reasoning approaches applied
in it. For example, expert systems models built with KB5 reported a better spread, but this
impacted their normalised sum of Barnstar ranking. In another case, expert systems and
fuzzy reasoning models built with KB6 reported a better normalised sum of Barnstar ranking,
but this severely impacted their spread and percentage of NAs. Defeasible argumentation
proved to be the most balanced reasoning approach, capable of maintaining strong results,
despite the complexity of the knowledge base.
Another important characteristic, explanatory capacity, also assumes an essential role in
this comparison between non-monotonic reasoning approaches. The analysed properties for
explainability seem to indicate that defeasible argumentation may also offer explanations
that are more relevant or comprehensible to lay people and domain experts alike in a large
number of domains of applications. For example, on the one hand, without some knowledge
of fuzzy logic and its FMFs, understandability, post-hoc interpretability, simulatability, and
extendibility of fuzzy reasoning models are compromised. On the other hand, expert sys-
tems and defeasible argumentation tend to keep the use of the same natural language terms
provided by the domain expert, except in the conflict resolution stage, and in the steps of
quantification and aggregation of arguments/rules. However, defeasible argumentation has
overall better extensibility, due to its suggested capacity for resolving conflicts in scenarios of
higher complexity. This also includes the comparison with possibility theory, as implemented
for fuzzy reasoning models, which always requires the specification of a precedence order
of contradictions in its inference engine. In contrast, acceptability semantics may vary in
computational complexity (linear or exponential in the number of arguments), but do not
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require any precedence order of attacks for solving conflicts. Therefore, it can also provide
higher algorithmic transparency. This suggests the potential of defeasible argumentation as a
modelling tool for knowledge bases, characterised by uncertainty, partiality and conflictual
information. In summary, based on the subjective discussion performed with the author’s
knowledge, defeasible argumentation did present appealing characteristics related to its
explanatory capacity, particularly in the areas of extendibility, algorithmic transparency and
post-hoc interpretability. Understandability was considered similar to, or lower than, expert
system and superior to fuzzy reasoning. Simulatability had results similar to expert systems,
but better than fuzzy reasoning. Lastly, computational complexity was improved for expert
systems, which is always linear in the number of rules, but relative to the configuration pa-
rameters, when compared to fuzzy reasoning. Finally, the acceptance status of the hypothesis
formulated for objective O4a (Table 3.1) is described below.
- Hypothesis: Inferential models built with defeasible argumentation will demonstrate
an overall superior inferential capacity according to a predefined set of evaluation
metrics chosen for each selected domain of application.
- Acceptance status: partially accepted. The inferential capacity of defeasible argumen-
tation models when performing non-monotonic reasoning was relative to the domain of
application. In the case of mental workload modelling, a superior inferential capacity
on average was observed, when compared to expert systems and fuzzy reasoning
models. In the case of mortality risk modelling, not all reasoning approaches were suc-
cessful in achieving accurate inferences using the constructed knowledge base, despite
defeasible argumentation presenting slightly better results for the selected metrics of
evaluation. Lastly, in the domain of computational trust modelling, there seemed to be
a trade-off between the reasoning approaches. On the one hand, expert systems and
fuzzy reasoning models achieved appropriated inferences but did not guarantee the
production of inferences in all cases. On the other hand, defeasible argumentation was
superior for maintaining a balance between the metrics of evaluation, while being able
to provide inferences for all instances in the dataset for certain models.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
This chapter first summarises the thesis. It then gives an overview of knowledge-based
non-monotonic reasoning approaches, the design of inferential models with these approaches,
and the implementation and evaluation of such models in real-world contexts. Finally, it
highlights the advantages and limitations of the performed research study, its contribution to
knowledge, and possible avenues of future research.
5.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis focused on conducting a comparison between the possible implementations of
non-monotonic reasoning by knowledge-based approaches applied to real-world domains
of application. Non-monotonic reasoning allows the retraction of previous conclusions, in
light of new information. In other words, it employs reasons that can be challenged and
defeated. The proposed comparison attempted to situate one possible knowledge-based
approach, defeasible argumentation, between two other well-known reasoning techniques:
expert systems and fuzzy reasoning. In addition, it highlighted the main strengths and
limitations of the reasoning approaches observed in an extensive empirical evaluation. In
general, a superior inferential capacity of defeasible argumentation was exhibited from this
evaluation, which was performed across a variety of models of inference built with the
reasoning techniques. In turn, the discussion performed by the author indicated a number
of appealing characteristics of defeasible argumentation, in terms of explanatory capacity
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according to six explainability properties. The next sections describe the main components
and steps of this study, before presenting the conclusion.
5.1.1 Knowledge-based Non-monotonic Reasoning Approaches
In this research, reasoning applied to distinct domains of application was defeasibly modelled
through the use of knowledge bases that consisted of rules and arguments provided by
domain experts. These rules and arguments offered a convenient approach for capturing
the knowledge and intuitions of the domain experts on specific real-world problems. Rules
were of the form “IF (antecedent) THEN (consequent)”, while arguments were of the
form “premisses → conclusion”. The antecedents/premises of such structures could be
connected by boolean operators AND and OR. Moreover, they were used to represent
linguistic terms that were mapped to numerical ranges or fuzzy membership functions.
Since these rules and arguments had to be predefined, only relevant reasoning contexts
were modelled, reducing the generalisability of the proposed solutions, but decreasing the
complexity of the models built with them and enhancing the explainability of inferences
produced. Therefore, the investigated reasoning approaches offered flexible methods for
translation of different knowledge bases and beliefs of domain experts into computational
defeasible rules.
5.1.2 Design of Non-monotonic Reasoning Models
A set of models, built with each reasoning approach, was created following structures em-
ployed in the literature. For instance, expert systems used the typical two internal components:
(1) a knowledge base and (2) an inference engine. Fuzzy reasoning models adopted the
structure of a common Mamdani fuzzy inference process. Defeasible argumentation models
were constructed based on a five-layer schema. This schema allowed argument-based models
to provide numerical inferences and to offer a non-monotonic layer built into their structure.
Contrary, the implementation of a non-monotonic layer was not straightforward for expert
systems and fuzzy reasoning. Expert systems required different heuristics for aggregating
rules and inferring numerical scalars. The traditional conflict resolution strategies of expert
systems could not be adopted, due to the nature of the selected domains, which required all
the reasoning to be made in a single step. Thus, the notion of contradictions was employed.
Once a rule was contradicted, it was permanently removed from the reasoning process.
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Non-monotonicity was implemented within fuzzy reasoning models by using possibility
theory, and had truth values, named possibility and necessity associated with each piece of
information. Possibility allowed fuzzy reasoning models to determine the extent to which
data fails to refute its truth, while necessity represented the usual truth values of fuzzy logic.
This extension allowed the necessity associated to a fuzzy rule A to be reduced according to
the necessity of other rules contradicting A.
In addition to such adaptations, the impact of distinct configuration parameters and
knowledge bases was also investigated. Six knowledge bases were exploited by the three
reasoning approaches. In addition, a set of parameters per reasoning approach was selected
for the design of models of inference built with them. Expert system models allowed the
use of 4 heuristics for aggregation of rules: 2 for models not employing rule weights and
2 for models employing rule weights. Fuzzy reasoning models presented more options of
parameters: 3 fuzzy logic operators, Zadeh, Product, and Łukasiewicz; 2 defuzzification
approaches, centroid and mean of max; 2 shapes of FMFs, linear and Gaussian; and the
possibility of employing rule weights or not. Lastly, defeasible argumentation models could
be implemented according to: 2 options of argument attack relations, binary and with strength
of arguments; 3 acceptability semantics, grounded, preferred and categoriser semantics; and
2 approaches for accrual of arguments, average and weighted average.
5.1.3 Implementation and Evaluation
Non-monotonic reasoning was applied to three distinct applications: mental workload mod-
elling, mortality occurrence modelling with biomarkers and computational trust modelling.
The definition of rules and arguments, built in collaboration with domain experts and with
the author’s knowledge, was necessary, in order to define a number of knowledge bases
that could be exploited for a set of designed inferential models. Models were implemented
according to the set of configuration parameters available and that could be applied in each
domain of application. For example, when designing models for inference of mortality
occurrence, no rule weights, strength of arguments, or Gaussian FMFs could be extracted
from the studied domain knowledge. Still, the use of a combination of parameters, following
a modular approach, allowed for a richer discussion based on 143 models of inference.
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5.1.4 Discussion
Findings indicated a partial success in the modelling of non-monotonic reasoning performed
by the designed models of inference. Specific metrics of evaluation from the three domains of
application were employed for this analysis, while models were elicited with six knowledge
bases and five distinct sets of data. In the case of mental workload modelling, all reasoning
approaches were capable of being used by models that had a good convergent validity with
baseline models: the NASA Task Load Index (Hart and Staveland, 1988), its RAW extension
(Hart, 2006) and the Workload Profile (Wickens, 1991). Therefore, they could model the ill-
defined construct with success. Reasoning of another domain of application, computational
trust, was also modelled with non-monotonic approaches. All the employed approaches
allowed for the construction of models that were capable of assigning satisfactory trust
scalars, when instantiated with real-world data. Thus, they allowed for a possibly successful
modelling of the construct. The evaluation metric in this case was the sum of the ranks
by assigned scalars to recognised trustworthy individuals. These individuals were defined
as the Barnstar editors of the Portuguese Wikipedia website. Barnstar editors are those
acclaimed by other ordinary editors for having contributed with meaningful content to the
digital encyclopedia. Lastly, all designed models, regardless of their underlying reasoning
approach, achieved low accuracy, when evaluated for mortality occurrence using information
related to biomarkers. This demonstrated a weak inferential capacity of the designed non-
monotonic reasoning models in this domain. The target class was the survivability status
(death or survival) of elderly individuals in five years from data collection.
The designed inferential models were assessed according to a suitable number of eval-
uation metrics. Overall, fuzzy reasoning led to mixed results, due to its higher number of
configuration parameters for design of models. These parameters provided greater flexibility
but their complexity and abundance likely limited the applicability and use of fuzzy reasoning
by domain experts. Equivalently, applicability and use by domain experts was also limited
in expert systems, due to varied results. Some of these were inferior to the results of defea-
sible argumentation when employing one set of the designed heuristics, but similar when
employing another set of heuristics available. When faced with a knowledge base of higher
topological complexity, models built with expert systems reported a significant number of
instances that remained unsolved, suggesting that a lower applicability in this kind of scenario
is possible. Finally, defeasible argumentation models showed additional robustness and ap-
pealing explainability. In particular, when applied for the modelling of mental workload, this
advantage held, despite of which parameters and which underlying knowledge bases were
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employed. These results could lead to a possible interpretation of defeasible argumentation
being better suited to capture the underlying reasoning of the knowledge bases employed in
this study. Still, some differences could be observed by argument-based models employing
different configuration parameters. For instance, models built with the preferred semantics
performed better in the domains of mortality occurrence and computational trust compared
to models built with other acceptability semantics. This may be a consequence of the pieces
of knowledge gathered for the construction of knowledge bases employed in this study. On
the one hand, mental workload is a well-developed area of research, with several evaluation
properties and measurement techniques. Hence, it was possible to employ knowledge bases
that allowed models built with them, and with a sceptical rationale (grounded semantics),
to achieve strong inferences. On the other hand, the higher uncertainty of the domains of
mortality occurrence and computational trust might have led to the creation of knowledge
bases not so well defined. In turn, this could be one of the reasons why models built with
them, and with a more credulous rationale (preferred semantics), achieved better inferences.
This higher uncertainty could have been originated from: 1) the fact that this research, to
the best of the author’s knowledge, is the first that has attempted to apply non-monotonic
reasoning to model mortality occurrence with biomarkers; and 2) it was also the first that has
attempted to apply non-monotonic reasoning to model computational trust with the proposed
features, dataset and analysis of Barnstar editors. Therefore, knowledge bases in these
domains could likely be further improved, in order to be used with sceptical argument-based
models.
The originality of this research lies in the empirical evaluation of the impact of defeasible
argumentation. It is a result of a thorough empirical research in three domains of application
employing real-world sets of data, and six knowledge bases produced with the aid of human
experts. All these elements help to identify situations in which the non-monotonic reasoning
approaches are likely better or worse in comparison to each other. However, this research
does not verify which of them is ultimately better or worse. Other representations of fuzzy
reasoning models could result in more robust and explainable inferences, in the same way
that other representations of defeasible argumentation and expert systems models could result
in different inferences. Another limitation was observed in terms of knowledge acquisition,
limiting the number and topological complexity of knowledge bases employed. Nonetheless,
this thesis has produced an extensive number of inferential models of different configurations,
providing some generalisability to the achieved results.
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5.1.5 Limitations
This research included a number of limitations. In terms of its design, the domain-specific
metrics selected for the evaluation of designed reasoning models increased the complexity
of the evaluation process due to the lack of ground truths. The scope of the design was also
bounded by an empirical comparison between knowledge-based, non-monotonic reasoning
approaches in real-world contexts. Alternatively stated, the method employed (empirical
study) to perform the envisioned comparison, was restricted. Therefore, the understanding
of the differences between such reasoning approaches in scenarios unlikely to happen in
real-world contexts is also limited.
In addition, the knowledge bases employed by the non-monotonic reasoning models
were limited by their process of formation. This process was highly dependent on domain
experts and on the time required to interact with them for acquisition of information and
formation/validation of structured knowledge. Moreover, each knowledge base was the result
of the information extracted from a single human reasoner and not from multiple reasoners.
The selection of multiple reasoners might require additional financial resources not available
in this research work.
In terms of the findings achieved in this research, their generalisability was limited due
to a lack of further time for extending experimental work to other domains of application
and for implementing further non-monotonic reasoning approaches. In other words, the
sample profile of the research with respect to domains of application and non-monotonic
reasoning approaches was limited. The generalisability of findings was also limited for
each selected domain of application due to restricted sample size. This restriction was the
result of two constraints: 1) an insufficient access to computing equipment able to process
massive amounts of data, for instance the public available data of the English Wikipedia;
and 2) the time to perform additional data collection, for instance in the domains of mental
workload and mortality occurrence modelling. Hence, while the results related to the problem
of computational trust modelling were obtained from a large amount of data (1,798,363
records), this was not the case for the problems of mental workload modelling and mortality
occurrence modelling, respectively obtained from 872 and 93 records. Thus, it can be
argued, that in the former case generalisability is higher than in the latter cases. In terms of
explanatory capacity of the selected reasoning approaches, findings were also limited as a
result of a qualitative analysis performed only by the author of this thesis. These limitations
are important and can inform future work for extending research on further domains of
application, for considering additional non-monotonic reasoning approaches as well as
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enhancing the generalisability of findings, both quantitatively and qualitatively. The next
sections focus on detailing the contribution to the body of knowledge despite such limitations
and the possible future avenues of research.
5.2 Contribution to the Body of Knowledge
This thesis contributes to the field of non-monotonic reasoning by empirically situating
defeasible argumentation among similar reasoning approaches, and illustrating a replicable
comparison between them. This comparison has been performed using knowledge bases
gathered from domain experts and characterised by uncertain information from various
domains of application. In particular, the study has shown how models built with defeasible
argumentation, can produce appealing inferences when compared to models built with expert
systems and fuzzy reasoning in two knowledge representation and reasoning tasks, and
one decision-making task. An extensive literature review has been carried out in order to
investigate the main notions and theories behind these reasoning approaches. Through this
review, common structures employed for the modular design of inferential models of each
reasoning approach were identified and described. This modular design allowed the creation
of models with a good degree of explainability and capable of leading to numerical scalars
employable for practical purposes. This study is significant to the field of non-monotonic
reasoning because it demonstrates how quantitative approaches for modelling reasoning
under uncertainty can be evaluated and how models built with them can be employed. Thus,
this research is relevant to scholars interested in producing quantitative inferences through
the use of reasoning techniques in domains whose information is limited and characterised
by uncertainty, partiality and vagueness.
Contributions to the field of non-monotonic reasoning
This study has:
• Empirically situated defeasible argumentation among similar non-monotonic reasoning
approaches within AI, in terms of its inferential capacity in real-world contexts. It
has carried out empirical work that, to the best of the author’s knowledge, is sporadic.
An in-depth discussion also suggested that defeasible argumentation can lead to more
explainable inferences in these contexts. (major)
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• Exemplified the practical use of three reasoning approaches coupled with a modular de-
sign that allows the creation, falsification, replication and refinement of non-monotonic
reasoning models, facilitating similar experiments. The use of an extensive number of
such models, their implementation and empirical comparison were illustrated: three
distinct phenomena were assessed through the inference of numerical scalars. (major)
• Exemplified the addition and use of a non-monotonic layer in the inferential processes
of models built with expert systems and fuzzy reasoning seldom reported in the field
of non-monotonic reasoning. This demonstrated originality in testing existing theories
and ideas. This exemplification might be a useful aid to scholars familiar with these
reasoning approaches and also interested in performing non-monotonic reasoning
activities. (minor)
Contributions to real-world applications
This study has:
• Applied and compared non-monotonic reasoning approaches in a new domain of
application: modelling and predicting mortality occurrence with biomarkers. It has ex-
emplified how a process of knowledge acquisition could be performed in collaboration
with a domain expert inexperienced in logic and non-monotonic reasoning, leading to
the creation of a credible knowledge base. (minor)
• Exemplified the construction of credible knowledge bases performed by domain experts
with experience in non-monotonic reasoning in two domains of application: human
mental workload modelling and computational trust modelling. (minor)
• Created a set of non-monotonic reasoning models of inference that can be used in
real-world applications. These models are falsifiable in the sense that they can be
extended and manipulated by other domain experts. (minor)
5.3 Future Work
Different approaches can be pursued in order to improve the proposed comparison in this
thesis. A straightforward procedure would be to investigate the use of different configura-
tion parameters for the designed non-monotonic reasoning models, but keeping the same
datasets and knowledge bases. For example, argument-based models could adopt: different
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approaches for the evaluation of conflicts among arguments, such as meta-level arguments
(Modgil, 2007, 2009) or preference lists (Amgoud and Cayrol, 2002); different acceptability
semantics (Caminada et al., 2012; Dung et al., 2006; Baroni and Giacomin, 2003; Coste-
Marquis et al., 2005); and different strategies of accrual and quantification of arguments
(Bonzon et al., 2018; Coste-Marquis et al., 2012b; Konieczny et al., 2015). Similarly, fuzzy
reasoning models could be designed with distinct fuzzy logics and defuzzification approaches
Klement et al. (2002), while expert system models could make use of other approaches for
aggregation of rules (Durkin and Durkin, 1998). Other changes can also be performed in
order to suit the modelling problem in hand. For instance, all the fuzzy rules might be con-
sidered for generating a final inference, rather than performing a conjunctive or disjunctive
aggregation. Another improvement to investigate the impact of argumentation and make
current findings more generalisable could come from the analysis of other argumentation
systems, such as fuzzy argumentation (Dondio, 2017; Janssen et al., 2008), probabilistic
argumentation (Li et al., 2012), or bipolar argumentation (Cayrol and Lagasquie-Schiex,
2009, 2005b).
An investigation of knowledge bases of different and increased topological complexity,
both in the selected domains of application and in new ones, will result in new findings. Such
knowledge bases could be derived from common domains of application of these approaches.
In particular, defeasible argumentation has been used by several applications in the domains
of medicine and health care. Similar modellings of computational trust might also be applied
in other contexts of digital collaborative environments, such as blogs, forums and social
networks. Another interesting technique for the construction of knowledge bases could be the
use of multiple reasoners for knowledge acquisition. In this thesis, arguments have been built
by a single reasoner. Extending this to a multi-agent scenario might lead to more meaningful
insights. Contradictions are generally hard to be formalised, and more reasoners might argue
among themselves, leading to the creation of more conflicting rules/arguments. Another
method to produce new knowledge bases includes the development of human-in-the-loop
solutions for the automation of the construction of arguments and attacks. For instance,
initial propositional rules could be potentially extracted from machine learning models and
validated/updated by domain experts. Several works have proposed different techniques for
rule extraction (Augasta and Kathirvalavakumar, 2012; Barakat and Bradley, 2010; Chen
et al., 2012). An example of such techniques includes the analysis of the output of the
machine learning models when different input values of certain features are provided. The
effect of the input variations in the models’ output could lead to different rules. Saito and
Nakano (1988) exemplify this technique for the construction of a medical diagnostic expert
system. This kind of automation could significantly speed up the process of knowledge
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acquisition and creation of knowledge bases while maintaining the explanatory capacity
of models built on them. This is because the creation of a knowledge base would not rely
only on a human reasoner, but it would also be based on machine learning and would still
require the validation, modification of rules and addition of restrictions from a domain
expert. Overall, the addition of knowledge bases, domains of application and argumentation
approaches could enhance the findings of this thesis and extend their generalisability. In
other words, it could help with the identification of possible new domains of application and
links between non-monotonic reasoning approaches.
In order to improve the acceptance of defeasible argumentation for modelling non-
monotonic reasoning, a stronger case related to its explanatory capacity is also suggested.
Explainability is a multifaceted concept (Abdul et al., 2018; Preece, 2018; Lipton, 2018;
Miller, 2019) and additional properties of non-monotonic reasoning models should be
performed. This could be done by performing user studies and by asking other participants
to comment on the usability and effectiveness of the explanations associated to reasoning
models. Another line of research could be pursued by increasing the explanatory capacity of
non-monotonic reasoning models through the addition of new explainable layers, in particular
if focused on the process of explaining the retraction of rules and arguments, for example as
proposed in (Fan and Toni, 2015).
5.4 Final Remarks
This thesis has carried out a comparison among knowledge-based non-monotonic reasoning
approaches seldom performed in the field of AI. Non-monotonic reasoning deals with
uncertain knowledge, which leads to several limitations in a study of this kind. One of them,
knowledge acquisition, despite not being directly connected with the performed comparison,
has important implications on the design of models of inference. It demands the collaboration
and time of domain experts which are usually hardly accessible. In turn, collected knowledge
impacts on which and how reasoning approaches should be used for performing inferences
in possible domains of application. This thesis does not propose a solution for the process of
knowledge acquisition and creation of knowledge bases. This process is highly subjective,
depending on the domain knowledge of the experts and problems of application. However,
this thesis has exemplified how non-monotonic reasoning could be applied in three domains
of application that present vague and uncertain knowledge. It has illustrated how non-
monotonic reasoning might be an alternative method for producing quantitative and partially
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explainable inferences in these contexts. The hope is to enhance the understanding behind
non-monotonic reasoning approaches, in particular defeasible argumentation, and to motivate
their use in future research and practical applications.
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Appendix A
Knowledge Bases
A.1 Human Mental Workload
In this section three knowledge-bases in the field of human mental workload (MWL) are
described. These knowledge-bases are built with subjective measures of mental workload. In
other words, they rely on the subjective feedback (in this case questionnaires) provided by
humans engaging with an underlying task. For each knowledge-base these are defined:
1. A set of features employed for the measurement of the mental workload impose by an
underlying task.
2. A set of questions employed for measuring the features selected on previous item.
3. A map between natural language terms and numerical ranges (for instance “low = [0,
33]”) employed to reason with data of item 2.
4. A list of inferential rules in the form of IF-THEN rules employing natural language
terms of item 3.
5. A list of contradictions and exceptions (meta-rules).
6. A graphical representation of rules and contradictions of items 4 and 5.
At the end of the section a set of fuzzy membership functions is also provided. These can
be used to compute the membership grade of natural language terms (item 3).
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Knowledge Base 1
Table A.1 Features and questions employed for the modelling of MWL in knowledge base 1. In this
case, they correspond to the features and questions originally from the Nasa Task Load Index (Hart
and Staveland, 1988).
Feature Question
Mental demand
How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g.
thinking, deciding, calculating, remembering, looking, search-
ing, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, simple or complex,
exacting or forgiving?
Physical demand
How much physical activity was required (e.g. pushing,
pulling, turning, controlling, activating, etc.)? Was the task
easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous, restful
or laborious?
Temporal demand
How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace
at which the tasks or task elements occurred? Was the pace
slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic?
Effort
How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to
accomplish your level of performance?
Performance
How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the
goals, of the task set by the experimenter (or yourself)? How
satisfied were you with your performance in accomplishing
these goals?
Frustration
How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed
versus secure, gratified, content, relaxed and complacent did
you feel during the task?
Table A.2 Natural language terms and associated numerical ranges employed to reason with features
in knowledge bases 1, 2 and 3.
Features MWL
Level Range Level Range
Low [0, 33) Underload [0, 33)
Medium Lower [33, 50) Fitting minus load [33, 50)
Medium Upper [50, 67) Fitting plus load [50, 67)
High [70, 100] Overload [70, 100]
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Table A.3 The questionnaire of the pairwise comparison procedure of the Nasa Task Load Index (Hart
and Staveland, 1988). This comparison is employed for the definition of weights for each feature. The
number of times a feature is selected by the user performing the task represents its respective weight.
Pair feature 1 feature 2
1 temporal demand □ OR □ frustration
2 performance □ OR □ mental demand
3 mental demand □ OR □ physical demand
4 frustration □ OR □ performance
5 temporal demand □ OR □ effort
6 physical demand □ OR □ frustration
7 performance □ OR □ temporal demand
8 mental demand □ OR □ effort
9 physical demand □ OR □ temporal demand
10 frustration □ OR □ effort
11 physical demand □ OR □ performance
12 temporal demand □ OR □ mental demand
13 effort □ OR □ physical demand
14 frustration □ OR □ mental demand
15 performance □ OR □ effort
Table A.4 (fuzzy) IF-THEN rules for knowledge base 1 designed by a domain expert for inference of
mental workload.
Label Internal structure
MD1 low mental demand THEN underload mwl
MD2 medium lower mental demand THEN fitting minus load mwl
MD3 medium upper mental demand THEN fitting plus load mwl
MD4 high mental demand THEN overload mwl
TD1 low temporal demand THEN underload mwl
TD2 medium lower temporal demand THEN fitting minus load mwl
TD3 medium upper temporal demand THEN fitting plus load mwl
TD4 high temporal demand THEN overload mwl
EF1 low effort THEN underload mwl
EF2 medium lower effort THEN fitting minus load mwl
EF3 medium upper effort THEN fitting plus load mwl
EF4 high effort THEN overload mwl
PF1 low performance THEN overload mwl
PF2 medium lower performance THEN fitting plus load mwl
PF3 medium upper performance THEN fitting minus load mwl
PF4 high performance THEN underload mwl
FR1 low frustration THEN underload mwl
FR2 high frustration THEN overload mwl
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Table A.5 Contradictions for knowledge base 1 designed by a domain expert for inference of mental
workload.
Label Internal structure
R1 IF high performance THEN not FR2
R2 IF low performance THEN not FR1
C1 MD1 AND FR2 cannot coexist
C2 TD1 AND FR2 cannot coexist
C3 FR1 AND MD4 cannot coexist
C4 FR1 AND TD4 cannot coexist
C5 FR1 AND EF4 cannot coexist
C6 EF1 AND FR2 cannot coexist
C7 EF1 AND MD4 cannot coexist
R3 IF EF4 THEN not MD1
Fig. A.1 Graphical representation of knowledge base 1. Nodes might represent (fuzzy) IF-THEN
rules or premises of contradictions. Arrows represent contradictions between two rules.
Knowledge base 2
Features employed in this knowledge base are the same ones listed in Table A.7. Natural
language terms and associated numerical ranges are the same ones listed in Table A.2. The
remaining information for modelling and assessing mental workload by this knowledge base
are described in the following tables and figures.
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Table A.6 (fuzzy) IF-THEN rules for knowledge base 2 designed by a domain expert for in-
ference of mental workload. The same principle of mental demand applies to the attributes
temporal demand (TD), physical demand (PD), solving and deciding (SD), selection
of response (SR), task and space (TS), verbal material (VM), visual resources (VR),
auditory resources (AR), manual response (MR), speech response (SPR), effort (EF),
parallelism (PR), and context bias (CB), forming 52 other rules.
Label Internal structure
MD1 IF low mental demand THEN Underload
MD2 IF medium lower mental demand THEN Fitting minus
MD3 IF medium upper mental demand THEN Fitting plus
MD4 IF high mental demand THEN Overload
PS1 IF low frustration THEN Underload
PS2 IF high frustration THEN Overload
MV1 IF low motivation THEN Underload
PK1 IF low past knowledge THEN Overload
PK2 IF high past knowledge THEN Underload
SK1 IF low skills THEN Overload
SK2 IF high skills THEN Underload
PF1 IF low performance THEN Overload
PF2 IF medium lower perf. THEN Fitting minus
PF3 IF medium upper perf. THEN Fitting plus
PF4 IF high performance THEN Underload
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Table A.7 Features and respective questions for their measurement employed in knowledge base 2.
They were originally proposed in (Longo, 2014).
Feature Question
Mental demand
How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g., thinking, deciding,
calculating, remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was the task easy (low mental
demand) or complex (high mental demand)?
Temporal demand
How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which the tasks or task
elements occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely (low temporal demand) or rapid
and frantic (high temporal demand)?
Effort
How much conscious mental effort or concentration was required? Was the task almost
automatic (low effort) or it required total attention (high effort)?
Performance
How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goal of the task? How
satisfied were you with your performance in accomplishing the goal?
Frustration
How secure, gratified, content, relaxed and complacent (low psychological stress)
versus insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed (high psychological stress)
did you feel during the task?
Solving and deciding
How much attention was required for activities like remembering, problem-solving,
decision-making and perceiving (eg. detecting, recognizing and identifying objects)?
Selection of response
How much attention was required for selecting the proper response channel and its
execution? (manual - keyboard/mouse, or speech - voice)
Task and space
How much attention was required for spatial processing (spatially pay attention around
you)?
Verbal material
How much attention was required for verbal material (eg. reading or processing
linguistic material or listening to verbal conversations)?
Visual resources
How much attention was required for executing the task based on the information
visually received (through eyes)?
Auditory resources
How much attention was required for executing the task based on the information
auditorily received (ears)?
Manual Response
How much attention was required for manually respond to the task (eg. keyboard/mouse
usage)?
Speech response
How much attention was required for producing the speech response(eg. engaging in a
conversation or talk or answering questions)?
Context bias
How often interruptions on the task occurred? Were distractions (mobile, questions,
noise, etc.) not important (low context bias) or did they influence your task (high
context bias)?
Past knowledge
How much experience do you have in performing the task or similar tasks on the same
website?
Skill Did your skills have no influence (low) or did they help to execute the task (high)?
Motivation Were you motivated to complete the task?
Parallelism
Did you perform just this task (low parallelism) or were you doing other parallel tasks
(high parallelism) (eg. multiple tabs/windows/programs)?
Arousal
Were you aroused during the task? Were you sleepy, tired (low arousal) or fully awake
and activated (high arousal)?
Task difficult
1
8 ((solving/deciding)+(auditory resources)+(manual response)+
(speech response )+ (selection of response)+ (task/space)+ (verbal material )+
(visual resources))
Physical demand
How much physical activity was required (e.g. pushing, pulling, turning, controlling,
activating, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous,
restful or laborious?
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Table A.8 Contradictions for knowledge base 2 designed by a domain expert for inference of mental
workload.
Label Internal structure
AD1a IF low arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF4
AD1b IF low arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF3
AD1c IF low arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF2
AD2a IF low arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF4
AD2b IF low arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF3
AD2c IF low arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF2
AD3a IF medium lower arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF1
AD3b IF medium lower arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF4
AD4a IF medium lower arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF1
AD4b IF medium lower arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF3
AD4c IF medium lower arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF4
AD4d IF medium upper arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF1
AD4e IF medium upper arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF3
AD4f IF medium upper arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF4
AD5a IF medium upper arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF1
AD5b IF medium upper arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF2
AD5c IF medium upper arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF3
AD5d IF high arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF1
AD5e IF high arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF2
AD5f IF high arousal AND low task difficulty THEN not PF3
AD6a IF high arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF2
AD6b IF high arousal AND high task difficulty THEN not PF3
AD6c IF high arousal AND task difficulty THEN not PF4
MV2 IF low motivation THEN not EF3
MV3 IF low motivation THEN not EF4
MV4 IF high motivation THEN not EF1
MV5 IF high motivation THEN not EF2
DS1 IF high task difficulty AND high skills THEN not EF4
DS2 IF high task difficulty AND high skills AND low effort THEN not PF1
DS3 IF high task difficulty AND high skills AND medium lower effort THEN not PF1
DS4 IF high task difficulty AND high skills AND medium upper effort THEN not PF1
R1 MD1 AND SD4 cannot coexist
R2 MD4 AND SD1 cannot coexist
R3 PK1 AND SK2 cannot coexist
R4 PK2 AND SK1 cannot coexist
R5 PK1 AND EF1 cannot coexist
R6 PK2 AND EF4 cannot coexist
R7 SK1 AND EF1 cannot coexist
R8 SK2 AND EF4 cannot coexist
R9 CB4 AND PS1 cannot coexist
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Fig. A.2 Graphical representation of knowledge base 2. Nodes might represent (fuzzy) IF-THEN
rules or premises of contradictions. Arrows represent contradictions between two rules.
Knowledge base 3
This knowledge base is a mix of knowledge bases 1 and 2. The elements required in this
knowledge base are defined as following:
• The features employed are listed in Table A.7.
• Natural language terms and associated numerical ranges are listed in Table A.2.
• IF-THEN rules are listed in Table A.6.
• Contradictions are from both Tables A.8 and A.5.
• The graphical representation of the knowledge base is depicted in Fig. A.3.
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Fig. A.3 Graphical representation of knowledge base 3. Nodes might represent (fuzzy) IF-THEN
rules or premises of contradictions. Arrows represent contradictions between two rules.
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Fuzzy membership functions
Fig. A.6 depicts the possible fuzzy membership functions employed for modelling the natural
language terms listed in Table A.2.
(a) Triangular MWL levels (b) Triangular feature levels
(c) Trapezoid and triangular MWL levels (d) Trapezoid and triangular feature levels
(e) Gaussian MWL levels (f) Gaussian feature levels
Fig. A.4 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different MWL and feature levels.
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A.2 Biomarkers
In this section a knowledge base for mortality occurrence modelling with biomarkers is
described. It employs a set of 51 features or biomarkers believed to influence the mortality
risk of elderly patients (Table A.9). It is built with the knowledge of an expert clinician.
This expert relied on her previous knowledge, intuitions and external sources in order to
provide what she believed to be relevant information to perform a prediction. The goal was
to conclude the survival status (death or survival) of each patient after a time period of 5
years. The following items are defined in the knowledge base:
1. A set of features (biomarkers) believed by the expert to influence the mortality risk of
elderly patients.
2. A set of linguistic terms and respective numerical ranges used by the expert to describe
such biomarkers.
3. A set set of IF-THEN rules in the form:
- IF biomarker A is/in B THEN mortality risk is C.
4. A set of contradictions (meta-rules) in the forms:
- IF biomarker A is B THEN not Rule C.
- IF Rule A THEN not Rule B.
5. A graphical representation of rules and contradictions of items 3 and 4.
At the end of the section a set of fuzzy membership functions is also provided for
different linguistic terms employed to describe distinct biomarkers. These were developed
in conjunction with the domain expert who had no previous knowledge of fuzzy sets. An
online interview was performed in which the set of biomarkers who could possibly have
a fuzzy interpretation were defined. The fuzzy graphs were then designed by the author
with agreement of the expert clinician. Lastly, Appendix D provides some of the textual
domain knowledge employed by the experts for constructing these two knowledge bases,
while Appendix E details the process of knowledge acquisition.
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Features and natural language terms employed in knowledge bases 4
Table A.9 List of biomarkers employed for inference of mortality risk. Data type can be categorical,
numerical or fuzzy numerical. Fuzzy numerical means the natural language terms associated with the
biomarker have been interpreted as fuzzy variables. Range of values correspond to the values found in
the dataset analysed. The description and natural language terms were provided by a domain expert.
A (–) means the biomarker was not considered by the clinician for prediction of mortality.
Biomarker Type Range of values Description Clinician linguistic terms
age Fuzzy numerical [47,89] ∈ N – –
sex Categorical 0, 1 – male = 0, female = 1
hyper Categorical high, low
Diagnosis of Hypertension
Low-grade (<160/90 mm Hg;
medications are not used, or used
irregularly), High-grade (>160/90
mm Hg; medications are used
regularly)
low = 0, high = 1
DM Categorical yes, no, IGT
Diagnosis of Diabetes mellitus
type 2 yes, Impaired glucose
tolerance, No hyper
no = 0, yes = 1, IGT = 2
HbA1c Fuzzy numerical [2.89,48.3] ∈ R
Glycosilated Haemoglobin (%) - a
marker of an average blood
glucosein a three-month period
high ∈ [3.8,3.8+] ∈ R
Fglu Crisp numerical [4.6,13.9] ∈ R Fasting glucose (mmol/L) - a
marker of glucose metabolism
low ∈ [0,4.4] ∈ R, high ∈
[6.4,6.4+] ∈ R
Chol Fuzzy numerical [3,8.9] ∈ R Total cholesterol
low ∈ [0,3.5] ∈ R, borderline high
∈ [5.181,6.189] ∈ R, high ∈
[6.9,6.9+] ∈ R
HDL Crisp numerical [0.87,2.53] ∈ R HDL-cholesterol low ∈ [0,0.9] ∈ R, high ∈
[1.001,1.001+] ∈ R
Statins Categorical Yes, no Statins use no = 0, yes = 1
anticoag Categorical Yes, no
Therapy with oral anticoagulant
drug (warfarin), therapy with
antiaggregant drug (aspirin),
therapy with antiaggregant plant
drug (ginkgo)
no = 0, yes = 1
CVD Categorical Yes, No
Cardiovascular disease.
Myocardial infarction / angina /
history of revascularization,
chronic myocardiopathy with atrial
fibrillation, chronic
myocardiopathy without atrial
fibrillation, stroke / transient
ischaemic cerebral event, carotid
artery atherosclerosis confirmed by
using image techniques, peripheral
vascular disease
no = 0, yes = 1
BMI Fuzzy numerical [20.24,43.1] ∈ R Body mass index (a measure of the
body weight)
low ∈ [0,20] ∈ R, medium ∈
[26,29] ∈ R, high ∈ [30,30+] ∈ R
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Table A.9 List of biomarkers employed for inference of mortality risk. Data type can be categorical,
numerical or fuzzy numerical. Fuzzy numerical means the natural language terms associated with the
biomarker have been interpreted as fuzzy variables. Range of values correspond to the values found
in the dataset analysed. The description and natural language terms were provided by the two domain
experts. A (–) means the biomarker was not considered by the clinician for prediction of mortality.
Biomarker Type Range of values Description Clinician linguistic terms
w\h Fuzzy numerical [0.76,1.1] ∈ R Weist to hip ratio
male increased ∈
[1.001,1.001+] ∈ R, male low ∈
[0,1] ∈ R, female increased ∈
[0.801,0.801+] ∈ R, female low ∈
[0,0.8] ∈ R
skinf Crisp numerical [16,50] ∈ R Triceps skinfold thickness
male high ∈
[33.001,33.001+] ∈ R, male low ∈
[0,28.999] ∈ R, female high ∈
[37.001,37.001+] ∈ R, female low
∈ [0,31.999] ∈ R
COPD Categorical Yes, no
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease
no = 0, yes = 1
Aller d Categorical Yes, no Allergic disease (rhinitis/asthma) no = 0, yes = 1
Dr aller Categorical Yes, no Allergy to drugs no = 0, yes = 1
Analg Categorical Yes, no
Long-term use of analgesics/non
steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
no = 0, yes = 1
Neo Categorical Yes, no
Malignant disease in a stable phase,
skin malignancy
no = 0, yes = 1
Derm Categorical Yes, no
Chronic skin disorders, chronic
dermatitis, dermatomycosis
no = 0, yes = 1
OSP Categorical Yes, no
Osteoporosis - an age-related
disease affecting mostly women,
characterized with increased bone
fragility and susceptibility for
fracture.
no = 0, yes = 1
Psy Categorical Yes, no
Anxyety/depression, Parkinson‘s
disease, cognitive impairment
no = 0, yes = 1
MMS Crisp numerical [14,30] ∈ R
Neuropsychologic test for
screening on cognitive impairment
"Mini Mental Score"
high ∈ [25.001,25.001+] ∈ R, low
∈ [0,24.999] ∈ R, moderate ∈
[10,24] ∈ R, moderate high ∈
[25,100] ∈ R, severe ∈
[0,9.999] ∈ R
CMV Fuzzy numerical [0.06,17.8] ∈ R Cytomegalovirus infection
(specific IgG antibodies, IU/ml)
high ∈ [8.1,8.1+] ∈ R
EBV Crisp numerical [15.8,170] ∈ R Epstein-Barr virus infection
(specific IgG antibodies, IU/ml)
–
HPA Fuzzy numerical [2.3,200] ∈ R Helicobacter pylori infection
(specific IgA antibodies, IU/ml)
increased ∈ [11.101,200] ∈ R,
high ∈ [11.101,29.5] ∈ R, very
high ∈ [29.501,200] ∈ R
LE Crisp numerical [4.06,9.93] ∈ R White blood cell (WBC) count
(Leukocytes number × 109/L)
male increased ∈
[6.801,6.801+] ∈ R, female
increase ∈ [6.501,6.501+] ∈ R
CRP Crisp numerical [0.80,24.5] ∈ R C-reactive protein (mg/L) elevated ∈ [3,3+] ∈ R
GAMA Crisp numerical [7.9,21.3] ∈ R Hiper-gamma-globulinemia (g/L) -
a marker of chronic inflammation
MO Crisp Numerical [3.6,15.7] ∈ R Monocytes % in WBC differential high ∈ [8.6,8.6+] ∈ R
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Table A.9 List of biomarkers employed for inference of mortality risk. Data type can be categorical,
numerical or fuzzy numerical. Fuzzy numerical means the natural language terms associated with the
biomarker have been interpreted as fuzzy variables. Range of values correspond to the values found
in the dataset analysed. The description and natural language terms were provided by the two domain
experts. A (–) means the biomarker was not considered by the clinician for prediction of mortality.
Biomarker Type Range of values Description Clinician linguistic terms
NEU Crisp Numerical [28,73.3] ∈ R Neutrophils % in WBC differential increased ∈ [80,100] ∈ R
LY Fuzzy numerical [18.4,57.7] ∈ R Lymphocytes % in WBC
differential
increased ∈ [46,46+] ∈ R, low ∈
[0,20] ∈ R
E Fuzzy numerical [2.36,5.37] ∈ R Red Blood Cell (RBC) count
(Erythrocytes number × 1012/L)
male lower ∈ [0,5] ∈ R, male
increased ∈ [6,10] ∈ R, female
lower ∈ [0,4] ∈ R, female
increased ∈ [5,10] ∈ R
HB Fuzzy numerical [91,167] ∈ R Hemoglobin (g/L)
male decreased ∈ [0,139] ∈ R,
male increased ∈ [176,176+] ∈ R,
female decreased ∈ [0,122] ∈ R,
female increased ∈
[154,154+] ∈ R
HTC Fuzzy numerical [0.28,0.47] ∈ R Hematocrite (Erythrocyte volume
blood fraction)
increased ∈ [0.441,1] ∈ R, male
lower ∈ [0,0.419] ∈ R, female
lower ∈ [0,0.379] ∈ R
MCV Crisp numerical [66.5,106.1] ∈ R RBC Mean Cell Volume (fL) high ∈ [97.2,97.2+] ∈ R
FE Fuzzy numerical [5,40] ∈ R Serum iron (g/L) low ∈ [0,10.9] ∈ R, high ∈
[18,18+] ∈ R
ALB Fuzzy numerical [33.1,53] ∈ R Serum albumin (g/L) low ∈ [0,35] ∈ R
Clear Fuzzy numerical [0.72,3.21] ∈ R
Creatinine clearance - an indicator
of chronic renal impairment
(ml/s/1.73m2)
low ∈ [0,1.6] ∈ R, male increased
∈ [2,10] ∈ R, male low ∈
[0,2.07] ∈ R, female increased ∈
[2,10] ∈ R, female low ∈
[0,1.570] ∈ R
HOMCIS Crisp numerical [5,29.5] ∈ R Homocystein (µmol/L)- sulphuric
amino-acid
low ∈ [0,12.7] ∈ R, high ∈
[12.701,12.701+] ∈ R
VITB12 Crisp numerical [97.8,885.6] ∈ R Vitamin B12 (pmol/L) deficiency ∈ [0,258] ∈ R, not low∈ [128.1,128.1+] ∈ R
FOLNA Crisp numerical [6.5,43.9] ∈ R Folic acid (mM/L) deficiency ∈ [0,11] ∈ R
INS Fuzzy numerical [5.9,149.7] ∈ R Serum fasting insulin (IU/ml) low ∈ [0,12.26] ∈ R, high ∈
[12.261,12.261+] ∈ R
CORTIS Fuzzy numerical [180.3,812.1] ∈ R Serum cortisol in the morning
(nmol/L)
low ∈ [0,154] ∈ R, high ∈
[638,638+] ∈ R
PRL Fuzzy numerical [14.57,839.18] ∈ R
Prolactin in the morning (mIU/L) -
the anterior pituitary gland
hormone
male high ∈ [439.8,439.8+] ∈ R,
female high ∈ [400.7,400.7+] ∈ R
TSH Fuzzy Numerical [0.024,22.7] ∈ R
Thyroid-stimulating hormone
(IU/ml) - the anterior pituitary
gland hormone
high ∈ [4.68,4.68+] ∈ R,
hypothyroidism ∈
[6.001,6.001+] ∈ R
FT3 Crisp numerical [4.35,7.96] ∈ R Free triiodothyronine (pmol/L) -
the thyroid gland hormone
decreased ∈ [0,4.26] ∈ R
FT4 Crisp Numerical [8.92,18.9] ∈ R Free thyroxine (pmol/L)- the
thyroid gland hormone
decreased ∈ [0,13.999] ∈ R
RF Fuzzy numerical [9,677] ∈ R
Rheumatoid factor - the
auto-antibody, increased in patients
with rheumatoid arthritis
positivity ∈ [61,61+] ∈ R
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Table A.9 List of biomarkers employed for inference of mortality risk. Data type can be categorical,
numerical or fuzzy numerical. Fuzzy numerical means the natural language terms associated with the
biomarker have been interpreted as fuzzy variables. Range of values correspond to the values found
in the dataset analysed. The description and natural language terms were provided by the two domain
experts. A (–) means the biomarker was not considered by the clinician for prediction of mortality.
Biomarker Type Range of values Description Clinician linguistic terms
ANA Fuzzy numerical [7,300] ∈ R
Anti-nuclear antibody - the
auto-antibody - a diagnostic marker
in rheumatic autoimmune diseases
high ∈ [32.001,32.001+] ∈ R
IGE Crisp numerical [2,1782] ∈ R
Immunoglobuline E - a class of
antibody included in the allergic
reactions
low ∈ [0,113.999] ∈ R, high ∈
[114,114+] ∈ R
Table A.10 Natural language terms and associated crisp values employed to describe possible mortality
risk levels.
Mortality risk level Value
no risk 0
low risk 25
medium risk 50
high risk 75
extremely high risk 100
Rules and contradictions of knowledge base 4
Table A.11 (fuzzy) IF-THEN rules for knowledge base 4 designed by a domain expert for inference
of mortality risk.
Label Internal structure
R1a IF age ∈ [0,59] THEN no risk
R1b IF age ∈ [60,65] THEN medium risk
R1c IF age ∈ [66,70] THEN medium risk
R1d IF age ∈ [71,75] THEN high risk
R1e IF age ∈ [76,80] THEN exremely high risk
R1f IF age ∈ [81,81+] THEN medium risk
R2b IF hypert is low THEN low risk
R2a IF hypert is high THEN high risk
R3a IF DM is yes THEN high risk
R3b IF DM is IGT THEN medium risk
R4 IF HbA1c is high OR HbA1c is low THEN medium risk
R5a IF Chol is borderline high THEN medium risk
R5b IF Chol is high THEN high risk
R6a IF HDL is high THEN no risk
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Table A.11 (fuzzy) IF-THEN rules for knowledge base 4 designed by a domain expert for inference
of mortality risk.
Label Internal structure
R6b IF HDL is low THEN medium risk
R7 IF statins is yes AND (Chol is borderline high OR Chol is high) THEN low risk
R8 IF anticoag is yes THEN medium risk
R9 IF CVD is yes THEN exremely high risk
R10 IF BMI is low OR BMI is high OR BMI is medium THEN medium risk
R11a IF w\h is male increased AND Sex is male THEN medium risk
R11b IF Sex is female AND w\h is female increased THEN medium risk
R12 IF COPB is yes THEN exremely high risk
R13 IF allerd is yes THEN no risk
R14 IF draller is yes THEN medium risk
R15 IF analg is yes THEN low risk
R16 IF neo is yes THEN medium risk
R17 IF derm is yes THEN medium risk
R18 IF OSP is yes THEN medium risk
R19 IF Psy is yes THEN medium risk
R20a IF MMS is severe THEN high risk
R20b IF MMS is moderate THEN medium risk
R21 IF CMV is high THEN medium risk
R22 IF HPA is increased THEN medium risk
R23
IF (LE is female increased AND Sex is female) OR (Sex is male AND LE is male increased)
THEN medium risk
R24 IF CRP is elevated THEN medium risk
R25 IF MO is high THEN medium risk
R26a IF Ly is increased THEN medium risk
R26b IF Ly is low THEN medium risk
R27a
IF (E is male lower AND Sex is male) OR (Sex is female AND E is female lower) THEN
medium risk
R27b
IF (E is female increased AND Sex is female) OR (Sex is male AND E is male increased)
THEN medium risk
R28
IF (Sex is male AND (HB is male decreased OR HB is male increased)) OR (Sex is female
AND (HB is female decreased OR HB is female increased )) THEN medium risk
R29
IF HTC is increased OR (Sex is male AND HTC is male lower) OR (HTC is female lower
AND Sex is female) THEN medium risk
R30 IF high MCV THEN medium risk
R31 IF ALB is low THEN medium risk
R32
IF (Clear is male low AND Sex is male) OR (Sex is female AND Clear is female low)
THEN high risk
R33 IF HOMCIS is high THEN medium risk
R34 IF VITB12 is deficiency THEN medium risk
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Table A.11 (fuzzy) IF-THEN rules for knowledge base 4 designed by a domain expert for inference
of mortality risk.
Label Internal structure
R35 IF FOLNA is deficiency THEN medium risk
R36 IF INS is high THEN medium risk
R37 IF CORTIS is low OR CORTIS is high THEN medium risk
R38
IF (PRL is male high AND Sex is male) OR (Sex is female AND PRL is female high) THEN
medium risk
R39 IF CVD is yes AND TSH is hypothyroidism THEN medium risk
R40 IF FT3 is decreased THEN medium risk
R41 IF FT4 it low AND FT3 is decreased THEN medium risk
R42 IF RF is positivity THEN medium risk
R43 IF ANA is high THEN medium risk
R44 IF IGE is high THEN no risk
R45 IF FE is low OR FE is low THEN medium risk
Table A.12 (fuzzy) Contradictions for knowledge base 4 designed by a domain expert for inference
of mortality risk.
Label Internal structure
C1 IF R2 THEN not R1
C2 IF Age ∈ [0, 60] THEN not R32
C3 IF R3 THEN not R2
C4 IF R3 THEN not R1
C5 IF R8 THEN not R7
C6 IF VITB12 is not low THEN not R30
C7 IF R9 THEN not R10
C8a IF INS is low THEN not R11a
C8b IF INS is low THEN not R11b
C9 IF CVD is No THEN not R8
C10 IF R9 THEN not R2
C11 IF R9 THEN not R1
C12 IF R9 THEN not R16
C13 IF R11 THEN not R10
C14 IF R12 THEN not R13
C15 IF MMS is moderate high AND TSH is high THEN not R39
C16 IF HOMCIS is low THEN not R32
C17
IF (Chol is high OR Chol is borderline high) AND (HTC is male lower AND Sex is male
OR Sex is female AND HTC is female lower) THEN not R29
C18 IF IGE is low AND (HPA is high OR HPA is very high) THEN not R22
C19 IF R15 THEN not R17
C20 IF R16 THEN not R17
C21 IF R18 THEN not R16
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Table A.12 (fuzzy) Contradictions for knowledge base 4 designed by a domain expert for inference
of mortality risk.
Label Internal structure
C22a IF INS is low AND HDL is low THEN not R6a
C22b IF INS is low AND HDL is low THEN not R6b
C23 IF R14 THEN not R13
C24 IF R18 THEN not R13
C25 IF R18 THEN not R10
C26 IF R19 THEN not R17
C27 IF R20 THEN not R19
C28 IF R22 THEN not R23
C29 IF R24 THEN not R23
C30 IF R25 THEN not R23
C31 IF R26 THEN not R23
C32 IF R29 THEN not R28
C33 IF R11 THEN not R36
C34 IF R33 THEN not R32
C35 IF R32 THEN not R17
C36 IF R32 THEN not R13
C37 IF R32 THEN not R10
C38 IF R32 THEN not R1
C39 IF R38 THEN not R37
C40 IF R39 THEN not R5
C41 IF R9 THEN not R42
C42 IF R24 THEN not R43
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Fig. A.5 Graphical representation of knowledge base 4. Nodes might represent (fuzzy) IF-THEN
rules or premises of contradictions. Arrows represent contradictions between two rules.
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Fuzzy membership functions
Fuzzy membership functions for a set of biomarkers levels that could be interpreted as fuzzy
variables given an expert’s opinion. All values were normalized in the range [0, 100].
(a) Mortality risk levels (b) Age levels
(c) Anti nuclear antibody levels (d) Cholesterol levels
(e) Creatinine clearance levels (f) Creatinine clearance levels
Fig. A.6 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different biomarkers and mortality risk levels.
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(g) Red blood cell levels (h) Red blood cell levels
(i) Serum iron levels (j) Hemoglobin levels
(k) Hemoglobin levels (l) Lymphocytes levels
Fig. A.6 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different biomarkers and mortality risk levels.
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(m) Glycosilated Haemoglobin levels (n) Body mass index levels
(o) Hematocrite levels (p) Hematocrite levels
(q) Hematocrite levels (r) Serum albumin levels
Fig. A.6 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different biomarkers and mortality risk levels.
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(s) Serum fast insulin levels (t) Serum cortisol levels
(u) Prolactin levels (v) Prolactin levels
(w) Thyroid-stimulating hormone levels (x) Rheumatoid factor levels
Fig. A.6 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different biomarkers and mortality risk levels.
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(y) Waist to hip levels (z) Waist to hip levels
(aa) Cytomegalovirus infection levels (ab) Helicobacter pylori infection levels
Fig. A.6 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different biomarkers and mortality risk levels.
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A.3 Computational Trust
In this section, two knowledge bases are defined for the inference of computational trust.
Their features were extract from the files provided by Wikipedia dumps (Fig. A.7). Nine
quantitative features were selected and are detailed next. Rules and contradictions are defined
by the author, who is qualified in computer science and has appropriate experience in a
multitude of digital collaborative environments. Both knowledge bases are consisted of:
• A set of features employed for the modelling and assessment of computational trust
(Table A.14).
• A set of natural language terms associated with numerical ranges used for reasoning
with such features, for instance low and high (Table A.14).
• A set of inferential rules in the form:
- IF B feature A THEN C trust. Where B is a level of feature A and C is a trust level.
For instance “IF high bytes THEN high trust”. Boolean operators AND/OR
might also be used to add other premises.
• A set of contradictions or meta-rules in the form:
- IF B feature A THEN not Rule B
- IF Rule A THEN not Rule B
• A graphical representation of rules and contradictions.
• A set of fuzzy membership functions associated with the natural language terms.
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Features and Natural Language Terms of Knowledge Bases 5 and 6
Table A.13 List of features believed by the author to influence the computational trust of Wikipedia
editors (as described in Table 3.9), followed by transformations applied to each of them, possible
values found in the dataset and natural language terms with respective numerical range associated.
These are applied in both knowledge bases 5 and 6. Weights were also defined by the author through
a pairwise comparison process. The number of times a feature was believed to be more important
than any other one for the inference of trust was defined as its weight.
Feature Transformation Values Weight Natural language terms
Pages None [1, 1,076,396] ∈ N 1
- low ∈ [0,5]
- medium high ∈ [10,19]
- high ∈ [20,20+]
Activity Factor None [1, 694,239] ∈ N 3
- low ∈ [0,5]
- medium high ∈ [10,19]
- high ∈ [20,20+]
Anonymous None 1 or 0 8 - yes = 1
- no = 0
Not minor Not minorActivity factor [0, 1] ∈ R 7
- very low ∈ [0,0.05]
- medium to high ∈ [0.25,1)
Comments CommentsActivity factor [0, 1] ∈ R 5
- low ∈ [0,0.25)
- medium low ∈ [0.25,0.5)
- medium high ∈ [0.5,0.75)
- high ∈ [0.75,1]
Presence factor Presence factorWikipedia life time [0, 1] ∈ R 3
- low ∈ [0,0.25)
- medium low ∈ [0.25,0.5)
- medium high ∈ [0.5,0.75)
- high ∈ [0.75,1]
Frequency factor Limited at 1 [0, 1] ∈ R 5
- low ∈ [0,0.25)
- medium low ∈ [0.25,0.5)
- medium high ∈ [0.5,0.75)
- high ∈ [0.75,1]
Regularity factor Limited at 1 [0, 1] ∈ R 3
- low ∈ [0,0.25)
- medium low ∈ [0.25,0.5)
- medium high ∈ [0.5,0.75)
- high ∈ [0.75,1]
Bytes None [-1 ×108, 8 ×108] ∈ N 1
- low ∈ [0,110]
- medium high ∈ [512,2387]
- high ∈ [2388,2388+]
Table A.14 Natural language terms and respective numerial ranges employed to reason with the
ill-defined construct of computational trust in knowledge bases 5 and 6.
Values Natural language terms
[0, 1] ∈ R
- low ∈ [0,0.25)
- medium low ∈ [0.25,0.5)
- medium high ∈ [0.5,0.75)
- high ∈ [0.75,1]
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1 . . .
2 <page >
3 < t i t l e > A c c e s s i b l e C o m p u t i n g < / t i t l e >
4 <ns >0< / ns >
5 < i d >10< / i d >
6 < r e d i r e c t t i t l e =" Computer a c c e s s i b i l i t y " / >
7 < r e v i s i o n >
8 < i d >233192< / i d >
9 < t imes t amp >2001−01−21 T02:12:21Z < / t imes t amp >
10 < c o n t r i b u t o r >
11 <username > RoseParks < / username >
12 < i d >99< / i d >
13 < / c o n t r i b u t o r >
14 <comment>*< / comment>
15 <model> w i k i t e x t < / model>
16 < f o r m a t > t e x t / x−wik i < / f o r m a t >
17 < t e x t i d =" 233192 " b y t e s =" 124 " / >
18 <sha1 >8 kul9t lwjm9oxgvqzbwuegt9b2830vw < / sha1 >
19 < / r e v i s i o n >
20 < r e v i s i o n >
21 < i d >862220< / i d >
22 < p a r e n t i d >233192< / p a r e n t i d >
23 < t imes t amp >2002−02−25 T15:43:11Z < / t imes t amp >
24 < c o n t r i b u t o r >
25 <username > C o n v e r s i o n s c r i p t < / username >
26 < i d >0< / i d >
27 < / c o n t r i b u t o r >
28 <minor / >
29 <comment>Automated c o n v e r s i o n < / comment>
30 <model> w i k i t e x t < / model>
31 < f o r m a t > t e x t / x−wik i < / f o r m a t >
32 < t e x t i d =" 862220 " b y t e s =" 35 " / >
33 <sha1 >i8pwco22fwt12yp12x29wc065ded2bh< / sha1 >
34 < / r e v i s i o n >
35 < / page >
36 . . .
Fig. A.7 XML file structure of Wikipedia.
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IF-THEN Rules Employed by Knowledge Bases 5 and 6
Table A.15 (fuzzy) IF-THEN rules employed in knowledge bases 5 and 6 designed by the author for
inference of computational trust of Wikipedia editors.
Label Internal structure
B1 IF medium high bytes THEN medium high trust
B2 IF high bytes THEN high trust
B3 IF low bytes THEN low trust
AF1 IF low activity factor THEN low trust
AF2 IF medium high activity factor THEN medium high trust
AF3 IF high activity factor THEN high trust
AN1 IF no anonymous THEN high trust
AN2 IF yes anonymous THEN low trust
U1 IF low pages THEN low trust
U2 IF medium low pages THEN medium low trust
U3 IF medium high pages THEN medium high trust
U4 IF high pages THEN high trust
C1 IF low comments THEN low trust
C2 IF medium low comments THEN medium low trust
C3 IF medium high comments THEN medium high trust
C4 IF high comments THEN high trust
P1 IF low presence factor THEN low trust
P2 IF medium low presence factor THEN medium low trust
P3 IF medium high presence factor THEN medium high trust
P4 IF high presence factor THEN high trust
F1 IF low frequency factor THEN low trust
F2 IF medium low frequency factor THEN medium low trust
F3 IF medium high frequency factor THEN medium high trust
F4 IF high frequency factor THEN high trust
R1 IF low regularity factor THEN low trust
R2 IF medium low regularity factor THEN medium low trust
R3 IF medium high regularity factor THEN medium high trust
R4 IF high regularity factor THEN high trust
NM1 IF very low not minor THEN low trust
NM2 IF medium to high not minor THEN high trust
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Contradictions Employed by Knowledge Bases 5 and Graphical Repre-
sentation
Table A.16 (fuzzy) Contradictions for knowledge base 5 designed by the author for inference of
computational trust of Wikipedia editors.
Label Internal structure
CC1 IF NM1 THEN not B1
CC2 IF NM1 THEN not B2
CC3 IF NM2 THEN not OnlyAge
CC4 IF P1 THEN not R4
CC5 IF AF1 THEN not R4
CC6 IF AF1 THEN not F4
CC7 IF R1 THEN not P4
CC8 IF F1 THEN not P4
CC9 IF NM1 THEN not AF2
CC10 IF NM1 THEN not AF3
CC11 IF NM2 THEN not U1
CC12 IF NM2 THEN not C1
CC13 IF NM2 THEN not P1
CC14 IF AN2 THEN not U4
CC15 IF AN2 THEN not U3
CC16 IF AN2 THEN not C3
CC17 IF AN2 THEN not C4
CC18 IF AN2 THEN not AF2
CC19 IF AN2 THEN not AF3
CC20 IF AN2 THEN not R4
CC21 IF AN2 THEN not F4
CC22 IF AN2 THEN not F3
CC23 IF AN2 THEN not R3
CC24 IF AN2 THEN not P3
CC25 IF AN2 THEN not P4
CC26 IF AN2 THEN not B2
CC27 IF AN2 THEN not B1
CC28 IF AN2 THEN not NM2
Bot.a
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not U4
Bot.b
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not U3
Bot.c
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not U2
Bot.d
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not C1
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Table A.16 (fuzzy) Contradictions for knowledge base 5 designed by the author for inference of
computational trust of Wikipedia editors.
Label Internal structure
Bot.e
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not B2
Bot.f
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not B1
Bot.g
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not AF2
Bot.h
IF yes anonymous AND low comments AND (medium high bytes OR high bytes) AND
very low not minor AND (high pages OR medium high pages) THEN not AF3
Vandal.a
IF (low presence factor OR medium low presence factor) AND low regularity
factor AND low comments AND low pages THEN not AF2
Vandal.b
IF (low presence factor OR medium low presence factor) AND low regularity
factor AND low comments AND low pages THEN not AF3
Vandal.c
IF (low presence factor OR medium low presence factor) AND low regularity
factor AND low comments AND low pages THEN not B1
Vandal.d
IF (low presence factor OR medium low presence factor) AND low regularity
factor AND low comments AND low pages THEN not B2
OnlyAge.a
IF low frequency factor AND low regularity factor AND low activity factor
THEN not P4
OnlyAge.b
IF low frequency factor AND low regularity factor AND low activity factor
THEN not P3
OnlyAge.c
IF low frequency factor AND low regularity factor AND low activity factor
THEN not P2
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Fig. A.8 Graphical representation of knowledge base 5. Nodes might represent (fuzzy) IF-THEN
rules or premises of contradictions. Arrows represent contradictions between two rules.
Contradictions Employed by Knowledge Bases 6 and Graphical Repre-
sentation
Table A.17 (fuzzy) Contradictions for knowledge base 6 designed by the author for inference of
computational trust of Wikipedia editors. “Rule A↛ Rule B” reads as “If Rule A then not Rule B”.
“Rule A↮ Rule B” reads as two rules: “If Rule A then not Rule B”, and “If Rule B then not Rule A”.
Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules
AN2↛ AF3 AN2↛ AF2 C1↛ AF3 C1↛ AF2
F1↛ AF3 F1↛ AF2 NM1↛ AF3 NM1↛ AF2
R1↛ AF2 R1↛ AF3 P1↛ AF3 P1↛ AF2
U1↛ AF2 U1↛ AF3 AN2↛ B1 AN2↛ B2
AN2↛ C3 AN2↛ C4 AN2↛ F4 AN2↛ F3
AN2↛ NM2 AN2↛ R4 AN2↛ R3 AN2↛ P3
AN2↛ P4 AN2↛ U2 AN2↛ U3 AF1↛ B2
AF1↛ B1 B3↛ AF2 B3↛ AF3 NM1↛ B1
NM1↛ B2 R3↛ C1 R4↛ C1 AF1↛ F4
AF1↛ F3 F1↛ R3 F1↛ R4 R1↛ F4
R1↛ F3 F1↛ P4 F1↛ P3 P1↛ F4
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Table A.17 (fuzzy) Contradictions for knowledge base 6 designed by the author for inference of
computational trust of Wikipedia editors. “Rule A↛ Rule B” reads as “If Rule A then not Rule B”.
“Rule A↮ Rule B” reads as two rules: “If Rule A then not Rule B”, and “If Rule B then not Rule A”.
Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules
P1↛ F3 C4↛ NM1 C3↛ NM1 AF1↛ R3
AF1↛ R4 R1↛ P4 R1↛ P3 P1↛ R3
P1↛ R4 AF1↛ P4 AF1↛ P3 AF2↮ AF1
AF3↮ AF1 AN1↮ AF1 C2↮ AF1 C3↮ AF1
C4↮ AF1 F2↮ AF1 NM2↮ AF1 R2↮ AF1
P2↮ AF1 U2↮ AF1 U3↮ AF1 AF3↮ AF2
AN1↮ AF2 B2↮ AF2 C2↮ AF2 C4↮ AF2
F2↮ AF2 F4↮ AF2 NM2↮ AF2 R2↮ AF2
R4↮ AF2 P2↮ AF2 P4↮ AF2 U3↮ AF2
B1↮ AF3 C2↮ AF3 C3↮ AF3 F2↮ AF3
F3↮ AF3 R2↮ AF3 R3↮ AF3 P2↮ AF3
P3↮ AF3 U2↮ AF3 AN2↮ AN1 B1↮ AN1
C1↮ AN1 C2↮ AN1 C3↮ AN1 F1↮ AN1
F2↮ AN1 F3↮ AN1 NM1↮ AN1 R1↮ AN1
R2↮ AN1 R3↮ AN1 P1↮ AN1 P2↮ AN1
P3↮ AN1 U1↮ AN1 U2↮ AN1 B3↮ AN1
C2↮ AN2 F2↮ AN2 R2↮ AN2 P2↮ AN2
B2↮ B1 C1↮ B1 C2↮ B1 C4↮ B1
F1↮ B1 F2↮ B1 F4↮ B1 NM2↮ B1
R1↮ B1 R2↮ B1 R4↮ B1 P1↮ B1
P2↮ B1 P4↮ B1 U1↮ B1 U3↮ B1
B3↮ B1 C1↮ B2 C2↮ B2 C3↮ B2
F1↮ B2 F2↮ B2 F3↮ B2 R1↮ B2
R2↮ B2 R3↮ B2 P1↮ B2 P2↮ B2
P3↮ B2 U1↮ B2 U2↮ B2 B3↮ B2
C2↮ C1 C3↮ C1 C4↮ C1 F2↮ C1
F3↮ C1 F4↮ C1 NM2↮ C1 R2↮ C1
P2↮ C1 P3↮ C1 P4↮ C1 U2↮ C1
U3↮ C1 C3↮ C2 C4↮ C2 F1↮ C2
F3↮ C2 F4↮ C2 NM1↮ C2 NM2↮ C2
R1↮ C2 R3↮ C2 R4↮ C2 P1↮ C2
P3↮ C2 P4↮ C2 U1↮ C2 U2↮ C2
U3↮ C2 B3↮ C2 C4↮ C3 F1↮ C3
F2↮ C3 F4↮ C3 NM2↮ C3 R1↮ C3
R2↮ C3 R4↮ C3 P1↮ C3 P2↮ C3
P4↮ C3 U1↮ C3 U3↮ C3 B3↮ C3
F1↮ C4 F2↮ C4 F3↮ C4 R1↮ C4
R2↮ C4 R3↮ C4 P1↮ C4 P2↮ C4
P3↮ C4 U1↮ C4 U2↮ C4 B3↮ C4
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Table A.17 (fuzzy) Contradictions for knowledge base 6 designed by the author for inference of
computational trust of Wikipedia editors. “Rule A↛ Rule B” reads as “If Rule A then not Rule B”.
“Rule A↮ Rule B” reads as two rules: “If Rule A then not Rule B”, and “If Rule B then not Rule A”.
Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules Contradicting Rules
F2↮ F1 F3↮ F1 F4↮ F1 NM2↮ F1
R2↮ F1 P2↮ F1 U2↮ F1 U3↮ F1
F3↮ F2 F4↮ F2 NM1↮ F2 NM2↮ F2
R1↮ F2 R3↮ F2 R4↮ F2 P1↮ F2
P3↮ F2 P4↮ F2 U1↮ F2 U2↮ F2
U3↮ F2 B3↮ F2 F4↮ F3 NM1↮ F3
NM2↮ F3 R2↮ F3 R4↮ F3 P2↮ F3
P4↮ F3 U1↮ F3 U3↮ F3 B3↮ F3
NM1↮ F4 R2↮ F4 R3↮ F4 P2↮ F4
P3↮ F4 U1↮ F4 U2↮ F4 B3↮ F4
NM2↮ NM1 R2↮ NM1 R3↮ NM1 R4↮ NM1
P2↮ NM1 P3↮ NM1 P4↮ NM1 U2↮ NM1
U3↮ NM1 R1↮ NM2 R2↮ NM2 R3↮ NM2
P1↮ NM2 P2↮ NM2 P3↮ NM2 U1↮ NM2
U2↮ NM2 B3↮ NM2 R2↮ R1 R3↮ R1
R4↮ R1 P2↮ R1 U2↮ R1 U3↮ R1
R3↮ R2 R4↮ R2 P1↮ R2 P3↮ R2
P4↮ R2 U1↮ R2 U2↮ R2 U3↮ R2
B3↮ R2 R4↮ R3 P2↮ R3 P4↮ R3
U1↮ R3 U3↮ R3 B3↮ R3 P2↮ R4
P3↮ R4 U1↮ R4 U2↮ R4 B3↮ R4
P2↮ P1 P3↮ P1 P4↮ P1 U2↮ P1
U3↮ P1 P3↮ P2 P4↮ P2 U1↮ P2
U2↮ P2 U3↮ P2 B3↮ P2 P4↮ P3
U1↮ P3 U3↮ P3 B3↮ P3 U1↮ P4
U2↮ P4 B3↮ P4 U2↮ U1 U3↮ U1
U3↮ U2 B3↮ U2 B3↮ U3
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Fig. A.9 Graphical representation of knowledge base 6. Nodes might represent (fuzzy) IF-THEN
rules or premises of contradictions. Dark arrows represent contradictions between two rules due to
some believed inconsistency by the author grounded in the domain knowledge of the application.
Light arrows represent contradictions between rules due to different consequents being inferred by
each rule.
Fuzzy Membership Functions
Fig. A.10 depicts the possible fuzzy membership functions employed for modelling the natural language terms
listed in Table A.14. Some terms present only triangular membership functions because their were modelled
with absolute values extracted from the Wikimedia Foundation’s Analytics1.
(a) Activity factor levels
Fig. A.10 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different levels related to features of computa-
tional trust.
1https://stats.wikimedia.org
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(b) Bytes levels
(c) Pages levels
(d) Not minor levels
Fig. A.10 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different levels related to features of computa-
tional trust.
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(e) Triangular membership functions for comments, frequency factor, regularity
factor, presence factor, and computational trust.
(f) Gaussian membership functions for comments, frequency factor, regularity factor,
presence factor, and computational trust.
Fig. A.10 Employed fuzzy membership functions for different levels related to features of computa-
tional trust.
Appendix B
List of Designed Non-monotonic
Reasoning Models
Table B.1 Non-monotonic models built upon expert systems. Knowledge bases are detailed in
Appendix A.
Application Model Knowledge base Heuristic
(p. 77)
MWL Mwl-E1 KB1 (Appendix A.1) h1
MWL Mwl-E2 KB1 (Appendix A.1) h2
MWL Mwl-E3 KB1 (Appendix A.1) h3
MWL Mwl-E4 KB1 (Appendix A.1) h4
MWL Mwl-E5 KB2 (Appendix A.1) h1
MWL Mwl-E6 KB2 (Appendix A.1) h3
MWL Mwl-E7 KB3 (Appendix A.1) h1
MWL Mwl-E8 KB3 (Appendix A.1) h3
Biomarkers Bio-E1 KB4 (Appendix A.2) h1
Biomarkers Bio-E2 KB4 (Appendix A.2) h3
Computational Trust CT-E1 KB5 (Appendix A.3) h1
Computational Trust CT-E2 KB5 (Appendix A.3) h2
Computational Trust CT-E3 KB5 (Appendix A.3) h3
Computational Trust CT-E4 KB5 (Appendix A.3) h4
Computational Trust CT-E5 KB6 (Appendix A.3) h1
Computational Trust CT-E6 KB6 (Appendix A.3) h2
Computational Trust CT-E7 KB6 (Appendix A.3) h3
Computational Trust CT-E8 KB6 (Appendix A.3) h4
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Table B.2 Non-monotonic models built upon fuzzy reasoning. Fuzzy operators selected are Zadeh
(Z), Product (P) and Łukasiewicz (Ł). Knowledge bases (KB) and fuzzy membership functions (FMF)
are detailed in Appendix A.
Application Model Operators
Defuzzification
method
Rule
weight
KB + FMF
MWL Mwl-FL1 Z Centroid no KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL2 Z Mean of max no KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL3 P Centroid no KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL4 P Mean of max no KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL5 Ł Centroid no KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL6 Ł Mean of max no KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL7 Z Centroid yes KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL8 Z Mean of max yes KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL9 P Centroid yes KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL10 P Mean of max yes KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL11 Ł Centroid yes KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL12 Ł Mean of max yes KB1 + Triangular (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL13 Z Centroid no KB2 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL14 Z Mean of max no KB2 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL15 P Centroid no KB2 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL16 P Mean of max no KB2 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL17 Ł Centroid no KB2 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL18 Ł Mean of max no KB2 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL19 Z Centroid no KB3 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL20 Z Mean of max no KB3 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL21 P Centroid no KB3 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL22 P Mean of max no KB3 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL23 Ł Centroid no KB3 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FL24 Ł Mean of max no KB3 + Trapezoid (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC1 Z Centroid no KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC2 Z Mean of max no KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC3 P Centroid no KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC4 P Mean of max no KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC5 Ł Centroid no KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC6 Ł Mean of max no KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC7 Z Centroid yes KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC8 Z Mean of max yes KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC9 P Centroid yes KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC10 P Mean of max yes KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC11 Ł Centroid yes KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC12 Ł Mean of max yes KB1 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC13 Z Centroid no KB2 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC14 Z Mean of max no KB2 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
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Table B.2 Non-monotonic models built upon fuzzy reasoning. Fuzzy operators selected are Zadeh
(Z), Product (P) and Łukasiewicz (Ł). Knowledge bases (KB) and fuzzy membership functions (FMF)
are detailed in Appendix A.
Application Model Operators
Defuzzification
method
Rule
weight
KB + FMF
MWL Mwl-FC15 P Centroid no KB2 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC16 P Mean of max no KB2 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC17 Ł Centroid no KB2 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC18 Ł Mean of max no KB2 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC19 Z Centroid no KB3 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC20 Z Mean of max no KB3 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC21 P Centroid no KB3 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC22 P Mean of max no KB3 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC23 Ł Centroid no KB3 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
MWL Mwl-FC24 Ł Mean of max no KB3 + Gaussian (App. A.1)
Biomarkers Bio-F1 Z Centroid no KB4 + Triangular (App. A.2)
Biomarkers Bio-F2 Z Mean of max no KB4 + Triangular (App. A.2)
Biomarkers Bio-F3 P Centroid no KB4 + Triangular (App. A.2)
Biomarkers Bio-F4 P Mean of max no KB4 + Triangular (App. A.2)
Biomarkers Bio-F5 Ł Centroid no KB4 + Triangular (App. A.2)
Biomarkers Bio-F6 Ł Mean of max no KB4 + Triangular (App. A.2)
C. Trust CT-FL1 Z Centroid no KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL2 Z Mean of max no KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL3 P Centroid no KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL4 P Mean of max no KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL5 Ł Centroid no KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL6 Ł Mean of max no KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL7 Z Centroid yes KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL8 Z Mean of max yes KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL9 P Centroid yes KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL10 P Mean of max yes KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL11 Ł Centroid yes KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL12 Ł Mean of max yes KB5 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC1 Z Centroid no KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC2 Z Mean of max no KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC3 P Centroid no KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC4 P Mean of max no KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC5 Ł Centroid no KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC6 Ł Mean of max no KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC7 Z Centroid yes KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC8 Z Mean of max yes KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC9 P Centroid yes KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC10 P Mean of max yes KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
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Table B.2 Non-monotonic models built upon fuzzy reasoning. Fuzzy operators selected are Zadeh
(Z), Product (P) and Łukasiewicz (Ł). Knowledge bases (KB) and fuzzy membership functions (FMF)
are detailed in Appendix A.
Application Model Operators
Defuzzification
method
Rule
weight
KB + FMF
C. Trust CT-FC11 Ł Centroid yes KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC12 Ł Mean of max yes KB5 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL13 Z Centroid no KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL14 Z Mean of max no KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL15 P Centroid no KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL16 P Mean of max no KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL17 Ł Centroid no KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL18 Ł Mean of max no KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL19 Z Centroid yes KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL20 Z Mean of max yes KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL21 P Centroid yes KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL22 P Mean of max yes KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL23 Ł Centroid yes KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FL24 Ł Mean of max yes KB6 + Triangular (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC13 Z Centroid no KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC14 Z Mean of max no KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC15 P Centroid no KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC16 P Mean of max no KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC17 Ł Centroid no KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC18 Ł Mean of max no KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC19 Z Centroid yes KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC20 Z Mean of max yes KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC21 P Centroid yes KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC22 P Mean of max yes KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC23 Ł Centroid yes KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
C. Trust CT-FC24 Ł Mean of max yes KB6 + Gaussian (App. A.3)
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Table B.3 Non-monotonic models built upon defeasible argumentation. Knowledge bases are detailed
in Appendix A.
Application Model
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5
Arguments Conflicts Attack relation Semantics Accrual
MWL Mwl-A1 KB1 (Appendix A.1) Binary Grounded average
MWL Mwl-A2 KB1 (Appendix A.1) Strength of arg. Grounded w. average
MWL Mwl-A3 KB1 (Appendix A.1) Binary Preferred card. + average
MWL Mwl-A4 KB1 (Appendix A.1) Strength of arg. Preferred card. + w. average
MWL Mwl-A5 KB2 (Appendix A.1) Binary Grounded average
MWL Mwl-A6 KB2 (Appendix A.1) Binary Preferred card. + average
MWL Mwl-A7 KB3 (Appendix A.1) Binary Grounded average
MWL Mwl-A8 KB3 (Appendix A.1) Binary Preferred card. + average
Biomarkers Bio-A1 KB4 (Appendix A.2) Binary Grounded average
Biomarkers Bio-A2 KB4 (Appendix A.2) Binary Preferred card. + average
Biomarkers Bio-A3 KB4 (Appendix A.2) Binary Categorizer average
Comput. Trust CT-A1 KB5 (Appendix A.3) Binary Preferred card. + average
Comput. Trust CT-A2 KB5 (Appendix A.3) Binary Categorizer average
Comput. Trust CT-A3 KB5 (Appendix A.3) Binary Grounded average
Comput. Trust CT-A4 KB5 (Appendix A.3) Strength of arg. Preferred card. + w. average
Comput. Trust CT-A5 KB5 (Appendix A.3) Strength of arg. Categorizer w. average
Comput. Trust CT-A6 KB5 (Appendix A.3) Strength of arg. Grounded w. average
Comput. Trust CT-A7 KB6 (Appendix A.3) Binary Preferred card. + average
Comput. Trust CT-A8 KB6 (Appendix A.3) Binary Categorizer average
Comput. Trust CT-A9 KB6 (Appendix A.3) Binary Grounded average
Comput. Trust CT-A10 KB6 (Appendix A.3) Strength of arg. Preferred card. + w. average
Comput. Trust CT-A11 KB6 (Appendix A.3) Strength of arg. Categorizer w. average
Comput. Trust CT-A12 KB6 (Appendix A.3) Strength of arg. Grounded w. average

Appendix C
Descriptive Statistics
C.1 Mental Workload Models
Table C.1 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the mental work-
load domain. Baseline instruments (NASA-TLX, Workload Profile, and self assessment) for each
experiment (Table 3.2, p. 92) also reported in the last rows.
Model N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
MWL-E1 230 43.516 17.714 8.750 26.823 57.438 100.000
MWL-E2 230 45.953 15.977 9.000 36.365 57.312 100.000
MWL-E3 230 45.068 11.509 20.800 35.745 53.725 91.800
MWL-E4 230 47.859 11.138 20.800 39.445 56.025 87.700
MWL-E5 237 37.740 24.487 6.250 15.380 58.000 100.000
MWL-E6 237 41.906 9.729 19.320 35.600 48.420 68.070
MWL-E7 405 25.970 26.908 0.000 7.390 40.120 99.490
MWL-E8 405 35.811 14.413 0.000 26.130 45.680 79.670
MWL-FL1 230 44.646 11.994 17.770 35.026 51.823 80.203
MWL-FL2 230 40.915 20.891 2 45.8 50 100
MWL-FL3 230 44.542 12.430 16.828 34.337 52.472 80.203
MWL-FL4 230 40.825 22.641 0 47.9 50 100
MWL-FL5 230 44.499 12.655 16.796 34.276 53.155 80.203
MWL-FL6 230 38.537 23.489 0 25 50 100
MWL-FL7 230 50.564 12.952 15.075 41.487 60.719 83.896
MWL-FL8 230 50.705 21.061 2 47.9 54 98
MWL-FL9 230 49.867 13.940 13.669 40.448 60.838 84.096
MWL-FL10 230 48.364 22.352 0 47.8 52 99
MWL-FL11 230 49.693 14.292 13.286 39.961 60.848 84.701
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Table C.1 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the mental work-
load domain. Baseline instruments (NASA-TLX, Workload Profile, and self assessment) for each
experiment (Table 3.2, p. 92) also reported in the last rows.
Model N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
MWL-FL12 230 48.289 23.368 0 49.6 50.3 100
MWL-FL13 237 43.943 5.806 33.206 37.966 49.146 51.408
MWL-FL14 237 22.871 13.661 8.250 8.250 22.167 50.000
MWL-FL15 237 45.368 5.819 33.958 40.903 49.964 51.773
MWL-FL16 237 24.281 13.330 8.250 22.167 22.167 50.000
MWL-FL17 237 45.837 5.958 34 41.5 50 52
MWL-FL18 237 38.139 13.793 22 22.2 50 50
MWL-FL19 405 44.962 7.888 12.833 42.538 50.000 60.847
MWL-FL20 405 25.054 20.381 8.250 8.250 50.000 91.750
MWL-FL21 405 45.822 7.742 12.833 44.603 50.000 57.310
MWL-FL22 405 24.985 19.892 8.250 8.250 50.000 91.750
MWL-FL23 405 46.147 7.772 12.833 45.536 50.000 56.311
MWL-FL24 405 40.001 14.816 8.250 22.167 50.000 77.833
MWL-FC1 230 45.340 8.553 22.372 39.135 50.191 75.673
MWL-FC2 230 44.094 17.719 5 47.4 54.7 98
MWL-FC3 230 45.109 8.721 22.170 38.670 50.208 75.671
MWL-FC4 230 44.289 17.990 0 48.2 50.1 99
MWL-FC5 230 44.959 8.815 22.493 38.204 50.208 75.667
MWL-FC6 230 42.358 18.861 0 49.9 50 98
MWL-FC7 230 49.801 8.581 22.372 45.710 53.822 81.796
MWL-FC8 230 53.338 15.461 5 45.2 60.1 97
MWL-FC9 230 49.198 9.125 21.077 44.491 54.188 81.498
MWL-FC10 230 49.534 15.323 1 46.4 55.4 98
MWL-FC11 230 49.027 9.243 20.845 44.209 54.164 80.617
MWL-FC12 230 48.213 14.890 0 49.9 50.1 98
MWL-FC13 237 42.942 5.108 31.409 37.887 48.665 52.005
MWL-FC14 237 40.170 17.987 0 29.7 50 98
MWL-FC15 237 44.327 4.999 31.301 39.463 49.119 52.112
MWL-FC16 237 33.705 15.492 0 25.1 50 50
MWL-FC17 237 44.543 5.018 31.301 39.538 49.257 51.686
MWL-FC18 237 31.790 5.471 0.080 33.027 33.027 50.000
MWL-FC19 405 44.556 8.132 9.644 40.551 49.850 61.754
MWL-FC20 405 22.410 28.314 0.080 0.080 47.350 99.010
MWL-FC21 405 45.301 7.651 9.644 42.172 49.932 60.069
MWL-FC22 405 17.394 21.637 0.080 0.080 33.027 99.085
MWL-FC23 405 45.329 7.506 9.644 42.310 49.320 59.992
MWL-FC24 405 24.085 13.599 0.080 24.242 33.027 50.000
MWL-A1 230 45.307 11.721 20.800 36.125 53.800 91.800
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Table C.1 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the mental work-
load domain. Baseline instruments (NASA-TLX, Workload Profile, and self assessment) for each
experiment (Table 3.2, p. 92) also reported in the last rows.
Model N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
MWL-A2 230 48.632 11.445 20.800 40.315 56.560 87.700
MWL-A3 230 45.735 11.763 20.800 37.330 53.800 91.800
MWL-A4 230 48.704 11.342 20.800 40.385 56.560 87.700
MWL-A5 237 41.870 9.666 19.320 35.600 48.420 64.940
MWL-A6 237 42.022 9.431 18.490 35.600 48.720 64.940
MWL-A7 405 36.600 14.187 0.000 27.610 46.570 79.670
MWL-A8 405 36.990 14.043 0.180 27.770 46.570 79.670
NASA-TLX Ea 227 46.427 13.106 10.667 37.667 54.667 83.000
Self Report Ea 229 53.646 14.843 10.000 45.000 65.000 85.000
Self Report Eb 236 50.572 16.896 0.000 40.000 60.000 95.000
Raw TLX Eb 231 47.740 10.790 13.333 40.833 56.667 71.667
WP Eb 236 45.166 12.488 9.375 37.344 54.531 88.125
NASA-TLX Ec 405 46.561 19.365 1 33.4 59.3 100
WP Ec 405 37.531 15.033 0 27.6 47.8 73
Fig. C.1 Density plots of inferred mental workload scalars by non-monotonic reasoning models. Full
description of models can be seen in Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3.
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Fig. C.1 Density plots of inferred mental workload scalars by non-monotonic reasoning models. Full
description of models can be seen in Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3.
C.2 Mortality Occurrence Models
Table C.2 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the biomarkers domain.
Statistics are separated by survivability status and do not include instances discarded by the domain
expert.
Model Class N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Bio-A1
Survival 42 47.740 4.149 34.091 45.208 50.000 55.000
Death 28 47.004 4.689 38.889 43.884 50.000 57.143
Bio-A2
Survival 42 45.996 4.472 33.333 43.750 50.000 54.545
Death 28 46.532 4.631 38.889 42.803 50.000 56.250
Bio-A3
Survival 42 47.852 4.019 34.091 45.833 50.000 55.000
Death 28 47.456 4.660 38.889 45.120 50.000 57.143
Bio-E1
Survival 42 50.000 0.000 50 50 50 50
Death 28 50.000 0.000 50 50 50 50
Bio-E2
Survival 42 47.852 4.019 34.091 45.833 50.000 55.000
Death 28 47.456 4.660 38.889 45.120 50.000 57.143
Bio-F1
Survival 42 46.164 7.828 31.120 41.981 50.871 62.500
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Table C.2 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the biomarkers domain.
Statistics are separated by survivability status and do not include instances discarded by the domain
expert.
Model Class N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Death 28 43.238 10.320 30.852 31.457 50.871 62.500
Bio-F2
Survival 42 42.064 9.228 25.000 41.667 50.000 62.500
Death 28 38.318 11.762 25 25 43.8 62
Bio-F3
Survival 42 46.164 7.828 31.120 41.981 50.871 62.500
Death 28 43.238 10.320 30.852 31.457 50.871 62.500
Bio-F4
Survival 42 42.064 9.228 25.000 41.667 50.000 62.500
Death 28 38.318 11.762 25 25 43.8 62
Bio-F5
Survival 42 46.164 7.828 31.120 41.981 50.871 62.500
Death 28 43.238 10.320 30.852 31.457 50.871 62.500
Bio-F6
Survival 42 42.064 9.228 25.000 41.667 50.000 62.500
Death 28 38.318 11.762 25 25 43.8 62
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Fig. C.2 Density plots of inferred mortality scalars by non-monotonic reasoning models. Full
description of models can be seen in Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3.
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Table C.3 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the computational trust
domain. Statistics are reported by inferences produced by each model to Barnstar and Non-barnstar
classes of editors.
Model Class N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
CT-E1
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.097 0.112 0.0002 0.063 0.097 1.000
Barnstar 67 0.755 0.279 0.070 0.754 0.903 0.998
CT-E2
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.107 0.115 0.0001 0.081 0.105 1.000
Barnstar 67 0.777 0.295 0.037 0.762 0.940 0.999
CT-E3
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.145 0.117 0.048 0.065 0.160 0.959
Barnstar 67 0.682 0.138 0.334 0.586 0.781 0.884
CT-E4
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.152 0.125 0.067 0.082 0.152 0.976
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Table C.3 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the computational trust
domain. Statistics are reported by inferences produced by each model to Barnstar and Non-barnstar
classes of editors.
Model Class N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Barnstar 67 0.736 0.140 0.374 0.621 0.849 0.938
CT-E5
Non-barnstar 857,271 0.197 0.076 0.045 0.098 0.250 0.886
Barnstar 1 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889
CT-E6
Non-barnstar 857,271 0.204 0.067 0.064 0.121 0.250 0.926
Barnstar 1 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921
CT-E7
Non-barnstar 857,271 0.197 0.076 0.045 0.098 0.250 0.886
Barnstar 1 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889
CT-E8
Non-barnstar 857,271 0.204 0.067 0.064 0.121 0.250 0.926
Barnstar 1 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921 0.921
CT-FL1
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.213 0.127 0.093 0.100 0.240 0.900
Barnstar 67 0.600 0.078 0.460 0.532 0.635 0.757
CT-FL2
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.123 0.315 0 0 0 1
Barnstar 67 1.000 0.000 1 1 1 1
CT-FL3
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.219 0.125 0.093 0.100 0.242 0.900
Barnstar 67 0.594 0.080 0.458 0.525 0.631 0.754
CT-FL4
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.122 0.313 0 0 0 1
Barnstar 67 1.000 0.000 1 1 1 1
CT-FL5
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.220 0.125 0.093 0.100 0.244 0.900
Barnstar 67 0.591 0.081 0.457 0.525 0.631 0.754
CT-FL6
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.086 0.184 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Barnstar 67 0.811 0.176 0.458 0.688 1.000 1.000
CT-FL7
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.190 0.160 0.093 0.100 0.167 0.905
Barnstar 67 0.736 0.076 0.588 0.685 0.798 0.885
CT-FL8
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.139 0.346 0 0 0 1
Barnstar 67 1.000 0.000 1 1 1 1
CT-FL9
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.187 0.145 0.093 0.100 0.176 0.905
Barnstar 67 0.725 0.081 0.528 0.675 0.791 0.885
CT-FL10
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.139 0.346 0 0 0 1
Barnstar 67 1.000 0.000 1 1 1 1
CT-FL11
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.186 0.141 0.093 0.100 0.180 0.905
Barnstar 67 0.722 0.082 0.513 0.674 0.789 0.885
CT-FL12
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.108 0.283 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Barnstar 67 1.000 0.000 1 1 1 1
CT-FL13
Non-barnstar 1,701,593 0.180 0.215 0.100 0.100 0.130 0.900
Barnstar 64 0.872 0.013 0.850 0.862 0.882 0.899
CT-FL14
Non-barnstar 1,701,593 0.120 0.241 0.000 0.000 0.107 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.899 0.031 0.851 0.875 0.920 0.981
CT-FL15
Non-barnstar 1,701,631 0.173 0.219 0.100 0.100 0.103 0.900
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Table C.3 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the computational trust
domain. Statistics are reported by inferences produced by each model to Barnstar and Non-barnstar
classes of editors.
Model Class N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Barnstar 64 0.888 0.014 0.851 0.882 0.899 0.900
CT-FL16
Non-barnstar 1,701,631 0.094 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.030 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.948 0.044 0.852 0.920 0.987 1.000
CT-FL17
Non-barnstar 1,701,631 0.172 0.219 0.100 0.100 0.100 0.900
Barnstar 64 0.891 0.015 0.851 0.887 0.900 0.900
CT-FL18
Non-barnstar 1,701,631 0.088 0.252 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.964 0.048 0.852 0.935 1.000 1.000
CT-FL19
Non-barnstar 1,701,593 0.180 0.215 0.100 0.100 0.130 0.900
Barnstar 64 0.872 0.013 0.850 0.862 0.882 0.899
CT-FL20
Non-barnstar 1,701,593 0.120 0.241 0.000 0.000 0.107 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.899 0.031 0.851 0.875 0.920 0.981
CT-FL21
Non-barnstar 1,701,619 0.176 0.217 0.100 0.100 0.117 0.900
Barnstar 64 0.883 0.015 0.851 0.873 0.896 0.900
CT-FL22
Non-barnstar 1,701,619 0.107 0.245 0.000 0.000 0.075 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.929 0.041 0.851 0.899 0.967 0.999
CT-FL23
Non-barnstar 1,701,619 0.174 0.218 0.100 0.100 0.111 0.900
Barnstar 64 0.886 0.016 0.851 0.876 0.900 0.900
CT-FL24
Non-barnstar 1,701,619 0.098 0.249 0.000 0.000 0.058 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.946 0.050 0.851 0.906 1.000 1.000
CT-FC13
Non-barnstar 1,706,934 0.151 0.243 0.060 0.060 0.087 0.940
Barnstar 64 0.913 0.020 0.864 0.902 0.928 0.940
CT-FC14
Non-barnstar 1,708,142 0.118 0.260 0.0005 0.006 0.068 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.935 0.031 0.854 0.919 0.955 0.988
CT-FC16
Non-barnstar 1,710,117 0.145 0.246 0.060 0.060 0.067 0.940
Barnstar 64 0.924 0.020 0.866 0.919 0.939 0.940
CT-FC16
Non-barnstar 1,711,263 0.103 0.267 0.0005 0.0005 0.037 1.000
Barnstar 65 0.957 0.033 0.872 0.941 0.984 1.000
CT-FC17
Non-barnstar 1,710,117 0.145 0.247 0.060 0.060 0.061 0.940
Barnstar 64 0.926 0.020 0.866 0.920 0.940 0.940
CT-FC18
Non-barnstar 1,711,263 0.099 0.269 0.0005 0.0005 0.020 1.000
Barnstar 65 0.965 0.037 0.872 0.944 0.999 1.000
CT-FC19
Non-barnstar 1,706,934 0.151 0.243 0.060 0.060 0.087 0.940
Barnstar 64 0.913 0.020 0.864 0.902 0.928 0.940
CT-FC20
Non-barnstar 1,708,142 0.118 0.260 0.0005 0.006 0.068 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.935 0.031 0.854 0.919 0.955 0.988
CT-FC21
Non-barnstar 1,708,854 0.148 0.245 0.060 0.060 0.077 0.940
Barnstar 64 0.920 0.020 0.865 0.913 0.936 0.940
CT-FC22
Non-barnstar 1,710,041 0.111 0.264 0.0005 0.003 0.054 1.000
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Table C.3 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the computational trust
domain. Statistics are reported by inferences produced by each model to Barnstar and Non-barnstar
classes of editors.
Model Class N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Barnstar 64 0.948 0.032 0.862 0.932 0.973 0.996
CT-FC23
Non-barnstar 1,708,854 0.147 0.245 0.060 0.060 0.075 0.940
Barnstar 64 0.922 0.021 0.865 0.914 0.940 0.940
CT-FC24
Non-barnstar 1,710,041 0.105 0.266 0.0005 0.0005 0.050 1.000
Barnstar 64 0.955 0.038 0.862 0.934 0.999 0.999
CT-FC1
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.216 0.134 0.060 0.118 0.265 0.940
Barnstar 67 0.600 0.072 0.442 0.572 0.667 0.727
CT-FC2
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.118 0.309 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.999
Barnstar 67 0.995 0.034 0.718 0.999 0.999 0.999
CT-FC3
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.221 0.133 0.060 0.120 0.268 0.940
Barnstar 67 0.596 0.070 0.441 0.563 0.652 0.727
CT-FC4
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.103 0.281 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.999
Barnstar 67 0.984 0.074 0.531 0.999 0.999 0.999
CT-FC5
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.222 0.132 0.060 0.120 0.269 0.940
Barnstar 67 0.594 0.071 0.439 0.559 0.650 0.727
CT-FC6
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.075 0.156 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.999
Barnstar 67 0.774 0.198 0.531 0.571 0.999 0.999
CT-FC7
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.178 0.170 0.060 0.067 0.171 0.940
Barnstar 67 0.723 0.085 0.553 0.671 0.790 0.897
CT-FC8
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.139 0.345 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.999
Barnstar 67 0.999 0.000 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
CT-FC9
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.177 0.158 0.060 0.067 0.191 0.940
Barnstar 67 0.714 0.087 0.529 0.659 0.780 0.897
CT-FC10
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.139 0.345 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.999
Barnstar 67 0.999 0.000 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999
CT-FC11
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.176 0.153 0.060 0.067 0.196 0.940
Barnstar 67 0.711 0.088 0.519 0.654 0.775 0.897
CT-FC12
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.101 0.278 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.999
Barnstar 67 0.991 0.048 0.718 0.999 0.999 0.999
CT-A1
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.145 0.117 0.048 0.065 0.160 0.960
Barnstar 67 0.684 0.140 0.334 0.586 0.781 0.899
CT-A2
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.145 0.117 0.048 0.065 0.160 0.959
Barnstar 67 0.682 0.138 0.334 0.586 0.781 0.884
CT-A3
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.145 0.117 0.048 0.065 0.160 0.960
Barnstar 67 0.684 0.140 0.334 0.586 0.781 0.899
CT-A4
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.152 0.125 0.067 0.082 0.152 0.978
Barnstar 67 0.736 0.140 0.374 0.621 0.849 0.944
CT-A5
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.152 0.125 0.067 0.082 0.152 0.976
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Table C.3 Descriptive statistics of non-monotonic reasoning models applied in the computational trust
domain. Statistics are reported by inferences produced by each model to Barnstar and Non-barnstar
classes of editors.
Model Class N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max
Barnstar 67 0.736 0.140 0.374 0.621 0.849 0.938
CT-A6
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.152 0.125 0.067 0.082 0.152 0.978
Barnstar 67 0.736 0.140 0.374 0.621 0.849 0.944
CT-A7
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.093 0.107 0.0004 0.061 0.095 1.000
Barnstar 67 0.850 0.109 0.083 0.851 0.877 0.921
CT-A8
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.181 0.109 0.000 0.080 0.250 1.000
Barnstar 67 0.749 0.250 0.000 0.761 0.873 1.000
CT-A9
Non-barnstar 857,271 0.080 0.023 0.042 0.061 0.092 0.886
Barnstar 1 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889 0.889
CT-A10
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.215 0.307 0.063 0.080 0.115 1.000
Barnstar 67 0.914 0.020 0.863 0.902 0.925 0.967
CT-A11
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.240 0.305 0 0.1 0.1 1
Barnstar 67 0.971 0.036 1 0.9 1 1
CT-A12
Non-barnstar 1,798,296 0.215 0.307 0.063 0.080 0.115 1.000
Barnstar 67 0.914 0.020 0.863 0.902 0.925 0.967
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Fig. C.3 Density plots of inferred computation trust scalars by expert system models. Full description
of models can be seen in Table B.1. Two density plots per graph: Non-barnstar editors (left), and
Barnstar editors (right and red). Models CT-E{5-8} could only resolve one Barnstar instance, thus do
not have a second density plot.
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Fig. C.4 Density plots of inferred computation trust scalars by fuzzy reasoning models. Full descrip-
tion of models can be seen in Table B.2. Two density plots per graph: Non-barnstar editors (left), and
Barnstar editors (right and red).
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Fig. C.4 Density plots of inferred computation trust scalars by fuzzy reasoning models. Full descrip-
tion of models can be seen in Table B.2. Two density plots per graph: Non-barnstar editors (left), and
Barnstar editors (right and red).
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Fig. C.4 Density plots of inferred computation trust scalars by fuzzy reasoning models. Full descrip-
tion of models can be seen in Table B.2. Two density plots per graph: Non-barnstar editors (left), and
Barnstar editors (right and red).
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Fig. C.4 Density plots of inferred computation trust scalars by fuzzy reasoning models. Full descrip-
tion of models can be seen in Table B.2. Two density plots per graph: Non-barnstar editors (left), and
Barnstar editors (right and red).
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Fig. C.5 Density plots of inferred computation trust scalars by argument-based models. Full descrip-
tion of models can be seen in Table B.3. Two density plots per graph: Non-barnstar editors (left), and
Barnstar editors (right and red). Model CT-A9 could only resolve one Barnstar instance, thus do not
have a second density plot.
Appendix D
Textual Domain Knowledge of
Biomarkers
This appendix lists some of the textual domain knowledge employed for the construction
of the knowledge base 4 described in Appendix A. Table D.1 lists the description used by
the domain expert to associate each biomarker to a possible mortality risk level. A list of
references used by this expert is also provided for each table. Table D.2 list the 5 mortality
risk categories extracted from the descriptions provided in Table D.1. Descriptions are listed
as shared by the expert, and have not been grammatically reviewed.
Textual domain knowledge of knowledge base 4
Table D.1 Biomarkers and their association to mortality risk given by an expert clinician.
Biomarker Description References
(p. 252)
age The strongest risk factor for death. In general: the older the person, the higher
the risk of death; although, due to the remodelling theory of ageing, the mortality
rates are the highest at the age of around 75, due to the chronic disease burden;
after the age of 80, the population mortality curve starts to slowdown, reflecting
the positive selection of oldest old individuals, who are also characterised with
better coping mechanisms
1-2
sex For some pathophysiological aspects of ageing, such as diabetes and metabolic
syndrome, there is a presumption that men and women use different pathways
to attain ageing diseases and premature mortality (or longevity)
3-4 & Pre-
sumption
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Table D.1 Biomarkers and their association to mortality risk given by an expert clinician.
Biomarker Description References
(p. 252)
hyper Hypertension is the main risk factor for cardiovascular disease - the main
mortality cause in European countries. Thus, the higher grade hypertension -
the stronger association with mortality. On the other hand, persons with high
grade hypertension more regularly use anti-hypertensive drugs, which may, in
turn, elicit the protective effect
5-6 &
Presump-
tion &
Intuition
DM Diabetes mellitus,mostly based on the pre-existing obesity, is the main risk factor
for cardiovascular disease - the main mortality cause in European countries.
Thus, diabetics might have the highest mortality risk, in comparison to non-
diabetics and those having pre-diabetes (impaired glucose tolerance). However,
there might be an alleviating effect of drug treatment, in diabetic patients.
Another contradictory argument is the fact that impaired glucose tolerance
is a condition characterised with high insulin resistance and insulin serum
concentrations -both factors confirmed as to have the strong impact on the
development of many aging diseases. In addition, among those subjects not
having diabetes, there might be some individuals characterised with frailty -
another strong mortality risk factor.
7-9 &
Presump-
tion &
Intuition
HbA1c According to the above commentaries and the remodelling theory of ageing,
both lowered and increased values of Hba1c - a measure of blood glucose
concentrations - may be detrimental for healthy ageing and longevity. An
intriguing is also to note that, in diabetics, the HbA1c values are under the
influence of treatment
10-11 &
Presump-
tion &
Intuition
FGlu Fasting Glucose – a marker of glucose metabolism
chol High serum concentrations of total cholesterol is well established as the main
risk factor for cardiovascular disease and, as such, it can be also associated
with premature death. On the other hand, hypolipemic treatment with statins
is less efficient in elderly people, which may implicate weaker influence of
total cholesterol as CV risk factor, in this population group. Also, therapy with
statins, mostly used by diabetics, is known to modify the total cholesterol levels.
12-13 &
Presump-
tion
HDL High serum HDL-cholesterol concentrations (certainly >1.0 mmol/L) is thought
to be protective against diabetes, cardiovascular disease and Alzheimer‘s demen-
tia, so also against premature death. A conflicting fact is that recent evidence
implicate not only low serum concentrations of HDL-cholesterol, but also func-
tionally defective HDL particles, as to be detrimental for the development of
age-related chronic diseases. In general, low serum HDL-cholesterol concentra-
tions - a cardiovascular risk factor - can be expected in conditions associated
with insulin resistance, including obesity, especially abdominal obesity, diabetes,
hypertension, CVD, chronic renal impairment and frailty (muscle wasting).
14-15 &
Presump-
tion
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Table D.1 Biomarkers and their association to mortality risk given by an expert clinician.
Biomarker Description References
(p. 252)
Statins Therapy with statins can modify the total cholesterol levels, so can be protec-
tive for premature cardiovascular disease and death. Although, recent studies
indicate lower effectiveness of this therapy in elderly population. Also, there
are ambiguous results in respect to statins use and the development of cognitive
dysfunction/dementia -an emerging cause of death in modern societies.
13, 16-17
& Pre-
sumption
anticoag Oral anticoagulant/antiaggregant drug treatment is a part of a secondary pre-
vention strategy of CVD and can be a marker of higher CV risk and death. On
the other hand, the effect of this therapy on CVD and average life expectancy
can be beneficial. Therapy with these medications can yet be associated with
potential adverse effects and serious complications. Further, there might be a
difference between the effectiveness of anticoagulant and antiaggregant drugs.
18-20
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
CVD Cardiovascular disease is the major cause of mortality. However, there may be
differences in respect to an influence of age, gender, co-morbidity, or a specific
CVD entity (for example, stroke vs peripheral vascular disease)
21 & Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
BMI Evidence say that both, low values of BMI (<20) and high values (>=30), may
contribute to CV and overall mortality. Overweight (BMI 26-29) may also have
unfavourable effect. However, there are no clear relationships between BMI
and other CV risk factors, such as lipids, hypertension and insulin resistance, as
well as in respect to gender and age differences.
10,22-25
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
w/h Increased waist cicumference and waist to hip ratio are well established mea-
sures of insulin resistance and CV risk factors, either being associated with
obesity, or frailty. The strength of associations with the risk of mortality is not
well known.
25
skinf Increased triceps skinfold thickness is validated as an anthropometric measure
of insulin resistance state (muscle wasting). Data on the strengh of associations
towards CVD and overall mortality are not yet conclusive.
26-27
COPD COPD is a major cause of mortality and also a CV risk factor. There may be a
survival benefit for treatment with new inhalatory drugs, however, conclusive
data are currently lacking.
28
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Aller d Allergic diseases have in the background increased activity of the antibody-
mediated (humoral) immune response (represented with high serum IgE concen-
trations). In this sense, these diseases may elicit protective effects towards CVD
and premature death, as CVD and some other ageing diseases, including demen-
tia and cancer, use cell-mediated immunity during their pathogenesis. Although
strong evidence are lacking, recent advances in ageing process propose that
the development of the main ageing diseases is the result of the unsuccessful
modeling, which is associated with the bias of the immune reaction into the
cell-mediated and antibody-mediated immune response. In this context, the
bias towards humoral (antibody-mediated) immunity is associated with the
development of allergic diseases and hematoproliferative disorders. These latter
disorders, in turn, may be unfavourable for survival.
1,29-32
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
Dr aller Drug allergy might be a marker of multimorbidity and, as such, of the complex
unfavourable pathogenetic background
33 & Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
Analg Analgesics can alleviate inflammation - according to the theory - the main
driving cause of age-related diseases. So, this therapy might be beneficial
for survival, although it can be accompanied with the serious side effects, for
example decline of renal function. Alternatively, use of these medications can
be a marker of a subgroup of patients with locomotor disease in its active phase
- characterised with increased level of inflammation, which, in turn, may be non
beneficial for survival
18,19
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
Neo Patients in the stable phase of malignant disease, including those with skin
cancer, might be in an unfavourable position in respect to survival, because of
the immune system impairment. According to the recent theories of ageing,
unsuccessful remodelling of the metabolic, the immune and the neuro-endocrine
systems is responsible for increased level of inflammation and the development
of the age-related chronic diseases.
29, 34
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
Derm Chronic skin disorders can be a marker of the immune system dysfunction and,
as such, of an unfavourable survival pattern
35 & Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
OSP Osteoporosis is an inflammation-mediated disease, so unfavourable for survival.
Overt osteoporosis may be more detrimental than the disease in its early phase -
osteopenia. Although, in an early phase of this disease, the level of inflammation
can be even at the higher level than when the disease turns into its advanced
stage. This is supported by the evidence implicating osteopenia as a component
of the frailty syndrome, characterized with increased level of inflammation.
Osteoporosis is a spot like disease, so the larger the number of invloved sites,
the greater the influence of the disease on the survival
36-37
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
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Psy Anxyety-depresson and cognitive disorders are all known to activate the
hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, which decreases an individual‘s
adaptation to infections and illnesses, mostly due to the immune system impair-
ment and increased secretion of inflammatory cytokines and other mediators.
So, these diseases are unfavourable for survival.
38-39
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
MMS MMS < 25 is a measure of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) - an early phase
during the course of the development of dementia . Some known factors
responsible for progression of MCI to dementia include deficit of folic acid and
vitamin B12, the thyroid gland hypofunction and depression/anxyety. Although
not all persons with MCI get dementia, this condition is associated with the
immune system bias towards the cell-mediated immunity, which may affect
survival.
40 & Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
CMV Latent infections reactivation is a feature of unsuccessful ageing. High serum
specific IgG antibody concentrations can be used as a marker of CMV infection
reactivation. This condition is a driving force for cellular immunity activation
and exhaustion. High serum concentrations of specific IgG antibodies have been
accepted as the risk factor for frailty and premature death.
41-42 &
Presump-
tion
EBV High serum specific IgG antibody concentrations can be considered as a marker
of the immune system impairment and bias towards B lymphocytes (humoral
immunity) domination. In this sense, this condition might be beneficial for sur-
vival, by turning the immune reaction from the cellular towards the domination
of humoral immunity, avoiding the development of the main ageing diseases,
including CVD, dementia and cancer. On the other hand, EBV infection is
a driving force for the development of lymphomas and lymphoproliferative
disorders, which might be unbeneficial for survival.
43 & Pre-
sumption
HPA Helicobacter pylori infection, a cause of chronic gastritis, is a wide-spread
condition in older population. Because of its association with increased systemic
inflammation and biased immune reaction in favour of cell-mediated immunity,
this infection might be unbeneficial for survival. Increased serum concentrations
of specific IgA antibodies (>11.1 IU/ml) is a diagnostic test used to confirm
this infection.
44-45 &
Presump-
tion
LE Leukocyte count, a marker of inflammation, is frequently included in routine
clinical checkups. According to the recent studies, increased leukocyte count, in
apparently healthy elderly population, can be used as a prognostic factor of all-
cause and cardiovascular mortality. Aspirin and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory
drugs may lower their counts.
18, 46 &
Presump-
tion
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CRP Low grade chronic inflammation, as indicated with slightly elevated serum
concentrations of CRP (even in the upper part of the reference range), has been
considered as the main pathogenetic driving force in the progression of the
main aging chronic diseases, including CVD, dementia, osteoporosis, cancer,
autoimmune and lymphoproliferative diseases. In addition, it may also play a
major role in the development of the frailty syndrome, which in older persons is
associated with increased vulnerability for disease and death. Phenotipically,
this syndrome is characterized with lean body mass, osteopenia, anemia and
low cholesterol level. The etiology of chronic inflammation is considered to be
multifactorial. One of the best accepted cause is obesity. In this condition, low
grade inflammation is associated with insulin resistance and impaired glucose
tolerance, increasing, in obese people, their susceptibility for diabetes and CVD.
More generally, it is thought that age-related dysfunction in the metabolic, the
neuroendocrine and the immune system, is associated with chronic low grade
inflammation. Increased serum CRP concentrations have been found to be
associated with increased risk of CV and all-cause mortality.
1,18,29,30,
47 & Pre-
sumption
GAMA Hiper-gamma-globulinemia – a marker of chronic inflammation
MO Mononuclear leukocytes are included in cell-mediated immunity during patho-
genesis of atherosclerotic CVD, dementia and cancer. Although monocytes %
in WBC differential is a weaker marker of cell-mediated immunity than absolute
monocytes number, it is more easily available in clinical practice. Some age-
related changes in WBC differential, including slightly increased monocytes %,
decreased lymphocytes % and increased neutrophils %, have been found as to
have predict ive power in CV and all-risk mortality.
48-49 &
Presump-
tion
NEU Some age-related changes in WBC differential, including slightly increased
monocytes %, decreased lymphocytes % and increased neutrophils %, have
been found as to have predict ive power in CV and all-risk mortality.
48-49 &
Presump-
tion
LY Some age-related changes in WBC differential, including slightly increased
monocytes %, decreased lymphocytes % and increased neutrophils %, have
been found as to have predict ive power in CV and all-risk mortality.
48-49 &
Presump-
tion
E Erythrocytes (RBC) number is a routine laboratory test indicating blood oxygen
carrying capacity, or otherwise, used to diagnose anaemia. According to the
evidence, anemia, in older persons, as indicated by lower Hemoglobin and
Erythrocytes number, is associated with an increased mortality risk. On the
other hand, even slightly increased erythrocytes number, due to hypoxic lung or
heart diseases, can affect blood rheological properties and vascular resistance,
increasing the risk for unfavourable outcomes.
50-52
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
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HB Hemoglobin is a more sensitive marker of anemia than erythrocytes number.
Both, decreased HB values (indicating anaemia) and increased HB values (cor-
responding with impaired blood rheology) might be unfavourable for survival.
50-52
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
HTC Hematocrit values depend on the number and size of red blood cells. Lower
HTC may be due to anemia, or WBC hematoproliferative disorders, while
increased HTC may due to increased erythrocytes number, or enlarged RBC
MCV (macrocytic anemia). Extremes from both sides may be unfavourable for
survival.
53-56
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
MCV The incidence of vitamin B12 and folate deficiency increases with age and
may lead to macrocytosis (indicated by increased MCV). Macrocytosis may
also develop as a result of age-related shortened RBCs life-span, independently
of vitamin B12 and folate deficiency. These large RBCs are known to have
difficulties in passing through capilary vessel network, leading to insufficient
tissue supply with oxygen and nutritients. Older people with these disturbancies
are more likely to have poorer cognitive functioning and increased mortality.
Some subpopulations of older people are especially prone to macrocytosis,
including those with chronic gastritis, chronic kidney and heart disease, as well
as those with multi-morbidity.
57-60 &
Presump-
tion
FE Testing serum iron is a part of complete blood count test. As according to the
evidence, both, lower and upper extremes of the interval values, recorded in the
sample, might be unbeneficial for survival.
61-62
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
ALB Lower serum albumin, in older people, although still within the reference range,
may be a marker of low grade chronic inflammation, or more specifically, of the
frailty syndrome, characterized also with lower total cholesterol, muscle wasing
(energy-protein malnutrition)and anemia.
36, 63 &
Presump-
tion
Clear Decline in renal function, indicated by increased values of creatinine clearance,
is associated with a variety of pathophysiologic changes, including hypertension,
insulin resistance, other metabolic changes, increased inflammation, the immune
system dysfunction, protein malnutrition (muscle vasting), endocrine disorders,
anemia and blood rheology. Chronic renal impairment has been recognized as
the main risk factor for CVD and dementia.
64-68 &
Presump-
tion
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HOMCIS Increased serum concentrations of the amino-acid homocystein has been found
to have strong oxydative properties. Increased oxydative stress is a driving force
for the development of the main age-related chronic diseases. In addition, hy-
perhomocysteinemia is an indicator of impaired DNA methylation process and
cell-cycling, which may have the greatest impact on the functioning of cells with
a high cell turn-over, such as immunocompetent cells. Serum concentrations
of homocystein > 12.5 µmol/L has been confirmed as the risk factor for CVD
and dementia. This disorder is closely related to vitamin B12 and folic acid
deficiency and frequently found in subjects with chronic renal renal impairment,
especially when it is associated with increased level of inflammation and protein
malnutrition.
69-71 &
Presump-
tion
VITB12 Deficiency of B-vitamins, notably of vitamin B12 and folic acid, has been
confirmed as the main cause of mild hyperhomocysteinemia. The mechanism
which links these disorders into the same pathogenetic network is the metabolic
cycle of the amino acid methionine, an essential biochemical reaction during
DNA methylation reaction. This metabolic cycle is controlled by the common
set of enzymes. The activity of one of these enzymes, the methylene tetrahydro-
folate reductase. is also greatly influenced by the genetic variations. Disorders
associated with the impaired methylation reactions include: DNA damage,
genome instability, impaired cell proliferation and insufficient neurotransmitter
synthesis. These are all mechanisms during the course of the development
of the age-related diseases, including atherosclerotic CVD, neurodegenerative
disease nad cancer. The main causes of vitamin B12 and folic acid deficiency, in
older population, include low dietary intake, impaired absorption due to chronic
gastritis and oxidative depletion due to chronic renal impairment.
72-74 &
Presump-
tion
INS Increased serum insulin concentrations is a clinical marker of insulin resistance
- an insufficient action of insulin on insulin-sensitive target tissues, notably
muscles. Insulin resistance is a mechanism of impaired glucose metabolism
associated with obesity, diabetes, frailty and chronic renal impairment. In-
creased serum insulin concentrations, >= 85.2 pmol/L, has been accepted as
the part of the insulin resistance (Metabolic) syndrome - a cluster of clinical
features including also abdominal obesity, hypertension, increased Triglycerides
and/or decreased HDL-cholesterol serum concentrations. The prevalence of
this syndrome increases in aging population. It is a well accepted risk factor
for the development of diabetes and CVD. Recent studies also link folate de-
ficiency, increased level of inflammation and impaired blood rheology, to the
Metabolic syndrome. They also emphasize the possible gender differences in
the Metabolic syndrome and its role in the development of CVD.
75-78 &
Presump-
tion
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CORTIS Serum cortisol secretion is a part of the stress-adaptive response of the
hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. This is a dynamic feedback network
with circadian rhytmicity and pulsatile neurohormone secretion. The HPA axis
is the main neuroendocrine pathway which regulates the immune system. Re-
versely, one of the most powerful stimuli of this axis is IL-6 - the main cytokine
of the inflammatory response. The complex pathogenetic network, including
obesity, dysregulation of the neuroendocrine stress axis, increased inflammation
and insulin resistance, has been found to be a risk factor for CVD. It is not
completely understood of how aging causes changes in the HPA axis. It appears
that there is no deficiency of adrenal production of cortisol, but in its pulsatile
and 24h rhytmic release. In older subjects, serum cortisol secretion may vary
more within a 24h period, as compared to younger subjects. So, both lower and
higher serum concentrations of cortisol in the morning, might be detrimental
for survival. In older population, there is a close association between the HPA
axis activation, depression / mood disorders and neurodegenerative disorders
(corresponding with cognitive impairment and dementia). According to the
recent meta-analysis, greater diurnal decline of the HPA axis (drop between the
morning and evening cortisol), is associated with betterr physical performance
in later life. Epidemiologic studies have not confirmed the role of chronic
activation of the stress axis with increased mortality in later life.
79-83
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
PRL The role of variations in serum prolactin concentrations, in aging diseases, has
not been clarified. Evidence indicate the association of increased serum prolactin
concentrations with the insulin resistance syndrome, chronic inflammation,
the immune system dysregulation, depression/neurodegenerative diseases and
chronic renal impairment.
84-86 &
Presump-
tion
TSH Isolated finding of mildly increased serum concentrations of the hormone TSH
is a marker of subclinical form of the primary hypothyreoidism - a frequent dis-
order in older population. Evidence suggest the association of this disorder with
decreased bone mineral density in postmenopausal women, increased choles-
terol and increased risk for atrial fibrillation, while evidence are controversial
on the associations with CVD, cognitive impairment and all-cause mortality.
Evidence are in favour of no harmful effect of subclinical hypothyreoidism on
the overall mortality in elderly. According to the evidence, hypothyreoidism
and moderate subclinical hypothyreoidism (TSH > 6 IU/ml) are associated with
increased CV and all-cause mortality in patients with multiple CV risk factors
and clinically manifest vascular disease.
87-90 &
Presump-
tion
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FT3 The thyroid gland hormones are rarely changed in the elderly. The most frequent
patterns of changes include decreased fT3 and normal or increased fT4 - a sign
of nonthyroidal illness (a peripheral tissue resistance on the action of the thyroid
gland hormones due to the existence of overt chronic diseases). This pattern
of the thyroid gland hormones changes is often associated with chronic renal
impairment and is unbeneficial for survival.
87-90 &
Presump-
tion
FT4 The same as noted above 87-90 &
Presump-
tion
RF Rheumatoid factor positivity can be find for years before the onset of rheumatoid
arthritis and may be considered as the marker of increased CV risk.
91
ANA Increased serum concentrations of the auto-antibody ANA can be found in
healthy elderly people, but especially in association with different chronic
diseases. It may be a marker of the bias of the immune reaction towards the
prevalence of the antibody-mediated (humoral) immunity.
92 & Pre-
sumption
IGE The same as noted under the allergic diseases 1,29-32
& Pre-
sumption,
Intuition
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Table D.2 Natural language descriptions extracted from Table D.1 and grouped to 5 different mortality
risk categories.
Mortality risk category Natural language description
no risk
. might be beneficial for survival
. protective against premature death
. may be protective
low risk
. increasing the risk for unfavorable outcomes
. may be non beneficial for survival
. may also have unfavorable effect
. well established measures of insulin resistance and CV risk factor
. ... The strength of associations with the risk of mortality is not well
known
. may be unfavorable for survival
. might be detrimental for survival
. unfavorable pathogenetic background
. may affect survival
. might be unbeneficial for survival
. may be detrimental for healthy aging and longevity
. might be in an unfavorable position in respect to survival
. can be expected in conditions associated with insulin resistance,
diabetes, hypertension, etc.
medium risk
. may contribute to CV and overall mortality
. unfavorable for survival
. predictive power in CV and all-risk mortality
. unbeneficial for survival
. marker of increased CV risk
. strong impact on the development of many aging diseases
. may affect survival - severe cognitive impairment
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Table D.2 Natural language descriptions grouped to 5 different mortality risk categories.
Mortality risk category Natural language description
. can be a marker of higher CV risk and death unfavorable survival
pattern
high risk
. has been confirmed as the risk factor for cvd and dementia
. strong mortality risk factor
. risk factor for frailty and premature death
. increased risk of CV and all-cause mortality
. increased cv and all cause mortality
. increased mortality risk
extremely high risk
. it is a well accepted risk factor for the development of diabetes and
CVD
. main risk factor for cardiovascular disease - the main mortality cause
. the higher grade ... the stronger association with death
. the highest mortality risk
. prognostic factor of all-cause and cardiovascular mortality
. main risk factor for cvd and dementia
. main cause of mild hyperhomocysteinemia
. major cause of mortality
. major cause of mortality and also a CV risk factor
. strongest risk factor

Appendix E
Example of Knowledge Acquisition
Process
This appendix summarises the performed process of knowledge acquisition in the domain of
mortality occurrence with biomarkers described in Section 3.6.2. Overall, it reports the steps
for the creation of a structured knowledge base performed by the author in collaboration
with an expert in the domain of biomarkes. The resulting knowledge base can be seen in
Appendix A.2. This expert had no previous knowledge of non-monotonic reasoning or other
reasoning approaches in AI. The goal was to define IF-THEN rules, contradictions and fuzzy
membership functions (FMFs) that could be exploited by inferential models built with expert
systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation. In turn, these models were used to
produce inferences (scalars) representative of the mortality risk of elderly patients.
Definition of IF-THEN Rules
Domain expert
- Selection of biomarkers believed to influence the mortality risk of elderly patients.
- Report on the relationship between such biomarkers and a possible subjective mortality
risk through textual descriptions.
- Report on the references used to back up these descriptions, being these intuition,
presumptions or publications in the field.
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Author
- Encapsulation of descriptions provided by the expert in order to make them similar
to the format of a IF-THEN rule. Logical operators AND/OR were employed to add
multiple biomarkers and linguistic terms to a single encapsulation. Example:
◦ Encapsulation: low OR high serum iron imply unbeneficial survival
Domain expert and author
- Exchange of emails in order to reach an agreement on the proposed encapsulations.
Author
- Classification of mortality risk descriptions into 5 distinct categories: no risk (crisp
value 0), low risk (crisp value 25), medium risk (crisp value 50), high risk (crisp
value 75), and extremely high risk (crisp value 100). For example, “unbeneficial
for survival” was categorised as low risk.
- Adaptation of encapsulations into IF-THEN rules employing the proposed mortality
risk categories. Example:
◦ IF-THEN rule: IF serum iron is low OR serum iron is high THEN low
risk (25)
Domain expert and author
- Exchange of emails in order to reach an agreement on the formalised IF-THEN rules.
- Exchange of emails in order to map natural language terms used to describe biomarkers
into numerical ranges. Example:
◦ IF-THEN rule: IF serum iron ∈ [0, 10.9] OR serum iron ∈ [18, ∞) THEN
low risk (25)
Definition of Contradictions
Domain expert and author
- Exchange of emails in order to identify possible rules considered more important for
the prediction of mortality risk and conflicts between biomarkers that could possibly
invalidate their use.
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Author
• Formalisation of contradictions (meta-rules) in the formats:
◦ IF biomarker A is B THEN not Rule C.
◦ IF Rule A THEN not Rule B.
Domain expert and author
- Exchange of emails in order to reach an agreement on the formalised contradictions.
Definition of Fuzzy Membership Functions
Domain expert and author
- Short video conference (3 hours) in order to:
◦ Explain some basic notions of fuzzy set theory to the expert.
◦ Investigate which natural language terms related to biomarkers could have a fuzzy
interpretation and which ones were defined by strict numerical ranges.
Domain expert
- Adaptation of numerical ranges used to represent linguist terms into linear FMFs. This
adaptation was performed only for the terms agreed by the expert to have a fuzzy
interpretation. The design of the functions was not performed in collaboration with the
expert due to her lack of time and knowledge on fuzzy set theory.
Preliminary Assessment of the Knowledge Base
Author
- Listing of rules and contradictions in order to set up a first version of the knowledge
base.
- Design of expert systems, fuzzy reasoning and defeasible argumentation models built
with this version of the knowledge base.
- Preliminary assessment trough the analysis of the ROC curves of the inferences
produced by designed models. Each model produced 93 inferences, one for each
record in the dataset provided by the expert.
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Review and Enhancement of the Knowledge Base
Domain expert and author
- Set of face-to-face interviews totalling approximately 10 hours. Performed tasks during
these interviews include:
◦ Review of all numerical ranges and IF-THEN rules.
◦ Review of all contradictions through the aid of a relationship matrix. Fig. E.1
depicts an example.
Fig. E.1 Example of graphical representation of existing contradictions between pairs of
biomarkers agreed before face-to-face interviews. This visualisation was used as an aid
to the identification of missing contradictions not previously identified by the expert or
removal of contradictions wrongly defined. A blue arrow from the top row to the bottom
row is used to represent a contradiction between two rules employing the biomarkers or
between a biomarker invalidating the use of another one.
◦ Set of prediction exercises asked to be performed by the expert. For each case
presented, the expert had to conclude a possible survivability status (death or
survival) of the respective individual. In order to aid the expert on her reasoning
process, for each case the set of activated rules were presented in a list and in the
form of an argumentation graph.
Author
- Update of knowledge base according to changes agreed on the face-to-face interviews.
